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Abstract

This Thesis studies logical characterisations of distributed systems for the purpose of de-
scribing resources in heterogeneous environments. The focus is more on the structure and
the distribution of resources than their behaviour. The research follows two complemen-
tary strategies: aproof theoretical approach,not related to a particular formal model, and
amodel theoretical approach,deeply related to the choice of a formal model. The former
consists in specialising a pure logical formalism to express properties in a distributed sys-
tem; the latter consists in defining a new logic by considering a particular formalisation
for distributed systems as a model, and by interpreting the logical constructs in such a
model. To develop these two differing approaches, the Thesis is organised in two parts.

Part I introduces the ‘Logic’ from the basis by consideringBasic Logic:a substruc-
tural logic whose aim is to find a structure in the space of the logics. Classical, Intu-
itionistic, and non-modal Linear logics are all obtained as extensions of Basic Logic in a
uniform way. Basic Logic is taken as the fundament of a resource semantics, that is mod-
ularly extended to Intuitionistic Linear Logic, Linear Logic and Bunched Implications
Logic. This semantics, along with its extensions, is sound and complete, and provides a
theorem of semantical cut-elimination.

By addingplaces, or locations, to a Modal Intuititionistic Logic we define a model
that well describes distributed systems. The semantics provided for this modal logic is
sound and complete, and can be further specialised to satisfy the finite model property,
thus proving the decidability of the logic.

Part II introducesbigraphs, which are a graphical model of computation in which
bothlocality andconnectivityare prominent. Bigraphs are establishing themselves a truly
general (meta)model of global systems, and appear to encompass several existing calculi
and models. This part of the Thesis is devoted to the introduction ofBiLog, a new con-
textual and spatial logic based on bigraphs, that aims at achieving the same generality as
a description language: as bigraphs specialise to particular models, we expect BiLog to
specialise to powerful logics on these. In this sense we propose BiLog as a unifying lan-
guage for the description of global resources, fortified by the positive preliminary results
obtained by instantiating BiLog to well known spatial logics: Spatial Tree Logic, Spatial
Graph Logic, Context Tree Logic, and a dynamic spatial logic for CCS. Another positive
result in this direction has been obtained for semistructured data, by focusing on XML.





Sommario

Questa Tesi studia varie caratterizzazioni logiche per sistemi distribuiti col proposito di
descrivere la struttura e la distribuzione di risorse in un ambiente eterogeneo.

La ricerca segue due approcci tra loro complementari: il primo si basa sulla teoria
della dimostrazione e noǹe correlato ad un particolare modello; il secondo, invece, sposa
la teoria dei modelli ed̀e, pertanto, profondamente legato alla scelta del modello formale.

Con il primo approccio viene specializzato un formalismo puramente logico in modo
da esprimere le proprietà di un sistema distribuito. Con il secondo, invece, viene definita
una nuova logica che si basa ed utilizza come modello un particolare formalismo in grado
di descrivere sistemi distribuiti.

Strutturalmente, quindi, la Tesi risulta divisa in due parti, ciascuna corrispondente ad
uno dei due diversi approcci descritti.

La prima parte introduce la ‘Logica’ partendo dalla definizione dellaLogica di Base.
Si tratta di una logica sottostrutturata proposta con l’intento di trovare un fondamento
comune nello spazio delle logiche. Ed infatti da essa discendono la Logica Classica, la
Logica Intuizionistica e quella Lineare (non modale) che ne costituiscono un’estensione
uniforme.

Nel primo capitolo la Logica di Basèe assunta come fondamento di una semantica
di risorse che viene poi modularmente estesa alla Logica Lineare Intuizionistica, alla
Logica Intuizionistica e alla Bunched Implications Logic. Per tale semantica e tutte le sue
estensioni sono provati dei teoremi di validità, completezza ed eliminazione semantica
dei tagli.

Il secondo capitolo considera una Logica Modale Intuizionistica, vi introduce il con-
cetto di locazionee la interpreta in un modello formale che descrive la distribuzione di
risorse. Tale modello soddisfa un teorema di validità e completezza e può essere raffinato
in modo da garantire la proprietà del modello finito, che porta alla decidibilità della logica
stessa.

La seconda parte della tesi considera ibigrafi, un modello grafico di computazione che
esprime sia lalocalità che l’interconnettivitàtra risorse. I bigrafi si stanno dimostrando
un (meta)modello generale per sistemi distribuiti ed estendono vari calcoli e modelli già
esistenti. Questa parte della Tesiè dedicata alla definizione diBiLog, una nuova logi-
ca contestuale e spaziale che mira, come linguaggio descrittivo, a raggiungere la stessa
astrazione dei bigrafi. Infatti, cosı̀ come questi generalizzano un particolare modello, ci
aspettiamo che BiLog possa generalizzarne la corrispondente logica. In questo senso,



proponiamo BiLog come un (meta)linguaggio generale e unificante per la descrizione di
risorse globali, forti dei risultati preliminari ottenuti con la codifica in BiLog di alcune
delle logiche spaziali già conosciute: la Logica Spaziale per alberi, per grafi, per contesti
e una logica spaziale dinamica che descrive il CCS. Considerando in particolare XML,
abbiamo ottenuto un ulteriore risultato positivo in tale direzione per ciò che concerne i
dati semistrutturati.
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Introduction

In our daily life it is common to deal with distributed computing resources. Prime ex-
amples are smart cards [78] used in Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) cards or next gen-
eration credit cards, moving from card issuers to card holders and in and out of mobile
phones or automatic teller machines (ATMs). In a distributed environment, in general,
a user often employs programs which are sent or fetched from different sites to achieve
his/her goals. Such programs may be run as a code to do simple calculation tasks or
as interactive parallel programs that use resources located almost anywhere in the world.
Accordingly, the ability to reason about the behavioural correctness of concurrent systems
holding or using such resources, as well as the need of design and implementation tools,
is playing an increasing prominent role.

This prefigures exciting future perspectives, but it poses enormous challenges to com-
puter science. Innovative paradigms for information processing and task coordination are
required. In fact, traditional correctness properties and methodologies for sequential sys-
tems are no longer applicable in the context of distributed and mobile systems. The lack
of any kind of central control, the continuously mutating topology of the network, the
lack of reliable information, and the absence of any intrinsically trustable object imply
the necessity of designing new formal models to describe and reason about properties of
distributed resources. This necessity has been recognised by several authors (for instance,
we cite [33, 44, 92, 99, 104, 125]).

In a global computing model, resources are shared and distributed over the network,
and agents are not tied to any specific system resource or to any geographical or logical
network location. They need permission to cross administrative domains and to execute
on remote locations using local resources, outside their control, as well as resources be-
longing to the domain of origin. Resource access control aims at providing guarantees of
safety and authorisation. Safety corresponds to building safeguards against misuse of data
leading to run-time failures. Authorisation provides an insurance that access to resources
is granted only to principals that have obtained appropriate permissions. A reliable soft-
ware, based on solid theoretical foundations, is a prerequisite for the success of the global
computing infrastructure.

I.1 Objectives

Following the traditional approaches, the properties of concurrent systems and distributed
resources can be expressed in terms ofsemantics(e.g. behavioural equivalences [97]),
logics [17, 42, 92, 110, 125], ortypes[98]. Here we consider logic, and we study logical
characterisations of distributed systems which are suitable to describe resources in hetero-
geneous environments. Our principal aim is to specify logics to characterise concurrent



x Introduction

systems. Our focus is more on the structure and the distribution of resources than their
behaviour.

A logical formalism should simplify the definition and the verification of properties for
a distributed system. A formula identifies a property which assumes meaning in a specific
model. On the one hand, a formula may characterise a process class: the processes that
enjoy the property expressed by the formula itself [33]. On the other hand, a formula
may directly model the observed properties of resources in a distributed system [92, 110,
125]. Moreover a logic helps in deriving new properties as well as establish connections
between different characterisations of process properties or resource distributions. In fact,
a single logic may be evaluated in different models, hence the mutual relations among
models can be investigated through the logic itself.

In order to develop a logic exploiting both the spatial characteristics and the intercon-
nections of resources in a distributed system, we identify two complementary strategies
as follows.

1. A proof theoretical approach,that consists of specialising a pure logical calculus in
order to express properties in a distributed system, and in introducing a pure logical
framework suitable to characterise heterogeneous environments. This approach is
not related to a particular formal model: the logic should be based on the direct
observation of heterogeneous systems by extrapolating their characteristics.

2. A model theoretical approach,that consists of defining a logical calculus by con-
sidering a formalisation for distributed systems as a model, and by interpreting the
logical constructs in such a model. This approach is deeply related to the choice
of the formal model; hence, as a major requirement, the model should be the most
general possible to embrace the wide range of actual distributed systems.

On the one hand, in the group of candidate languages suitable for developing the proof
theoretical approach there are:

• Modal Intuitionistic Logic[92, 106, 107], whose modalities are not interpretedtem-
porarily, butspatially, hence describing ‘located’ properties;

• Bunched Implications[110] orSeparation Logic[17, 125], which provide a power-
ful language to describe resources in distributed systems;

• Spatial Logics[33, 34], which provide a powerful language to formally describe the
structure of concurrent processes.

On the other hand, for the model theoretical approach, there is a wide range of pro-
cess calculi to choose as a formalism for distributed system. We focus onBigraphs[90,
99], which are establishing themselves a truly general (meta)model of global computing,
and appear to encompass several existing calculi and models, including Petri-nets [100],
CCS [103],π-calculus [90], and ambients [88]. A logic founded on bigraphs aims at
achieving the same generality as a description language: as bigraphs specialise to partic-
ular models, we expect that the logic in turn specialises to powerful logics on these, e.g.
Spatial Logic [34] forπ-calculus, and Ambient Logic [42] for ambients.
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I.2 Proof Theoretical Approach

The relationships between computation and logic are regarded as fundamental, as per-
ceived through paradigms of programming such asproofs-as-programs(Curry-Howard
isomorphism, in functional programming),proofs-as-computations(logic programming),
andproofs-as-processes(concurrent programming). Accordingly, the modelling of con-
cepts, mechanisms and computations is approached by researchers through logic by using
methods based on automatised construction of proofs and structural analysis in substruc-
tural and constructive logics.

Semi-structured data recently arose as a central concept in the exchange of informa-
tion in computer science but adequate models and logics are necessary in order to repre-
sent, manipulate and reason about such data. One difficulty is to provide models that well
reflect the structures and logics that are sufficiently expressive to represent data proper-
ties, and sufficiently restricted to decide if a given model satisfies a formula and if some
properties entail other properties. In this context, recent works focus on separation logics
[17, 36, 111, 125].

Separation Logic[111, 125] was initially introduced to support compositional reason-
ing about sequential programs which manipulate pointers. Separation Logic introduced
the novel logical operationϕ ∗ ψ (the separating conjunction) that asserts thatϕ andψ
are formulae holding fordisjoint portions of the addressable storage. The prohibition of
sharing is built into the operation.

The Logic of Bunched Implications[110, 122] generalises the idea of separation by
dealing not only with pointers, but in general with resources. It models directly the ob-
served properties of resources. The very first model of the logic is very natural: aset
of resources, which can becombinedandcompared. Mathematically, this set-up is mod-
elled through apartial monoid(M, ·,e,≤) that iscommutativeandpartially ordered. Such
a model is useful to obtain a Kripke-style semantics which freely combines multiplicative
(intuitionistic linear) and additive (intuitionistic) conjunctions. The key of the semantics
is thesharing interpretation. For example, the elementary semantics of the multiplicative
conjunction

m |= ϕ1 ∗ ϕ2 iff there aren1 andn2 such thatm≤ n1 · n2, n1 |= ϕ1, n2 |= ϕ2

is interpreted as follows: ‘the resourcem is sufficient to supportϕ1 ∗ ϕ2 just in case it
can be divided into the resourcesn1 andn2 such thatn1 is sufficient to supportϕ1 and
n2 is sufficient to supportϕ2.’ The assertionsϕ1 andϕ2 – think of them as expressing
properties of programs –do not shareresources. In contrast, in the semantics of the
additive conjunction

m |= ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 iff m |= ϕ1 andm |= ϕ2

the assertionsϕ1 andϕ2 sharethe resourcem.
Bunchesare the main feature of this logic. They appear in sequents instead of con-

texts (i.e., lists of formulae). Intuitively, bunches are trees of formulae. They are built
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by using two ways of combining formulae: multiplicative (only commutative) and ad-
ditive (with weakening and contraction). Thanks to the particular structure of bunches
the calculus presents two native and independent operators adjoint to conjunctions: the
multiplicative –∗ , and the additive→.

The Logic of Bunched Implications has been extended in [17] with a modality for
locations, and it can be viewed as a separation and a spatial logic: the multiplicative con-
nectives naturally introduce the notion of resource separation and the location modality
allows to gather resources in some locations and thus introduce a notion of spatial repre-
sentation. Another modal extension has been recently proposed in [124], in a Hennessy-
Milner style [81], to express properties of concurrent systems specified in a calculus of
resources and processes.

In an Intuitionistic Modal Logic, modalities�ϕ (always) and♦ϕ (in the future) can
be interpreted not onlytemporally, but alsospatially: aseverywhereandsomewherein
a distributed system. It follows that, in addition to consideringwhethera formula is
true, the logic is dependent sensitive towherea formula is true. Recently, many au-
thors have moved in this direction [92, 106, 107]: intuitionistic modal logics are used as
foundations of type systems by exploiting thepropositions-as-types, proofs-as-programs
paradigm [75]. An instance of this was introduced in [92].

The language of the logic in [92] includes names, calledplaces, and three ‘spatial’
modalities. Assertions are associated with places, and are validated in places. The modal-
ities are suitable to infer whether a property is validated in a specific placep of the system
(@p), or in an unspecified place of the system (♦), or in every part (�). The modality
@p internalises the model in the logic and hence it can be classified as a hybrid logic.
Although hybrid logics are usually studied in a classical setting, an intuitionistic natural
deduction for such a logic was presented in [92], whose judgements mention the places
under consideration.

As noted in [92], the logic can also be used to reason about distribution of resources in
addition to serving as the foundation of a type system. Atomic formulae may be regarded
as resources of a distributed system, and their placement in a particular place corresponds
to the distribution of resources. That paper, however, does not present a model to match
the usage of the logic as a tool to reason about distributed resources.

Spatial Logicsdisplay an active parallel line of development on reasoning about con-
current processes and semi-structured data [33, 34, 36, 42]. Their aim is to describe the
behaviour and the spatial structure of concurrent systems, and they have been proposed
as modal logics inspecting thespatial nature of models, as opposed totemporal logics
inspecting exclusively the behaviour of models.

Spatial Logics tackle the problem of describing resources in a new way. On the one
hand, Bunched Implications Logic was originally founded on a simple resource model and
now it is approaching to more complex models to gather all the features of a distributed
system. On the other hand, Spatial Logics originate from models which are already com-
plex and whose purpose is to deeply describe the behaviour of an heterogeneous system.
Essentially, these logics lift the constructors of the underlying model to the logical level,
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hence obtaining new ‘spatial’ connectives that describe more in detail structural proper-
ties. The semantics of spatial logics is model dependant: different requirements on the
model turn into different spatial connectives.

In [42] and in [33], ambients andπ-calculus have been presented as models for par-
ticular spatial logics, and other process calculi will originate other kinds of spatial logics.
Formulae describe properties of the concurrent system at a precise time, therefore they are
modal both in space and in time. In particular, the spatial properties that can be expressed
are essentially of two kinds: whether a system is composed of two or more subsystems
(i.e. the ‘Composition’ ofπ-calculus), and whether a system restricts the use of certain
resources to certain subsystems (i.e. the ‘Restriction’ ofπ-calculus). When ambient cal-
culus is the underlying model, it is possible to express locality as well. It is then clear that
Spatial Logics can describe in fine details the structure of processes, and this is what is
required to meaningfully describe the distribution of processes and the use of resources
over a network.

Basic Logichas been introduced in [129] with the aim of finding a structure in the
space of the logics, hence it represents a foundational point to introduce logics in general.
Although it was not originally introduced with the specific aim of describing resources, it
can also be used to explain resource logics.

Until the beginning of the last century, there was only one logic, Aristotle’s Clas-
sical Logic, which was conceived as a metaphysical absolute. Starting with Brouwer’s
revolution, which introduced Intuitionistic Logic, several different new logics have been
developed. Each of them aimed to capture some of the distinctions which can be observed
in a specific field of interpretation, but which are ignored by Classical Logic. Excluding
intensional logics (which consider modalities), all such logics can be grouped under three
main headings: intuitionistic logic (absence of principle of double negation), quantum
logic (absence of distributivity between conjunction and disjunction), and relevance and
linear logic (finer control of structural rules).

Although all of these logics are derived from Classical Logic, they have been consid-
ered as mutually incompatible. Basic Logic provides a common foundation and shows
that they share a common structure. Classical, intuitionistic, quantum and non-modal lin-
ear logics, are all obtained as extensions in a uniform way. The sequent calculus is defined
by introducing theprinciple of reflection. A logical constant obeys this principle if it is
semantically characterised by an equation binding it with a meta-linguistic link between
assertions, and if its syntactic inference rules are obtained by solving that equation. All
the connectives of Basic Logic satisfy reflection. As an example, consider the additive
conjunctionN. The common explanation of the truth of a compound proposition like
ϕNψ is thatϕNψ is true if and only ifϕ is trueandψ is true. In this case the connective
N reflects at the level of object language the linkandat the meta-language. The semanti-
cal equivalence that we obtain in term of sequents is “Γ ` ϕNψ if and only ifΓ ` ϕ and
Γ ` ψ” which is calleddefinitional equationfor N. The inference rules forN are obtained
by solvingsuch an equation, and we say thatN is introduced according to the principle of
reflection.
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I.3 Model Theoretical Approach

Among the approaches and theories for the modelling, analysis and verification of con-
current distributed systems, process algebras have received a lot of attention for their
mathematical rigour and modelling flexibility. The development of their theory took off

over twenty years ago from the seminal CCS [97] and other calculi [13, 86] and led to the
emergence of important notions of behavioural equivalences that are now part of the com-
mon way of reasoning about concurrent systems. CCS was surpassed by the introduction
of π-calculus [104], which introduces name mobility and, therefore, puts network topolo-
gies under the control of the processes themselves, thus achieving extra expressiveness.

As the focus of research on concurrency moved towards system distributed over wide-
area networks, the communications offered byπ-calculus became less than perfect a
choice for foundational calculi. This led to the definitions of several versions of the
π-calculus featuring different ways of process communication. A further step towards
a faithful modelling of distributed computation was the focus on migration and location
failures, as in Dπ [82] for example, which introduced process migration and access con-
trol. An original viewpoint was brought forward by the ambient calculus [44]. Ambients
are administrative or physical boundaries that confine their contents (including executing
threads) and carry them along when autonomously moving. Ambients introduced new
concepts, such as boundaries that can be crossed or even removed.

Bigraphs [90, 99] are a recent emerging model for structures in global computing,
which can be instantiated to model several well-known examples, including CCS [103],
the π-calculus [89, 90], and the ambient calculus [88]. Bigraphs consist essentially of
two graphs sharing the same nodes, which have acontrol for specifying their nature or
behaviour. The first graph, theplace graph, is tree structured and expresses a hierarchical
relationship on nodes (viz. locality in space and nesting of locations). The second graph,
the link graph, is an hyper-graph and expresses a generic many-to-many relationships
among nodes (e.g. data link, sharing of a channel). The two structures are orthogonal, so
links between nodes can cross locality boundaries. Thus, bigraphs express two kinds of
separation:structuralseparation (i.e. separation in the place graph) andnameseparation
(i.e. separation on the link graph). By combining these two notion we obtain a ‘strong’
version of separation for general bigraphs.

At the top level of the tree structure sit theregions. Inside nodes there may becontext
holeswhich are uniquely identified by ordinals. Place graphs can be seen as arrows over a
symmetric monoidal category whose objects are finite ordinals, andP : m→ n indicates
a place graphP with m holes andn regions. Given two place graphsP1, P2, their com-
positionP1 ◦ P2 is defined only if the holes ofP1 are as many as the regions ofP2, and
amounts tofilling holes with regions, according to the number each carries. The tensor
productP1 ⊗ P2 corresponds to placing the two structures side by side.

Link graphs are arrows of a partial monoidal category whose objects are (finite) sets
of names,X,Y. Given a link graphW : X→ Y, the setX represents theinner names and
Y represents the set ofouternames. The composition of link graphsW1 ◦W2 corresponds
to linking the inner names ofW1 with the corresponding outer names ofW2 and forgetting
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about their identities. The tensor product⊗ of link graphs is defined in the obvious way
only if their inner/outer names are disjoint.

The combination of ordinalsmwith namesX gives the bigraphicalinterfaces, that are
pairs〈m,X〉. Combining the notion of place graph and link graphs on the same nodes we
obtain the notion of bigraphs, i.e., arrowsG : 〈m,X〉 → 〈n,Y〉. Given two bigraphsG1

andG2, intuitively the compositionG1 ◦G2 first places every region ofG2 in the proper
hole ofG1 (place composition) andthenjoins equal inner names ofG1 and outer names
of G2 (link composition). The operation is partially defined, since it requires the inner
names and the number of holes ofG1 to match the number of regions and the outer names
of G2, respectively. Shared names create the new links between the two structures. On the
other hand, the tensor productG1 ⊗G2, consists of placing close the two bigraphs, only
in the case that the tensor product between their link graphs is defined.

I.4 Contribution of this Thesis

The Thesis is organised in two parts, they each develop one of the two different ap-
proaches. Part I considers Basic Logic as the fundament of a resource semantics, which
is modularly extended to well known logics. Then places are introduced to the logic, and
in the model as well, in order to describe distributed systems. Part II introduces bigraphs
as a general model for distributed systems. Bigraphs form the basis for a new contextual
logic: BiLog. This logic is then instantiated to well known spatial logics: Spatial Tree
Logic [36], Spatial Graph Logic [39], Context Tree Logic[37], and a dynamic spatial
logic for CCS [35].

What follows is a detailed description of the structure of the Thesis and the results we
obtained.

I.4.1 “From Logic to Models. . .

Logic from the Basis. Chapter 1 introduces the ‘Logic’ via Basic Logic and its principle
of reflection. Connectives and logical constants are defined by a distinctive definitional
equation. Definitional equations are the deep fundament for therelational semanticspro-
vided for the basic calculus: the equations are projected onto the model and then solved
to obtain the right evaluation for all the logical entities.

The models for Basic Logic are close to those for the Logic of Bunched Implications.
They are just monoids (M, ·,1) equipped with a binary relationR, hence dubbedrelational
monoids. The idea we follow to define the semantics is thinking ofM as the set of re-
sources in a system. We admit a representative ornull resource (the neutral element “1”)
and a way ofcombiningresources (the monoidal operation “·”). In §1.4 we relateR to a
production cycle, that well reflects the idea of provability in case of sequents. Neverthe-
lessR can be easily seen as anaccessibilityrelation, by sayingxRyif the resource x can
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access the resource yin the system. Such a relation induces two operators on resources:

x→
def
= {y ∈ M : xRy} the resources thatx have access;

y←
def
= {x ∈ M : xRy} the resources that access toy.

The operators are extended to subsets of resources and are used to define the evaluation of
formulae. We prove a theorem of soundness and a theorem ofrefinedcompleteness that
enables a semantical proof of cut-elimination as corollary. The relational semantics is
then extended in a modular way to Intuitionistic and Classical Linear Logic, Intuitionistic
Logic, and Classical Logic. All the extensions allow for a refined completeness theorem,
leading to a semantical cut elimination theorem. As all the semantics is carefully handled
in constructive settings, proofs do not have to be redone, but just modularly extended
according to the logic under consideration.

The sequent calculusLBI , provided for the Logic of Bunched Implications in [70,
71, 122], is introduced according to the principle of reflection as well. In particular the
connectives∗ and∧ directly reflect the two ways of combining formulae with bunches.
Thanks to the definitional equations provided forLBI , the relational semantics is extended
to the Bunched Implications Logic. In that case, models are sets with a binary relation
and two monoidal operations. Such models are the combination of the monoids that gives
a semantic toILL and those that give a semantics toIL . The extended semantics gives a
refined completeness theorem, thus providing a constructive semantical proof of cut elim-
ination forLBI . Intuitively the two properties we add to relational monoids correspond to
ask for two well defined implications: the one is (intuitionistic) linear and the other intu-
itionistic. Hence we obtain asemantical diamond: by starting fromB, we obtainILL by
requiring a multiplicative implication (corresponding to –∗ ), IL by requiring an additive
implication (corresponding to→), and finallyBI by requiring both the implications, and
two monoidal operations as well.

By relaxing the requirement of a refined completeness theorem, the models forLBI
are simplified to partially ordered monoids (M, ·,≤), where the order≤ is partial and the
monoidal operation· is total. In fact, the extension of the monoidal semantics forIL can
be simplified to partially ordered sets of resources (M,≤). The semantics forLBI is then
obtained by combining the relational semantics forILL and the semantics forIL on par-
tially ordered sets. We prove a soundness and completeness theorem forLBI on partially
ordered monoids, whose proof is entirely constructive. Again, this semantics shows how
the logic of Bunched Implications should be intended as an extension of Intuitionistic
Logic and Intuitionistic Linear Logic: starting fromB, we obtainILL by requiring an
operator on subsets that is adjoint to the product between subsets, and we obtainIL by re-
quiring an operator that is adjoint to the intersection between subsets, then we obtainLBI
by requiring both the adjoint operators. Hence Bunched Implication Logic can be modu-
larly obtained, at least syntactically, either from Intuitionistic Logic or from Intuitionistic
Linear Logic.
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Adding Places to Logic. The Intuitionistic Modal Logic proposed in [92] is suitable
to reason about distribution of resources. This has been already noticed in [92], but that
paper does not provide a model to match the usage of the logic as a tool to reason about
distributed resources. Chapter 2 fills the gap by presenting a Kripke-style semantics for
such a logic.

We extend Kripke semantics of the intuitionistic logic [94], by enriching possible
worlds with fixed sets of places. In each possible world, different places satisfy differ-
ent formulae. For the intuitionistic connectives, the satisfaction of formulae at a place in
a possible world follows the standard definition [94]. The enrichment of the model with
places reveals the true meaning of the modalities in the logic. The modality @p expresses
a property in a named place,� corresponds to a weak form of universal quantification and
expresses a common property, and♦ corresponds to a weak form of existential quantifica-
tion and expresses a property valid somewhere in the system. In the model, we interpret
atomic formulae as the resources of a distributed system, and placement of atoms in a
possible world corresponds to the distribution of resources.The semantics is proved to be
sound and complete for the logic.

By means of a counter example, adapted from [114], we prove that the Kripke seman-
tics does not enjoy the finite model property. Then we refine the semantics by introducing
bi-relational models[132], the semantics given on such models is sound and complete
for the logic. The reason for introducing bi-relational models is that they satisfy the finite
model property, and so they allow us to prove the decidability of the logic. As for Kripke
models, birelational models have a partially ordered set. In addition, birelational models
also possess an equivalence relation amongst elements. Unlike the Kripke semantics, we
do not enrich each world with a set of places. Instead, we define a partial function,the
evaluation function, which attaches a name to a world in its domain. The partiality of the
function is crucial to the proof of decidability.

The partial evaluation function must satisfy two important properties. One,coherence,
states that if the function associates a name to a world then it also associates the same
name to all larger states. The other,uniqueness, states that two different worlds accessible
from one another do not evaluate to the same name. Coherence is essential for ensuring
monotonicity of the logical connective @p, while uniqueness is essential for the ensuring
soundness of introduction of conjunction and implication.

The canonical model used to prove completeness is carefully defined in order to de-
duce the finite model property for the birelational semantics: if a judgement is not prov-
able in the logic, then we can construct a finite birelational model which invalidates the
judgement. The proof is adapted from the case of Intuitionistic Modal Logic [132]. Then
we conclude the decidability of the logic. Hence the modal logic can be used to solve
queriesin a distributed system, e.g., a P2P distributed database to address query such as
“Is there such information?,” “Where are these data stored?”
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I.4.2 . . . and Back”

BiLog: a Contextual Spatial Logic Founded on Bigraphs. Chapter 3 exploits the
bi-structural nature of the bigraphical model to introduce a ‘contextual spatial logic’ for
bigraphs built on two orthogonal sub-logics:

• aPlace Graph Logic(for tree contexts), to express properties of resource locations;

• a Link Graph Logic(for name linkings), to express connections between resources
(or, more precisely, resource names).

For this reason, we name the formalismBiLog.
We consider the axiomatisation given in [101], that introduces bigraphical terms. Ev-

ery bigraph is formalised as the composition of fixed constructor terms by using the bi-
graphical operations◦ and⊗. BiLog internalises the bigraphical term constructors in
the style of the Ambient Logic [42]. Constructors are represented in the logic as con-
stant formulae, while tensor product and composition are expressed by connectives, thus
providing two binary spatial operators. The logic is parameterised with atransparency
predicate, that establishes when a term can be directly observed in the logic: some terms
are opaque and do not allow inspection of their contents. In particular, when all terms
are observable, logical equivalence corresponds to congruence. Otherwise, it can be less
discriminating.

The logic features a logical constant for eachtransparentconstruct. The satisfaction
of logical constants is simply defined as the congruence to the corresponding constructor.
Thehorizontal decompositionformulaA⊗B is satisfied by a term that can be decomposed
as the tensor product of terms satisfyingA andB respectively. Thevertical decomposition
formulaA◦ B is satisfied by terms that can be seen as the composition of terms satisfying
A andB. Moreover we define theleft andright adjunctsfor composition and tensor to
express extensional properties.

The main point is that a resource has a spatial structure as well as a link structure asso-
ciated to it. Suppose for instance to be describing a tree-shaped distribution of resources
in locations. We may use atomic formulae likePC(A) andPCx(A) to describe a resource
in an unnamed location, respectively locationx, of ‘type’ PC (e.g. a computer) whose
contents satisfyA. We can then writePC(>)⊗PC(>) to characterise models with two un-
namedPC resources whose contents satisfy the tautological formula (i.e., with anything
inside). By named locations, as e.g. inPCa(>) ⊗ PCb(>), we are able to express name
separation, i.e., that namesa andb are different. The logic is also sufficiently expressive
to force name-sharing between resources with formulae like:

PCa(Inc(1) ⊗ >)
c
⊗ PCb(Outc(1) ⊗ >).

This describes twoPC with different names,a andb, sharing a link on a distinct namec,
which models, e.g., a communication channel. Namec is used as input for the firstPC
and as an output for the secondPC.
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A bigraphical structure is, in general, a context with several holes and open links
that can be filled by composition. This means that the logic can describe contexts for
resources at no addition cost. We can then express formulae likePCa(> ⊗ HD(id1 ∧ A))
that describes a modularPC, where id1 represents a ‘pluggable’ hole (e.g. some disk
space inPC’s hard disk). Contextual resources have many important applications. In
particular, the contextual nature of bigraphs is useful to specify reaction rules to deal
with dynamics, but it can also be used as a general mechanism to describe contexts of
bigraphical (bigraph-shaped) data structures (cf. [54] for an example with XML).

The main technical results we present are the encoding of several static spatial logics
fragments of BiLog: Spatial Tree Logic [36], Spatial Graph Logic [39], and Context Tree
Logic [37]. In this sense, the contribution of Chapter 3 is to propose BiLog as a unifying
language for the description of global resources.

Another positive result in this direction has been obtained for semistructured data, by
focusing on XML in particular. XML data are essentially tree-shaped resources, and have
been modelled with unordered labelled tree (cf. [38]). We enriched over such model of
tree-shaped data by adding links on resource names, to obtain a more general model for
semistructured data and XML. In addition, bigraphs naturally model XML contexts: we
thus obtained, with no additional effort, a logic to describe XML contexts which can be
interpreted as web services or XML transformations. In particular, §3.6 first shows how
XML data (and, more generally, contexts or positive web services) can be interpreted as a
bigraph. Equipped with such ‘bigraphical’ representation of XML data and contexts, we
then give a gentle introduction to different fragments of BiLog and show how they can be
applied to describe and reason about XML. The contribution of the section is therefore
to identify (fragments of) BiLog as a suitable formalism for semistructured data, and
illustrate its expressiveness by means of selected examples.

In some cases, BiLog is also able to deal with the dynamic behaviour of the model.
Essentially, this happens because the contextual nature of the logic can be used to char-
acterise the structure of the processes qualified to evolve. Section 3.7 shows this fact on
a fragment of CCS: by using the bigraphical encoding for CCS provided in [103], we en-
code into BiLog a simple dynamical Spatial Logic [35] suitable to analyse CCS evolving
processes. Essentially, this happens thanks to the contextual nature of the logic that can
be used to characterise structural parametric reaction rules.
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“From Logic to Models. . .





1
Logic from the Basis

In this chapter we introduce‘Logic’ from a foundational point of view. We start from
the meta-level with Basic Logic, along with its foundational principles and its definitional
equations, which are essential to provide a notion of model for the logic itself: the re-
lational monoids. We prove soundness and refined completeness results for this class of
models. In particular the completeness result allows a semantical proof of cut-elimination.

Basic Logic is then extended in two directions: one direction is the addition of struc-
tural rules, the other is the move to intuitionistic logic, thus obtaining Intuitionistic Linear
Logic and Intuitionistic Logic. The notion of model, in turn, can be extended to these log-
ics, and in each case the soundness and refined completeness results are retained. These
newly found models are related to more traditional models of the logics so discovered:
Kripke models for Intuitionistic Logic and Phase Spaces for Linear Logic. Finally, com-
bining the two extensions leads us to the Logic of Bunched Implications.

1.1 Introduction

Basic Logic has been introduced in [129] with the aim of finding a structure in the space of
logics. Classical, Intuitionistic, Quantum and Non-modal Linear Logics are all obtained
as extensions in a uniform way. The logical constants and connectives are introduced by
following three fundamental principles:reflection, symmetryandvisibility. Theprinciple
of reflectionsays, in particular, that each connective reflects at object-level a link between
assertions at the meta-level. This provides each connective and logical constant with a
clear meaning, that is, with a semantics. Every logical entity is associated to an equa-
tion, thedefinitional equation, binding it with the corresponding meta-linguistic link. All
the syntactic inference rules, expressed by Gentzen’s sequents [72, 73], are obtained by
solving such equations.

Nevertheless, the calculus is still lacking a mathematical interpretation (commonly
called ‘semantics’), and a semantical comparison with the models proposed for other log-
ics, such as all those obtained as its extensions. Here we present a mathematical interpre-
tation for the core calculus of Basic Logic, with additive and multiplicative connectives
and constants. The models we introduce are just monoids equipped with a binary rela-
tion, that may be intended as sets of resources which can be composed, by the monoidal
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operation, or compared, by the relation. The relation, in particular, induces two closure
operators on subsets which are obtained by combining polarities, as in [19]. The idea,
inspired by [77], is to interpret formulae as subsets which are closed in this sense. We
think in terms of a production cycle, where the elements of the monoid are resources and
the relation determines whether a resource can produce another one.

The evaluation of each connective is deeply founded on the definitional equations
characterising the connective itself. The proof of validity is then immediate. Contrary to
what happens in other logics, here the evaluation of a sequentΓ ` ∆ cannot be reduced in
general to the evaluation of a sequent of the formϕ ` ψ or to the evaluation of a single
formula. In fact, here the ‘comma’ in the listsΓ and∆ can be replaced by a connective
only whenΓ (or∆) consists of only two formulae. This is due to the property of visibility,
that requires all active formulae in an inference rule to be isolated, or visible, without any
passive contexts on their side in the sequent.

The completeness theorem will be proved in a ‘refined’ way that enables a semantic
cut-elimination theorem. The proof relies on a particular model, built up from syntax,
where resources are lists of formulae and the relation represents provability without using
cuts; this reflects the idea of ‘production’ in a sequent calculus.

Then the semantics is extended directly by considering the properties required by the
calculus on the syntactical side. These properties will be carefully cast on the semantical
level in a way that allows to find the ‘exact’ conditions which enable the extension of
the semantics to many logics obtained from Basic Logic, notably Paraconsistent Quan-
tum Logic, Intuitionistic Linear Logic, and Intuitionistic Logic. In particular, the models
for Intuitionistic Logic can be simplified to preordered sets. The result will provide a
deep correlation between Basic Logic and its extensions. Moreover this result helps in
understanding of context control in a sequent calculus, and in handling structural rules.
Our path starts from the basic calculus and leads to the intuitionistic one, going through
sub-structural and linear calculi, by looking at the needed requirements at every step, and
exactly projecting them on the model.

The principle of reflection can be applied also to Bunched Implications Logic, and its
sequent calculus [70, 71, 122] in particular. The additive and multiplicative conjunctions
directly reflect the two ways of combining formulae with bunches. Thanks to the defi-
nitional equations we will provide for Bunched Implications, the relational semantics is
extended to the Bunched Implications Logic. In that case, models are sets with a binary
relation and two monoidal operations. Such models are the combination of the monoids
that give a semantics to Intuitionistic Linear Logic and those that give a semantics to
Intuitionistic Logic. The extended semantics gives a refined completeness theorem, thus
providing a constructive semantical proof of cut elimination for Bunched Implications. By
relaxing the requirement of a refined completeness theorem, Bunched Implications mod-
els are then simplified to partially ordered monoids, that are obtained from the relational
semantics for Intuitionistic Linear Logic and the simplified semantics for Intuitionistic
Logic. This semantics, sound and complete, shows how the logic of Bunched Implica-
tions can be modularly obtained, at least syntactically, either from Intuitionistic Logic or
from Intuitionistic Linear Logic.
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Most of the semantical extensions will be equivalent to well-known semantics. In
particular, the relational monoids in which the relation is strongly symmetric (cf.§1.10)
turn out to be exactly the phase spaces introduced by J.-Y. Girard as semantics of Linear
Logic in [74]. This should highlight in which sense Linear Logic (without exponentials!)
is a proper extension of Basic Logic.

The structural rule of exchange was introduced in Basic Logic’s sequent calculus sim-
ply for reasons of convenience, to avoid duplications of implications. Since here we omit
implications, it is very natural to consider the sequent calculus obtained dropping also the
rule of exchange. In fact exchange is valid in a relational monoid whenever the monoid
operation is commutative. Thus the relational semantics introduced here applies tonon
commutativeBasic Logic, and its substructural extensions.

1.2 The Basic Calculus

This section introduces the basic sequent calculusB: the Core Basic Logic. It is the
kernel of Basic Logic, the sequent calculus introduced in [129]. The calculusB is built on
the additive and multiplicative structures of Basic Logic simply by deleting the exchange
rules, that are the only structural rules of Basic Logic. In particular,B is non-commutative.

Basic Logic has been introduced as a logic which obeys three general principles:re-
flection, symmetryandvisibility. Reflection is the most important, and the main novelty
introduced by Basic Logic. A detailed discussion of such a principle appears in [128].
In the basic calculusB, the principle of reflection guides the choice of logical constants,
connectives and the inference rules. The general idea is to start from the meta-level, and
to understand which significance the logical entities must reflect on the language. At the
meta-level somedesideratumis pointed out, then it is expressed in the language and it
drives the definition of the inference rules.

From now on, assume thatϕ, ψ, . . . denotepropositions. Propositions are a formalisa-
tion of properties that can be asserted. At the meta-level, a propositionϕ must be distinct
from the assertion on it. Usually an assertion onϕ is denoted as“A is true” , the basic
calculusB adopts a more neutral notation like“A is” , that, depending on the settings, can
expressA is true, A is available, A is utilisedand so on. Also, the meta-level considers
more complex statements built up from assertions by using meta-linguistic links. The
insight of Basic Logic is that, in order to define all the logical entities used in any sequent
calculus (listsΓ, sequentsΓ ` ∆, rules and derivations), it is sufficient to consider only
two meta-linguistic links:andandyields.

A conjunction of assertionsϕ1is and. . . andϕnis is abbreviated byϕ1, . . . , ϕn, where
commas take the place both ofandand ofis. Following Gentzen’s notations [72, 73],Γ,∆
denote any conjunction of atomic assertionsϕ1, . . . , ϕn, possibly empty. In general, small
Greek letters will denote formulae and capital Greek letters will denote (possibly empty)
lists of formulae. The meaning of a sequentΓ ` ∆ is that∆ is a logical consequence ofΓ,
that is‘Γ yields∆’ . Both theantecedentΓ and theconsequent∆ are calledcontexts.The
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meaning of a rule of inference
Γ ` ∆
Γ′ ` ∆′

is that the derivation can move from the assertionΓ ` ∆ to the assertionΓ′ ` ∆′, or in
meta-language words: (Γ yields∆) yields(Γ′ yields∆′). Inference rules can have more
than one premiss, above the horizontal bar and separated by a blank space. Such a space
is a notation forand, and so

Γ ` ∆ Γ′ ` ∆′

Γ′′ ` ∆′′

is a short notation for ((Γ yields∆) and(Γ′ yields∆′)) yields(Γ′′ yields∆′′).
Note that two meta-linguistic links are sufficient, as their meaning can change. The

link and is a link between atomic assertions and composed assertions; the linkyields is
the` of the sequent and the horizontal bar of an inference rule.

All the connectives of the language are introduced to reflect a meta-linguistic link,
and the definition of their rules reflect the meta-meaning of the corresponding meta-link.
The reflection is given by an equation, calleddefinitional equation, that expresses the
main expected property of the introduced connective. For instance, if the connective� is
intended to reflect the link between atomic assertions on the left hand side of a sequent,
then the main property to require is that for all∆, ϕ, ψ:

ψ�ϕ ` ∆ if and only if ψ, ϕ ` ∆,

where the linkif and only if is a shorthand foryields in both directions. The two direc-
tions are calledimplicit �-reflectionand�-formationrespectively, and they give a first
approximation of the rules for�, that are

ψ�ϕ ` ∆

ψ, ϕ ` ∆
implicit � -reflection

ψ, ϕ ` ∆

ψ�ϕ ` ∆
� -formation

Formation projects the linkandbetween assertions at the meta-level, reflection hints how
to recover the meta-level situation. While�-formation is a good formal rule, that can
appear in a sequent calculus, implicit�-reflection is still the statement of a desideratum,
which specifies the meaning of the connective� only in an implicit way. In fact, such a
rule assumes the meaning ofϕ�ψ to be already known, as the compound formula appears
in the premise of the rule. The calculus must define the meaning of the connective� with-
out vicious circles, hence a satisfactory rule has to be equivalent to implicit�-reflection,
without requiring assumptions onϕ�ψ. Doing so meansto solvethe definitional equa-
tion for the connective�. For this process, some basic native rules are assumed. First of
all, theaxioms, a common starting point in all logical calculi: every assertion yields itself.
Hence for every atomic assertionϕ the sequentϕ ` ϕ is an axiom of the calculus. Then a
way of composing proof is admitted. It is some a of logical substitution of derivations, or
transitivity for the meta-linguistic linkyields. Two ways of composition are allowed, as
usual they are dubbedcuts:

Γ ` ϕ Γ1, ϕ,Γ2 ` ∆

Γ1,Γ,Γ2 ` ∆
cutL

Γ ` ∆2, ϕ,∆1 ϕ ` ∆

Γ ` ∆2,∆,∆1
cutR
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Note that in every rule, the substituted assertionϕ must appear ‘isolated’ in at least one
side of the sequent, this is to obey the principle of visibility, described in the following.

Axioms andcut rules are the only ‘tools’ to transform�-implicit reflection into an ad-
missible formal rule. The first step is to make trivial the premiss of implicit�-reflection,
by considering the axiomϕ�ψ ` ϕ�ψ, thus obtaining the equivalent axiom

ϕ, ψ ` ϕ�ψ axiom of�−reflection.

The implicit�-reflection is recovered by one application of the composition

ϕ, ψ ` ϕ�ψ ϕ�ψ ` ∆

ϕ, ψ ` ∆

The final solution to the definitional equation is reached by replacingϕ andψ with ar-
bitrary contextsΓ1 andΓ2, that is assuming thatΓ1 ` ϕ andΓ2 ` ψ and applying two
compositions

Γ2 ` ψ

Γ1 ` ϕ ϕ, ψ ` ϕ�ψ

Γ1, ϕ ` ϕ�ψ

Γ1,Γ2 ` ϕ�ψ

thus obtaining the rule

Γ1 ` ϕ Γ2 ` ψ

Γ1,Γ2 ` ϕ�ψ
explicit�−reflection .

To recover the axiom of�-reflection it is sufficient to trivialise the premiss with the two
axioms involvingϕ andψ. The explicit�-reflection is what was needed, the connective is
introduced in the conclusion and there is not any vicious circle. The definitional equation
for � is thus solved, and the� reflects the meta-linkand on the left hand side of the
sequent.

All the connectives and constants of the calculusB are introduced by solving a defi-
nitional equation. The pattern to follow is always the same: one direction of the equation
gives the acceptable formation rule, the other one gives the implicit reflection, that is
further refined to the axiom of reflection and then to the actual rule of the calculus: the
explicit reflection.

The languageL of the calculusB consists of propositional constants>, ⊥, 1 and 0,
propositional variablesp,q, . . ., additive connectives� andN, and multiplicative con-
nectives� andO. The definitional equations for the logical entities are fully reported in
Table 1.1. In particular, the connectiveO reflects the meta-linkandon the right hand side
of the sequent, the connectivesN and� reflect a meta-linkand between sequents, the
propositional constants 1 and⊥ reflect the empty assertion, on the left and on the right
respectively, of a sequent; the propositional constants> and 0 reflect trivial assertions for
a link andbetween sequents.

Table 1.1 hints also at the other two driving principles for Basic Logic: symmetry and
visibility. Symmetry is a new conceptual tool, which abandons the traditional scheme that
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Table 1.1 Definitional Equations

(�) ψ�ϕ ` ∆ if and only if ψ, ϕ ` ∆

(O) Γ ` ϕOψ if and only if Γ ` ϕ, ψ

(�) ψ�ϕ ` ∆ if and only if ψ ` ∆ and ϕ ` ∆

(N) Γ ` ϕNψ if and only if Γ ` ϕ and Γ ` ψ

(1) 1 ` ∆ if and only if ` ∆

(⊥) Γ ` ⊥ if and only if Γ `

(0) ϕ ` ∆ and 0 ` ∆ if and only if ϕ ` ∆

(>) Γ ` ψ and Γ ` > if and only if Γ ` ψ

says that the rule introducing a connective is always the rule operating on the right and that
the rule on the left is always the elimination rule. In Basic Logic , the logical constants
and connectives are equally divided intoleft andright connectives. A left connective has
the formation rules operating on the left, and the reflection rule operating on the right,
viceversa for a right connective, with a formation rule on the right and a reflection rule on
the left. Every connective has its own corresponding symmetric connective. As it can be
seen from the definitional equations, the connectives� and� are symmetric toO andN
respectively, the former are right connectives and the latter are left ones. The choice of
the names for the formulae and contexts in the table is ad hoc, to emphasise the symmetry
among the logical entities.

The basic calculus has a strong control not only on the structural rules (exchange,
weakening and contractions), but also on the contexts of the sequents. The principle of
visibility, in fact, forces the definitional equations, and hence the derived rules of the
calculus, to operate on formulae that are the only ones appearing either in the antecedent
or the consequent of a sequent. For instance, the definitional equation for� does not
havepassivecontext on the left, namely on the left hand side of the sequent there are
no other formulae but those involved on the connective. Visibility is even more clear
by looking at the inference rules ofB obtained by solving the definitional equations and
that are listed in Fig. 1.1, along with axioms and composition rules. For uniformity, the
rules are denoted withL, introduction on the left-hand side of the sequent, and withR,
introduction on the right-hand side of the sequent, instead of reflection and formation,
as previously introduced. By visibility, the left rules do not have passive context on the
left, and analogously the right rules do not have passive context on the right. Such a
constraint allows for an intuitive cut elimination theorem [129] that can be extended to
every calculus obtained from Basic Logic.

Once the definitional equations have been solved, the formalism forB is a standard
sequent calculus. Note in particular that, conversely, the definitional equations become
formally derivable inB, and are properties actually verified by the calculus. Definitional
equations are a crucial point in this work, since they provide the right intuitions for the
definition of evaluation of formulae, as shown in § 1.4. In fact, the evaluation of formulae
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Figure 1.1 Basic Sequent CalculusB

Axioms

ϕ ` ϕ

Operational Rules

Multiplicatives

ψ, ϕ ` ∆

ψ�ϕ ` ∆
� L

Γ ` ϕ, ψ

Γ ` ϕ O ψ
O R

ψ ` ∆1 ϕ ` ∆2

ψ O ϕ ` ∆1,∆2
O L

Γ2 ` ϕ Γ1 ` ψ

Γ2,Γ1 ` ϕ ⊗ ψ
� R

` ∆
1 ` ∆ 1L Γ `

Γ ` ⊥
⊥R

⊥ ` ⊥L ` 1 1R

Additives

ψ ` ∆ ϕ ` ∆

ψ�ϕ ` ∆
� L

Γ ` ϕ Γ ` ψ

Γ ` ϕNψ
N R

ψ ` ∆

ψNϕ ` ∆
N L

ϕ ` ∆

ψNϕ ` ∆
N L

Γ ` ϕ

Γ ` ϕ�ψ
� R

Γ ` ψ

Γ ` ϕ ⊕ ψ
� R

0 ` ∆ 0L Γ ` > >R

Cut Rules

Γ ` ϕ Γ1, ϕ,Γ2 ` ∆

Γ1,Γ,Γ2 ` ∆
cutL

Γ ` ∆2, ϕ,∆1 ϕ ` ∆

Γ ` ∆2,∆,∆1
cutR

is deeply founded on the definitional equations. The equations themselves trace the right
definition for the evaluation. Also the soundness lemma is not standard, since it shows
that the equational definitions are semantically valid, instead of checking the soundness
of the rules. The usage of the definitional equations is the main novelty of the semantics:
just as definitional equations are the driving idea for the sequent calculus, they lead the
choices in the mathematical semantics.

The semantics provides arefinedcompleteness theorem (cf. § 1.5), that allows for a
cut elimination theorem in the calculus. One may ask which is the function of the cuts,
as the usage of cut rules seems to be peculiar to solve the definitional equations and to
obtain the calculusB. It turns out that cuts are just ‘accessorial’ to define the calculus, as
they are eliminable. In fact, an important point, outlined here for the first time, is that the
definitional equations are respected also by the sequent calculusB deprived of cut rules.
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The calculusB satisfies, for instance, the property that for every∆, ϕ andψ:

ψ�ϕ ` ∆ is derivable
withoutcut rules

if and only if
ψ, ϕ ` ∆ is derivable

withoutcut rules
(1.1)

And so on for every other connective and constant, by following the equations in
Table 1.1. This fact is formalised below.

Proposition 1 (Cut-free Equations for B). The calculus obtained fromB by removing
the cut rules satisfies the definitional equations for every connective and logical constant.

Proof. The proof follows a common pattern for every logical entity: the backward direc-
tion of the implication is guaranteed by the formation rule, the forward one is proved by
induction on the length of the cut-free derivation. Consider the case of the connective�
as a guideline. The property to prove is the cut free definitional equation outlined in (1.1).
As anticipated, for the backward direction simply apply the rule� L, and for the forward
direction proceed by induction on the length of the cut free derivation ofϕ�ψ ` ∆. The
base of induction is any rule without premisses, and it can only be either an axiom or>R.
On the one hand, if it is an axiom, then∆ is ψ�ϕ, andψ, ϕ ` ψ�ϕ is derived without
cuts as

ψ ` ψ ϕ ` ϕ
ψ, ϕ ` ψ�ϕ

� R

On the other hand, if the applied rule is>R, then∆ is the constant> and soψ, ϕ ` > by
>R as well. In the induction step consider the last applied rule in the derivation: (a) if it
is an introduction on the left, then it can only be� L, hence its premiss gives the claim;
(b) if it is an introduction on the right, then use induction hypothesis on the premisses of
the rule and obtain the claim by applying the same rule. �

As a matter of fact, the previous lemma still holds for the full Basic Logic calculus,
with the two implications and exchange rules, and it can be proved by following the
above argumentations. Furthermore, it can be verified for every extension of Basic Logic
presented in this chapter and in [129].

1.3 Relational Monoids

The basic structures giving semantics toB are monoids (M, ·,1) equipped with a binary
relation R, they are calledrelational monoidsand denoted byM = (M, ·,1,R). The
monoidal operation,associativeby definition, will reflect formulae composition. The re-
lation, completely orthogonal to the monoidal operation, will introduce Birkhoff’s polari-
ties [19], which will be used to define the class of subsets on which to evaluate formulae.
This section repeats the basic properties of this model.

Lower-case letterx, y, z. . . will range over elements ofM; capital lettersA, B,C . . .
will range over subsets ofM. As the whole framework is founded on constructive settings,
this chapter embraces the definitions and the notations for subsets introduced and justified
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in [130]. Accordingly, ‘A ⊆ M’ means thatA is a propositional function overM, and
‘x ε A’ thatx is an element of the subsetA, as it satisfies propositionA.

Through the relation, every elementz determines two subsets: the subsetz←←← of the
elements inleft relation withzand the subsetz→→→ of the elements inright relation withz:1

z←←←
def
= {x ∈ M : x R z} and z→→→

def
= {y ∈ M : z R y}. (1.2)

Note thatxε y←←← if and only if yε x→→→, hence the operators areadjoint on the right[68].
Our first aim is to extend the operators to all subsets and respect this property, as it will
be central to define the suitable subsets to evaluate formulae. So we require

A ⊆ B←←← if and only if B ⊆ A→→→ . (1.3)

By considering singletons, such a property is specialised to(i) x ε B←←← if and only if B ⊆
x→→→, and(ii) y ε A→→→ if and only if A ⊆ y←←←. This hints how to define the operators on
subsets. In fact, by(i), xε B←←← meansyε x→→→ for everyyε B, that isxε y←←← for everyyε B.
Thus the required definition must be

B←←←
def
= {x ∈ M : x R yfor all yε B} =

⋂
yε B

y←←← . (1.4)

Symmetrically, by(ii) , yε A→→→ meansxε y←←← for everyxε A, that isyε x→→→ for everyxε A.
In this case, the definition is

A→→→
def
= {y ∈ M : x R yfor all xε A} =

⋂
xε A

x→→→ . (1.5)

These definitions characterise Birkhoff’s polarities[19]. Notations are not ambiguous
for singletons, as{x}→→→ and{y}←←← correspond tox→→→ andy←←←. Definitions (1.4) and (1.5)
imply the property (1.3); hence they are the only way to extend the operators ( )→→→ and
( )←←← to subsets and to respect (1.3).

Lemma 1. Condition(1.3) is equivalent to the triplet of properties:

A ⊆ A→←→←→← and A⊆ A←→←→←→ . (1.6)

A ⊆ B implies B→→→ ⊆ A→→→; (1.7)

A ⊆ B implies B←←← ⊆ A←←←; (1.8)

Proof. For (1.6), apply (1.3) toA→→→ ⊆ A→→→ and toA←←← ⊆ A←←←. For (1.7): A ⊆ B implies
A ⊆ B→←→←→← by (1.6), andB→→→ ⊆ A→→→ by (1.3). Symmetrically for (1.8). For the forward
direction of (1.3) apply (1.7) and (1.6), and for the backward one apply (1.8) and (1.6).�

Conditions (1.6)–(1.8) say that the correspondencesA 7→ A→→→ andB 7→ B←←← define
a Galois connection[19] between the complete lattice (P(M),⊆) and itself, whereP(M)
and represents the class of subsets ofM and⊆ is the inclusion among subsets.

1Here and in whole Thesis
def
= is the sign for definitional equality, when a definition is first given, the

definiendum will always be at the left and the definiens at the right.
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Corollary 1. In a relational monoid, A→←→→←→→←→ = A→→→ and A←→←←→←←→← = A←←← for every A⊆ M.

Proof. By (1.6),A→→→ ⊆ A→←→→←→→←→ andA ⊆ A→←→←→←. ThenA→←→→←→→←→ ⊆ A→→→ by (1.7). Similarly for
A←→←←→←←→← = A←←←. �

This property is useful to prove that the composition of polarities gives two closure
operators. Recall thatC : P(M) −→ P(M) is called a closure operator if(i) A ⊆ CA, (ii)
CCA = CA, and(iii) A ⊆ B impliesCA ⊆ C B for everyA, B ⊆ M.

Corollary 2. The operators( )→←→←→← and( )←→←→←→ are closure operators.

Proof. Given A, B ⊆ M, A ⊆ A→←→←→← by (1.6); A→←→←→←→←→←→← ⊆ A→←→←→← by Corollary 1;A ⊆ B
impliesA→←→←→← ⊆ B→←→←→← by (1.7) and (1.8). Similarly for ( )←→←→←→. �

The next lemma shows that ( )→←→←→← resembles a Dedekind-MacNeille completion [61].

Lemma 2. In a relational monoid, A→←→←→← =
⋂

A⊆z←←← z←←← for every A⊆ M.

Proof. By definitionA→←→←→← is
⋂

zε A→→→ z←←←, that is
⋂

A⊆z←←← z←←← by (1.3). �

The closure operators identify two classes of subset.

Definition 1 (Saturated Subsets).The subset A⊆ M is left saturatedif A = A→←→←→←

and B ⊆ M is right saturatedif B = B←→←→←→. Moreover Sat←←←(M) and Sat→→→(M) are the
collections of left saturated and right saturated subsets of M respectively.

The justification for the adjectives ‘left’ and ‘right’ derives from Corollary 1: left and
right saturated subsets are just those of the formB←←← andA→→→ respectively.

The collectionsSat←←←(M) andSat→→→(M) are complete lattices, where meet (glb) is the
intersection∩ and join (lub) is the saturation of the union∪. M is the maximum among
both left and right saturated subsets. The saturations of the empty subset,∅→←→←→← and∅←→←→←→,
are the minimum among left and right saturated subsets, respectively. The next theorem
shows a very important correspondence between left and right saturated subsets. Such a
correspondence will be useful to evaluate the formulae of the languageL.

Theorem 1. The correspondences A7→ A→→→ and B 7→ B←←← define a dual isomorphism
between the complete lattices of left and right saturated subsets. In particular, if A1,A2

are left saturated subsets and B1, B2 are right saturated subsets, then:

(A1∩A2)
→→→ = (A1

→→→ ∪A2
→→→)←→←→←→ (B1∩ B2)

←←← = (B1
←←← ∪ B2

←←←)→←→←→← (1.9)

(A1∪A2)
→→→ = A1

→→→ ∩A2
→→→ (B1∪ B2)

←←← = B1
←←← ∩ B2

←←← (1.10)

∅→
→→ = M ∅←

←← = M (1.11)

M→→→ = ∅←→←→←→ M←←← = ∅→←→←→← (1.12)

Proof. By Corollary 1, the correspondencesA 7→ A→→→ andB 7→ B←←← are inverse of each
other; hence they are one-one and onto. Finally, by (1.7) and (1.8), they invert inclusion
and so they interchange join with meet. �
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The final lemma relates the operators ( )→→→ and ( )←←← with the operation in the monoid.

The algebraic product between subsets is denoted byA · B
def
= {x · y : xε A, yε B}.

Lemma 3. Given A1,A2, B1, B2 ⊆ M, if A1 ⊆ B1 and A2 ⊆ B2 then ( A1
→→→ ·A2

→→→ )←←← ⊆
( B1

→→→ ·B2
→→→ )←←← and( A1

←←← ·A2
←←← )→→→ ⊆ ( B1

←←← ·B2
←←← )→→→.

Proof. First use (1.7) compose by· and use (1.8). The second point is analogous. �

1.3.1 Preorder Relations

Preorders are reflexive and transitive relations. They will specialise the semantics to intu-
itionistic logic (cf. §1.7.2). For the sake of uniformity, here we study the basic properties
of the operators ( )←←← and ( )→→→ generated by preorders. Since the results are not fundamen-
tal for the semantics ofB, reading of this section can be postponed until §1.7.2 is reached.
A preorder is commonly written as≤, thus we use such a notation in this section, and we
will be consistent with it in the whole chapter whenever dealing with preorders.

The next proposition says that the closure operator ( )→←→←→← and ( )←←← collapse if and only
if the underlying relation is a preorder.

Proposition 2. In any relational monoid, the relation is reflexive if and only if x→←→←→← ⊆ x←←←

for every element x, and it is transitive if and only if x←←← ⊆ x→←→←→← for every element x.

Proof. Reflexivity meansxε x←←←, hencex←→←→←→ ⊆ x←←← since ( )→←→←→← is a closure operator.
Transitivity is justx←←← ⊆

⋂
xε z←←← z←←←, namelyx←←← ⊆ x→←→←→← by Lemma 2. �

In case of preorders, we introduce a new operator↓. The operator↓ is ‘dual’ to ( )←←←,
as it considers union instead of intersection (cf. Lemma 2):

↓A
def
= {z : z≤ x for anyxε A} =

⋃
xε A

x←←← . (1.13)

Proposition 3. The operator↓ is a closure operator distributive over subset union.

Proof. Given A, B ⊆ M, A ⊆ ↓A by reflexivity; ↓ ↓A ⊆ ↓A by transitivity; andA ⊆ B
implies

⋃
xε A x←←← ⊆

⋃
xε B x←←←. Finally,↓ is distributive over∪ by definition. �

The closure operators ( )→←→←→← and↓ do not collapse in general, but they do on singletons,
sincex→←→←→← = x←←← = ↓ x for everyx ∈ M. Any subsetA such that↓A ⊆ A is calleddown
saturated. The class of down saturated subsets includes the one of left saturated subsets.

Proposition 4. For every subset A⊆ M it holds↓A ⊆ A→←→←→←. Thus every left saturated
subset is down saturated.

Proof. Let zε ↓A, thenz ≤ x for xε A. Now, A ⊆ y←←← implies xε y←←←, thenzε y←←← by
transitivity, and concludezε A→←→←→←. If A is left saturated, then↓A ⊆ A→←→←→← = A. �
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As already noticed, Lemma 2 says essentially that when the relation is a preorder the
operator ( )→←→←→← corresponds to the Dedekind-MacNeille completion (cf. [61]). In fact,
xε A→←→←→← if and only if A ⊆ ↓ z implies xε ↓ z for everyz ∈ M. This is just the com-
pletion used in [127] to define the syntactical model for Intuitionistic Linear Logic and
Intuitionistic Logic. This hints that the relational semantics may be extended to these two
logics.

1.4 Soundness

This section defines how to interpret the formulae of the languageL as saturated subsets
in any relational monoidM = (M, ·,1,R). It also proves a soundness theorem for such an
interpretation. A completeness theorem is given in §1.5.

The main idea is to think ofM as the set of resources in a production cycle with a rep-
resentative, ornull, resource (the neutral element “1”) and a way ofcombiningresources
(the monoidal operation “·”). Here the relationR represents the generation of resources,
and the triplexRyexpresses thatthe resource x can produce the resource y. Resourcex is
the (possible)ingredientandy the (possible)product.

Section 1.3 pointed out that any element inSat←←←(M) is of the formB←←←, namely it
is the subset of the ingredients that can produce every resource inB. Equivalently any
element inSat→→→(M) is of the formA→→→: it is the subset of all the products that can be
obtained by using whatever resource inA. Intuitively, think of an element in the collection
Sat←←←(M) as a subset of (possible) ingredients, and of an element inSat→→→(M) as a subset
of (possible) products.

The operation· in M is the composition of resources. To combine the resourcex with
y (in this order), produces the resourcex · y. In x · y the resourcesx andy are connected
to each other, neitherx nor y can be isolated. In particular 1 represents the resource that
does not modify the resource which it is combined with.

The combination between two subsetsA, B of resource is just the subsetA · B formed
by all the possible combinations between a resource ofA a resource ofB, namely the
algebraic product between the two subsets.

Every formula is associated with a pair of saturated subset ofM: a subset of ingre-
dients (left saturated) and a subset of products (right saturated). Theorem 1 says that
every left saturated subset (ingredients) determines one and only one right saturated sub-
set (products), so there is no need to choose two saturated subsets to evaluate a formula:
once a left saturated subset is chosen, the operator ( )→→→ automatically specifies the corre-
sponding right saturated one.

Let Frm be the set of formulae in the languageL. Theevaluation of formulaeis the
function

V(·) : Frm −→ Sat←←←(M).

It will associate every formulaϕ with a subsetV(ϕ) of ingredients, and, clearly, with the
subsetV(ϕ)→→→ of products.
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For any propositional variablep, the valueV(p) in Sat←←←(M) is assumed to be given.
Then the definitional equations in Tab. 1.1 give the evaluation of constants and the in-
ductive cases for the connectives. The only thing to fix is the interpretation of a sequent
Γ ` ∆, then the definition ofV follows straightforward.

So supposeV to be already defined on all formulae, and first define the evaluation of
the contexts that form a sequent. By reading the sequentΓ ` ∆ asΓ can produce∆ in
the calculusB, it becomes natural to associateΓ with ingredients and∆ with products.

It is intuitive to associateΓ = ϕ1, . . . , ϕm with the combination of ingredientsIngr(Γ)
def
=

V(ϕ1) · . . . · V(ϕm), and∆ = ψ1, . . . , ψn with the combination of productsProd(∆)
def
=

V(ψ1)→→→ · . . . · V(ψn)→→→.
A particular case is that of the empty context. The behaviour of the empty context in

the set of formulae and the one of the neutral element in the monoid are very much alike.
In fact the empty list [ ] is neutral respect to the composition with formulae, as §1.5 will

show in the syntactic model. So it is natural to defineIngr([ ])
def
= {1} andProd([ ])

def
= {1}.

Formally, for any contextΣ = σ1, . . . , σm, wherem≥ 0, set:

Ingr(Σ)
def
= {1} · V(σ1) · . . . · V(σm), (1.14)

Prod(Σ)
def
= {1} · V(σ1)

→→→ · . . . · V(σm)→→→ . (1.15)

Note that there is no ambiguity, as the monoidal operation is associative. Moreover both
products contain the subset{1 }, to enable the evaluation of the empty context, as just said.
If the context is formed by one or more formula, then the subset{1 } does not influence
the product, as it is neutral for the product between subsets. If a contexts is formed by
exactly one formulaϕ, thenIngr(ϕ) reduces toV(ϕ), the ingredients associated withϕ,
andProd(ϕ) reduces toV(ϕ)→→→, the products associated withϕ.

By rephrasing the intuition given above, a sequentΓ ` ∆ is valid if every resource
associated withΓ can produce every resource associated with∆. Formally, the sequent
Γ ` ∆ is valid in the monoidM if and only if Ingr(Γ) ⊆ Prod(∆)←←←, meaning thatthe
resources associated withΓ are ingredients for the resources associated with∆, or equiv-
alently, by (1.3), if and only ifProd(∆) ⊆ Ingr(Γ)→→→, meaning thatthe resources asso-
ciated with∆ are products of the resources associated withΓ. Taking a step back, the
evaluationV on formulae follows by revising the definitional equations with the idea of
the production cycle. Essentially, we rewrite the definitional equations, in Fig. 1.1, by fol-
lowing the definition of sequent validity. Depending on the case, we will choose between
the equivalent definitions. In the following we discuss every single connective.
ConnectiveN. The definitional equation says that:‘Ingr (Γ) ⊆ Prod(ϕNψ)←←← if and only
if Ingr(Γ) ⊆ Prod(ϕ)←←← and Ingr(Γ) ⊆ Prod(ψ)←←←.’ As Prod(σ)←←← = V(σ) for every single
formula σ, the previous equation is equivalent to:‘Ingr (Γ) ⊆ V(pN q) if and only if
Ingr(Γ) ⊆ V(p) and Ingr(Γ) ⊆ V(q).’ This means that the connectiveN is associated with
meet (intersection) between left saturated subsets, and the definition must be:

V(ϕNψ)
def
= V(ϕ)∩V(ψ).
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Connective�. The definitional equation says that:‘Prod(∆) ⊆ Ingr(ψ�ϕ)→→→ if and only
if Prod(∆) ⊆ Ingr(ψ)→→→ and Prod(∆) ⊆ Ingr(ϕ)→→→.’ As Ingr(σ)→→→ = V(σ)→→→ for every
single formulaσ, such an equation is equivalent to:‘Prod(∆) ⊆ V(ψ�ϕ)→→→ if and only
if Prod(∆) ⊆ V(ψ)→→→ and Prod(∆) ⊆ V(ϕ)→→→.’ This means that� is associated with meet
(intersection) between right saturated subsets, and so:

V(ψ�ϕ)→→→
def
= V(ψ)→→→ ∩V(ϕ)→→→ .

Finally, by (1.9),

V(ψ�ϕ) = V(ψ�ϕ)→←→←→← = ( V(ψ)→→→ ∩V(ϕ)→→→ )←←← = ( V(ψ)∪V(ϕ) )→←→←→←

that is the join for left saturated subsets.
ConnectiveO. According to Tab. 1.1,‘Ingr (Γ) ⊆ Prod(ϕOψ)←←← if and only if Ingr(Γ) ⊆
Prod(ϕ, ψ)←←←.’ SinceProd(ϕOψ)←←← = V(ϕOψ), the equation says that

Ingr(Γ) ⊆ V(ϕOψ) if and only if Ingr(Γ) ⊆ Prod(ϕ, ψ)←←← . (1.16)

This means that the definition must be:

V(ϕOψ)
def
= Prod(ϕ, ψ)←←← = ( V(ϕ)→→→ ·V(ψ)→→→ )←←← .

In fact, the forward direction of (1.16) says thatV(ϕOψ) ⊆ Prod(ϕ, ψ)←←←, by choosing
Γ = ϕOψ; while the backward direction saysProd(ϕ, ψ)←←← ⊆ V(ϕOψ), by choosingΓ to

be an atomic formulap such thatV(p)
def
= Prod(ϕ, ψ)←←←.

Connective�. According to Tab. 1.1,‘Prod(∆) ⊆ Ingr(ψ�ϕ)→→→ if and only if Prod(∆) ⊆
Ingr(ψ, ϕ)→→→.’ By following symmetric a reasoning with respect to the one forO, it is easy
to see that the definition must beIngr(ψ�ϕ)→→→ = Ingr(ψ, ϕ)→→→ and so:

V(ψ�ϕ)
def
= Ingr(ψ, ϕ)→←→←→← = ( V(ψ) · V(ϕ) )→←→←→← .

Constant1. By Tab. 1.1:‘Prod(∆) ⊆ Ingr(1)→→→ if and only if Prod(∆) ⊆ Ingr([ ]) →→→.’ So

the only possibility is to defineIngr(1)→→→
def
= Ingr([ ]) →→→, hence

V(1)
def
= Ingr([ ]) →←→←→← = {1}→←→←→← .

Constant⊥. By Tab. 1.1:‘Ingr (Γ) ⊆ Prod(⊥)←←← if and only if Ingr(Γ) ⊆ Prod([ ]) ←←←,’ then
the evaluation has to be

V(⊥)
def
= Prod([ ]) ←←← = {1}←←← .

Constant0. Table 1.1 says that the subset of products associated with 0 must be as big as

possible. The biggest right saturated subset isM. ThereforeV(0)→→→
def
= M and so:

V(0)
def
= M←←← = ∅→←→←→← .

Constant>. Table 1.1 says that the subset of ingredients associated with>must be as big
as possible. The biggest left saturated subset isM again, so

V(>)
def
= M.

The previous intuitive explanations justify the following formal definition.
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Table 1.2 Evaluation of Formulae

V(>)
def
= M V(0)

def
= ∅→←→←→←

V(1)
def
= {1}→←→←→← V(⊥)

def
= {1}←←←

V(ϕNψ)
def
= V(ϕ)∩V(ψ) V(ψ�ϕ)

def
= ( V(ψ)∪V(ϕ) )→←→←→←

V(ψ�ϕ)
def
= ( V(ψ) · V(ϕ) )→←→←→← V(ϕOψ)

def
= ( V(ϕ)→→→ ·V(ψ)→→→ )←←←

Definition 2 (Inductive Definition of Validity). LetM = (M, ·,1,R) be a relational
monoid. A given assignment V of subsets V(p),V(q), . . . of Sat←←←(M) to propositional
variables p,q, . . . is extended to an evaluation V of all formulae by the inductive clauses
in Tab. 1.2. Moreover, for every listΣ = ϕ1, . . . , ϕm (with m≥ 0):

Ingr(Σ)
def
= {1 } · V(ϕ1) · . . . · V(ϕm);

Prod(Σ)
def
= {1 } · V(ϕ1)

→→→ · . . . · V(ϕm)→→→ .

A sequentΓ ` ∆ is valid under the evaluationV if Ingr(Γ) ⊆ Prod(∆)←←← (or equivalently if
Prod(∆) ⊆ Ingr(Γ)→→→), andvalid inM if it is valid under any evaluation V inM.

The intuitions given above hints that a soundness theorem holds, as formally stated
below.

Theorem 2 (Soundness).A sequent deducible inB is valid in every relational monoid.

Proof. Rather than a long and detailed proof showing that axioms are valid, and that
each rule preserves validity, as it is usually done, a full proof is obtained by showing the
validity of definitional equations. In fact, this is equivalent to the validity of rules. This
has already been done by introducing the evaluation function! So, just the validity forcut
rules is needed to prove. Indeed it holds as the product of subsets preserves inclusion.�

As one can see, after all the semantics is fairly standard and recalls the one for Linear
Logic: the connectiveN is associated to intersection,� to union,� to product,> to the
whole set, and so on. This is not a blame but rather a good sign, as it means that the
definitional equations do their job properly, by correctly reflecting the meta-level. Indeed,
the novelty of this semantics is not the semantics itself, but the approach of solving the
definitional equations. And, of course, this is the first semantics given to Basic Logic.

1.5 Completeness

This section proves a slight refinement of the usual completeness theorem, that we call
refined completeness theorem. A similar result can be found in [112] with astrong com-
pletenesstheorem for Intuitionistic Linear Logic and its extensions. Here the adjective
‘refined’ is preferred to ‘strong,’ as it is more descriptive and does not lead to confusion
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with the common idea of strong completeness, mainly used in modal logical settings. A
canonical model is carefully built and the theorem is ‘refined’ to not only prove the se-
mantical completeness, but also to providecut-eliminability, the normal form theorem in
a sequent calculus. Its proof relies on a particular relational monoid: thesyntactic model.
It will not only prove that a sequent is valid in the syntactic model if and only if it is
derivable inB, but moreover if and only if it is provable inB withoutusingcut rules. The
production cycle idea is still relevant: provability is the monoidal relation, antecedents
and consequents of a sequent represent ingredients and products, respectively.

Definition 3 (Syntactic Model). Thesyntactic modelF is the structure(Frm∗, ◦, [ ] , `B),
where:

a. The set Frm∗ includes all the (possibly empty) finite lists of formulae.

b. The operation◦ is the concatenation between lists, namelyΓ1 ◦ Γ2
def
= Γ1,Γ2.

c. The symbol[ ] represents the empty list.

d. The relatioǹ B says that:Γ `B∆ if and only ifΓ ` ∆ is derivable inB without using
any cut rule.

The structureF is indeed a relational monoid: the concatenation between lists is
associative and [ ] is its neutral element, sinceΓ ◦ [ ] = [ ] ◦ Γ = Γ.

The operators ( )←←← and ( )→→→ assume a particular significance inF . The definitions

in (1.2) say thatΣ→→→
def
= {∆ ∈ Frm∗ : Σ `B∆} andΣ←←←

def
= {Γ ∈ Frm∗ : Γ `B Σ}, hence these

subsets identify the consequents and the antecedents of any contextΣ. Generally, for any
subsetA ⊆ Frm∗, A→→→ identifies all the consequents that can be proved by every context in
A without cuts, andA←←← describes all antecedents proving every context inA. In fact, the
definitions say:

A→→→
def
= {∆ ∈ Frm∗ : Γ `B∆ for all Γ ε A} ;

A←←←
def
= {Γ ∈ Frm∗ : Γ `B∆ for all ∆ ε A} .

Derivations in the calculusB can be produced exclusively by the rules in Fig. 1.1.
Since the relatioǹB requires a cut-free derivation, only the rules involving constants and
connectives establish if two elements are related in the canonical model. The two cut
rules cannot be used. Every rule of the cut-free calculus expresses a particular property
for the operators ( )→→→ and ( )←←← in the syntactic model. The correspondence between rules
and model properties is stated in Tab. 1.3 that reports the rules of the sequent calculus in
semantical terms, as can be checked.

The derived model properties play a prominent role in proving the Canonical Eval-
uation Lemma, preparatory to the main theorem. As usual, the lemma is based on a
particular evaluationV of formulae inF , calledcanonical evaluation, that evaluates ev-
ery propositional variablep with the subset of all the contexts provingp without cut rules,
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Table 1.3 Syntactic Properties

Axioms : ϕ ε(ϕ)→→→ Axioms : ϕ ε(ϕ)←←←

� L : (ϕ ◦ ψ)→→→ ⊆ (ϕ�ψ)→→→ O R : (ϕ ◦ ψ)←←← ⊆ (ϕOψ)←←←

O L : (ψ)→→→ ◦(ϕ)→→→ ⊆ (ψOϕ)→→→ � R : (ψ)←←← ◦(ϕ)←←← ⊆ (ψ�ϕ)←←←

1L : ([ ]) →→→ ⊆ (1)→→→ ⊥R : ([ ]) ←←← ⊆ (⊥)←←←

⊥L : ⊥ ε([ ]) ←←← 1R : 1ε([ ]) →→→

� L : (ϕ)→→→ ∩ (ψ)→→→ ⊆ (ψ�ϕ)→→→ N R : (ϕ)←←← ∩ (ψ)←←← ⊆ (ψNϕ)←←←

N L : (ψ)→→→ ∪ (ϕ)→→→ ⊆ (ψNϕ)→→→ � R : (ψ)←←← ∪ (ϕ)←←← ⊆ (ψ�ϕ)←←←

0L : Frm∗ ⊆ (0)→→→ >R : Frm∗ ⊆ (>)←←←

i.e. V(p)
def
= {p}←←←. Such a subset is left saturated by Corollary 1. Thanks to the axioms

of the calculus, the evaluation satisfies the propertypε V(p) ⊆ {p}←←←. This property is
inherited by every formula, as formally proved by the canonical evaluation lemma itself.

Lemma 4 (Canonical Evaluation). Under the canonical evaluation V inF :

1. ϕ ε V(ϕ) ⊆ ϕ←←← for every formulaϕ ofL.

2. Σ ε Ingr(Σ) and Prod(Σ)←←← ⊆ Σ←←← for every contextΣ.

Proof. For the first point apply an induction on the structure of formulae. The thesis is
verified on propositional variables by hypothesis. The properties in Tab. 1.3 provide the
basic steps on constants.

Case>. As V(>)
def
= Frm∗, then> ε V(>), andV(>) ⊆ (>)←←← by>R.

Case0. As V(0)
def
= ∅→←→←→← = (Frm∗)←←←, then 0ε V(0) by (1.8) applied to 0L, and

V(0) ⊆ (0)←←←, since∅→←→←→← is the minimum among left saturated subsets.

Case⊥. As V(⊥)
def
= [ ] ←←←, then⊥ ε V(⊥) ⊆ (⊥)←←← by⊥L and⊥R.

Case1. As V(1)
def
= [ ] →←→←→←, then 1ε(1)→←→←→← ⊆ V(1) by (1.8) applied to⊥L, and

V(1) ⊆ (1)←←← by (1.8) applied to⊥R.
The induction step deals with connectives and assumes two induction hypothesis, by

considering the sub-formulae of the current formula: hypothesis (a) says thatϕ ε V(ϕ) and
ψ ε V(ψ); hypothesis (b) says thatV(ϕ) ⊆ (ϕ)←←← andV(ψ) ⊆ (ψ)←←←.

CaseO. As V(ϕOψ)
def
= ( V(ϕ)→→→ ◦V(ψ)→→→ )←←←, then:

ϕOψ ε {ϕOψ}→←→←→←

⊆ ({ϕ}→→→ ◦{ψ}→→→)←←← by (1.8) applied toO L

⊆ V(ϕOψ) by Lemma 3 applied to hyp. (a);
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V(ϕOψ) ⊆ ((ϕ)←→←→←→ ◦(ψ)←→←→←→)←←← by Lemma 3 applied to hyp. (b)

⊆ (ϕ ◦ ψ)←←← asϕ ε(ϕ)→←→←→← andψ ε(ψ)→←→←→←

⊆ (ϕOψ)←←← by O R.

Case�. As V(ψ�ϕ)
def
= ( V(ψ) ◦ V(ϕ) )→←→←→←, then:

ϕ�ψ ε {ϕ�ψ}→←→←→←

⊆ (ϕ ◦ ψ)→←→←→← by (1.8) applied to� L

⊆ V(ϕ�ψ) by hyp. (a);

V(ϕ�ψ) ⊆ ((ϕ)←←← ◦(ψ)←←←)→←→←→← by hyp. (b)

⊆ ((ϕ�ψ)←←←)→←→←→← by � R

⊆ (ϕ�ψ)←←← by Corollary 1.

CaseN. As V(ϕNψ)
def
= V(ϕ)∩V(ψ), then:

ϕNψ ε {ϕNψ}→←→←→←

⊆ ({ϕ}→→→ ∪{ψ}→→→)←←← by (1.8) applied toN L

⊆ ( V(ϕ)→→→ ∪V(ψ)→→→ )←←← by (1.7) applied to hyp. (a), and (1.8)

= ( V(ϕ)∩V(ψ) )→←→←→← by (1.10)

= V(ϕNψ); asV(ϕ)∩V(ψ) is left saturated;

V(ϕNψ) ⊆ (ϕ)←←← ∩ (ψ)←←← by hyp. (b)

⊆ (ϕNψ)←←← by N R.

Case�. As V(ψ�ϕ)
def
= ( V(ϕ)∪V(ψ) )→←→←→← then:

ϕ�ψ ε {ϕ�ψ}→←→←→←

⊆ ({ϕ}→→→ ∩{ψ}→→→)←←← by (1.8) applied to� L

⊆ ( V(ϕ)→→→ ∩V(ψ)→→→ )←←← by (1.7) applied to hyp. (a), and (1.8)

= V(ϕ�ψ) by (1.10);

V(ϕ�ψ) ⊆ (ϕ←←← ∪ψ←←←)→←→←→← by hyp. (b)

⊆ ((ϕ�ψ)←←←)→←→←→← by � R

= (ϕ�ψ)←←← by Corollary 1.

For the second point, consider any list of formulaeΣ = σ1, . . . , σm. Whenm = 0,
the point is verified by Definition 2, as [ ] is just the syntactic neutral element. When
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m ≥ 1, the propertyσi ε V(σi) for i = 1 . . .m impliesσ1, . . . , σm ε V(σ1) ◦ . . . ◦ V(σm),
that isΣ ε Ingr(Σ). Moreover, for everyi = 1 . . .m, the propertyV(σi) ⊆ σi

←←← implies
σi ε V(σi)→→→, henceσ1, . . . , σm ε V(σ1)→→→ ◦ . . . ◦ V(σm)→→→ that meansΣ ε Prod(Σ), hence
Prod(Σ)←←← ⊆ Σ←←←. �

The canonical evaluation lemma is all that is needed to prove the refined completeness
theorem.

Theorem 3 (Refined Completeness).If a sequent is valid in every relational monoid
then it is derivable inB without using cut rules.

Proof. Let Γ ` ∆ be a sequent valid in every relational monoid. In particular,Ingr(Γ) ⊆
Prod(∆)←←← in the syntactic model equipped with the canonical evaluation. Lemma 4 says
that Γ ε Ingr(Γ) andProd(∆)←←← ⊆ ∆←←←, henceΓ ε ∆←←←, that isΓ `B ∆, namelyΓ ` ∆ is
derivable inB without cut rules. �

The combination between soundness and refined completeness gives a semantical
proof to the already known (cf. [129]) cut-elimination property inB. A ‘cut’ occurring in
a derivation is an application of any cut rule, a ‘cut-free’ derivation does not exhibit cuts.

Theorem 4 (Semantical Cut Elimination). If a sequent is derivable inB (even by using
cut rules), then it admits a cut-free derivation.

Proof. First apply Theorem 2, then Theorem 3: a sequent derivable inB is valid in every
relational monoid, hence it is derivable without cuts. �

The cut-elimination theorem allows a better characterisation of the closure operators
in the syntactical model. In fact, the redundancy of cut rules says that an equivalent
calculus is obtained fromB by removing cuts. In particular, if the sequentsΓ ` ϕ and
ϕ ` ∆ admit a cut-free derivation, then so does the sequentΓ ` ∆. This fact means that in
the syntactic model, for every formulaϕ:

ϕ→←→←→← = ϕ←←← . (1.17)

In fact, the inclusionϕ→←→←→← ⊆ ϕ←←← holds asϕ ε ϕ←←← by axioms andϕ←←← is left saturated.
For the inclusionϕ←←← ⊆ ϕ→←→←→←, assumeΓ ε ϕ←←←, this meansΓ `B ϕ, then for every∆ such
that ϕ `B ∆ it is the case thatΓ `B ∆, as previously noticed, hence concludeΓ ε ϕ→←→←→←.
Furthermore,ϕ←→←→←→ = ϕ→→→ by symmetry.

The previous property helps in further specifying the canonical evaluationV. More-
over Lemma 4 proves thatϕ ε V(ϕ) ⊆ ϕ←←←, henceϕ→←→←→← ⊆ V(ϕ) ⊆ ϕ←←← asV(ϕ) is left
saturated. Since the subsets on the sides coincide by (1.17), it is straightforward to con-
clude that for every formulaϕ it holds

V(ϕ) = ϕ←←← andV(ϕ)→→→ = ϕ→→→ . (1.18)

A similar characterisation exists when evaluating contexts in a sequent. To state this, it is
worth to prove an intuitive extension to cut rules in the following lemma.
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Lemma 5. In the calculusB the following hold:

1. The sequentϕ1, . . . , ϕm ` ∆ is derivable iff

Γ1 ` ϕ1 . . . Γm ` ϕm

Γ1, . . . ,Γm ` ∆
(1.19)

is an admissible rule.

2. The sequentΓ ` ψ1, . . . , ψn is derivable iff

ψ1 ` ∆1 . . . ψn ` ∆n

Γ ` ∆1, . . . ,∆n
(1.20)

is an admissible rule.

Proof. Case 1. Let ϕ1, . . . , ϕm ` ∆ and assumeΓ1 ` ϕ1 . . . Γm ` ϕm, then usem instances
of cutL and conclude:

Γm ` ϕm

Γ1 ` ϕ1 ϕ1, . . . , ϕm ` ∆

Γ1, ϕ2, . . . , ϕm ` ∆
cutL

....
Γ1, . . . ,Γm−1, ϕm ` ∆

Γ1, . . . ,Γm ` ∆
cutL

Vice versa, if (1.19) is admissible, the sequentϕ1, . . . , ϕm ` ∆ is derived from axioms
ϕi ` ϕi (i = 1, . . . ,m). Case b. Symmetrically: usen instances ofcutR, and consider
axiomsψi ` ψi (i = 1, . . . ,n). �

Thanks to Theorem 4, it is straightforward to instantiate the previous lemma in terms
of the syntactic relatioǹB:

1. To say thatϕ1, . . . , ϕm `B ∆ is equivalent to say thatΓ1 `B ϕ1 . . . Γm `B ϕm implies
Γ1, . . . ,Γm `B∆ for everyΓ1 . . . Γm.

2. To say thatΓ `B ψ1, . . . , ψn is equivalent to say thatψ1 `B ∆1 . . . ψn `B ∆n implies
Γ `B∆1, . . . ,∆n for every∆1 . . .∆n.

And in terms of the syntactic operators inF :

(ϕ1, . . . , ϕm)→→→ = (ϕ1
←←← ◦ . . . ◦ ϕm

←←←)→→→,

(ψ1, . . . , ψn)
←←← = (ψ1

→→→ ◦ . . . ◦ ψn
→→→)←←←

then, by (1.18) and by considering the canonical evaluationV conclude

(ϕ1, . . . , ϕm)→→→ = (V(ϕ1) ◦ . . . ◦ V(ϕm))→→→

(ψ1, . . . , ψn)
←←← = (V(ψ1)

→→→ ◦ . . . ◦ V(ψn)
→→→)←←←
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that, according to the definition, is

Γ→→→ = Ingr(Γ)→→→ and∆←←← = Prod(∆)←←← . (1.21)

Property (1.21) is the contextual equivalent of (1.18). Intuitively, it reinforces with a
syntactical point of view the intuition given when defining the semantics: the subset of
ingredients associated toΓ can produce “exactly” whatΓ can produce, and the set of
products associated to∆ is produced “exactly” by everything that produces∆.

Note that property (1.17) does not extend up to context. In fact, the two subsetsΣ←←←

andΣ→←→←→← cannot be compared. The inclusionΣ←←← ⊆ Σ→←→←→← would imply the stronger form
of cut rule

Γ ` Σ Σ ` ∆
Γ ` ∆

and the backward inclusion would implyΣ ` Σ for any contextΣ. Neither property is
verified in the basic calculus. Indeed, it is not sensible to require the sequent calculus to
satisfy them, as they would mistake the composition of formulae on the right hand side of
a sequent for the one on the left hand side.

1.6 Towards Sub-Structural Logics

So far, the sequent calculus has not included any structural rule. This section hints how to
extend the relational semantics to any calculus obtained by providingB with any group of
the structural rules reported in Fig. 1.2: exchange (e), weakening (w), and contraction (c).
Any choice of the rules generate a distinctive calculus. Considering any repetition-free
list l built by the alphabet{e,w, c}, the notationBl identifies the basic calculus extended
by adding the corresponding structural rules. For instance:Bec represents therelevance
version of the calculus, with exchange and contraction [5, 6];Bew is theaffineone, with
exchange and weakening [10]; andBecw is the core of structural Basic Logic,BS [129].
Moreover, as seen in [64],Becw represents the core for a sequential formulation of Para-
consistent Quantum Logic [58] that is a weak form of Quantum Logic [20, 59].

It is worth remarking that Proposition 1, about cut-free definitional equations, still
holds for any structural extension ofB, as will be more generally shown in §1.7 for Intu-
itionistic Logic, that can be seen as a contextual structural extension of the basic calculus.

For every extension, the relational semantics essentially remains the same as in §1.5.
The evaluation function for formulae and contexts does not change, and neither does
sequent validity. It is sufficient to reduce the class of relational monoids so that the added
structural rules are validated. The required properties on models will be naturally verified
in the canonical model, so there is no need to modify the completeness proof.

To prove soundness by maintaining the formulae evaluation of §1.4, it is sufficient
to find the right properties validating the added substructural rules. Every structural rule
fixes a property of relational monoids. Such a correspondence is essentially obtained by
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Figure 1.2 Structural Rules
Γ1, ψ, ϕ, Γ2 ` ∆

Γ1, ϕ, ψ, Γ2 ` ∆
eL

Γ ` ∆1, ϕ, ψ,∆2

Γ ` ∆1, ψ, ϕ,∆2
eR

Γ1,Γ2 ` ∆

Γ1, ψ,Γ2 ` ∆
wL

Γ ` ∆1,∆2

Γ ` ∆1, ψ,∆2
wR

Γ1, ψ, ψ, Γ2 ` ∆

Γ1, ψ,Γ2 ` ∆
cL

Γ ` ∆1, ψ, ψ,∆2

Γ ` ∆1, ψ,∆2
cR

expressing any rule in terms of the semantical evaluation for sequents, which is in detail:

eL: Ingr(Γ1, ϕ, ψ, Γ2) ⊆ Prod(∆)←←← impliesIngr(Γ1, ψ, ϕ, Γ2) ⊆ Prod(∆)←←←

eR: Ingr(Γ) ⊆ Prod(∆1, ψ, ϕ,∆2)←←← impliesIngr(Γ) ⊆ Prod(∆1, ϕ, ψ,∆2)←←←

wL: Ingr(Γ1,Γ2) ⊆ Prod(∆)←←← impliesIngr(Γ1, ψ,Γ2) ⊆ Prod(∆)←←←

wR: Ingr(Γ) ⊆ Prod(∆1,∆2)←←← impliesIngr(Γ) ⊆ Prod(∆1, ψ,∆2)←←←

cl: Ingr(Γ1, ψ, ψ, Γ2) ⊆ Prod(∆)←←← impliesIngr(Γ1, ψ,Γ2) ⊆ Prod(∆)←←←

cR: Ingr(Γ) ⊆ Prod(∆1, ψ, ψ,∆2)←←← impliesIngr(Γ) ⊆ Prod(∆1, ψ,∆2)←←←

for every choice of the involved contexts and formulae. Such a generalisation on contexts
is equivalent to a generalisation on subsets in the model. Therefore, the previous group of
properties is equivalent to:

eL: (C1 · B · A ·C2)→←→←→← ⊆ D←←← implies (C1 · A · B ·C2)→←→←→← ⊆ D←←←

eR: C→←→←→← ⊆ (D1 · A · B · D2)←←← impliesC→←→←→← ⊆ (D1 · B · A · D2)←←←

wL: (C1 ·C2)→←→←→← ⊆ D←←← implies (C1 · A ·C2)→←→←→← ⊆ D←←←

wR: C→←→←→← ⊆ (D1 · D2)←←← impliesC→←→←→← ⊆ (D1 · A · D2)←←←

cl: (C1 · A · A ·C2)→←→←→← ⊆ D←←← implies (C1 · A ·C2)→←→←→← ⊆ D←←←

cR: C→←→←→← ⊆ (D1 · A · A · D2)←←← impliesC→←→←→← ⊆ (D1 · A · D2)←←←

for every choice of the involved subsets. Now, due to the generality ofD, for the ‘L’
properties, andC, for the ‘R’ ones, it is straightforward to see that the previous points
correspond respectively to:

(C1 · B · A ·C2)
→←→←→← ⊆ (C1 · A · B ·C2)

→←→←→← (1.22)

(D1 · B · A · D2)
←←← ⊆ (D1 · A · B · D2)

←←← (1.23)

(C1 · A ·C2)
→←→←→← ⊆ (C1 ·C2)

→←→←→← (1.24)

(D1 · D2)
←←← ⊆ (D1 · A · D2)

←←← (1.25)

(C1 · A ·C2)
→←→←→← ⊆ (C1 · A · A ·C2)

→←→←→← (1.26)

(D1 · A · A · D2)
←←← ⊆ (D1 · A · D2)

←←← (1.27)

This line of argument leads to the conclusion that a model is sound for exchange rules
whenever it satisfies properties (1.22) and (1.23), for weakening rules whenever it satisfies
(1.24) and (1.25), and for contraction rules whenever it satisfies (1.26) and (1.27).
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Table 1.4 Semantical Structural Properties

(x1 · w · z · x2) R y implies (x1 · z · w · x2) R y (e2)
x R(y1 · z · w · y2) implies x R(y1 · w · z · y2) (e2)

(x1 · x2) R y implies (x1 · w · x2) R y (w1)
x R(y1 · y2) implies x R(y1 · w · y2) (w2)

(x1 · w · w · x2) R y implies (x1 · w · x2) R y (c1)
x R(y1 · w · w · y2) implies x R(y1 · w · y2) (c2)

What a clear mathematical definition needs is a bunch of properties involving the
main model constituents: monoid elements, binary relation and monoidal operation. As
all previous properties concern operators on subsets, they must be analysed and reduced
into equivalent ones on elements, thus projecting a second order property to first order.
The pattern to follow is the same for every property. Consider (1.22) as a guideline. By
Lemma 1, (1.22) is equivalent to

(C1 · A · B ·C2)
→→→ ⊆ (C1 · B · A ·C2)

→→→; (1.28)

and, by assumingC1 = {x1}, A = {w}, B = {z} andC2 = {x2}, it specialises to

(x1 · w · z · x2)
→→→ ⊆ (x1 · z · w · x2)

→→→ (1.29)

that is actually equivalent to (1.28). In fact, consider the subsetsA, B,C1,C2 and assume
that (1.29) holds for every choice of elements inM, then in particular (x1 · w · z · x2)→→→ ⊆
(x1 · z · w · x2)→→→ for everyx1 εC1, wε A, zε B andx2 εC2, hence⋂

x1 εC1 wε A
x2 εC2 zε B

{x1 · w · z · x2}
→→→ ⊆

⋂
x1 εC1 wε A
x2 εC2 zε B

{x1 · z · w · x2}
→→→,

that corresponds to (1.28), according to the definition in (1.5).
Property (1.29) is what we aimed for, as it corresponds to an ‘elemental’ property. In

fact, by unfolding the definition for ( )→→→, it corresponds to the rule

(x1 · w · z · x2) R y implies (x1 · z · w · x2) R y,

that emerges as the essential property to require in a relational model to validateeL. A
similar reasoning can be applied to (1.23). . .(1.27) in order to obtain equivalent ‘elemen-
tal’ properties. Table 1.4 outlines all these properties. The correspondence is clearly
between (c1) and (1.22) foreL, (c2) and (1.23) foreR, (w1) and (1.24) forwL, (w2)
and (1.25) forwR, (c1) and (1.26) forcL, (c2) and (1.27) forcR. Whenever a relational
monoid satisfies one of these properties, it becomes a sound model for the basic calculus
B enriched by the corresponding structural rule.

Given a repetition-free listl built by the alphabet{e, c,w}, and in the spirit of the
extensionsBl for the logical calculus, the notationMl identifies a relational monoid that
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satisfies the corresponding properties of Tab.1.4. For instance,Mew satisfies (e1), (e2),
(w1) and (w2). Such a notation helps to express concisely a theorem of soundness for
every extension, whose proof has been already exhibited by the previous reasoning, here
and in §1.4.

Theorem 5 (Soundness on Structural Extensions).A sequent derivable inBl is valid in
every relational monoidMl.

On the other hand, the rules of Tab.1.4 give completeness at no additional cost. In
fact, the canonical model in §1.5 clearly satisfies any of the properties as soon as the
underlying logical calculus is enriched by the corresponding structural rule. This is easy
to check by rewriting the semantical structural properties in terms of the canonical relation
`Bl , as they become the corresponding structural rule. Since the evaluation of formulae
does not change, Lemma 4 of canonical evaluation still holds, then Theorem 3 of refined
completeness can be specialised to any structural extension of the basic calculus, thus
obtaining a refined completeness theorem for every structural extension ofB.

Theorem 6 (Refined Completeness on Structural Extensions).A sequent valid in every
relational monoidMl is derivable inBl without using cut rules.

In particular, the theorem says that the relational monoids satisfying all the proper-
ties of Tab. 1.4 are sound and (refined) complete models for Paraconsistent Quantum
Logic [58, 58], mentioned at the beginning of this section.

Finally, the combination of the two previous theorems extends Theorem 4 by proving
that every structural extension of the basic calculus enjoys the cut elimination property.

It is worth emphasising that the properties in Tab. 1.4 are ‘essential’ for soundness,
in the sense that they are theweakestones required to have soundness for any structural
extension. They actually seem the rephrasing of structural rules in terms of monoidal
relationR instead of the logical yielding̀ , and this is due to the way of reasoning we
used to obtain them. Indeed, they may be refined into more elegant and usual rules, and
it may be possible to find equivalent or stronger properties that still enables soundness
and (refined) completeness, but the properties to verify in the proofs will still be those in
Tab. 1.4, as they exactly match the soundness requirements. Moreover, the fee to pay for
a simplified model could be to miss the modularity in the proof of completeness, as the
canonical model might change to fit the new semantical requirements.

A first intuitive simplification can be provided for the commutative calculusBe. Usu-
ally exchange rule is semantically expressed in the models by requiring a suitable alge-
braic operation to be commutative. Consider then thecommutative relational monoids,
namely those with a commutative monoidal operation. Clearly they satisfy propertiesc1
andc2, hence they are sound for the corresponding logical calculus. On the other hand,
the canonical model forBe as defined in §1.5 is not commutative, as lists have an intrinsic
order that does not make the model operation, i.e., their merging, commute. Refined com-
pleteness can be recovered by slightly changing the set which the canonical model is built
on. It is sufficient to considerFrm~: the set of all non-ordered lists, i.e., finite multisets,
of formulae inL.
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In detail, the syntactic model enforcing completeness of the class of commutative
relational monoids forBe is the following refinement of Definition 3:

F ′
def
= (Frm~, ◦, [ ] , `Be), (1.30)

where`Be is the cut free derivability inBe, i.e. forΓ,∆ ∈ Frm~:

Γ `Be ∆ iff Γ ` ∆ is derivable inBe withouts cuts. (1.31)

Relation`Be between non-ordered lists is well defined, asBe does not consider the position
of formulae in the contexts, thanks to exchange rules. Therefore,F ′ is a commutative
relational monoid.

All lemmas and corollaries proved forB andF in §1.5 are still verified forBe and
F ′. So a completeness theorem can be proved by following the proof of Theorem 3.
Soundness and completeness for commutative models are summarised in the following
theorem.

Theorem 7 (Commutative Relational Monoids).A sequent deducible inBe is valid in
every commutative relational monoid(Soundness). Conversely, a sequent valid in every
commutative relational monoid is derivable inBe without using any cut rule(Refined
Completeness).

To see how to extend this commutative semantics to all the structural extensions of
B, it is sufficient to choose the right properties among those of Tab 1.4. In particular,
commutative monoids satisfying properties (c1), (c2), (w1) and (w2) are sound and (re-
fined) complete models forBewc, hence for Paraconsistent Quantum Logic [20, 58, 59].
As a matter of fact, Theorem 7 is suitable to prove a cut elimination result forBe and its
structural extensions, simply by following the lines of Theorem 4.

1.7 Towards Intuitionistic Logics

As first discovered in [73] and then applied to Basic Logic in [129], what makes a sequent
calculus ‘intuitionistic’ is theliberalisation of contexts on the left, that allows thepassive
contexts to appear (only) on the left hand side of the yielding operator in every rule. By
passive contexts, we mean sequents of formulae not involved in the formula introduced by
the rule. The presence of left passive contexts breaks the visibility principle. Incidentally,
to liberalise contexts both on left and right produces a classical sequent calculus.

The intuitionistic calculi obtained from the basic calculusB are Intuitionistic Logic
(IL ) and Intuitionistic Linear Logic (ILL ), the latter identifying the non-modal fragment
of Intuitionistic Linear Logic, dubbed IMALL in [74]. Both calculi admit exchange rules,
so they actually extendBe.

Left liberalisation of sequent is reached inBe by relaxing visibility on the left-hand
side of sequents. This can be done two ways: syntactical or more foundational. The for-
mer, developed in [129], adds a passive left context to every rule of the sequent calculus,
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Table 1.5 Definitional Equations without Left Visibility

(�) Γ, ψ�ϕ ` χ if and only if Γ, ψ, ϕ ` χ

(�) Γ, ψ�ϕ ` χ if and only if Γ, ψ ` χ and Γ, ϕ ` χ

(N) Γ ` ϕNψ if and only if Γ ` ϕ and Γ ` ψ

(1) Γ,1 ` χ if and only if Γ ` χ

(0) Γ ` χ and Γ,0 ` χ if and only if Γ ` χ

(>) Γ ` ψ and Γ ` > if and only if Γ ` ψ

(→) Γ ` ϕ→ ψ if and only if Γ, ϕ ` ψ

thus making it intuitionistic. The latter is entirely new and plays on the reflection principle
by introducing passive contexts directly in the definitional equations, that are solved as in
§1.2 to obtain the corresponding sequent calculus. This is the way chosen in this section
to introduce the intuitionistic sequent calculi. In such a way, the two calculi are not only
a syntactical, but also a meta-linguistical extension of the basic calculusB, as they are
directly developed on the extensions of the definitional equations, and not on the already
existing sequent calculus.

The difference betweenIL and ILL is that the former is a proper generalisation of
the latter one, as it allows weakening and contraction rules, see Fig. 1.2. Therefore, the
foundational introduction presented in this section can deal withILL , then IL will be
recovered by adding structural rules to the obtained sequent calculus.

The intrinsic nature ofILL , as well asIL , is asymmetric since visibility is broken on
the left hand side of the sequent and every rule presents an arbitrary context on the left.
So it seems natural to consider only sequents of the formΓ ` ϕ, whereΓ is a (possibly
empty) list of formulae andϕ is a single formula. The languageL for ILL is the same
as forB, but withoutO and⊥, as it is pointless to introduce them, due to the asymmetric
structure of sequents. In fact, they reflect comma and empty context on the right hand
side of the sequent, and they have no meaning in case of a single formula on the right.

The definitional equations forILL are then obtained from Tab. 1.1 by adding passive
contexts on the left of sequents and by considering single formulae on their right. The
equations are fully outlined in Tab. 1.5. In particular, the definitional equation for� does
not change, as the introduction for such a connective is on the right. Moreover, the last
definitional equation introduces a new connective: theimplication,→. Implication is the
main feature of an intuitionistic calculus, and it naturally finds its ‘identity’ whenever
contexts are liberalised on the left, as it will be fully described further in this section.

Definitional equations are solved as in §1.2 by using axioms, exchange and cut rules.
The structure of the axioms does not change, as they reflect on the logical level the fact
that every assertion yields itself. The exchange rule expresses that the order among as-
sumptions is irrelevant. As there can only be a single formula on the right, the only
meaningful exchange and cut rules areeL andcutL. The complete calculus is outlined in
Fig. 1.3, and in the following we show how to solve a few definitional equations: those
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for N, whose ‘left’ rule will appear with a passive context, even though the definitional
equation does not change; those for 1, whose equation is solved in a shorter way; and
those for→, the new connective.

Consider the definitional equation forN, the aim is to find the corresponding rules
N L andN R. The pattern to follow is again the one described in §1.2. The two directions
of definitional the equation produces directly the rules

Γ ` ϕNψ

Γ ` ϕ

Γ ` ϕNψ

Γ ` ψ
implicit N -reflection

Γ ` ϕ Γ ` ψ

Γ ` ϕNψ
N -formation

The latter one corresponds toN R. The former one needs to be set up to obtainN L. The
first step is again to trivialise the premisses by considering the axiomϕNψ ` ϕNψ, thus
obtaining the equivalent

ϕNψ ` ϕ ϕNψ ` ψ axioms of�−reflection.

In this case, implicitN-reflection is recovered by one application of cut rule

Γ ` ϕNψ ϕNψ ` ϕ

Γ ` ϕ

Γ ` ϕNψ ϕNψ ` ψ

Γ ` ψ

The final solution is reached by assumingΓ, ϕ ` χ andΓ, ψ ` χ, and by applying two cuts:

ϕNψ ` ϕ Γ, ϕ ` χ

Γ, ϕNψ ` χ

ϕNψ ` ψ Γ, ψ ` χ

Γ, ϕNψ ` χ

Thus obtaining the twoN Rrules. Again, axioms ofN-reflection is obtained by trivialising
the premisses with two axioms involvingϕ andψ.

To solve the definitional equation for constant 1 is even quicker. The backward di-
rection of definition gives 1R rule directly. On the other hand, the forward one gives the
implicit 1-reflection

Γ,1 ` χ
Γ ` χ

Then by trivialising the premisses with the axiom 1` 1 it gives the axiom of 1-reflection,
` 1, that is the correct 1L rule to chose.

A peculiar connective to linear and intuitionistic calculi is implication. It reflects the
link yields, the sign` itself, by moving formulae from the left hand side of the sequent
to the right one. Intuitively, we say that wheneverϕ → ψ is asserted,ψ can be asserted
in turn simply by addingϕ to the current assumptions. This idea is formalised by the
corresponding equation

Γ ` ϕ→ ψ if and only if Γ, ϕ ` ψ. (1.32)

Such a definitional equation clearly gains meaning when left passive contexts are allowed,
due to the presence ofΓ on the left hand side. To introduce an form of implication in the
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basic calculusB involves a deeper understanding of the meta-linguistic linkyields, as
hinted in [129].

The equation, solved as in §1.2, introduces directly the rules

Γ ` ϕ→ ψ

Γ, ϕ ` ψ
implicit → -reflection

Γ, ϕ ` ψ

Γ ` ϕ→ ψ
→ -formation

The latter one corresponds to→ R. The former one will provide→ L. By trivialising the
premisses withϕ→ ψ ` ϕ→ ψ, the implicit→-formation becomes

ϕ→ ψ, ϕ ` ψ axioms of→ −reflection.

And, again, implicit→-reflection is recovered by one application of cut rule

Γ ` ϕ→ ψ ϕ→ ψ, ϕ ` ψ

Γ, ϕ ` ψ

The final solution to the definitional equation,→ L, is reached by assumingΓ1 ` ϕ and
Γ2, ψ ` χ and by applying two cuts:

Γ1 ` ϕ ϕ→ ψ, ϕ ` ψ

Γ1, ϕ→ ψ ` ψ Γ2, ψ ` χ

Γ1,Γ2, ϕ→ ψ ` χ

Axiom of→-reflection is obtained by trivialising the premisses with two axioms involving
ϕ andψ.

The next proposition points out another approach to extendB to intuitionistic calculi.
It witnesses the power of the implication and its corresponding definitional equation. In
fact, the proposition says that the equations in Tab. 1.1, without visibility on the left, are
obtained from those of Fig. 1.1, that satisfies visibility, simply by adding the implication
along with its definitional equation. In other words, this means that the full power of the
calculusILL can be obtained simply by adding the connective→ to the original basic
calculusBe without requiring any liberalisation on the contexts involved in the original
definitional equations. This fact is central in extending the relational semantics into intu-
itionistic settings, as it says that, in order to find a sound semantics forILL , it is sufficient
to consider the relational monoids with a native notion of implication. Hence, when ex-
tending the semantics we will focus only on the last equation of Tab. 1.5, and we will
study how to validate it.

Proposition 5. The definitional equations for the connectives1, 0, >, �, �, N of Be,
restricted to single formulae on the right hand side of sequents and enriched by the con-
nective→ along with the corresponding definitional equation, are equivalent to those
definingILL .

Proof. As definitional equations definingILL extend those definingBe, the only thing to
check is whether the system composed by definitional equations forBe and the equation
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Figure 1.3 Sequent CalculusILL

Axioms

ϕ ` ϕ

Multiplicatives

Γ, ψ, ϕ ` χ

Γ, ψ�ϕ ` χ
� L

Γ2 ` ϕ Γ1 ` ψ

Γ2,Γ1 ` ϕ ⊗ ψ
� R

Γ ` χ

Γ,1 ` χ 1L
` 1 1R

Additives

Γ, ψ ` χ

Γ, ψNϕ ` χ
N L

Γ, ϕ ` χ

Γ, ψNϕ ` χ
N L

Γ ` ϕ Γ ` ψ

Γ ` ϕNψ
N R

Γ, ψ ` ∆ Γ, ϕ ` χ

Γ, ψ�ϕ ` χ
� L

Γ ` ϕ

Γ ` ϕ�ψ
� R

Γ ` ψ

Γ ` ϕ ⊕ ψ
� R

Γ,0 ` χ 0L Γ ` > >R

Implication

Γ1 ` ϕ Γ2, ψ ` χ

Γ1,Γ2, ϕ→ ψ ` χ
→ L

Γ, ϕ ` ψ

Γ ` ϕ→ ψ
→ R

Exchange Cut

Γ1, ϕ, ψ, Γ2 ` χ

Γ1, ψ, ϕ, Γ2 ` χ
exch

Γ1 ` ϕ Γ2, ϕ ` χ

Γ1,Γ2 ` χ
cut

for→ satisfies equations in Tab. 1.5. The proof checks connective by connective. Clearly
the equations forN,> and→ are satisfied, as they are common to the two systems. All the
reasonings for the other connectives,� and�, and constants, 1 and 0, follow a common
path: whenever assuming one of the equations in Tab.1.1, then the connective→, mainly
its property to move formulae from one side of the sequent to the other, is fundamental
in showing that the corresponding equation in Tab. 1.5 is verified as well. As a guideline,
consider the connective�. By assuming its basic definitional equation

ψ�ϕ ` χ if and only if ψ, ϕ ` χ (1.33)

prove that
Γ, ψ�ϕ ` χ if and only if Γ, ψ, ϕ ` χ. (1.34)

for every contextΓ = γ1, . . . , γn. Thanks to the definitional equation for→ andexchrule,
the sequentγ1, . . . , γn, ψ�ϕ ` χ is equivalent toγ2, . . . , γn, ψ�ϕ ` γ1→ χ, that is in turn
equivalent toψ�ϕ ` γn → (. . . γ2 → (γ1 → χ)), by iterating the process. The last one
is a context suitable for definition (1.33), hence it is equivalent toψ, ϕ ` γn → (. . . γ2 →
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(γ1 → χ)), and, again by applying the definitional equation of→ for n times, it turns
to be equivalent toΓ, ψ, ϕ ` χ. As a matter of fact, the last one is a well known result
in categorical logic, seeclosedcategories for instance. Finally conclude that definitional
equation (1.34) holds. �

As a matter of fact, a similar result is easily proved forIL , simply by considering
structural rules. A final important property is that the definitional equations are still ver-
ified in the calculusIL deprived of cuts, as will be proved by the following proposition.
The proof is an extension of the one given for the basic calculus in Proposition 1, and it
follows a common pattern for every logical entity: the backward implications of defini-
tional equations are verified thanks to the introduction rules, the forward ones are verified
by an induction on the length of the cut-free derivations. The induction will take care
of structural rules, contraction in particular, by proving an equivalent refinement of the
considered definitional equation. The connectives�, � and→ are discussed in detail,
as� and→ will be a key point for the completeness of the extended semantics, and�
needs particular care, due to contraction rule. Here we prove the result forIL , and it can
be clearly extended to its subcalculusILL .

Proposition 6 (Cut-free Equations for IL). The definitional equations without visibility
on the left, and enriched by the equation for implication are satisfied by the cut-free
calculus derived fromIL .

Proof. As anticipated, the proof has a general pattern for every logical entity, so consider
the connectives�, � and→ as guideline.

Case�. The corresponding equation to prove in the cut-free calculus is

Γ, ψ�ϕ ` χ is derivable
withoutcut rules

if and only if
Γ, ψ, ϕ ` χ is derivable

withoutcut rules.
(1.35)

The backward direction is a simple application of� L rule. For the forward direction,
considern ≥ 1 and prove the following equivalent statement:

if Γ, ψ1 �ϕ1, . . . , ψn �ϕn ` χ is derivable withoutcut rules

thenΓ, ψ1, ϕ1, . . . , ψn, ϕn ` χ is derivable withoutcut rules.

AssumeΓ, ψ1 �ϕ1, . . . , ψn �ϕn ` χ derivable without cuts, then proceed by induction on
the length of derivation. The base of induction is any rule without premisses, which can
only be either an axiom, or>R, or 0L. On the one hand, if it is an axiom, thenχ is ψ�ϕ,
Γ is empty,n is 1, andψ, ϕ ` ψ�ϕ is derived without cuts as for Proposition 1. On the
other hand, if the applied rule is either>R or 0L, then the same rule can be applied to a
passive context withψi , ϕi instead ofψi �ϕi (for i = 1 . . . n).

In the induction step consider the last applied rule in the derivation. If everyψi �ϕi

(for i = 1 . . . n) is in the passive context of the rule (either left or right rule), then use
induction hypothesis on its premisses, and obtain the claim by applying the rule itself.
The rules that can involve anyψi �ϕi (for i = 1 . . . n) are� L and structural rules. If the
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rule is � L then it introduces exactly oneψi �ϕi, and it is sufficient to apply induction
hypothesis on its premisses. If the last applied rule is exchange, then use induction on
the premisses and apply it again. On the other hand, if the last applied rule is weakening,
then, without loss of generality, assume that the involved formula isψ1 �ϕ1, hence the
premiss is

Γ, ψ1 �ϕ1, ψ1 �ϕ1, . . . , ψn �ϕn ` χ,

then conclude the thesis by induction hypothesis and by applying two contraction rules.
Finally, if the last applied rule is weakening, then assume, without loss of generality, that
the involved formula isψ1 �ϕ1, hence the premiss is

Γ, ψ2 �ϕ2, . . . , ψn �ϕn ` χ,

then apply induction hypothesis and two weakening rules, withψ andϕ respectively.
Case�. The equation to prove is

Γ, ψ�ϕ ` χ is derivable
withoutcut rules

if and only if
Γ, ψ ` χ andΓ, ϕ ` χ are

derivable withoutcut rules.

Also in this case, the backward direction is a simple application of� L rule. For the
forward direction, prove the following equivalent statement:

if Γ, ψ�ϕ, . . . , ψ�ϕ ` χ is derivable withoutcut rules

thenΓ, ψ ` χ andΓ, ϕ ` χ are derivable withoutcut rules.

Again, assume thatΓ, ψ�ϕ, . . . , ψ�ϕ ` χ is derivable without cuts, then proceed by
induction on the length of derivation. The proof mimics the one of�. For the basic step,
the only interesting case is the axiomψ�ϕ ` ψ�ϕ, which is solved by� R:

ψ ` ψ
ψ ` ψ�ϕ

� R
ϕ ` ϕ

ϕ ` ψ�ϕ
� R

The induction step considers the last applied rule in the derivation. If everyψ�ϕ is in
the passive context of the rule (either left or right rule), then the induction hypothesis
are applied to its premisses and the claim is obtained by applying the rule itself. The
rules involvingψ�ϕ (for i = 1 . . . n) can be� L and the structural rules. If the rule is
� L then it introduces exactly oneψi �ϕi, and its premisses areΓ, ψ�ϕ, . . . , ψ ` χ and
Γ, ψ�ϕ, . . . , ϕ ` χ. Now, by induction hypothesisΓ, ψ, ψ ` χ andΓ, ϕ, ψ ` χ for the
former one, andΓ, ψ, ϕ ` χ andΓ, ϕ, ϕ ` χ for the latter one. The claim is obtained by
applying two contraction rules. If the last applied rule is exchange, then use induction on
the premisses and apply it again. On the other hand, if the last applied rule is a contraction
on ψ�ϕ, then use induction hypothesis on its premiss and apply two contraction rules,
onψ andϕ respectively. Finally, if the last applied rule is weakening, then use induction
hypothesis on its premiss and apply weakening withψ andϕ if necessary.
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Case→. In this case, the equation to prove in the cut-free calculus is

Γ, ϕ ` ψ is derivable
withoutcut rules

if and only if
Γ ` ϕ→ ψ is derivable

withoutcut rules.

Again, the backward direction is a simple application of� L rule. The forward direction
is proved by induction on the length of the derivation. The proof follows the same lines
as for (1.35). The only interesting case for the base step is the axiomϕ → ψ ` ϕ → ψ,
which is solved by using→ L:

ϕ ` ϕ ψ ` ψ
ϕ→ ψ, ϕ ` ψ → L

On the other hand, in the induction step consider the last applied rule. Any rule on the
left cannot involve the formulaϕ→ ψ, hence use induction on its premisses and finish by
applying the rule itself. The only left rule that can be applied is→ L, due to the visibility
of the right. In this case its premiss is what is needed. �

As anticipated, this result still holds even in a calculus without structural rules, hence
it naturally extends up toILL , as can be easily checked. In particular, to prove the above
proposition directly onILL it is not necessary to consider some equivalent property as
we did forIL .

A property that will be useful to prove completeness forILL is a direct consequence
of Proposition 6. For every contextΣ, define

Σ� def
=

1 if Σ = [ ];

σ1 � . . .�σn if Σ = σ1, . . . , σn with n ≥ 1.
(1.36)

Then it is easy to check that inIL , as well as inILL :

Γ,Σ ` χ is derivable
withoutcut rules

if and only if
Γ ` Σ� → χ is derivable

withoutcut rules.
(1.37)

Note that the order for the composition inΣ� irrelevant, as the passive left context makes
the connective� associative.

1.7.1 Relational Semantics for Intuititionistic Linear Logic

As already observed, Proposition 5 hints how to extend the relational semantics toILL .
As the basic calculusBe becomes equivalent toILL simply by adding the connective→
along with the corresponding definitional equation, the semantics can in turn be extended
to ILL by defining the right evaluation just for this new connective, thus extending the
functionV, given in Tab. 1.2. Hence our goal is to fix a commutative relational monoid,
and to find a binary operation on subsets that reflects the logical connective→ into the
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semantics. The operation will follow the spirit of [127], and it will turn out as theimplica-
tion among subsets, that we denote asA→ B. To define such an operator, the contribution
of definitional equations is, once again, essential.

By following the lines of §1.3, the evaluationV(ϕ → ψ) of the formulaϕ → ψ must
meet two requirements: (1) to be left saturated, and (2) to satisfy the semantics counter
part of the definitional equation for the implication. As for the second point, the property
to satisfy is

Ingr(Γ) ⊆ Prod(ϕ→ ψ)←←← if and only if Ingr(Γ, ϕ) ⊆ Prod(ψ)←←←

for every choice ofΓ = γ1, . . . , γn. DefiningC to be the productV(γ1) · . . . · V(γn), the
definition says that the previous requirement means that for everyC ⊆ M:

C ⊆ V(ϕ→ ψ) if and only if (C · V(ϕ)) ⊆ V(ψ).

Then, assumingV(ϕ) = A, V(ψ) = B andV(ϕ → ψ) = A→ B, the property that must be
satisfied by new binary operationA→ B between subsets is

C ⊆ A→ B if and only if (C · A) ⊆ B, (1.38)

for every choice ofA, B,C ⊆ M with A andB left saturated. In particular, this property
says that→ between left saturated subsets is a ‘good implication,’ in the sense that it is
adjoint to the monoidal operation, similarly to the logical implication, adjoint to�.

To extend the property in (1.38) to general subsets, we need to consider the saturation
operators. As we will see, the fact thatA is left saturated is irrelevant, hence (1.38) can be
generalised to

C ⊆ A→ B if and only if (C · A) ⊆ B→←→←→← (1.39)

for every A, B,C ⊆ M. Now, by assumingC to be the singleton{x}, the definition of
A→ B becomes an unescapable choice, since the equation (1.39) becomes

xε A→ B if and only if x · A ⊆ B→←→←→←,

that forces to define
A→ B

def
= {x : x · A ⊆ B→→→←←←}. (1.40)

It is easy to see that this definition grants the property

(A→ B) · A ⊆ B→←→←→← . (1.41)

In particular, thanks to this property, the equation in (1.39), and (1.38) as well, is directly
verified without requiring any additional property to the monoidal model. Therefore, if we
defineV(ϕ→ ψ) to beV(ϕ)→ V(ψ), then asufficientcondition that makes the relational
monoids sound forILL is that the implication is left saturated for every pair of subsets, as
required by the definition of the evaluation function. One thing that is worth to investigate
is whether such a requirement is also theminimumthat enables soundness.
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As pointed out in §1.7.2, the introduction of implication in the logic breaks visibility
on the left hand side of sequents. This means that the logic can isolate a single for-
mula from the rest of the context in order to work only on it. In fact, in the sequent
γ1, . . . , γn, ϕ ` χ all the formulae in the antecedent are connected, and to work on one of
them, sayϕ for instance, the formal system must detectϕ among all the others, to ‘detach’
ϕ from the whole list, and then to work onϕ by introducing the logical constructs. From
the semantic point of view, a context evaluation is the saturation of the product among
all the interpretations of the formulae that constitute the context itself. In particular, if
V(γi) = Ai, V(ϕ) = A and V(χ) = C, then the evaluation of the previous context is
A1 · . . . · An · B ⊆ C→←→←→←, that means

(A1 · . . . · An · B)→←→←→← ⊆ C→←→←→← .

To distinguishϕ, alias B, the rest of the product must be distinguished as a saturated
subset in order to be independent fromB. Hence, the evaluation must at least satisfy the
requirement

(A1 · . . . · An · B)→←→←→← ⊆ C→←→←→← if and only if (A1 · . . . · An)
→←→←→← ·B→←→←→← ⊆ C→←→←→←

that is equivalent to ask for

(A · B)→←→←→← ⊆ C→←→←→← if and only if A→←→←→← · B→←→←→← ⊆ C→←→←→←

for everyA, B,C ⊆ M. The properties of the saturation operators in Lemma 1 say that
(A·B)→←→←→← ⊆ C→←→←→← if and only if A·B ⊆ C→←→←→←, then the previous requirement is equivalent
to

A · B ⊆ C→←→←→← if and only if A→←→←→← · B→←→←→← ⊆ C→←→←→←

for everyA, B,C ⊆ M. And, again because ( )→←→←→← is a closure operator and the operation
is commutative, it is easy to see that the previous is equivalent to

A · B ⊆ C→←→←→← if and only if A · B→←→←→← ⊆ C→←→←→← (1.42)

for everyA, B,C ⊆ M. In particular property (1.42) says thatB must be intended as a
saturated subset and then it is possible to work on it by following the semantical defini-
tions. The requirement in (1.42) is an essential requirement for a relational monoid to be
a sound model forILL .

Another approach to extend the relational semantics toILL is to consider the defi-
nitional equations without left visibility, as they are written in Tab. 1.5. The connective
that is mostly influenced by the presence of a passive ‘left’ context is�, as it reflects the
comma between formulae. In this case, the definitional equation for� is semantically
rephrased as

Ingr(Γ, ψ�ϕ) ⊆ Prod(χ)←←← if and only if Ingr(Γ, ψ, ϕ) ⊆ Prod(χ)←←←
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for every contextΓ and formulaeψ, ϕ, χ. As Prod(∆)←←←, Ingr(Γ, ψ�ϕ) andIngr(Γ, ψ, ϕ)
are generic left saturated subsets, this requirement is equivalent to ask that

Ingr(Γ, ψ�ϕ) = Ingr(Γ, ψ, ϕ)

for everyΓ, ψ andϕ. Assuming thatΓ = ϕ1, . . . , ϕn, this means that

(V(ϕ1) · . . . · V(ϕn) · V(ψ�ϕ))→←→←→← = (V(ϕ1) · . . . · V(ϕn) · V(ψ) · V(ϕ))→←→←→←

for any choice of the involved formulae. IfA = V(ϕ1) · . . . · V(ϕn), V(ψ) = A1 and
V(ϕ) = A2, the definition of� evaluation says that the right requirement is

(A · (A1 · A2)
→←→←→←)→←→←→← = (A · A1 · A2)

→←→←→← .

Hence, to semantically verify the definitional equation for�, the right property to ask for
is:

(A · B→←→←→←)→←→←→← = (A · B)→←→←→←

for everyA, B ⊆ M. As the inclusion from right to left always holds in every relational
monoid, this property is equivalent to (A·B→←→←→←)→←→←→← ⊆ (A·B)→←→←→←. Moreover, thanks to the
properties of closure operators, we conclude that the semantical property generated from
the definitional equation of� without visibility on the left, is

A · B→←→←→← ⊆ (A · B)→←→←→← (1.43)

for every A, B ⊆ M. It corresponds to the topological requirement in [127], dubbed
stability. We conclude that stability is anessentialrequirement for a relational monoid to
be a sound model forILL , as it validates the definitional equation for�.

And now the wheel has come: in (1.43) we found a necessary requirement for sound-
ness that turns to be equivalent to ask for a saturated implication between subsets, as
stated by next proposition. The proposition, in fact, shows that the properties in (1.42)
and (1.43) are equivalent to say that the implication between subsets is left saturated.
Hence the fact thatA→ B is saturated for every couple of subsetsA, B is anecessary and
sufficient conditionto extend the relational semantics toILL .

Proposition 7. In every commutative relational monoidM = (M, ·,1,R), the following
properties are equivalent:

1. For every A, B ⊆ M, the implication A→ B is left saturated.

2. A · B ⊆ C→→→←←← if and only if A· B→→→←←← ⊆ C→→→←←←, for every A, B,C ⊆ M.

3. A · B→→→←←← ⊆ (A · B)→→→←←←, for every A, B,C ⊆ M.

Proof. Assume that point 1 is verified, then prove point 2 The backward implication of
point 2 is verified in every relational monoid, asB ⊆ B→←→←→←. To prove the forward im-
plication, assume thatA · B ⊆ C→→→←←←. As the implication satisfies property (1.38), this
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assumption implies thatB ⊆ A→ C, thenB→←→←→← ⊆ A→ C since the implication between
subsets is left saturated. Again by property (1.38), concludeA · B→←→←→← ⊆ C→←→←→←.

Point 3 is verified, as soon as point 2 is assumed. In fact, the closure properties say
thatA · B ⊆ (A · B)→←→←→←, henceA · B→←→←→← ⊆ (A · B)→←→←→← by point 2.

Finally, assume that point 3 is verified, and prove point 1. Point 3 applied toA and
A → B says thatA · (A → B)→←→←→← ⊆ (A · (A → B))→←→←→←. Thanks to (1.41) this means
A · (A→ B)→←→←→← ⊆ B→←→←→←, hence (A→ B)→←→←→← ⊆ A→ B and conclude thatA→ B is left
saturated. �

Proposition 7, provided in terms of the operator ( )→←→←→←, is verified more generally for
any closure operator. A similar result appears also in [112], but it is not emphasised there.
Indeed, such a result is fundamental here, as it actually represents the keystone to control
the contexts in the semantics. The proposition, in fact, states the semantic counter part on
liberalising the contexts on the left hand side of sequents.

Moreover Proposition 7 shows the properties that are equivalently needed to have
soundness forILL . Now, as for §1.6, what a clear mathematical definition needs is an
‘elemental’ condition on the monoidal constituents: we need to find a first order property
that is equivalent to those listed in Proposition 7, as they are expressed on subsets, and
hence they are second order properties.

The equivalent first order condition can be found by defining a particular class of
subsets, parameterised by pairs of elements inM. For everyx, y ∈ M, define:

Gap(x, y)
def
= {z : z · xRy}. (1.44)

The name is due to its particular interpretation in the production cycle. Considerz ε
Gap(x, y), then the definition says thaty is produced by composingz with x. In other
wordsz is an ingredient sufficient for x in order to producey. We can say thatz is the
‘gap’ thatx needs to fill in order to producey.

The sought first order condition for soundness is to require that every subsetGap(x, y)
is left saturated. In fact this is a condition that can be written at first order and that
corresponds to the properties in Proposition 7, as stated by next proposition. First note
two properties that derive straight from the definition in (1.44). For everyx, y ∈ M it
holds:

zεG(x, y) if and only if z · xε y←←←,

hence, for everyC ⊆ M

C ⊆ G(x, y) if and only if C · x ⊆ y←←← . (1.45)

Proposition 8. In every commutative relational monoidM = (M, ·,1,R), the following
properties are equivalent:

1. Gap(x, y) is left saturated for every x, y ∈ M.

2. A · B ⊆ C→→→←←← if and only if A· B→→→←←← ⊆ C→→→←←←, for every A, B,C ⊆ M.
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Proof. First assume point 1 and prove point 2. Since the backward direction of the impli-
cation in point 2. is always verified, it is sufficient to prove the forward one. Since ( )→←→←→←

is a closure operator it holdsA·B ⊆ (A·B)→←→←→←. As (A·B)→←→←→← is the intersection amongy←←←

for everyy ∈ (A · B)→→→, this means that for everyxε A andyε(A · B)→→→ it holdsB · x ⊆ y←←←,
that isB ⊆ Gap(x, y) by (1.45). This implies thatB→←→←→← ⊆ Gap(x, y), since the latter subset
is left saturated by hypothesis. Hence, again by (1.45), this impliesB→←→←→← ·x ⊆ y←←← for
everyxε A andyε(A · B)→→→. ConcludeA · B→←→←→← ⊆ (A · B)→←→←→←.

Conversely, assume point 2 and prove point 1. By the definition in (1.44),G(x, y) · x ⊆
y←←←, henceG(x, y)→→→←←← ·x ⊆ y←←← by point 2 sincey←←← is left saturated. Again by (1.44), this
means thatG(x, y)→→→←←← ⊆ G(x, y), henceGap(x, y) is left saturated. �

A relational monoid is said to beGap saturatedwhen it is commutative and the subset
Gap(x, y) is left saturated for everyx, y ∈ M. As anticipated above, this condition can be
written at first order. In fact considerx, y ∈ M, then to say thatGap(x, y) is left saturated
means thatGap(x, y)→←→←→← ⊆ Gap(x, y). By Lemma 2 this is⋂

Gap(x,y)⊆s←←←

s←←← ⊆ Gap(x, y)

and, by unfolding all the involved definitions, this is equivalent to:

∀s(∀t( t · x R y→ t R s)→ z R s)→ z · x R y. (1.46)

Here we call this propertyelemental gap saturation, but it appears in [137] and cor-
responds tocontinuity in linear frames, that are algebraic models for the Intuitionistic
Linear Logic that includes modalities.

Now it is easy to formulate a soundness theorem forILL and Gap saturated birela-
tional models. As should be clear from the previous reasoning, the evaluation is extended
to implication by

V(ϕ→ ψ)
def
= V(ϕ)→ V(ψ) (1.47)

Theorem 8 (Soundness).A sequent deducible inILL is valid in every Gap saturated
relational monoid.

Proof. Soundness can be proved by showing the validity of all the meta-linguistic equa-
tions defining the calculusILL , see Fig. 1.3, and the cut rule, used to solve the equations
in order to define the calculus. Thanks to Proposition 5 it is sufficient to verify the defini-
tional equations forB, the cut rule, and the definitional equation for→. All the work has
been already done: §1.4 has proved that relational monoids are sound forB’s definitional
equations and this section proved that Gap saturated relational monoids are sound for the
definitional equation of→. �

Once soundness is proved, we consider completeness. Thanks to the modular ap-
proach of the logic and the constructivism of the proofs, the results proved in §1.5 for
B can be extended toILL . The canonical model has already been defined in §1.5, and
refined in §1.6 to the commutative case. Here it will be further extended to consider the
calculusILL . Then there will be only two things to check:
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1. The canonical model belongs to the class of the models that are sound forILL ,
namely it is Gap saturated.

2. The Canonical Evaluation Lemma 4 extends to the new connective→.

In particular, to have refined completeness, everything must be proven by carefully deal-
ing with cut rule: derivations cannot use cuts. The canonical model forILL is obtained
by refining the one given in (1.30). The difference is in the binary relation, once again it
reflects the provability of the sequents, but it must consider the asymmetric nature of the
calculus, as sequents inILL can only have a single formula on the right hand side. The
usual solution adopted for models of Linear Logic, see [74, 127], is to consider the set of
formulae instead of lists of formulae with� as monoidal operation. This might be done
also in this case, but it would be suitable to prove only standard completeness, not the re-
fined one. In fact, the monoidal operation is required to be associative and commutative,
and so is� only if the set of formulae is the quotient by the provability relation`, that
becomes an equivalence relation only by allowing cuts.

Then the underlying set must be the set of non-ordered lists of formulaeFrm~. There is
now another inconvenience: withFrm~ as underlying set, the evaluation cannot simply be
the cut-free provability inILL , once again because of the asymmetry of the calculusILL .
If the relation is simply the provability in the calculus the canonical evaluation lemma is
not valid for 0. In fact, assume to defineΓR∆ if and only if Γ ` ∆ is derivable inILL ,

then this means that∆ can only be a single formula. The evaluation of 0 isV(0)
def
= ∅→←→←→←

that in the canonical model is (Frm~)←←←. In this case (Frm~)←←← is ∅ as (ϕ1, . . . ϕn)←←← = ∅
whenevern , 1. Then Lemma 4 cannot hold for 0, as it requires 0ε V(0) in the canonical
model.

In order to prove Lemma 4, the solution is to change the binary relation in the model.
It will still be the provability between contexts and single formulae, and it will become
the trivial one between contexts, as described by the following definition.

Definition 4 (Syntactic Model for ILL). Thesyntactic modelFILL corresponds to the
structure(Frm~, ◦, [ ] , `ILL ), where:

1. Frm~ is the set of non-ordered lists of formulae inL.

2. The operation◦ is the concatenation between lists.

3. The symbol[ ] represents the empty list.

4. The relatioǹ ILL is defined as

Γ ` ILL ∆ if and only if

Γ ` ∆ in ILL without cut rules if∆ ε Frm;

always otherwise.

Note that in case of the constant 0: (i) the sequent 0̀ δ is cut-free derivable thanks
to the rule 0L, and (ii ) the definition says that 0Rδ1, . . . , δn whenevern , 1. Hence
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0ε(Frm~)←←← = ∅→←→←→←. In general for every single formulaϕ a contextΓ is in ϕ←←← if and
only if Γ ` ϕ in ILL without cuts. In particular property (1.37) becomes:

Γ,Σ ε χ←←← if and only if Γ ε(Σ� → χ)←←← . (1.48)

Moreover, definingContxas the set of contexts that are not a single formula, including
the empty context, for everyA ⊆ Frm~ it is the case thatContx⊆ A→→→, and conversely
for everyΓ ε Contx, the subsetΓ←←← is the wholeFrm~. Hence conclude that for every
B ⊆ Frm~

B←←← =
⋂
δ ε B

δ←←← (1.49)

whereδ ranges exclusively over single formulae, as the contribution of the contexts in
Contxis irrelevant for the intersection.

The canonical modelFILL is in the class of sound models forILL : it is a relational
monoid, as saw in §1.5, and it is gap saturated. To show the gap saturation, we should
prove the property (1.46) on elements or one of the equivalent properties on subsets out-
lined by Proposition 7. It is easier to show that the implication between subsets is left
saturated.

Proposition 9. In the canonical modelFILL , the implication A→ B is left saturated for
every A, B ⊆ Frm~.

Proof. ConsiderA, B ⊆ Frm~, then the definition in 1.40 says thatΓ ε A→ B if and only
if Γ ·A ⊆ B→→→←←←. Now, the saturationB→→→←←← is∩∆εB→→→∆←←←, that is∩δεB→→→δ←←← thanks to (1.49).
HenceΓ ε A → B meansΓ · A ⊆ ∩δεB→→→δ←←←. Then for everyΣ ε A andδ ε B→→→ it holds
Γ,Σ ε δ←←←, and furthermoreΓ ε(Σ� → δ)←←← by (1.48). Conclude that

A→ B =
⋂
Σ ε A
δ ε B→→→

(Σ� → δ)←←← .

ThenA→ B is left saturated, as intersection of left saturated subsets. �

The other point to prove is that the canonical evaluation lemma still holds for the new
modelFrm~. On single formulae, the relationR of Definition 4 corresponds to the one
in Definition 3, and moreover it is defined ‘ad hoc’ to deal withV(0) as explained above.
Hence the only thing to check is that the induction done in the proof of Lemma 4 extends
to the new connective→. The principal attention is needed to check that all the reasoning
is cut-free. To this proposal, the rules of the sequent calculus must first be translated into
properties of the syntactic model, as done in §1.5 with Tab.1.3. There is a nice property
involving→ L.

Proposition 10. In the syntactical modelFILL , the rule→ L corresponds to:

(ϕ→ ψ) ◦ (ϕ)←←← ⊆ (ψ)→←→←→← . (1.50)
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Proof. With reference to Fig. 1.3, takingΓ2 empty, the rule→ L says that

Γ1 ` ϕ ψ ` δ

ϕ→ ψ,Γ1 ` δ
,

that in the syntactical model is

Γ1 ε ϕ
←←← ψ ε δ←←←

ϕ→ ψ,Γ1 ε δ
←←← .

Hence (ϕ→ ψ) ◦ (ϕ)←←← ⊆ δ←←← for everyδ such thatψ ε δ←←←. The property trivially extends
op to contexts∆, then conclude that (ϕ→ ψ) ◦ (ϕ)←←← ⊆ ∆←←← for every∆ such thatψ ε ∆←←←.
Then (ϕ→ ψ)◦(ϕ)←←← ⊆

⋂
ψ ε ∆←←← ∆

←←←. Thanks to Lemma 2 this means that (ϕ→ ψ)◦(ϕ)←←← ⊆
ψ→←→←→←.

On the other hand assume property (1.50) and prove→ L, as it is written in Fig. 1.3.
Consider the premissesΓ1 ` ϕ andΓ2, ψ ` δ. They means thatΓ1 ε ϕ

←←← and, by (1.48), that
ψ ε(Γ�

2 → δ)←←←. Now, (1.50) says thatϕ → ψ,Γ1 ε(Γ
�
2 → δ)←←←, that isϕ → ψ,Γ1,Γ2 ε δ

←←←

again by (1.48). Conclude thatϕ→ ψ,Γ1,Γ2 ` δ. �

With regard to the rule→ R, it is easy to verify that in the syntactic model it corre-
sponds to the property

Γ, ϕ ε(ψ)←←← impliesΓ ε(ϕ→ ψ)←←← . (1.51)

These two properties are sufficient to extend the inductive step of Lemma 4 to the
connective→.

Proposition 11. Provided thatϕ ε V(ϕ) ⊆ ϕ←←← andψ ε V(ψ) ⊆ ψ←←←, thenϕ → ψ ε V(ϕ →
ψ) ⊆ (ϕ→ ψ)←←←.

Proof. Assume thatϕ ε V(ϕ) ⊆ ϕ←←← andψ ε V(ψ) ⊆ ψ←←←. To prove thatϕ→ ψ ε V(ϕ→ ψ)
use the hypothesis (i) V(ϕ) ⊆ (ϕ)←←← and (ii ) ψ ε V(ψ). Then

(ϕ→ ψ) ◦ V(ϕ) ⊆ (ϕ→ ψ) ◦ (ϕ)←←← by (i)
⊆ (ψ)→←→←→← by (1.50)
⊆ V(ψ)→←→←→← by (ii )

hence conclude that (ϕ→ ψ) ε V(ϕ)→ V(ψ) = V(ϕ→ ψ) by definition.
On the other hand, to prove thatV(ϕ → ψ) ⊆ (ϕ → ψ)←←← use the hypothesis (iii )

ϕ ε V(ϕ) and (iv) V(ψ) ε(ψ)←←←. Then assumeΓ ε V(ϕ → ψ), which isΓ ◦ V(ϕ) ⊆ V(ψ) by
definition, hence deduceΓ, ϕ ε V(ψ) by (iii ), andΓ, ϕ ε(ψ)←←← by (iv). Conclude thatΓ ε ψ←←←

by (1.51), hence the thesis. �

We conclude that the following holds

Theorem 9 (Refined Completeness for ILL).If a sequent is valid in every Gap saturated
relational monoid, then it is derivable inILL without cuts.
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As for B, this theorem provides a semantical cut-elimination result forILL . It is easy
to check that this fact makes the syntactical relation a preorder between single formu-
lae. This fact suggests that the semantics may be specified by considering monoids with
relations that are preorders, or even partial orders between the classes induced by the log-
ical equivalence that derives from a preorder. As matter of fact this can be done in case
the demand for a refined completeness is released; but an order relation does not further
simplify the semantics as it does for Intuitionistic Logic (see §1.7.2). Nevertheless, this
provides a link withpretopologies[127], as it can be seen that Gap saturated preordered
monoids are actually pretopologies: topological models that have been proved sound and
complete forILL in [127].

1.7.2 Relational Semantics for Intuitionistic Logic

The results in § 1.6, for structural rules, and § 1.7.1, forILL , hint how to extend soundness
and (refined) completeness results to the intuititionistic calculusIL . As described in
§1.7, IL is obtained by extendingILL (see Fig. 1.3) with structural rules: weakening
and contraction. Then the sound and (refined) complete models forIL are those sound
and (refined) complete forILL that enable the structural rules: the gap saturated relational
monoids satisfying the rules (w1) and (c1), cf. Tab. 1.4.

Theorem 10 (Soundness and Refined Completeness for IL).If a sequent is derivable
in IL , then it is valid in every gap saturated relational monoid that satisfies(w1) and(c1).
Moreover, if it is valid in every gap saturated relational monoid satisfying(w1) and(c1),
then it is derivable inIL without using cut rules.

For completeness, in particular, the syntactical modelFIL is the same as Definition 4,
but with the provability inILL replaced by the provability inIL . Once again, cut elimi-
nation is a direct consequence of the this semantical result.

Corollary 3 (Semantical Cut Elimination for IL). If a sequent is derivable inIL (even
by using cut rules), then it admits a cut-free derivation inIL .

Gap saturated relational monoids satisfying (w1) and (c1) may sound a bit baroque
and too elaborated, when compared with other models given in literature for Intuitionistic
Logic, but it is worth stressing that they provide a semantical cut elimination result to the
calculus in a complete constructive way, and, in our knowledge, this is not provided by
any other ‘simpler’ model. Indeed, the work in [112] shows a semantical cut elimination
result for Intuitionistic Logic, but the models used there are again monoids with a closure
operator that turns out to need the same properties required to the operator ( )→←→←→← in the
relational monoids.

By comparing this semantics with other models for Intuitionist Logic, there may be a
twofold source of concern: usually there is no need to have a binary operation to evaluate
intuitionistic formulae, and the binary relationR is commonly taken to be a partial order.
Our conjecture is that the monoidal operation and the ‘generic’ relation are an essential
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requirement to a refined completeness, or, in other words, to a constructive semantical
cut-elimination. In fact, when the syntactic model is built by considering sequences of
formulae, an operation is implicitly assumed: sequence composition. Furthermore, the
relation cannot be transitive, since it subsumes the ‘provability’ between contexts. As
a matter of fact, the work in [83] provides a semantical cut elimination theorem for In-
tuitionistic Logic in terms of a Kripke semantics founded on partially ordered sets, that
looks more intuitive, indeed. However, such a result is not constructive, as the complete-
ness proof is given by a ‘classical’ reasoning on counter-models.

As a refined completeness result for Intuitionistic Logic has been already achieved, we
may focus on improving the semantics to obtain a more elegant model for soundness and
(not refined) completeness. Moreover, with the cut-elimination theorem in hand, we can
use cut to show that a more usual notion of syntactical model, similar to Lindenbaum-style
term models [136], provides a completeness theorem.

First of all, it is worth noticing that in the syntactical modelFIL the relation`IL re-
stricted to formulae is actually transitive, as Corollary 3 proves that the cut-free calculus
admits the rule

ϕ ` χ χ ` ψ
ϕ ` ψ

Moreover, axioms make the relation`IL reflexive on formulae. Hence, by restricting the
underlying set to be the set of formulae, the canonical model becomes a preordered set.
So, thinking to the elements of the canonical model as single formulae, we focus our
reasoning on preordered relations.

In the rest part of the section we consider the models forIL , namely gap saturated
relational monoids satisfying (c1) and (w1), and we consider the relation to be a preorder.
The aim is to study how to simplify this models, by preserving soundness and complete-
ness results. Then assumeM = (M, ·,1,≤) to be a gap saturated preordered monoid
satisfying (c1) and (w1).

When the syntactical model is restricted on formulae, dropping contexts, it is not a
monoid anymore. In fact, the syntactical operation composes the formulae by ‘,’ and it
produces contexts as a result, hence it is not an internal binary operation on the set of
formulae.

The question to address in the following is whether a binary operation is actually
essential to prove a soundness theorem for Intuitionistic Logic with respect to the seman-
tics defined in Tab. 1.2 and (1.47), or the requirement for a monoidal structure can be
dismissed.

First of all, it is common knowledge that inIL the operators� andN collapse, due to
the structural rules. This hints that a sound model may get rid of the monoidal operation.
In fact, asϕ�ψ is logically equivalent toϕNψ, it must be the case that also the semantical
evaluations collapse in every sound and complete model forILL , namely

V(ϕ�ψ) = V(ϕNψ). (1.52)

This is easy to check thanks to the properties (w1) and (c1). First recall thatV(ϕ�ψ) =
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(V(ϕ) · V(ψ))→←→←→←, andV(ϕNψ) = V(ϕ) ∩ V(ψ) by definition. Then the following lemma
is what is needed to verify property (1.52).

Lemma 6. If A, B are left saturated subsets in a gap saturated preordered monoid that
satisfies(w1) and(c1), then(A · B)→←→←→← = A∩ B.

Proof. Property (w1) provides the inclusion (A · B)→←→←→← ⊆ A∩ B, thanks to the equivalent
property (1.24) and the fact thatA andB are left saturated. On the other hand, property
(c1) provides the inclusionA∩B ⊆ (A ·B)→←→←→←. In fact, the equivalent property (1.26) says
thatA∩B ⊆ ((A∩B) · (A∩B))→←→←→←, henceA∩B ⊆ (A ·B)→←→←→←, asA∩B ⊆ A andA∩B ⊆ B
implies (A∩ B) · (A∩ B) ⊆ A · B. �

Note that this lemma holds in general for any relation, as the properties of a preorder
have not been used in the proof. The lemma suggests that the monoidal operation may be
removed, since the operation is not essential to evaluate the connective�. At this point, as
the constant 1 collapses to>, the implication seems to be the only connective that needs
a binary operation on the semantical counter part is the implication. Then consider its
semantical evaluation: the implication between subsets.

Given A, B ⊆ M, and according to (1.40), xε A → B means thatx · A ⊆ B→←→←→←.
For gap saturated monoids, this is equivalent to ({x}→←→←→← ·A→←→←→←)→←→←→← ⊆ B→←→←→← thanks to
Proposition 7 and closure properties. Finally, ({x}→←→←→← ·A→←→←→←)→←→←→← = {x}→←→←→← ∩A→←→←→← by
Lemma 6. Hencex ∈ A→ B is equivalent to{x}→←→←→← ∩A→←→←→← ⊆ B→←→←→←. Now, Proposition 4
says that↓{x} ⊆ {x}→←→←→← and↓A ⊆ A→←→←→←, hence

xε A→ B implies ↓ x∩ ↓A ⊆ B→←→←→← . (1.53)

As the second member of (1.53) does not involve the monoidal operation, a good candi-
date for an ‘intuitionistic’ semantical implication seems to be the operator

A⇒ B
def
= {x : ↓ x∩ ↓A ⊆ B→←→←→←}. (1.54)

Likewise to relational monoids, it is easy to check that this definition provides the property

C ⊆ (A⇒ B) if and only if ↓C ∩ ↓A ⊆ B→←→←→← . (1.55)

Moreover, asA → B is left saturated for gap saturated relational monoids, the subset
A⇒ B must be left saturated, as well, in order to give an evaluation to the intuitionistic
implication, . We need a first order condition, as discussed for gap saturation in case of
ILL . Again, we define a particular class of subsets parameterised by pairs of elements in
M. For everyx, y ∈ M, define

Low(x, y)
def
= {z : ↓ z∩ ↓ x ≤ y}. (1.56)

A comparison with (1.44) hits the similarities betweenGap andLow. A direct conse-
quence of the definition is the following proposition.
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Proposition 12. In every preordered setM = (M,≤), the following properties are equiv-
alent:

1. A⇒ B is left saturated for every A, B ⊆ M.

2. Low(x, y) is left saturated for every x, y ∈ M.

Proof. The first point implies the second one. In fat, the subsetLow(x, y) is {z : ↓ z∩↓ x ⊆
{y}→←→←→←} = {x}⇒{y} as the operators↓ and ( )→←→←→← collapse on singletons.

On the other hand, to prove that the second point implies the first one, assume that
Low(x, y) is left saturated for everyx, y ∈ M. Property (1.55) implies that (A⇒ B) ∩
↓A ⊆ B→←→←→←, hence (A⇒ B) ∩ ↓ x ⊆ ↓ y for every xε A and yε B, by Lemma 2 and
(1.13). Then (A⇒ B) ⊆ Low(x, y) for everyxε A andyε B, by definition. AsLow(x, y)
is left saturated by hypothesis, (A⇒ B)→←→←→← ⊆ Low(x, y) for everyxε A andyε B. Then
↓((A⇒ B)→←→←→←) ⊆ Low(x, y) for everyxε A andyε B, by Proposition 4. Now conclude that
↓((A⇒ B)→←→←→←) ∩ ↓A ⊆ B→←→←→←, by reversing the reasoning. Hence (A⇒ B)→←→←→← ⊆ (A⇒ B),
that makes (A⇒ B) left saturated. �

A preordered setM is said to beLow saturatedwhen the subsetsLow(x, y) are left
saturated for everyx, y ∈ M. Likewise §1.7.1, this is a condition that is easy to write at
first order, hence it is the right property to require for a soundness result with respect to
Intuitionistic Logic. The low saturated preordered sets are what we aimed for: they are
not monoids anymore, and they are sound and complete models for Intuitionistic Logic,
as we formally show in the remainder of the section.

The languageLint of Intuitionistic Logic consists of propositional variables, the propo-
sitional constants> and 0, and the connectives�, N and→. Their definitional equations
are the corresponding ones in Fig. 1.3. The derived intuitionistic calculus, obtained by
solving those definitional equation, is the fragment ofILL without� and 1. The evalua-
tion of formulae and contexts in a low saturated preordered set (M,≤) is directly derived
form the evaluation in gap saturated relational monoids, and for sake of clarity it is out-
lined in Tab. 1.6. Note the intersection withM in the definition ofIngr( ). This is necessary
to evaluate the empty context, that reflected in the logic by>, as 1 it collapse with> in
ILL , due to structural rules. Moreover , thanks to Proposition 4, the evaluationV(ϕ) is
both left and down saturated for every formulaϕ. The general properties and definition
of validity of a sequent remain the same as in §1.4. All these definitions are suitable for a
soundness theorem for Intuitionistic Logic and low saturated preordered sets.

Theorem 11 (Soundness for Intuitionistic Logic).A sequent deducible in Intuitionistic
Logic is valid in every low saturated preordered set.

Proof. As for Theorem 2 it is sufficient to prove the validity of definitional equations, cut
and structural rules. The proof proceeds with the same argumentation as in § 1.7.1, in
particular the semantical counter parts of the definitional equations for→ and� derives
from property (1.55), as the evaluationV is down saturated for every formula. �
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Table 1.6 Evaluation of Formulae in Low Saturated Preordered Sets

V(>)
def
= M V(0)

def
= ∅→←→←→←

V(ϕNψ)
def
= V(ϕ)∩V(ψ) V(ψ�ϕ)

def
= ( V(ψ)∪V(ϕ) )→←→←→←

V(ϕ→ ψ)
def
= V(ϕ)⇒V(ψ) Ingr(γ1, . . . , γn)

def
= V(γ1) ∩ . . . ∩ V(γn) ∩ M

As anticipated, the syntactical model suitable for completeness isFint
def
= (Frmint, ` ),

that is the setFrm of formulae of the languageLint with the intuitionistic provability as
preorder. A interesting property in such a model is that

↓ϕ ∩ ↓ψ = ↓(ϕNψ); (1.57)

the forward inclusion derives fromN L, the other one fromN R.
To prove completeness, first of allFint must be proved to be in the class of the models

sound for Intuitionistic Logic, or rather that it is low saturated. Thanks to Proposition 12
it is sufficient to prove that the subsetA⇒ B is left saturated for every couple of subsets
A, B ⊆ Frmint, and this is the result provided by next proposition. Its proof is similar to
the one of Proposition 9 forFILL ; in particular, the role of the conjunction ‘,’ is taken by
the connectiveN. In fact it is easy to see that the three following sequents are equivalent
in Intuitionistic Logic:

χ, ϕ ` ψ χNϕ ` ψ χ ` ϕ→ ψ. (1.58)

In particular by defining

ΓN def
=

> if Γ = [ ];

γ1 N . . .N γn if Γ = γ1, . . . , γn with n ≥ 1.
(1.59)

it easy to verify

Γ ` ϕ if and only if ΓN ` ϕ; (1.60)

↓(ΓN) = ↓ γ1 ∩ . . . ∩ ↓ γn ∩ M (1.61)

for every contextΓ.
Moreover↓ χ∩↓ϕ ⊆ ↓ψ is equivalent to↓(χNϕ) ⊆ ↓ψ, by (1.57). Due to transitivity,

i.e., the cut rule, this says thatχNϕ ` ψ, and this is equivalent toχ ` ϕ → ψ, by (1.58),
namelyχ ε ↓(ϕ→ ψ). Hence

↓ χ ∩ ↓ϕ ⊆ ↓ψ if and only if χ ε ↓(ϕ→ ψ) (1.62)

Proposition 13. The subset A⇒ B is left saturated for every couple of subsets A, B ⊆
Frmint.
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Proof. Assumeχ ∈ A⇒ B. Then↓ χ∩↓A ⊆ B→←→←→← by definition. Recalling Lemma 2 and
(1.13), and fixingϕ ε A andψ such thatB ⊆ ↓ψ, this means that↓ χ ∩ ↓ϕ ⊆ ↓ψ, and this
is equivalent toχ ε ↓(ϕ→ ψ) by (1.62). Conclude that

A⇒ B =
⋂
ϕ ε A
B⊆↓ψ

↓(ϕ→ ψ).

ThenA⇒ B is left saturated, as intersection of left saturated subsets. �

Now the syntactical modelFint has been proved to be a low saturated preordered
set. The last step before completeness is to define the canonical evaluation on atoms

asV(p)
def
= ↓ p and to verify the canonical evaluation lemma. The results already obtained

for B andILL extends up to the current model, the only think to check is the evaluation
for the implication, as it has been defined ‘ad hoc’ for the preordered set. By Recalling
the observation in (1.18) at the end of §1.5, the canonical evaluation lemma is specialised
to the following.

Lemma 7 (Canonical Evaluation for Fint). Under the canonical evaluation V inFint,
for every formulaϕ of Lint it holds V(ϕ) = ↓ϕ. Moreover for every contextΓ it holds
Ingr(Γ) = ↓(ΓN).

Proof. Proceed by induction on the structure of formulae. The basic step and the inductive
cases for connectivesN and� are derived form Lemma 4. Only the inductive step for
the connective→ must be checked. Assume thatV(ϕ) = ↓ϕ andV(ψ) = ↓ψ, the goal is
to prove thatV(ϕ → ψ) = ↓(ϕ → ψ). Let χ ε V(ϕ → ψ), hence↓ χ ∩ ↓V(ϕ) ⊆ V(ψ)→←→←→←

by definition, that is↓ χ ∩ ↓ϕ ⊆ ↓ψ by hypothesis, andχ ε ↓(ϕ→ ψ) by (1.62). Then the
goal is proved.

For the second part of the thesis, letΓ = γ1, . . . , γn, thenIngr(Γ) = ↓ γ1∩. . .∩↓ γn∩M,
thanks to the first part of the lemma, henceIngr(Γ) = ↓(ΓN) by (1.61). �

From this lemma it is easy to conclude the completeness theorem.

Theorem 12 (Completeness for Intuitionistic Logic).If a sequent is valid in every Low
saturated preordered set, then it is provable in Intuitionistic Logic.

Proof. AssumeΓ ` ϕ be valid in every Low saturated preordered set. In particular,
Ingr(Γ) ⊆ V(ϕ) in the syntactic modelFint equipped with the canonical evaluation. Note
that Lemma 7 says↓(ΓN) ⊆ ↓ϕ, and this meansΓN ` ϕ, hence conclude thatΓ ` ϕ is
provable in Intuitionistic Logic by (1.60). �

Here the models have been considered preordered, to be as consistent as possible with
the previous sections of the chapter, and to keep uniformity among the presented canonical
models. The completeness result can be nevertheless presented forpartial orders(≤) as
well. In fact, the canonical model becomes partial ordered by considering the usual set of
equivalence classes induced by provability. Hence we can state a more general result.
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Theorem 13 (Soundness and Completeness for Partial Orders).A sequent is valid
in every Low saturated partially ordered set if and only if it is provable in Intuitionistic
Logic.

1.7.3 Kripke Semantics

The last result of the previous section provides a link with Kripke’s possible worlds se-
mantics [94], as its models are just partially ordered sets. Usually Kripke semantics is
given in term of aforcing relation between worlds, i.e., the elements of the partially
ordered set, and formulae of the language. Such a relation is written asx  ϕ and pro-
nounced as‘x forcesϕ.’ In the case of the current relational semantics,V(ϕ) can be seen
as the subset of worlds that force the formulaϕ, hence it is straightforward to obtain an
equivalent forcing relation by defining:

x  ϕ
def
= x ∈ V(ϕ).

The fact that the evaluationV(ϕ) is left saturated, hence down saturated, states that the
forcing relation satisfies Kripke monotonicity, it is sufficient to consider an inverse or-
der. Moreover, the definitions in Tab. 1.6 provide the inductive definition to the forcing
relation. In the case of> andN it produces the usual Kripke clauses

x  > for everyx ∈ M,
x  ϕNψ if and only if x  ϕ andx  ψ.

For the connective→, the definition says thatV(ϕ → ψ) is {x : ↓ x∩ V(ϕ) ⊆ (ψ)}, hence
xε V(ϕ → ψ) means that for everyy ≤ x, yε V(ϕ) impliesyε V(ψ). In terms of forcing
relation:

x  ϕ→ ψ if and only if for everyy ≤ x, y  ϕ impliesy  ψ,

that is the usual Kripke semantics for implication, again by inverting the order. The cases
for the constant 0 and the connective� are not standard, as the definition becomes:

x  0 if and only if x ≤ y for everyy ∈ M,
x  ϕ�ψ if and only if x ≤ y for everyy

such thatz≤ y for everyz ϕ or z ψ.

They look like more elaborated than in the original Kripke semantics. Our conjecture is
that this is due to the fact that the soundness and completeness result we provide is entirely
constructive. In our knowledge there are no constructive proof of the completeness of
Kripke model, as the semantics require to know exactly the meaning of the connective
‘or’ at the meta-level, hence admitting only a classical proof.

The definition resembles the one for Beth models [15], that provide a constructive
proof for completeness. The relation between Low saturated partial ordered sets and Beth
models will be the subject for further investigations.

The presence of a preorder and a closure operator reminds the definition of formal
topologies [126]. It turns out that Low saturated preordered sets are actually formal
topologies.
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1.8 Towards Bunched Implications Logic

The Logic of Bunched Implications, introduced in [110], is a substructural system in
which a multiplicative (linear) and an additive (intuitionistic) implication are freely com-
bined. The calculus, in its propositional version, arises from a deep analysis of the proof-
theoretic relationship between conjunction and implication. The meta-level considers
structural rules carefully, and it assumes two meta-linguistic ‘and’ links among formulae:
one of them is linear, the other intuitionistic. Contexts are not lists of assertions anymore,
but ratherbunchesof assertions (cf. [5]). A Bunch is a contexts with two combining op-
erations: a single comma ‘,’ that takes the place of thelinear meta-linguisticand, and
a semicolon ‘;’ that takes the place of theintuitionistic meta-linguisticand. The former
admits no structural rule exceptExchange, whereas the latter admits alsoWeakeningand
Contraction(cf. Fig. 1.2).

Formally, bunches are structured as trees with the internal nodes labelled with either
“ ,” or “;” and leaves labelled with assertions. Bunches may be also represented by lists of
lists, cf. [122]. They are generated by the grammar

Γ ::= ϕ | ∅m | Γ,Γ | ∅a | Γ; Γ

whereϕ is an assertion,∅m and ∅a are empty bunches, multiplicative and additive re-
spectively, their meaning will be clear in relation with the congruence relation between
bunches. We writeΓ(∆) to refer to∆ as asub-bunchof Γ, for a bunchΓ in which ∆
appears as a sub-tree. We writeΓ(−) to denote a bunch which is incomplete and which
may be completed by placing a bunch in its hole, and we will use this notation to refer
to that part ofΓ(∆) which is not part of∆. We require that “,” and “;” be commutative
monoid operations, giving rise to thecoherent equivalence, Γ ≡ ∆, defined as the least
equivalence relation on bunches that satisfies:

1. Commutative monoid equations for∅a and “;”

2. Commutative monoid equations for∅m and “,”

3. Congruence: if∆ ≡ ∆′ thenΓ(∆) ≡ Γ(∆′).

The Logic of Bunched Implications can be introduced by the principle of reflection,
as it has been done for all the logics presented till now. The language of Bunched Im-
plications Logic consists of propositional constants>, ⊥ and 1, propositional variables
p,q, . . ., multiplicative connectives∗ and –∗ , and additive connectives∧, → and∨. Se-
quents are of the form

Γ ` ϕ

whereΓ is a bunch andϕ a formula, both produced by the language. Every connective and
constant is introduced by a definitional equation, as outlined in Tab. 1.7. In particular, the
connectives∗ and∧ reflect the two meta-links ‘,’ and ‘;’ respectively; the propositional
constantsI and> reflect the empty assertions, multiplicative and additive respectively; the
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Table 1.7 Definitional Equations forLBI

(∗) Γ(ϕ ∗ ψ) ` χ if and only if Γ(ϕ, ψ) ` χ

(–∗ ) Γ ` ϕ–∗ ψ if and only if Γ, ϕ ` ψ

(I ) Γ(I ) ` χ if and only if Γ(∅m) ` χ

(∧) Γ(ϕ ∧ ψ) ` χ if and only if Γ(ϕ;ψ) ` χ

(→) Γ ` ϕ→ ψ if and only if Γ;ϕ ` ψ

(>) Γ(>) ` χ if and only if Γ(∅a) ` χ

(∨) Γ(ϕ ∨ ψ) ` χ if and only if Γ(ϕ) ` χ and Γ(ψ) ` χ

(⊥) Γ ` χ and ⊥ ` χ if and only if Γ ` χ

connective∨ reflects the meta-linkandbetween sequents; and the propositional constant
⊥ reflects trivial assertions for a linkand between contexts. A special remark is needed
for implications, of which there are actually two in the calculus. As we saw in §1.7,
implication is inextricably bound up with conjunction, or at least with the antecedent-
forming operations used to formulate sequents. In fact, as outlined in (1.32), the character
of the implication in a logic is married to, and in a sense determined by, that of the meta-
linguistic andamong assertions. Since in case of bunches these links are two, in turn the
possible implications are two. The connective –∗ is bound up with ‘,’ hence with∗, and
→ with ‘;’ hence with∧.

Definitional equations are solved as in §1.3: the backward direction of an equation
gives the formation rule, the forward direction gives the implicit reflection rule, that is
further specialised to the corresponding axiom of reflection, and finally to the explicit
reflection rule. The basic rules assumed in this case are axioms, a structural rule involving
the coherent equivalence, and a more complex form ofcut involving the structure of
bunches:

Γ ` χ

∆ ` χ
(∆ ≡ Γ) E

Γ ` ϕ ∆(ϕ) ` χ
∆(Γ) ` χ

cut

It is surprising to see how the pattern to follow to solve the definitional equations is persis-
tent for every connective both of Bunched Implications Logic and of the previous logics
we studied. To make this clear, we solve the definitional equations for Bunched Implica-
tions’ multiplicatives.

Consider the definitional equation for∗. The backward direction gives directly the∗L
rule. The forward direction gives

Γ(ϕ ∗ ψ) ` χ
Γ(ϕ, ψ) ` χ

implicit ∗ -reflection.

Then trivialise the premiss, by considering the axiomϕ ∗ ψ ` ϕ ∗ ψ, thus obtaining the
equivalent axiom

ϕ, ψ ` ϕ ∗ ψ axiom of ∗ −reflection.
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The implicit∗-reflection is recovered by one application of the composition

ϕ, ψ ` ϕ ∗ ψ Γ(ϕ ∗ ψ) ` χ
Γ(ϕ, ψ) ` χ

Then final solution is reached by replacingϕ andψ with arbitrary contextsΓ1 andΓ2, that
is assuming thatΓ1 ` ϕ andΓ2 ` ψ and applying two compositions

Γ2 ` ψ

Γ1 ` ϕ ϕ, ψ ` ϕ ∗ ψ

Γ1, ψ ` ϕ ∗ ψ

Γ1,Γ2 ` ϕ ∗ ψ

thus obtaining the rule
Γ1 ` ϕ Γ2 ` ψ

Γ1,Γ2 ` ϕ ∗ ψ
∗R .

To recover the axiom of∗-reflection it is sufficient to trivialise the premiss with the two
axioms involvingϕ andψ.

The case for –∗ is analogous: the involved contexts are different, but the structure is
the same. Consider the definitional equation for –∗ . The backward direction gives directly
the –∗ R rule. The forward direction gives

Γ ` ϕ–∗ ψ
Γ, ϕ ` ψ

implicit –∗ -reflection.

Then trivialise the premiss, by considering the axiomϕ–∗ ψ ` ϕ–∗ ψ, thus obtaining the
equivalent axiom

ϕ–∗ ψ, ϕ ` ψ axiom of–∗ −reflection.

The implicit –∗ -reflection is recovered by one application of the composition

Γ ` ϕ–∗ ψ ϕ–∗ ψ, ϕ ` ψ
Γ, ϕ ` ψ

Then final solution is reached by assumingΓ ` ϕ and∆(ψ) ` χ, and by applying two
compositions:

Γ ` ϕ ϕ–∗ ψ, ϕ ` ψ
Γ, ϕ–∗ ψ ` ψ ∆(ψ) ` χ

∆(Γ, ϕ–∗ ψ) ` χ

Thus obtaining the –∗ L rule. The axiom of –∗ -reflection is obtained by trivialising the
premisses with two axioms involvingϕ andψ. It is worth noticing that the rule –∗ L
(see Fig. 1.4) is slightly different than the corresponding one presented in [70, 71, 122],
defined as:

Γ ` ϕ ∆(∆′, ψ) ` χ
∆(∆′,Γ, ϕ–∗ ψ) ` χ

[ –∗ L]
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It is easy to see that the two rules are equivalent thanks to the structure of bunches. In
fact, [ –∗ L] is a particular case of –∗ L (think of bunches as trees); vice versa –∗ L is a
consequence of [ –∗ L] thanks to the coherent equivalence on bunches:

Γ ` ϕ

∆(ψ) ` χ
∆(∅m, ψ) ` χ E

∆(∅m,Γ, ϕ–∗ ψ) ` χ
[ –∗ L]

∆(Γ, ϕ–∗ ψ) ` χ E

We prefer the rule –∗ L for uniformity. As a matter of fact, also the rule [ –∗ L] is a solution
of the definitional equations.

To solve the definitional equation for constantI is very quick. The backward direction
of the definition givesIR rule directly. On the other hand, the forward one gives the
implicit I-reflection

Γ(I ) ` χ
Γ(∅m) ` χ

Then by trivialising the premisses with the axiomI ` I it gives the axiom ofI -reflection,
∅m ` I , that is the correctIL rule to chose.

The full sequent calculus is outline in Fig. 1.4, and it corresponds to the one in [70,
122].2 Again, once solved, the definitional equations become properties actually verified
by the calculus. Moreover, as in §1.3, the equational definitions are satisfied by the cut-
free system, as formalised below.

Proposition 14 (Cut-Free Equations for LBI). The calculus obtained fromLBI by re-
moving the cut rule satisfies the definitional equations for every connective and logical
constant.

Proof. As for Proposition 1 the proof follows a common pattern for every connective and
constant: the backward direction of every equation is guaranteed by the formation rule,
the forward direction is proved by induction on the length of the derivation. �

For every bunchΓ we define thecharacteristic formulãΓ inductively as follows:

ϕ̃
def
= ϕ

∅̃m
def
= I ∅̃a

def
= >

Γ̃,∆
def
= Γ̃ ∗ ∆̃ Γ̃;∆

def
= Γ̃ ∧ ∆̃

Thanks to the previous proposition it is easy to see that

Γ ` ϕ without usingcut if and only if Γ̃ ` ϕ without usingcut. (1.63)

This fact will be useful in next section to evaluate bunches in the semantics.

2We refer to the errata provided for [122].
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Figure 1.4 Sequent CalculusLBI

Axioms
ϕ ` ϕ

Operational Rules

Multiplicatives

Γ(ϕ, ψ) ` χ
Γ(ϕ ∗ ψ) ` χ ∗L

Γ ` ϕ ∆ ` ψ

Γ,∆ ` ϕ ∗ ψ
∗R

Γ ` ϕ ∆(ψ) ` χ
∆(Γ, ϕ–∗ ψ) ` χ –∗ L

Γ, ϕ ` ψ

Γ ` ϕ–∗ ψ –∗ R

Γ(∅m) ` χ
Γ(I ) ` χ IL

∅m ` I IR

Additives

Γ(ϕ;ψ) ` χ
Γ(ϕ ∧ ψ) ` χ ∧L

Γ ` ϕ∆ ` ψ

Γ;∆ ` ϕ ∧ ψ ∧R

Γ ` ϕ ∆(ψ) ` χ
∆(Γ;ϕ→ ψ) ` χ → L

Γ;ϕ ` ψ
Γ ` ϕ→ ψ

→ R

Γ(∅a) ` χ
Γ(>) ` χ >L

∅a ` >
>R

Γ(ϕ) ` χ Γ(ψ) ` χ
Γ(ϕ ∨ ψ) ` χ ∨L

Γ ` ϕ

Γ ` ϕ ∨ ψ
∨R

Γ ` ψ

Γ ` ϕ ∨ ψ
∨R

⊥ ` ϕ ⊥L

Cut Rule
Γ ` ϕ ∆(ϕ) ` χ
∆(Γ) ` χ

cut

Structural Rules
Γ(∆) ` χ
Γ(∆;∆′) ` χ W

Γ ` χ

∆ ` χ
(∆ ≡ Γ) E

Γ(∆;∆) ` χ
Γ(∆) ` χ C

1.8.1 Relational Semantics for Bunched Implications

As noticed in [110], the additive connectives ofLBI correspond to those of Intuitionistic
Logic IL , whereas the multiplicative connectives correspond to those of Multiplicative,
Intuitionistic Linear Logic, orIMLL [74], that is the multiplicative fragment of the cal-
culus ILL defined in §1.7. Thanks to this observation it is easy to adapt the relational
semantics toLBI . It is natural to merge the two classes of relational monoids that are
sound and (refined) complete forIL andILL in order to obtain sound and (refined) com-
plete models forLBI . The idea yields two orthogonal monoidal structures on a single set
equipped with a relation: therelational bi-monoids.
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Table 1.8 Evaluation of Formulae in Relational Bi-Monoids

V(I )
def
= {1}→←→←→← V(>)

def
= {0}

V(ϕ ∗ ψ)
def
= ( V(ϕ) × V(ψ) )→←→←→← V(ϕ ∧ ψ)

def
= ( V(ϕ) + V(ψ) )→←→←→←

V(ϕ–∗ ψ)
def
= V(ϕ)→× V(ψ) V(ϕ→ ψ)

def
= V(ϕ)→+ V(ψ)

V(ϕ ∨ ψ)
def
= ( V(ϕ) ∪ V(ψ) )→←→←→← V(⊥)

def
= ∅→←→←→←

Definition 5 (Relational Bi-Monoid). A structureB = (M,×,+,1,0,R) is a relational
bi-monoidif

• B×
def
= (M,×,1,R) is a gap saturated relational monoid.

• B+
def
= (M,+,0,R) is a gap saturated relational monoid that satisfies the properties

(c1) and(w1) (cf. Tab. 1.4).

So, given a relational bi-monoidB, the evaluation of connectives and constants is
inherited formILL and projected onB×, for the multiplicative fragment, and it is inherited
from IL and projected onB+, for additive one. Moreover there is no need to evaluate
contexts, since with respect to cut-free provability they are equivalent to the corresponding
characteristic formula. Hence, a given evaluationV(p) on propositional variablesp is
extended onLBI formulae by the inductive clauses in Tab. 1.8. The two implications
→× and→+ denote the corresponding operators inB× andB+, as defined in (1.40). The
sequentΓ ` ϕ is said to bevalid in B if

V(̃Γ) ⊆ V(ϕ) for every evaluationV on propositional variables.

From the definitions, it is straightforward to prove the soundness theorem.

Theorem 14 (Soundness for Bunched Implications).A sequent deducible inLBI is
valid in every relational bi-monoid.

Proof. As for Theorem 2, it is sufficient to check the validity of definitional equations.
The equations reduces to the definition of the evaluations in the cases of∗ and∧. The
other cases are showed by using the semantical properties of the operators→× and→+

between subsets. Finally, thecut rule is valid as the combinations of subsets preserve
inclusion. �

And now completeness. The syntactical model needed for the Canonical Evaluation
Lemma follows the spirit of Definition 4. The elements of the syntactical bi-monoid are
bunches and the two operations are the two way of combining them.

Definition 6 (Syntactical Model for LBI). Thesyntactic modelFLBI corresponds to the
structure(Bunch,×?,+?, ∅m, ∅a, `LBI ), where:
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1. Bunch is the set of bunches generated by the language ofLBI .

2. The operation×? is the composition by ‘,’

3. The operation+? is the composition by ‘;’

4. The symbol∅m represents the empty multiplicative bunch.

5. The symbol∅a represents the empty additive bunch.

6. The relatioǹ LBI is defined as

Γ ` LBI∆ if and only if

Γ ` ∆ in LBI without cut rules if∆ ε Frm;

always otherwise.

It is easy to check thatFLBI is actually a relational bi-monoid, and, thanks to the
proofs in §1.7.1 and §1.7.2, that the Canonical Evaluation Lemma is verified once again
(cf. Lemma 4 and Proposition 11). Hence conclude the refined completeness theorem. Its
proof follows the ones provided for Theorem 3, by recalling the property (1.63).

Theorem 15 (Refined Completeness for LBI).If a sequent is valid in every relational
bi-monoid, then it is derivable inLBI without using cut rules.

Then, relational bi-monoids provide a semantical cut elimination result for the sequent
calculusLBI .

Theorem 16. If a sequent is derivable inLBI (even by using cut rules), then it admits a
cut-free derivation inLBI .

Relational bi-models resemble thebicartesian doubly closed categoriesintroduced
in [110]. The paper notes that the semantics of proofs forIL is given by using cartesian
closed categories, and the one forIMALL by using symmetric monoidal closed cate-
gories. In each case, the paper observes that introduction rules for implications (the left
rules in a sequent calculus) correspond to adjunctions where the internal hom is a right
adjoint: to a cartesian product, forIL , and a tensor product, forIMLL . These two adjunc-
tions can be seen also in relational bi-monoids: they are provided by the two monoidal
operations and the relative implications.

Similarly to what we did here for relational bi-monoids, the paper [110] asks for a
category that has all the structures necessary to modelboth IL andMILL , thus defin-
ing the doubly closed categories, that are categories equipped with two monoidal closed
structures, with finite coproducts, and such that one of the closed structures is cartesian
and the other is symmetric monoidal.

As observed in §1.7.2 for the models of Intuitionistic Logic, relational bi-monoids
may seem a bit baroque and too elaborated, and they recall very closely the structure and
the properties of the sequent calculus. Nevertheless, their definition is justified first by the
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Table 1.9 Evaluation of Formulae inLBI Partially Ordered Monoids

V(I )
def
= {1}→←→←→← V(>)

def
= M

V(ϕ ∗ ψ)
def
= ( V(ϕ) × V(ψ) )→←→←→← V(ϕ ∧ ψ)

def
= V(ϕ) ∩ V(ψ)

V(ϕ–∗ ψ)
def
= V(ϕ)→ V(ψ) V(ϕ→ ψ)

def
= V(ϕ)⇒V(ψ)

V(ϕ ∨ ψ)
def
= ( V(ϕ) ∪ V(ψ) )→←→←→← V(⊥)

def
= ∅→←→←→←

semantical cut elimination they provide, and then by the complete constructivism of the
reasoning in all the proofs.

Again, as in §1.7.2, by releasing the requirement for a refined completeness theorem,
we can obtain a more elegant model that is proved to be sound and complete forLBI by
following a constructive path in the proof. The model is essentially obtained by merging
the models of Intuitionistic Linear Logic, again the Gap saturated relational monoids of
§1.7.1, and the simplified models for Intuitionistic Logic, the Low saturated preordered
sets of §1.7.2. All the proofs have already been shown in the previous sections, our job
here is just to re-read the results fromLBI ’s point of view. Hence the models suitable for
the evaluation are those described below.

Definition 7 (LBI Partially Ordered Monoids). The structure(M, ·,1,≤) is a LBI par-
tially ordered monoidif

• (M, ·,1,≤) is a Gap saturated relational monoid.

• (M,≤) is a Low saturated partially ordered set.

The two orthogonal structures provide two kinds of implication operators between
subsets:→, defined in (1.40) and associated to·, and⇒, defined in (1.54) and associated
to intersection between subsets. Then it is straightforward to adapt the evaluation function
as outlined in Tab. 1.9. Soundness Theorem is a direct consequence of the reasonings in
§1.7.1 and §1.7.2.

The syntactical model suitable for completeness is obtained by specialising Defini-
tion 6 according to what observed in §1.7.2. First we define the equivalence relation≈LBI

between formulae, saying thatϕ ≈LBI ψ means ‘ϕ ` ψ in LBI if and only if ψ ` ϕ in LBI .
We denote by [ϕ] the subset of the formulae that are equivalent toϕ. Then the we get the
structure (Frm/`, ∗, [I ],≤LBI ), where

• Frm/LBI is the set of the classes generated onFrm by the equivalence relation≈LBI .

• ∗ is the generalisation to classes of the corresponding connective, defined as

[ϕ] ∗ [ψ]
def
= [ϕ ∗ ψ] for [ϕ], [ψ] ε Frm/LBI .

• [I ] is the class corresponding to the logical constantI .
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• ≤LBI is defined as [ϕ] ≤LBI [ψ] if and only if [ϕ ` ψ] is derivable inLBI .

It is easy to check that this model is well defined and that it satisfies Definition 7. More-
over the canonical evaluation lemma is still verified by using the same argumentations
given in §1.7.2. Hence we can conclude thatLBI partially ordered monoids are sound
and complete for the Logic of Bunched Implications.

Theorem 17 (Soundness and Completeness for LBI Partially Ordered Monoids).A
sequent is valid in everyLBI Partially Ordered Monoid if and only if it is provable in
Bunched Implications Logic.

LBI partially ordered monoids recall theKripke resource semanticsfirst presented
in [110], and then refined in [122, 123], where the elements of the monoid are intended
as resources and the monoidal operation as composition of resources. That semantics
does not require for specific properties on monoids, but cannot be proved complete with
respect to the constant⊥, the details are in [122, 123]. A similar semantics is presented
in [70], and refined in [71], by Grothendieck topological monoids, that are preordered
monoids equipped with a kind of closure operator to deal with⊥ and∨, and that provide
completeness for the whole calculusLBI . The topological model is used to further specify
the Kripke resource semantics in order to obtain completeness forLBI , including⊥. The
solution is to introduce a elementπ, absorbent for the product, i.e.,π · m = π for every
element of the monoids. This is related to the semantics we presented in this section as
∅→←→←→← satisfies the property required ofπ.

1.9 Semantical Diamond

The two semantics defined forLBI allow to compare Bunched Implications Logic with
Intuitionistic Linear Logic and Intuitionistic Logic. Relational bi-monoids are obtained by
mergingthe two semantics provided forILL andIL . ThenLBI is thecombinationof the
two intuitionistic calculi, as already outlined by the bicartesian doubly closed categories.

More interesting is the interpretation offered byLBI partially ordered monoids. These
monoids can be seen from two different points of view. On the one hand, aLBI partially
ordered monoid is Gap saturated – as a model forILL – that is required to be Low satu-
rated. Hence the semantics forLBI is obtained by requiring the Low saturation property
on the models forILL , and this is equivalent to add an adjunction to the intersections
between subsets. ThusLBI partially ordered monoids are a modular extension of the
models forILL . On the other hand, aLBI partially ordered monoid is Low saturated – as
a model forIL – that is required to be Gap saturated. Hence the semantics forLBI can be
obtained also by enriching the models forIL with a monoidal operation satisfying the Gap
saturation property, and this is equivalent to define an operation on subset with a proper
adjoint operation. Thus, in this case,LBI partially monoids are a modular extension of
the models forIL .

We have just obtained the semantic diamond of Fig. 1.5 that outlines the semantical
interrelations amongB, ILL , IL andLBI . The basic calculusB is at the bottom, and
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Figure 1.5 Semantical Diamond
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its semantics is provided by relational monoids. Starting fromB, and specialising the
relation to be a preorder, we can obtain eitherILL , by requiring an adjoint operator to
the product, orIL , by requiring an adjoint operator to the intersection. ThenLBI can
be obtained either fromILL by requiring an operator adjoint to the product, or fromIL
by requiring an operator adjoint to the intersection. Hence Bunched Implication Logic
can be modularly obtained, at least syntactically, either from Intuitionistic Logic – by
following the left hand side of the diamond – or from Intuitionistic Linear Logic – by
following the right hand side od the diamond. We conclude that, from a semantical point
of view, LBI is a modular extensionboth of ILL and of IL . In particular, the Logic
of Bunched Implications results in a proper extension of Intuitionistic Linear Logic, to
which is required a new logical operator adjoint to the linearN.

1.10 Towards Symmetric Logics

As [65] will fully show the relational semantics can be extended to a complete semantics
for every symmetric logic obtained from Basic Logic, such as Linear Logic and Classical
Logic (see [66, 129]). The relational monoids suitable to give a sound and complete
semantics to the symmetric extensions are those with a symmetric relation. In this case
the operators ( )←←← and ( )→→→ coincide, and are dubbed ( )−−−.

Section 1.6 has already shown how to deal with structural rules. In particular, com-
mutative monoids satisfying properties (c1), (c2), (w1) and (w2) are sound and (refined)
complete models of Paraconsistent Quantum Logic [20, 58, 59].

A sound and complete semantics for (commutative) Orthologic[59, 76] is obtained by
requiring the additional properties:

For all x1, x2, y ∈ M : if x1 · x2 R ythenx1 · y · x2 R1.

For all x, y1, y2 ∈ M : if x R y1 · y2 then 1R y1 · y · y2.
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And commutative monoids satisfying the same properties with the equivalence require-
ment

For all x1, x2, y ∈ M : x1 · x2 R y if and only if x1 · y · x2 R1. (1.64)

For all x, y1, y2 ∈ M : x R y1 · y2 if and only if 1R y1 · y · y2 (1.65)

provide a complete semantics for Linear Logic [74] without exponentials.
The properties (1.64) and (1.65) are equivalent to say thatR is astrongly symmetric

relation, which we define to be a relation satisfying the property

for all x, y, z ∈ M : if x · y R zthenx · z R y. (1.66)

Note that a strongly symmetric relation is symmetric as well; to see it choosex = 1 in
(1.66). The adjective ‘strongly’ comes just from the fact that the relation turns out to be
symmetric with respect to any element of the monoid, and not only the neutral element as
for symmetric relations.

A set-theoretic semantics for linear Logic is provided by Girard’sphase spaces[3, 74].
A phase space is a pair (M,⊥⊥⊥), whereM is a commutative monoid and⊥⊥⊥ is a subset of
M on which no special requirement is assumed. For everyA ⊆ M the corresponding

orthogonalsubset isA⊥
def
= {x ∈ M : x · yε⊥⊥⊥ for everyyε A}.

Phase spaces can be seen as a particular case of relational monoids: they are just
commutative relational monoids where the relation is strongly symmetric. In fact, the
operator ( )−−− for strongly symmetric monoids corresponds to the operator ( )⊥ of phase
spaces, and it is easy to check the evaluation of formulae in phase spaces coincides with
the evaluation defined in §1.4 when instantiated on strongly symmetric monoids. Such a
result is formally proved in the proposition below.

Proposition 15. Any phase space is a strongly symmetric monoid, and, conversely, any
strongly symmetric monoid is a phase space.

Proof. Let (M,⊥⊥⊥) be a phase space. Then (M, ·) is a commutative monoid and it becomes
a strongly symmetric monoid (M, ·,1,R) if we define:

for all x, y ∈ M : x R y
def
= x · yε⊥⊥⊥ .

Obviously the relationR is strongly symmetric. Moreover the operators ( )−−− and ( )⊥

coincide on subsets ofM. In fact for anyA ⊆ M:

A−−−
def
= {y ∈ M : x R yfor all xε A}

= {y ∈ M : x · yε⊥⊥⊥ for all xε A}
def
= A⊥.

In particular
{1}−−− = {y ∈ M : 1 · yε⊥⊥⊥} = {y ∈ M : yε⊥⊥⊥} = ⊥⊥⊥ (1.67)
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Vice versa, let (M, ·,1,R) be a strongly symmetric monoid; then it reduces to a phase

space by defining⊥⊥⊥
def
= {1}−−−. In such way, for anyA ⊆ M:

A⊥
def
= {y ∈ M : x · yε⊥⊥⊥ for all xε A}
= {y ∈ M : x · y R1 for all xε A}
= {y ∈ M : x · 1R yfor all xε A} by (1.66)

= {y ∈ M : x R yfor all xε A}
def
= A−−−.

�

The syntactical model suitable for completeness will have a symmetric relation, hence
it is not the one presented here. For the sake of uniformity, the symmetric semantics will
be fully detailed in [65].

1.11 Conclusions and Related Work

The original purpose of this work has been to fill the gap between the meta-theoretical
interpretation of Basic Logic and a complete mathematical interpretation, which is com-
monly called semantics. Basic Logic was introduced in [129] by means of definitional
equations, which are a perfect interpretation at the meta-level indeed, but to date there has
been a notable lack of work on the corresponding mathematical semantics. The draft [77]
presents a first attempt, that considers just the additive fragment of Basic Logic with struc-
tural rules, and provides a complete semantics based on a relational structure without any
kind of binary operation. The approach in [77] uses Birkhoff’s polarities to evaluate for-
mulae, and has been the main inspiration for this work. Here we introduce a monoidal
structure to evaluate the multiplicative fragment of the calculus, thus providing a seman-
tics to the core of Basic Logic, by allowing the control of structural rules and contexts.

The relational monoid semantics has been defined by following the guidelines used
for the basic calculus itself: the definitional equations [129, 128]. These equations are di-
rectly cast on the monoidal structures used to evaluate formulae. The idea of considering
monoidal elements as resources is not new, and can be found in many other semantics, see
for instance [74, 110]. In this chapter, the relation between resources has been intended
as ‘production,’ but it can be seen also as an accessibility, sharing or dependency relation.
Resources in [74] are related to their consumption, the work in [70, 71, 110, 122, 123] is
focused on resource sharing and considers the monoidal operation as a separation opera-
tor.

As [129] did for sequent calculi, this work extends the semantics to well known logics,
such as Paraconsistent Quantum Logic [20, 58, 59], Linear Logic [74], Intuitionistic Lin-
ear Logic [112, 126], and Intuitionistic Logic [94, 136]. Doing so, it provides a semantical
link between Basic Logic and the other logics, and among the other logics in turn, since it
extends the relational semantics by using its foundational principles. Surprisingly, the ex-
tensions are equivalent to the semantical counter part of the corresponding logics: phase
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spaces [74], linear frames [137], pretopologies [127], Kripke semantics [14, 94, 136],
and formal topologies [126].

The relationship between phase semantics and Galois connections has been first noted
in [11], and, in connection with Linear Logic, the use of Birkhoff’s polarities appears
also in [69, 137]. In particular, the strongly symmetric monoids in §1.7.1 correspond to
commutative reduced phasoids, see [137]. Moreover, a gap saturation property appears
also in [137], where it is called ‘continuity’ for linear frames.

The completeness proof in §1.5 is done in such a ‘refined’ and sensible way that,
besides proving completeness itself, it provides a semantical cut elimination theorem,
that is inherited by all the extensions. The result enforces what has already been proved
in [129] by a syntactical cut-elimination theorem for Basic Logic, modularly propagated
to all the calculi obtained from Basic Logic.

Cut-elimination has been a prominent issue in Proof Theory since Gentzen’s seminal
work [72]. It represents the keystone for ‘good’ properties of deduction systems, such
as disjunction, consistency and witness property in intuitionistic frameworks. In some
case, notably in propositional settings, it allows also to prove decidability. In computer
science, logic programming depends in a vital way on cut-elimination, since proof search
is restricted to rules which are, at the very least, cut-free, cf. [96].

Most commonly, cut-elimination is proved syntactically: by verifying the termina-
tion of a cut-elimination algorithm, as in Gentzen’s original proof [69, 73]. Another
approach, known since Beth, Hintikka and others [135], is to prove the redundancy of
cuts by proving the completeness of the cut-free calculus with respect to some notion
of model [7, 118, 134]. This is the approach followed by the relational monoid seman-
tics. It has been recently used in [112] to prove cut elimination of Intuitionistic Linear
Logic, first and higher order; in [62] for Intuitionistic Higher-Order Logic; in [12] for a
wide variety of sequent systems of nonclassical logics, both in propositional and predicate
cases, including LK and LJ (cf. [72]); and in [83] for the intuitionistic sequent calculus
LJ. The approach provided in [112] is the closest to relational monoids. In fact, in intu-
itionistic settings, the closure operator of [112] and the saturation operator ( )→←→←→← exibit
a very strong similarity. In particular, gap saturation provides a first order property for
the corresponding closure properties, expressed at second order in [112]. Furthermore,
the canonical model of §1.7.2 substantially corresponds to the canonical model proposed
in [112], as can be seen by comparing the respective canonical evaluation lemmas.
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Adding Places to Logic

In this chapter we study an intuitionistic, hybrid modal logic suitable for reasoning about
distribution of resources. The modalities of the logic allow validation of properties in a
particular place, in someplace and inall places. We give a sound and complete Kripke
semantics for the logic extended with disjunctive connectives. The extended logic can
be seen as an instance ofHybrid IS5. We also give a sound and complete birelational
semantics, and show that it enjoys the finite model property: if a judgement is not valid in
the logic, then there is a finite birelational counter-model. Hence, we prove that the logic
is decidable.

2.1 Introduction

In the current computing paradigm, distributed resources spread over and shared amongst
different nodes of a computer system are very common. For example, printers may be
shared in local area networks, or distributed data may store documents in parts at different
locations. The traditional reasoning methodologies are not easily scalable to these systems
as they may lack implicitly trust-able objects such as a central control.

This has resulted in the innovation of several reasoning techniques. A popular ap-
proach in the literature has been the use of algebraic systems such as process algebra
[44, 104, 82]. These algebras have rich theories in terms of semantics [104], logics
[43, 33, 81, 110], and types [82]. Another approach is logic-oriented [91, 92, 107, 106,
108, 124]: intuitionistic modal logics are used as foundations of type systems by exploit-
ing thepropositions-as-types, proofs-as-programsparadigm [75]. An instance of this was
introduced in [91, 92]. The logic introduced there is the focus of our study. It uses the
conjunctive connectives∧ and>, and implication→.

The formulae in this logic also include names, calledplaces. Assertions in the logic
are associated with places, and are validated in places. In addition to consideringwhether
a formula is true, we are also interested inwherea formula is true. In order to achieve
this, the logic has three modalities. The modalities allow us to infer whether a property is
validated in a specific place of the system (@p), or in an unspecified place of the system
(♦), or in any part of the system (�). The modality @p internalises the model in the logic,
and hence the logic can be classified as a hybrid logic [8, 9, 21, 22, 23, 32, 120, 121].
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A natural deduction for the logic is given in [91, 92], and the judgements in the logic
mention the places under consideration. The rules for♦ and� resemble those for exis-
tential and universal quantification of first-order intuitionistic logic. We extend the logic
with disjunctive connectives, and extend the natural deduction system to account for these.
The deduction system is essentially a conservative extension of propositional intuitionistic
logic; and it is in this sense that we will use the adjective “intuitionistic” for the extended
logic throughout the chapter.

As noted in [91, 92], the logic can also be used to reason about distribution of re-
sources in addition to serving as the foundation of a type system. The papers [91, 92],
however, lack a model to match the usage of the logic as a tool to reason about distributed
resources. Here, we bridge the gap by presenting a Kripke-style semantics [94] for the
logic extended with disjunctive connectives. In Kripke-style semantics, formulae are con-
sidered valid if they remain valid when the atoms mentioned in the formulae change their
value from false to true. This is achieved by using a partially ordered set ofpossible
states. Informally, more atoms are true in larger states.

We extend the Kripke semantics of the intuitionistic logic [94], enriching each possi-
ble state with a set of places. The set of places in Kripke states is not fixed, and different
possible Kripke states may havedifferentsets of places. However, the set of places vary
in a conservative way: larger Kripke states contain larger set of places. In each possible
state, different places satisfy different formulae. In the model, we interpret atomic for-
mulae as resources of a distributed system, and placement of atoms in a possible state
corresponds to the distribution of resources.

The enrichment of the model with places reveals the true meaning of the modalities
in the logic. The modality @p expresses a property in a named place. The modality�
corresponds to a weak form of spatial universal quantification and expresses a property
common to all places, and the modality♦ corresponds to a weak form of spatial existential
quantification and expresses a property valid somewhere in the system. For the intuition-
istic connectives, the satisfaction of formulae at a place in a possible state follows the
standard definition [94].

To give semantics to a logical judgement, we allow models with more places than
those mentioned in the judgement. This admits the possibility that a user may be aware
of only a certain subset of names in a distributed system. This is crucial in the proof of
soundness and completeness as it allows us to create witnesses for the existential (♦) and
the universal (�) modalities. The Kripke semantics reveals that the extended logic can be
seen as the hybridisation of the well-known intuitionistic modal systemIS5[63, 113, 117,
119, 67, 132].

Following [63, 117, 67, 132], we also introduce a sound and complete birelational
semantics for the logic. The reason for introducing birelational semantics is that it allows
us to prove decidability. Birelational semantics typically enjoy thefinite model property
[114, 132]: if a judgement is not provable, then there is a finite counter-model. On the
other hand, Kripke semantics do not satisfy the finite model property [114, 132]. As in
Kripke models, birelational models have a partially ordered set. The elements of this
set are calledworlds. In addition to the partial order, birelational models also have an
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equivalence relation amongst worlds, called theaccessibility, or reachability, relation.
Unlike the Kripke semantics, we do not enrich each world with a set of places. Instead,
we have a partial function, theevaluation function, which attaches a name to a world
in its domain. As we shall see, the partiality of the function is crucial to the proof of
decidability.

The partial evaluation function must satisfy two important properties. One,coherence,
states that if the function associates a name to a world then it also associates the same
name to all larger states. The other,uniqueness, states that two different worlds accessible
from one another do not evaluate to the same name. Coherence is essential for ensuring
monotonicity of the logical connective @p, and uniqueness is essential for the ensuring
soundness of introduction of conjunction and implication.

Following [132], we also introduce an encoding of the Kripke models into birelational
models. The encoding maps a place in a Kripke state into a world of the corresponding
birelational model. The encoding ensures that if a formula is validated at a place in a
state of the Kripke model, then it is also validated at the corresponding world. The encod-
ing allows us to conclude soundness of Kripke semantics from soundness of birelational
semantics. It also allows us to conclude completeness of the birelational models from
completeness of Kripke semantics. We emphasise here that any birelational model result-
ing from the encoding is restricted in the sense that any two worlds reachable from each
other are not related in the partial order. Therefore, the finite model property may fail
for Kripke semantics even if it holds for birelational models. Birelational semantics gives
us more models, and the fact that reachable worlds can be ordered is essential to achieve
finite model property for birelational semantics, see §2.5.2 and [114, 132].

Surprisingly, the soundness of the birelational models was not straightforward. The
problematic cases are the inference rules for introduction of� and the elimination of♦.
In Kripke semantics, soundness is usually proved by duplicating places in a conservative
way [32, 132]. The partiality of the evaluation function, along with the coherence and
uniqueness conditions however impeded in obtaining such a result. It has been noted in
[132] that the soundness is also non-trivial in the case of birelational models for Intuition-
istic Modal Logic. However, the problems with soundness here arise purely because of
the hybrid nature of the logic. Soundness is obtained by using a mathematical construc-
tion that creates a new birelational model from a given one. In the new model, the set of
worlds consists of the reachability relation of the old model, and we add new worlds to
witness the existential and universal properties.

The proof of completeness follows standard techniques from intuitionistic logics, and
given a judgement that is not provable in the logic we construct acanonical Kripke model
that invalidates the judgement. However, following [132], the construction of this model
is done in a careful way so that it assists in the proof of decidability. The encoding of
Kripke models into birelational models gives us acanonical birelational model. The
worlds of canonical birelational models consists of triples: a finite set of placesQ, a finite
set of sentences∆, and a special placeq which is the evaluation of the world.

The set of worlds in the canonical birelational models may be infinite. We show
that by identifying the worlds in the birelational model up-to renaming of places, we can
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construct an equivalent finite model, called thequotient model. This allows us to deduce
the finite model property for the birelational semantics, and hence decidabilty of the logic.
The proof is adapted from the case of Intuitionistic Modal Logic [132]. The partiality of
the evaluation function is crucial in the proof.

The rest of the Chapter is organised as follows. In §2.2, we introduce the logic and the
Kripke semantics. In §2.5, we introduce the birelational semantics, and prove the sound-
ness of the logic with respect to birelational models. The encoding of Kripke models into
birelational models is also given and it allows us to conclude soundness of Kripke se-
mantics. The construction of canonical models and completeness is discussed in §2.6. In
§2.7, we construct the quotient model and prove the finite model property for birelational
models. Related work is discussed in §2.8, and our results are summarised in §2.9.

2.2 The Logic

We now introduce, through examples, the logic presented in [91, 92] extended with dis-
junctive connectives, thus giving us the full set of intuitionistic connectives. The logic
can be used to reason about heterogeneous distributed systems. To gain some intuition,
consider adistributed peer to peer databasewhere the information is partitioned over
multiple communicating nodes (peers).

Informally, the database has a set of nodes, orplaces, and a set of resources (data)
distributed amongst these places. The nodes are chosen from the elements of a fixed set,
denoted byp,q, r, s, . . . Resources are represented by atomic formulaeA, B, . . . ∈ Atoms.
Intuitively, an atomA is valid in a placep if that place can access the resource identified
by A.

Were we reasoning about a particular place, the logical connectives of the intuitionistic
framework would be sufficient. For example, assume that a particular document,doc, is
partitioned in two parts,doc1 anddoc2, and in order to gain access to the document a
place has to access both of its parts. This can be formally expressed as the logical formula:
(doc1∧doc2)→ doc, where∧ and→ are the logical conjunction and implication. Ifdoc1

anddoc2 are stored in a particular place, then the usual intuitionistic rules allow to infer
that the place can access the entire document.

The intuitionistic framework is extended in [92] to reason about different places. An
assertion in such a logic takes the form “ϕ at p”, meaning that formulaϕ is valid at place
p. The construct “at ” is a meta-linguistic symbol and points to the place where the
reasoning is located. For example,doc1 at p anddoc2 at p formalise the notion that the
partsdoc1 and doc2 are located at the nodep. If, in addition, the assertion ((doc1 ∧

doc2)→ doc) at p is valid, we can conclude that the documentdoc is available atp.

The logic is a conservative extension of Intuitionistic Logic in the sense that if we
restrict our attention to formulae without modalities then the ‘local’ proof system in a sin-
gle placep mimics the standard intuitionistic one. For instance, the deduction described
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above is formally

;∆ `{p} doc1 at p ;∆ `{p} doc2 at p

;∆ `{p} doc1 ∧ doc2 at p
∧I

;∆ `{p} (doc1 ∧ doc2)→ doc at p

;∆ `{p} doc at p
→ E

(2.1)

where∆
def
= (doc1 ∧ doc2) → doc at p, doc1 at p, doc2 at p. It is easy to see that this

derivation becomes a standard intuitionistic one if rewritten without the ‘place’at p.
In the assertionϕ at p, ϕwill not contain any occurrences of the constructat . Instead,

ϕ will use modalities @p, one for each place in the system, to cast the meta-linguisticat
at the language level. A modality @p internalises resources at the locationp, and the
modal formulaϕ@p means that the propertyϕ is valid atp, and not necessarily anywhere
else. Indeed bothϕ at p andϕ@p will have the same semantics, and it is possible to define
an equivalent logic in which the constructat is not needed. However, we will prefer to
keep the distinction in the logic as was the case in [91, 92]. Also, the introduction and
elimination rules for the modality @ are more elegant if we maintain this distinction. We
need to keep track of where the reasoning is happening, and if we confuseat with @
then we will always need sentences of the formϕ@p. In that case @-elimination could
be applied only when the formula has two or more occurrences of @, namely only when
it is of the formϕ@. . .@p@q.

An assertion of the formϕ@p at p′ means that we are located at the placep′, and
we are reasoning about the propertyϕ that is validated at placep. For example, suppose
that the placep has the first half of the document, i.e.,doc1 at p, andp′ has the second
one, i.e.,doc2 at p′. In the logic we can formalise the fact thatp′ can send the part
doc2 to p by using the assertion (doc2 → (doc2@p)) at p′. The rules of the logic will
concludedoc2 at p and sodoc at p. The formal derivation, (if we look ahead at the rules
in Fig. 2.1), is

;∆ `{p,p
′} doc2 at p′ ;∆ `{p,p

′} (doc2 → (doc2@p)) at p′

;∆ `{p,p
′} (doc2@p) at p′

→ E

;∆ `{p,p
′} doc2 at p

@E

Where∆
def
= doc2 at p′, (doc2 → (doc2@p)) at p′. Moreover,doc at p is derived by

enriching∆with the assumptionsdoc1 at p, (doc1∧doc2)→ doc at p, and by mimicking
the derivation in (2.1).

The logic also has two other modalities to accommodate reasoning about properties
valid at different locations, which we discuss briefly. Knowing exactly where a property
holds is a strong ability, and we may only know that the property holds somewhere without
knowing the specific location where it holds. To deal with this, the logic has the modality
♦: the formula♦ϕ means thatϕ holds in some place of the system. In the example above,
the location ofdoc2 is not important as long as we know that this document is located in
some place from where it can be sent top. Formally, this can be expressed by the logical
formula ♦(doc2 ∧ (doc2 → (doc2@p))) at p′. By assuming this formula, we can infer
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doc2 at p, and hence the documentdoc is available atp. We will illustrate this inference
at the end of the section (see Ex. 1).

Even if we deal with resources distributed in heterogeneous places, certain properties
are valid everywhere. For this purpose, the logic has the modality�: the formula�ϕ
means thatϕ is valid everywhere. In the example above,p can access the documentdoc,
if there is a place that has the partdoc2 and can send it everywhere. This can be expressed
by the formula♦(doc2 ∧ (doc2 → �doc2)) at p′. The rules of the logic would allow us
to conclude thatdoc2 is available atp. Therefore the documentdoc is also available atp.
We will illustrate this inference at the end of the section (see Ex. 2).

We now define formally the logic. As mentioned above, it is essentially the logic
introduced in [92] enriched with the disjunctive connectives∨ and⊥, thus achieving the
full set of intuitionistic connectives. This allows us to express properties such as: the
documentdoc2 is located either atp itself or atq (in which casep has to fetch it). This
can be expressed by the formula (doc2 ∨ (doc2@q∧ (doc2@q→ doc2))) at p.

For the rest of the chapter, we shall assume a fixed countable set of atomic formulae
Atoms, and we vary the set of places. Given a countable set of placesPl, let Frm(Pl) be
the set of formulae built from the following grammar:

ϕ ::= A | > | ⊥ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ϕ→ ϕ | ϕ@p | �ϕ | ♦ϕ.

Here the syntactic categoryp stands for elements fromPl, and the syntactic categoryA
stands for elements fromAtoms. The elements inFrm(Pl) are said to bepure formulae,
and are denoted by small Greek lettersϕ, ψ, µ . . .An assertion of the formϕ at p is called a
sentence. We denote by capital Greek lettersΓ,Γ1, . . . (possibly empty) finite sets of pure
formulae, and by capital Greek letters∆,∆1, . . . (possibly empty) finite sets of sentences.

Each judgement in this logic is of the form

Γ;∆ `P ϕ at p

where

• Theglobal contextΓ is a (possibly empty) finite set of pure formulae, and represents
the properties assumed to hold at every place of the system.

• The local context∆ is a (possibly empty) finite set of sentences; since a sentence
is a pure formula associated to a place,∆ represents what we assume to be valid in
specific places.

• The sentenceϕ at p says thatϕ is derived to be valid in the placep by assuming
Γ;∆.

• The set of placesP represents the part of the system we are focusing on.

In the judgement, it is assumed that the places mentioned inΓ and∆ are drawn from the
setP. More formally, if PL(X) denotes the set of places that appear in a syntactic object
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Figure 2.1 Natural Deduction

Γ;∆, ϕ at p `P ϕ at p
L

Γ, ϕ;∆ `P ϕ at p
G

Γ;∆ `P > at p
>I

Γ;∆ `P ⊥ at p
Γ;∆ `P ψ at p

⊥E

Γ;∆ `P ϕi at p
Γ;∆ `P ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 at p

∨I i (i = 1,2)

Γ;∆ `P ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 at p Γ;∆, ϕ1 at p `P ψ at p Γ;∆, ϕ2 at p `P ψ at p
Γ;∆ `P ψ at p

∨E

Γ;∆ `P ϕi at p i = 1,2
Γ;∆ `P ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 at p

∧I
Γ;∆ `P ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 at p
Γ;∆ `P ϕi at p

∧Ei (i = 1,2)

Γ;∆, ϕ at p `P ψ at p
Γ;∆ `P ϕ→ ψ at p

→ I
Γ;∆ `P ϕ→ ψ at p Γ;∆ `P ϕ at p

Γ;∆ `P ψ at p
→ E

Γ;∆ `P ϕ at p
Γ;∆ `P ϕ@p at p′

@I
Γ;∆ `P ϕ@p at p′

Γ;∆ `P ϕ at p
@E

Γ;∆ `P+q ϕ at q
Γ;∆ `P �ϕ at p

�I
Γ;∆ `P �ϕ at p Γ, ϕ;∆ `P ψ at p′

Γ;∆ `P ψ at p′
�E

Γ;∆ `P ϕ at p
Γ;∆ `P ♦ϕ at p′

♦I
Γ;∆ `P ♦ϕ at p′ Γ;∆, ϕ at q `P+q ψ at p′′

Γ;∆ `P ψ at p′′
♦E

X, then it must be the case thatPL(Γ) ∪ PL(∆) ∪ PL(ϕ at p) ⊆ P. Any judgement not
satisfying this condition is assumed to be undefined.

A natural deduction system without disjunctive connectives is given in [91, 92]. The
natural deduction system with disjunctive connectives is given in Fig. 2.1. The most
interesting rules are♦E, the elimination of♦, and�I , the introduction of�. In these rules,
P + p denotes the disjoint unionP ∪ {p}, and witnesses the fact that the placep occurs
in neitherΓ, nor∆, norϕ, norψ. If p ∈ P, thenP + p is undefined, and any judgement
containing such notation is assumed to be undefined in order to avoid a side condition
stating this requirement.

The rule♦E explains how we can use formulae valid at some unspecified location: we
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introduce a new place and extend the local context by assuming that the formula is valid
there. If any assertion that does not mention the new place is validated thus, then it is also
validated using the old local context. The rule�I says that if a formula is validated in
some new place, without any local assumption on that new place, then that formula must
be valid everywhere.

The rules♦I and�E are reminiscent of the introduction of the existential quantifica-
tion, and the elimination of universal quantification in first-order intuitionistic logic. This
analogy, however, has to be taken carefully. For example, ifΓ;∆ `P ♦ψ at p, then we
can show using the rules of the logic thatΓ;∆ `P �♦ψ at p. In other words, if a for-
mulaψ is true at some unspecified place, then every place can deduce that there is some
(unspecified) place whereψ is true.

Also note that, as stated, the rule⊥E has a ‘local’ flavour: from⊥ at p, we can infer
any other property in the same place,p. However, the rule has a ‘global’ consequence.
If we have⊥ at p, then we can infer⊥@q at p. Using @E, we can then infer⊥ at q.
Hence, if a set of assumptions makes a place inconsistent, then it will make all places
inconsistent.

As we shall see in §2.4, the Kripke semantics of this logic would be similar to the one
given for intuitionistic systemIS5 [113, 119, 132]. Hence this logic can be seen as an
instance ofHybrid IS5[32]. Before we proceed to define the Kripke semantics, we illus-
trate our derivation system by a couple of examples. The first example will demonstrate
the use of rule♦E and @E, while the second example will demonstrate the use of�E.

Example 1. Let p, p′ ∈ P andψ be the formuladoc2 ∧ (doc2 → doc2@p).We can derive

; ♦ψ at p′ `P doc2 at p

as follows:

; ♦ψ at p′ `P ♦ψ at p′
L

.... π
; ♦ψ at p′ , ψ at q `P+q doc2 at p

; ♦ψ at p′ `P doc2 at p
♦E

where, givenq < P and∆′
def
= ♦ψ at p′, ψ at q, the derivationπ is:

;∆′ `P+q ψ at q
L

;∆′ `P+q doc2 at q
∧E

;∆′ `P+q ψ at q
L

;∆′ `P+q doc2 → doc2@p at q
∧E

;∆′ `P+q doc2@p at q
→ E

;∆′ `P+q doc2 at p
@E

Example 2. Let p, p′ ∈ P andψ be the formuladoc2 ∧ (doc2 → �doc2). Pickq < P and

let ∆′
def
= ♦ψ at p′, ψ at q. Just as in Example 1, we can derive

; ♦ψ at p′ `P doc2 at p
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as follows:

; ♦ψ at p′ `P ♦(doc2 ∧ (doc2 → �doc2)) at p′
L

.... π1

;∆′ `P+q doc2 at p
; ♦ψ at p′ `P doc2 at p

♦E

whereπ1 is the derivation

.... π2

;∆′ `P+q �doc2 at q doc2;∆′ `P+q doc2 at p
G

;∆′ `P+q doc2 at p
�E

whereπ2 is similar to the proofπ in 1:

;∆′ `P+q doc2 ∧ (doc2 → �doc2) at q
L

;∆′ `P+q doc2 at q
∧E

;∆′ `P+q doc2 ∧ (doc2 → �doc2) at q
L

;∆′ `P+q doc2 → �doc2 at q
∧E

;∆′ `P+q �doc2 at q
→ E

2.3 Modal Proofs as Distributed Programs

The previous section showed how concisely the logic can express facts about the place-
ment of resources in a system. Indeed, there is a more deep computational interpretation
via the propositions-as-types, proofs-as-programs paradigm [75]. In fact, the logic intro-
duced in §2.2 has been developed in [91, 92] as a new foundation for distributed program-
ming languages, without considering the disjunctive connectives. There, the modal proofs
are interpreted as distributed programs. More specifically, the proof terms for the various
modalities have computational interpretations asremote procedure calls, commands to
broadcastcomputations to all nodes in the network, commands to useportablecode, and
commands to invoke computationalagentsthat can find their own way to safe places in
the network where they can execute.

The work [92] introduces the proof terms of the logic, without∨ or⊥, and shows how
they may be given an operational interpretation as a distributed programming language,
calledλrpc. The logical formulae serve as types that prevent distributed programs from
‘going wrong’ by attempting to access resources that are unavailable at the place where the
program is currently operating. Table 2.1 presents the syntax of programs and their types,
and Fig. 2.2 presents the typing rules for the language, which are the natural deduction-
style proof rules for the logic.

The typescorrespond to the formulae of the logic. The usage of the meta variableτ,
rather thanϕ, indicates a shift in the interpretation. Moreover the syntax included a set
of base types (b). Since [92] discovered two different operational interpretations of�ϕ,
and it is worth explaining both of them in this section, Tab. 2.1 extends the language of
formulae (types) to include an extra modality�τ to handle the second interpretation. To
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Table 2.1 Syntax ofλrpc

Types
τ ::= b | > | τ1→ τ2 | τ1 ∧ τ2 | τ@p | �τ | � τ | ♦τ

Proof Terms/Programs
e ::= c | x | sync(x) | run (x[p]) | () Const / Var / >

λx:τ.e | e1e2 Functions (→)
〈e1,e2〉 | πie Pairs (∧)
ret(e, p) | rpc(e, p) Remote Procedure Calls (@)
close(λp.e) | bc e1 at p asx in e2 Broadcast (�)
port (λp.e) | pull e1 at p asx in e2 Portable (�)
agent[e, p] | goe1 at p return x,q in e2 Agent (♦)

support the two universal modalities, the logical global contextΓ is separated into two
parts,Γ� andΓ�, during type checking. Hence the overall type checking judgment has the
form:

Γ�; Γ�;∆ `
P e : τ at p.

By deleting either� or �, and the associated context, we can recover exactly the same
logic as in §2.2.

Theprogramsinclude an unspecified set of constants (c), and the standard introduction
and elimination forms for unit, functions and pairs. Variables from each different context
are used in different ways. Some syntactic sugar has been added to the standard proof
terms as a mnemonic for the different sorts of uses. Uses of local variables from∆ are just
like ordinary uses of variables in a standard (call-by-value) functional language so they
are left undecorated. Variables inΓ� refer to computations that have been broadcast at
some earlier point. In order to use such a variable, the program mustsynchronisewith the
concurrently executing computation. Hence, we writesync(x) for such uses. Variables in
Γ� refer to portable closures. Using a variable in this context means torunningthe closure
with the current placep as an argument. Hence, we writerun (x[p]) for such uses.

The modalityτ@p has an operational interpretation as aremote procedure call. The
introduction formret(e, p) constructs a ‘return value’ for a remote procedure call. This
‘return value’ can actually be an arbitrary expressione, which will be returned to and run
at the placep. The elimination formrpc(e, p′) is the remote procedure call itself. It sends
the expressione to the remote sitep′ wheree will be evaluated. If the expression is well
typed, it will eventually evaluate toret(e′, p): a return value that can be run safely at the
caller’s place, which, in this case, is place p.

The introduction form for�τ is close(λp.e). It creates a closure that may bebroadcast
by the elimination formbc e1 at p1 asx in e2 to every node in the network. More specif-
ically, the elimination form executese1 at p1, expectinge1 to evaluate toclose(λp.e).
When it does, the broadcast expression chooses a new universal reference for the closure,
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Figure 2.2 Typing Rules forλrpc

Γ�; Γ�;∆, x:τ at p `P x : τ at p
L

Γ�, x:τ; Γ�;∆ `P sync(x) : τ at p
G�

Γ�; Γ�, x:τ;∆ `P run (x[p]) : τ at p
G�

Γ�; Γ�;∆ `P () : > at p
Unit

Γ�; Γ�;∆ `P c : b at p
Const

Γ�; Γ�;∆ `P ei : τi at p i = 1,2
Γ�; Γ�;∆ `P 〈e1,e2〉 : τ1 ∧ τ2 at p

∧I
Γ�; Γ�;∆ `P e : τ1 ∧ τ2 at p
Γ�; Γ�;∆ `P πie : τi at p

∧Ei (i=1,2)

Γ�; Γ�;∆, x:τ1 at p `P e : τ2 at p
Γ�; Γ�;∆ `P λx:τ1.e : τ1→ τ2 at p

→ I

Γ�; Γ�;∆ `P e1 : τ1→ τ2 at p Γ;∆ `P e2 : τ1 at p
Γ�; Γ�;∆ ` e1e2 : τ2 at p → E

Γ�; Γ�;∆ `P e : τ at p
Γ�; Γ�;∆ `P ret(e, p) : τ@p at p′

@I
Γ�; Γ�;∆ `P e : τ@p at p′

Γ�; Γ�;∆ `P rpc(e, p′) : τ at p
@E

Γ�; Γ�;∆ `P+q e : τ at q
Γ�; Γ�;∆ `P close(λp.e) : �τ at p

�I
Γ�; Γ�;∆ `P+q e : τ at q

Γ�; Γ�;∆ `P agent[e, p] : �τ at p
�I

Γ�; Γ�;∆ `P e1 : �τ at p Γ�, x:τ; Γ�;∆ `P e2 : τ′ at p′

Γ�; Γ�;∆ `P bc e1 at p asx in e2 : τ′ at p′
�E

Γ�; Γ�;∆ `P e1 : �τ at p Γ�; Γ�, x:τ;∆ `P e2 : τ′ at p′

Γ�; Γ�;∆ `P pull e1 at p asx in e2 : τ′ at p′
�E

Γ�; Γ�;∆ `P e : τ at p
Γ�; Γ�;∆ `P agent[e, p] : ♦τ at p′

♦I

Γ�; Γ�;∆ `P e1 : ♦τ at p′ Γ�; Γ�;∆, x:τ at q `P+q e2 : τ′ at p′′

Γ�; Γ�;∆ `P goe1 at p′ return x, p in e2 : τ′ at p′′
♦E

which is bound tox, and sendsλp.e to every place in the network where it is applied to
the current place and the resulting expression is associated with its universal reference.
Finally, expressione2 is executed with the universal reference bound tox. Remote pro-
cedure calls or broadcasts generated during evaluation ofe2 may refer to the universal
reference bound tox, which is safe, sincex has been broadcast everywhere.

Objects of type�τ are portable closures; they may berun anywhere. The elimination
form pull e1 at p1 asx in e2 takes advantage of this portability by first computinge1 at p1,
which should result in a value with the formport (λp.e). Next, it pulls the closureλp.e
from p1 and substitutes it forx in e2. The typing rules will allowx to appear anywhere,
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including in closures ine2 that will eventually be broadcast or remotely executed. Once
again, this is safe sincee is portable and runs equally well everywhere.

The connective♦τ represents the type of acomputational agentthat knows where it
can go to produce a value with typeτ. Such an agent is introduced by packaging an
expression with a place where the expression may successfully be run to completion. The
elimination formgoe1 at p1 return x, p in e2 first evaluatese1 at p1, producing an agent
agent[e, p2]. Next, it commands the agent to go to the hidden placep2 and execute its
encapsulated computation there. When the agent has completed its task, it synchronises
with the current computation ande2 continues withp bound top2 and x bound to the
value that is safe to use atp2.

Example 3. To gain a little more intuition about how to write programs in this language,
we consider the computational interpretations of some of the proofs from §2.2. Consider
the set of placesP containingp, q, p′ andq, and a context∆ containing the following
assumptions:

dIp : doc1 at p doc1 is located atp
dIIp : doc2 at p doc2 is located atp
dIIp′ : doc2 at p′ doc2 is located atp′

paste : (doc1 ∧ doc2)→ doc at p pasting together the two parts atp
P′toP : doc2 → (doc2@p) at p′ sendingdoc2 from p′ to p
toP : �(doc2 → (doc2@p)) at p broadcasting the request to senddoc2 to p

Creating the whole documentdoc, involving local computation only:

;∆ `P paste(〈dIp, dIIp〉) : doc at p.

Fetchingdoc2, involving a remote procedure call in which the computationP′toP(dIIp′)
is executed atp′:

;∆ `P rpc(P′toP(dIIp′), p
′) : doc2 at p.

Fetching then pasting together:

;∆ `P (λx:doc2.paste(〈dIp, x〉))(rpc(P′toP(dIIp′), p
′)) : doc at p.

Broadcastingp’s request to all nodes, then fetching the second half of the document from
nodeq (recall that in general, uses of these global variables involves synchronising with
the broadcast expression; below the broadcast expression is a value, but we synchronise
anyway):

;∆, dIIq : doc2 at q `P bc toP at p as toP′ in rpc (sync(toP′)dIIq,q) : doc2 at p.

Another way to manage a part of the document is to make it portable. For instance, if
q contains the second part of the required document, thenp can pull it from its resident
location. Remember that portable values are polymorphic closures that are ‘run’ when
used. In this case, the closure simply returns the appropriate part of the document.

;∆, dq : �doc2 at q `P pull dq at q asx in run (x[p]) : doc2 at p.
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Table 2.2 Run-Time Syntax ofλrpc

Networks
N ::= (P,L)

Process Environments
L ::= · | L, l → eat p

Values
v ::= c | λx:τ.e | 〈v1, v2〉 | ret(e, p) | close(λp.e) | port (λp.e) | agent[e, p]

Run-Time Terms
e ::= . . . | sync(l) | run (λp.e[p1]) | sync(rpc(l, p))

sync(bc l at p asx in e2) | sync(pull l at p asx in e2)
sync1(go l at p return x,q in e) | sync2(go l at p return x,q in e)

Evaluation Contexts
C ::= [ ] | C e | v C | 〈C,e〉 | 〈v,C〉 | πi C

2.3.1 Operational Semantics and Safety

To distinguish between the two very different interpretations of�, papers [91, 92] give
an operational semantics at a lower level of abstraction than proof reduction by including
an explicit, concrete network in the semantics as shown in Tab. 2.3. Nevertheless, the
basis for the semantics is the interaction of introduction and elimination rules as the proof
theory suggests. The various new syntactic objects used to specify the operational model
are listed in Tab. 2.2.

NetworksN are pairs consisting of a set of placesP, and a distributed process environ-
mentL. Places have been discussed before. The process environmentL is afinite partial
mapfrom placesp in P to process IDs to expressions. These partial maps are written as
lists of elements with the forml → eat p. Papers [91, 92] assume that no pair of place
and location (p andl) appears in two different components of the map. They do not dis-
tinguish between maps that differ only in the ordering of their elements. The application
L(p)(l) denotesewhenL = L0, l → eat p.

Run-time terms, newly introduced in Tab. 2.2, only occur at run time to give an op-
eration semantics to the program. These terms are used to represent expressions, which
are suspended part-way through evaluation and are waiting to synchronise with remotely
executing expressions. Finally the evaluation contextsC specify the order of evaluation.

In order to show that the network is well-typed at every step in evaluation, [91] adds
typing rules to give types to the run-time terms and it also give well-formedness conditions
for the network as a whole. The typing judgment for a network has the form

` L : Γ�; ·;∆.

As this section is only meant to grant an intuition of the computational interpretation of
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Table 2.3 Operational Semantics ofλrpc (L 7→ L′)

syncOS
L, l′ → C[sync(l)] at p, l → v at p
7→ L, l′ → C[v] at p, l → v at p

run OS
L, l → C[run (λp.e[p1])] at p2

7→ L, l → C[e[p1/p]] at p2

→ OS
L, l → C[(λx:τ.e)v] at p
7→ L, l → C[e[v/x]] at p

∧OS
L, l → C[πi〈v1, v2〉] at p
7→ L, l → C[vi] at p

@OS1
L, l → C[rpc(e, p1)] at p0

7→ L, l → C[sync(rpc(l1, p1))] at p0, l1→ eat p1

@OS2
L, l → C[sync(rpc(l1, p1))] at p0, l1→ ret(e, p0) at p1

7→ L, l → C[e] at p0, l1→ ret(e, p0) at p1

�OS1
L, l → C[bc e1 at p1 asx in e2] at p0

7→ L, l → C[sync(bc l1 at p1 asx in e2)], l1→ e1 at p1

�OS2
L, l → C[sync(bc l1 at p1 asx in e2)] at p0, l1→ close(λp.e) at p1

7→ L, l → C[e2[l2/x]] at p0, l1→ close(λp.e) at p1, {l2→ e[q/p] at q}q∈P

�OS1
L, l → C[pull e1 at p1 asx in e2] at p0

7→ L, l → C[sync(pull l1 at p1 asx in e2)] at p0, l1→ e1 at p1

�OS2
L, l → C[sync(pull l1 at p1 asx in e2)] at p0, l1→ port (λp.e) at p1

7→ L, l → C[e2[λp.e/x]] at p0, l1→ port (λp.e) at p1

♦OS1
L, l → C[g e1 at p1 return x,q in e2] at p0

7→ L, l → C[sync1(go l1 at p1 return x,q in e2)] at p0, l1→ e1 at p1

♦OS2
L, l → C[sync1(go l1 at p1 return x,q in e2)] at p0, l1→ agent[e, p2] at p1

7→ L, l → C[sync2(go l2 at p2 return x,q in e2)] at p0,
l1→ agent[e, p2] at p1, l2→ eat p2

♦OS3
L, l → C[sync2(g l1 at p1 return x,q in e2)] at p0, l1→ v at p1

7→ L, l → C[e2[p1/q][v/x]] at p0, l1→ v at p1

the logic, and it does not represent the original contribution of this Thesis, we refer to [91]
for further details.

The state of a networkN = (P,L) evolves according to the operational rules listed in
Tab. 2.3. These rules specify a relation with the formL 7→ L′. The type system is sound
with respect to such an operational semantics. The proofs of Preservation and Progress
theorems, stated below, follow the usual strategy (see [91]).

Theorem 18 (Preservation).If ` L : Γ�; ·;∆ andL 7→ L′, then there existsΓ′� and∆′

such that̀ L : Γ′�; ·;∆
′.

Theorem 19 (Progress).If ` L : Γ�; ·;∆ then eitherL 7→ L′, or L(p)(l) is a value, for all
places p in P, and for all l in the domain ofL(p).
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The lambda calculi presented in this section gives an operational view of the logic, but
to date there has been a notable lack of work on the corresponding semantics. Next sec-
tions address precisely this issue and provide the theoretical foundations for applications
of such a logic.

2.4 Kripke Semantics

There are a number of semantics for intuitionistic logic and intuitionistic modal logics
that allow for a completeness theorem [32, 93, 132, 63, 67, 113, 117]. In this section, we
concentrate on the semantics introduced by Kripke [94, 138], as it is convenient for ap-
plications and fairly simple. This would provide a formalisation of the intuitive concepts
introduced above.

In Kripke semantics for Intuitionistic propositional Logic, logical assertions are in-
terpreted over Kripke models. The validity of an assertion depends on its behaviour as
the truth values of its atoms change from false to true according to a Kripke model. A
Kripke model consists of apartially orderedset ofKripke states, and aninterpretation,
I , that maps atoms into states. The interpretation tells which atoms are true in a state. It
is required that if an atom is true in a state, then it must remain true in all larger states.
Hence, in a larger state more atoms may become true. Consider a logical assertion built
from the atomsA1, . . . ,An. The assertion is said to be valid in a state if it continues to
remain valid in all larger states.

In order to express the full power of the logic introduced above, we need to enrich the
model by introducing places. We achieve this by associating a set of placesPk to each
Kripke statek. The formulae of the logic are validated in these places. The interpretation
is indexed by the Kripke states, and the interpretationIk maps atoms into the setPk. Since
we consider atoms to be resources, the mapIk tells how resources are distributed in the
Kripke statek.

In the case of intuitionistic propositional logic, an atom validated in a Kripke state is
validated in all larger states. In order to achieve the corresponding thing, we shall require
that all places appearing in a Kripke state appear in every larger state. Furthermore, we
require that ifIk maps an atom into a place, thenI l should map the atom in the same place
for all statesl larger thank. In terms of resources, it means that places in larger states
have possibly more resources.

The Kripke models that we shall define now are similar to those defined for the intu-
itionistic modal systemIS5 [63, 67, 113, 117, 32, 132]. In the definition,K is the set of
Kripke states, and its elements are denoted byk, l, . . . The relation≤ is the partial order
on the set of states.

Definition 8 (Kripke Model). A quadrupleK = (K,≤, {Pk}k∈K , {Ik}k∈K) is aKripke model
if

• K is a (non empty) set;
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• ≤ is a partial order onK;

• Pk is anon-emptyset of places for allk ∈ K;

• Pk ⊆ Pl if k ≤ l;

• Ik : Atoms→ Pow(Pk) is such thatIk(A) ⊆ I l(A) for all k ≤ l.

Let Pls=
⋃

k∈K Pk. We shall say thatPls is the set of places ofK .

The definition tells only how resources, i.e. atoms, are distributed in the system. To
give semantics to the whole set of formulaeFrm(Pls), we need to extendIk. The interpre-
tation of a formula depends on its composite parts, and if it is valid in a place in a given
state, then it remains valid at the same place in all larger states. For example, the formula
ϕ ∧ ψ is valid in a statek at placep ∈ Pk, if both ϕ andψ are true at placep in all states
l ≥ k.

The introduction of places in the model allows the interpretation of the spatial modal-
ities of the logic. Formulaϕ@p is satisfied at a place in a statek, if it is true at p in all
statesl ≥ k; ♦ϕ and�ϕ are satisfied at a place in statek, if ϕ is true respectively at some
or at every place in all statesl ≥ k.

We extend now the interpretation of atoms to interpretation of formulae by using in-
duction on the structure of the formulae. The interpretation of formulae is similar to that
used for Modal Intuitionistic Logic [63, 67, 113, 117, 32, 132].

Definition 9 (Semantics).LetK = (K,≤, {Pk}k∈K , {Ik}k∈K) be a Kripke model with set of
placesPls. Given k ∈ K, p ∈ Pk, and a pure formulaϕ with PL(ϕ) ⊆ Pls, we define
(k, p) |= ϕ inductively as:

(k, p) |= A iff p ∈ Ik(A);
(k, p) |= > iff p ∈ Pk;
(k, p) |= ⊥ never;
(k, p) |= ϕ ∧ ψ iff (k, p) |= ϕ and (k, p) |= ψ;
(k, p) |= ϕ ∨ ψ iff (k, p) |= ϕ or (k, p) |= ψ;
(k, p) |= ϕ→ ψ iff (l ≥ k and (l, p) |= ϕ) implies (l, p) |= ψ;
(k, p) |= ϕ@q iff q ∈ Pk and (k,q) |= ϕ;
(k, p) |= �ϕ iff (l ≥ k andq ∈ Pl) implies (l,q) |= ϕ;
(k, p) |= ♦ϕ iff there existsq ∈ Pk such that (k,q) |= ϕ.

We pronounce (k, p) |= ϕ as‘ (k, p) forcesϕ’ , or ‘ (k, p) satisfiesϕ’ . We writek |= ϕ at p if
(k, p) |= ϕ.

It is clear from the definition that ifk |= ϕ at p, thenPL(ϕ at p) ⊆ Pk. Please note
that in this extension, except for logical implication and the modality�, we have not
considered larger states in order to interpret a modality or a connective. It turns out that
the satisfaction of a formula in a state implies the satisfaction in all larger states, as stated
in the following proposition.
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Proposition 16 (Kripke Monotonicity). Let K = (K,≤, {Pk}k∈K , {Ik}k∈K) be a Kripke
model with set of places Pls. The relation|= preserves the partial order on K,i.e., for
each k, l ∈ K, p ∈ Pk, andϕ ∈ Frm(Pk), if l ≥ k then(k, p) |= ϕ implies(l, p) |= ϕ.

Proof. Standard, by induction on the structure of formulae. �

Consider now the distributed database described before. We can express the same
properties inferred in §2.2 by using a Kripke model. Fix a Kripke statek. The assumption
that the two parts,doc1, doc2, can be combined inp in a statek to give the document
doc can be expressed as (k, p) |= (doc1 ∧ doc2) → doc. If the resourcesdoc1 anddoc2

are assigned to the placep, i.e., (k, p) |= doc1 and (k, p) |= doc2, then, since (k, p) |=
doc1 ∧ doc2, it follows that (k, p) |= doc.

Let us consider a slightly more complex situation. Suppose thatk |= ♦( doc2∧(doc2 →

�doc2) ) at p′. According to the semantics of♦, there is some placer such that (k, r) |=
doc2 ∧ (doc2 → �doc2). The semantics of∧ tells us that (k, r) |= doc2 and (k, r) |=
(doc2 → �doc2). Since (k, r) |= doc2, we know from the semantics of→ that (k, r) |=
�doc2, and from the semantics of� that (k, p) |= doc2. Therefore, ifdoc1 is placed atp
in the statek, then the whole documentdoc would become available at placep in statek.

To give semantics to the judgements of the logic, we need to extend the definition of
forcing relation to judgements. We begin by extending the definition to contexts.

Definition 10 (Forcing on Contexts). Let K = (K,≤, {Pk}k∈K , {Ik}k∈K) be a distributed
Kripke model. Given a statek in K, a finite set of pure formulaeΓ, and a finite set of
sentences∆ such thatPL(Γ;∆) ⊆ Pk; we say thatk forces the contextΓ;∆ (and we write
k |= Γ;∆) if

1. for everyϕ ∈ Γ and everyp ∈ Pk: (k, p) |= �ϕ;

2. for everyψ at q ∈ ∆: (k,q) |= ψ.

Finally, we extend the definition of forcing to judgements.

Definition 11 (Satisfaction for a Judgment).LetK = (K,≤, {Pk}k∈K , {Ik}k∈K) be a Kripke
model. The judgementΓ;∆ `P µ at p is said to be valid inK if

• PL(Γ) ∪ PL(∆) ∪ PL(µ) ∪ {p} ⊆ P;

• for everyk ∈ K such thatP ⊆ Pk, if k |= Γ;∆ then (k, p) |= µ.

Moreover, we say thatΓ;∆ `P µ at p is valid (and we writeΓ;∆ |= µ at p) if it is valid in
every Kripke model.

Although, it is possible to obtain soundness and completeness of Kripke semantics
directly, we shall not do so in this chapter. Instead, they will be derived as corollar-
ies. Soundness will follow from the soundness of birelational semantics and encoding of
Kripke models into birelational models. Completeness will emerge as a corollary in the
proof of construction of finite counter-model.
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2.5 Birelational Models

One other semantics given for modal intuitionistic logics in literature is birelational se-
mantics [63, 67, 117, 132]. As in the case of Intuitionistic Modal Logics [114, 132],
birelational semantics for our logic enjoys the finite model property, while Kripke seman-
tics does not.

Birelational models, like Kripke models, have a set of partially ordered states. The
partially ordered states will be calledworlds, and we useu, v,w, . . . to range over them.
Formulae will be validated in worlds, and if a formula is validated in a world, then it will
be validated in all larger worlds. To validate atoms we have the interpretationI , which
maps atoms into a subset of worlds. IfI maps an atom into a world, then it will map the
atom in all larger worlds.

In addition to the partial order, however, there is also a second binary relation on the
set of states which is calledreachabilityor accessibilityrelation. Intuitively,uRwmeans
thatw will be reachable fromu. As our logic is a hybridisation forIS5, the relationRwill
be an equivalence relation. The relationR will also satisfy a technical requirement, the
reachability condition, that is necessary to ensure monotonicity and soundness of logic
evaluation.

Unlike the Kripke semantics, the states will not have a set of places associated to them.
Instead, there is apartial function,Eval, which maps a world to asingleplace. In a sense
which we will make precise in §2.5.2, a world in a birelational model corresponds to a
place in a specific Kripke state. As we shall see later, the partiality of the functionEval is
crucial in the proof of the finite model property. In the caseEval(w) is defined and isp,
we shall say thatw evaluatesto p.

In addition to partiality,Eval will also satisfy two other properties:coherenceand
uniqueness. Coherence says that if a world evaluates top, then all larger worlds evaluate
to p. Together with the reachability condition, coherence will ensure the monotonicity of
the modality @. Uniqueness will say that no two worlds reachable from each other can
evaluate to the same place. Uniqueness will be essential for the soundness of introduction
of conjunction (∧I ), and of implication (→ I ). The formal definition of the models is
below.

Definition 12 (Birelational Model). Given a set of placesPls, a birelational model on
Pls is a quintupleWPls = (W,≤, R, I ,Eval), where

1. W is a (non empty) set, ranged over byv, v′,w,w′, . . ..

2. ≤ is apartial order onW.

3. R ⊆W×W is anequivalence relationand satisfies thereachability condition:

if w′ ≥ w R v then there exists v′ such that w′R v′ ≥ v;

4. I : Atoms→ Pow(W) is such that ifw ∈ I (A) thenw′ ∈ I (A) for all w′ ≥ w.
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5. Eval : W → Pls is apartial function. We writev↑ if Eval(v) is not defined,v↓ if
Eval(v) is defined, andv↓ p if Eval(v) is defined and equal top.

Moreover, the following properties hold:

(a) coherence:for anyv ∈W, if v↓ p thenw↓ p for everyw ≥ v;

(b) uniqueness:for everyv ∈W such thatv↓ p, if v R v′ andv′↓ p, thenv = v′.

In addition to the reachability condition, usually there is another similar condition in
birelational models for intuitionistic modal logics [63, 67, 117, 132]:

if w R v≤ v′ then there exists w′such that w≤ w′R v′.

In this case, asR is an equivalence relation, the property is an immediate consequence of
the reachability condition.

As for Kripke models, the interpretation of atoms extends to formulae. A formula
ϕ@p is true in a worldw, if there is a reachable world which evaluates top and whereϕ
is valid. A formula♦ϕ is valid in a worldw, if there is a reachable world (not necessarily
in the domain ofEval) whereϕ is valid. A formula�ϕ is valid in a worldw if ϕ is valid
in all worlds reachable from worldsw′ larger thanw.

Definition 13 (Bi-Forcing Semantics).LetWPls = (W,≤,R, I ,Eval) be a birelational
model onPls. Givenw ∈ W, and a pure formulaϕ ∈ Frm(Pls), we define the forcing
relationw |= ϕ inductively as follows:

w |= A iff w ∈ I (A);
w |= > for all w ∈W;
w |= ⊥ never;
w |= ϕ ∧ ψ iff w |= ϕ andw |= ψ;
w |= ϕ ∨ ψ iff w |= ϕ or w |= ψ;
w |= ϕ→ ψ iff (v ≥ w andv |= ϕ) impliesv |= ψ;
w |= ϕ@q iff there existsv such thatw R v, v↓q andv |= ϕ;
w |= �ϕ iff (v ≥ w andv R v′) impliesv′ |= ϕ;
w |= ♦ϕ iff there existsv ∈W such thatwRvandv |= ϕ.

We pronouncew |= ϕ as‘w forcesϕ,’ or ‘w satisfiesϕ.’

As for Kripke models, this relation is monotone.

Proposition 17 (Monotonicity). LetWPls be a birelational model on Pls. The relation
|= preserves the partial order in W, namely, for every world w in W andϕ ∈ Frm(Pls), if
v ≥ w then w|= ϕ implies v|= ϕ.

Proof. The proof is straightforward, and proceeds by induction on the structure of formu-
lae. Here, we just consider the induction step in whichϕ is of the formϕ1@p. Suppose
thatw |= ϕ1@p. Then there is aw′ such thatw R w′, w′↓ p andw′ |= ϕ1.
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Consider nowv ≥ w. Sincew R w′, by the reachability condition we obtain that there
is a worldv′ such thatv R v′ andv′ ≥ w′. As w′ |= ϕ1, by induction hypothesis we obtain
v′ |= ϕ1. Now, asv′ ≥ w′ andw′↓ p, we getv′↓ p by coherence property. Finally, asv R v′,
we getv |= ϕ1@p by definition. �

Example 4. Consider the birelational modelWexamwith two worlds, sayw1 andw2. We
takew1 ≤ w2, and both worlds are reachable from each other. The worldw2 evaluates to
p, while the evaluation ofw1 is undefined. LetA be an atom. We defineI (A) to be the
singleton{w2}. For any formulaϕ, we abbreviateϕ→ ⊥ as¬ϕ.

Consider the pure formula¬A. Now, by definition,w2 |= A and thereforew2 6|= ¬A.
Also, asw1 ≤ w2, we getw1 6|= ¬A. This means thatw2 |= ¬¬A, andw1 |= ¬¬A. Hence,
we getw1,w2 |= �¬¬A.

On the other hand, consider the formula¬¬�A. We have by definition thatw1 6|= A. As
w1 is reachable from bothw1 andw2, we deduce thatw1,w2 6|= �A. Using the semantics
of→, we get thatw1,w2 6|= ¬¬�A.

We now extend the semantics to the judgements of the logic. We begin by extending
the semantics to contexts.

Definition 14 (Bi-Forcing on Contexts). LetWPls = (W,≤, R, I ,Eval) be a birelational
model onPls. Given a finite set of pure formulaeΓ, and a finite set of sentences∆, such
thatPL(Γ;∆) ⊆ Pls; we say thatw ∈W forces the contextΓ;∆ (and we writew |= Γ;∆) if

1. for everyϕ ∈ Γ: w |= �ϕ, and

2. for everyψ at q ∈ ∆: w |= ψ@q.

In order to extend the semantics to judgements, we need one more definition. We say
that a placep is reachable from a worldv, if there is a world which evaluates top and
is reachable fromv. The set of all places reachable from a worldv will be denoted by
Reach(v). More formally,

Reach(v)
def
= {p : w↓ p for somew ∈W, v R w}

It can be easily shown by using the reachability condition and coherence that ifv ≤ w,
then every place reachable fromv is also reachable fromw.

Proposition 18 (Reachability). Given any birelational model, then:

1. If v ≤ w, then Reach(v) ⊆ Reach(w).

2. If v R w, then Reach(v) = Reach(w).

We are now ready to extend the satisfaction to judgements.

Definition 15 (Bi-Satisfaction for Judgments).The sequentΓ;∆ `P ϕ at p is said to be
valid in the birelational modelWPls = (W,≤, R, I ,Eval) if:
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• PL(Γ) ∪ PL(∆) ∪ {p} ⊆ P;

• for anyw ∈W such thatP ⊆ Reach(w): w |= Γ;∆ impliesw |= ϕ@p.

Moreover, we say thatΓ;∆ `P µ at p is bi-valid (and we writeΓ;∆ |=P µ at p) if it is valid
in every birelational model.

Example 5. Consider the birelational modelWexamon two worldsw1 andw2 discussed
in Ex. 4. We hadw1,w2 |= �¬¬A and w1,w2 6|= ¬¬�A. Therefore, the judgement
; `{p} �¬¬A at p is bi-valid in the modelWexam, while the judgement ;�¬¬A at p `{p}

¬¬�A at p is not bi-valid inWexam. In fact, we will later on show that the judgement
;�¬¬A at p `{p} ¬¬�A at p is valid in every finite Kripke model. Therefore, this exam-
ple, adapted from [114, 132], will demonstrate that the finite model property does not
hold in the case of Kripke semantics.

2.5.1 Soundness

The proof of soundness of birelational models has several subtleties, that arise as a con-
sequence of the inference rules for the introduction of� (� I), and elimination of♦ (♦ E).
Let us illustrate this for the case of�I . Recall the inference rule of�I from Fig. 2.1:

Γ;∆ `P+q ϕ at q
Γ;∆ `P �ϕ at p

�I

To show the soundness of this rule, we must show that the judgementΓ;∆ `P �ϕ at p
is bi-valid whenever the judgementΓ;∆ `P+q ϕ at q is bi-valid. Now, to show that the
judgementΓ;∆ `P �ϕ at p is bi-valid, we must consider an arbitrary world, sayw, in an
arbitrary birelational model, sayWPls, such thatP ⊆ Reach(w) andw |= Γ;∆. We need to
prove thatw |= �ϕ@p also. For this, we need to show that for any worldv inWPls such
thatw ≤ w′R vfor somew′, it is the case thatv |= ϕ. Pick one suchv and fix it.

Please note that without loss of generality, we can assume thatPls does not containq
(otherwise, we can always renameq in the model). To use the hypothesis thatΓ;∆ `P+q

ϕ at q is bi-valid, we must consider a modification ofWPls. One strategy, that is adopted
in the case of Kripke semantics [32], is to add new worldsv′q, one for each worldv′ ≥ v.
The new worldsv′q duplicatev′ in all respects except that they evaluate toq. If the resulting
construction yields a birelational model, thenReach(v′q) would containP as well asq.

The next step would be to show that any formulaψ, that does not refer to the placeq,
is satisfied byv′q if and only if it is satisfied byv′. Using this, thatv′q forces the context
Γ;∆ in the new model also. Then, we can use the hypothesis to obtain thatv′q satisfies
ϕ@q. Sincev′q evaluates toq, we will get thatv′q forcesϕ. As ϕ does not refer toq, we
will get that v′ forcesϕ. We can then conclude the proof by observing thatv ≥ v, and
choosingv′ to bev.

In fact, if the worldv was in the domain ofEval, then the above outline would have
worked. However, this breaks down in casev↑. To illustrate this, suppose that there is a
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world v′ such thatv ≤ v′, v′↑ andv R v′. In the construction of the extension, we would
thus have two worldsvq andv′q reachable from each other, that evaluate to the same place
q, which would violate the uniqueness condition.

This breakdown is fatal for the proof and cannot be fixed. Coherence demands that
v′q↓q if vq↓q. So, we cannot fiddle with the evaluation. We cannot even relax uniqueness
as this will be needed for soundness of introduction of conjunction (∧ I) and of implication
(→ I). Furthermore, we cannot require that the evaluation is a total function: it is the
partiality of this function that gives us the finite model property. Indeed, if the function
was total, the class of birelational models would be equivalent to the class of Kripke
models, and we would have not gained anything by using birelational models.

Our strategy to prove soundness is to construct a birelational model fromWPls, called
q-extension, whose worlds are the union of two sets. The first one of these sets is the
reachability relationR ofWPls. The second one will be the Cartesian product{q} ×W,
whereW is the set of worlds ofWPls. Hence, the worlds of theq-extension are ordered
pairs. A world (w′,w) will evaluate to the same place asw′, and (q,w) will evaluate toq.
Two worlds will be reachable from each other only if they agree in the second entry.

The construction would guarantee (see Lemma 9) that givenψ ∈ Frm(Pls), the world
(w′,w) satisfiesψ if and only if w′ does, and the world (q,w) satisfiesψ if and only if
w does. The proof of soundness of�I would work as follows. Letv be a fixed world.
Consider the world (q, v) in theq-extension. We will show thatv satisfiesΓ;∆, and hence
(q, v) satisfiesΓ;∆. The set of reachable places from (q, v) containsP as well asq , and
we can thus conclude that (q, v) satisfiesϕ@q. Since (q, v) evaluates toq, we conclude
that (q, v) satisfiesϕ. As mentioned above, this is equivalent to saying thatv satisfiesϕ.

We are ready to carry out this proof formally. We begin by constructing theq-
extension, and showing that this is a birelational model.

Lemma 8 (q-Extension). LetWPls = (W,≤, R, I ,Eval) be a birelational model on Pls.
Given a new place q< Pls, we define the q-extensionW〈q〉Pls′ to be the quintuple(W′,≤′

, R′, I ′,Eval′), where

1. Pls′
def
= Pls∪ {q}.

2. W′
def
= R ∪ ({q} ×W).

3. ≤′⊆W′ ×W′ is defined as:

- (w′,w) ≤′ (v′, v) if and only if w′ ≤ v′ and w≤ v,

- (q,w) ≤′ (q, v) if and only if w≤ v;

4. R′ ⊆W′ ×W′ is defined as:

- (a,b) R′(c,d) if and only if b= d, for (a,b), (c,d) ∈W′.

5. I′ : Atoms→ Pow(W′) is defined as:
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- I ′(A)
def
= { (w′,w) | w′ ∈ I (A), w′R w} ∪ { (q,w) | w ∈ I (A) } ;

6. Eval′ : W′ → Pls′ is defined as

- Eval′((w′,w))
def
= Eval(w′) for every(w′,w) ∈ R ,1

- Eval′((q,w))
def
= q for every w∈W.

The q-extension is a birelational model.

Proof. We need to show the five properties of Definition 12.

1. ClearlyW′ is a non empty set ifW is.

2. Since≤ is a partial order, then≤′ is a partial order too.

3. The relationR′ is an equivalence by definition. We show thatR′ satisfies the
reachability condition by cases. There are four possible cases.

Case a. Assume that (v′, v) ≥′ (w′,w) R′(w′′,w).

The hypothesis says thatv ≥ w, v′ ≥ w′, v′R v, w′R w andw′′R w. Since
R is an equivalence, we getv′ ≥ w′R w′′. Using the reachability condition
for R, there existsv′′ ∈ W such thatv′R v′′ ≥ w′′. Hence, we conclude
(v′, v) R′(v′′, v) ≥ (w′′,w).

Case b. Assume that (q, v) ≥′ (q,w) R′(w′,w).

This means thatv ≥ w andw R w′. By the reachability condition forR, there
is av′ such thatv R v′ ≥ w′, and we conclude (q, v) R′(v′, v) ≥′ (w′,w).

Case c. Assume that (v′, v) ≥′ (w′,w) R′(q,w).

This meansv ≥ w, and we conclude (v′, v) R′(q, v) ≥′ (q,w).

Case d. Assume that (q, v) ≥′ (q,w) R′(q,w).

We havev ≥ w, and we conclude (q, v) R′(q, v) ≥′ (q,w).

4. To check monotonicity forI ′, we consider two cases:

Case a. Assume that (w′,w) ∈ I ′(A).

This means thatw′ ∈ I (A). If (v′, v) ≥′ (w′,w), thenv′ ≥ w′. By the mono-
tonicity of I , we getv′ ∈ I (A). Hence (v′, v) ∈ I ′(A).

Case b. Assume that (q,w) ∈ I (A).

This means thatw ∈ I (A). If (q, v) ≥′ (q,w), thenv ≥ w. By the monotonicity
of I , we getv ∈ I (A). Hence (q, v) ∈ I ′(A).

5. According to the definition,Eval′ is a partial function. We need to verify the two
properties required for a birelational model.

1In the equality, the left hand side is defined only if the right hand side is.
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Coherence. We have to show that if a world in the new model evaluates to some
place, then all the higher worlds evaluate to the same place. There are two
possible cases.

Case a. Assume that (v′, v) ≥′ (w′,w), and (w′,w)↓ p
We get by definition,v′ ≥ w′ and w′↓ p. By coherence on the model
WPls, we getv′↓ p. Hence (v′, v)↓ p.

Case b. Assume that (q, v) ≥′ (q,w).
We have by definition, (q, v)↓q and (q,w)↓q.

Uniqueness. We have to show that two different worlds reachable from each other
cannot evaluate to the same place. As (q, v) always evaluates toq, two worlds
(w, v) and (q,w) cannot evaluate to the same place. There are two other possi-
ble cases.

Case a. Suppose (v′, v) R′(w′,w), (w′,w)↓ p and (v′, v)↓ p.
We have by definitionv′R v, w′R w, v = w, w′↓ p andv′↓ p. Since R is
an equivalence andv = w, we getv′R w′. By uniqueness onWPls, we get
v′ = w′. Therefore (v′, v) =′ (w′,w)

Case b. Suppose that (q, v) R′(q,w), (q,w)↓q and (q, v)↓q.
We have by definitionv = w, and hence (q, v) = (q,w). �

We will now show that if a pure formula, sayψ, does not mentionq, then (w′,w)
satisfiesψ only if w′ does. Furthermore, (q,w) satisfiesψ only if w does.

Lemma 9 (W〈u,q〉Pls′ Is Conservative). LetWPls = (W,≤, R, I ,Eval) be a birelational
model, and letW〈q〉Pls′ = (W′,≤′, R′, I ′,Eval′) be its q-extension. Let|= and |=′ extend
the interpretation of atoms inWPls andW〈q〉Pls′ respectively. For everyϕ ∈ Frm(Pls)
and w∈W, it holds

1. for every w′R w,(w′,w) |=′ϕ if and only if w′ |= ϕ; and

2. (q,w) |=′ϕ if and only if w|= ϕ.

Proof. We prove both the points simultaneously by induction on the structure of formulae
in Frm(Pls).

Base of induction.The two points are verified on atoms, on>, and on⊥ by definition.
Induction hypothesis.We consider a formulaϕ ∈ Frm(Pls), and assume that the two

points hold for all sub-formulaeϕi of ϕ. In particular, we assume thatfor every w∈W:

1. for every w′R w,(w′,w) |=′ϕi if and only if w′ |= ϕi; and

2. (q,w) |=′ϕi if and only if w|= ϕi.

We shall prove the lemma only for the modal connectives and for the logical connective
→. The other cases can be treated similarly. We shall also only consider point1, as the
treatment of point2 is analogous. We pickw ∈W andw′R w, and fix them.
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• Caseϕ = ϕ1→ ϕ2. Suppose (w′,w) |=′ϕ1→ ϕ2. Then

for every (v′, v) ≥′ (w′,w), we have (v′, v) |=′ϕ1 implies (v′, v) |=′ϕ2. (2.2)

We need to show thatw′ |= ϕ. Pickv′ ≥ w′ such thatv′ |= ϕ1, and fix it. It suffices
to show thatv′ |= ϕ2.

We havev′ ≥ w′R w. By the reachability condition, there existsv ∈ W such that
v′R v≥ w. Hence, (v′, v) ≥′ (w′,w).

The induction hypothesis says that (v′, v) |=′ϕ1. We have (v′, v) |=′ϕ2 by (2.2) above.
Hencev′ |= ϕ2, by applying induction hypothesis one more time.

For the other direction, assume thatw′ |= ϕ1→ ϕ2. Then

for everyv′ ≥ w′, we havev′ |= ϕ1 impliesv′ |= ϕ2. (2.3)

Now consider (v′, v) ≥′ (w′,w), and assume (v′, v) |=′ϕ1. From (v′, v) ≥′ (w′,w), we
havev′ ≥ w′. From (v′, v) |=′ϕ1 and induction hypothesis, we havev′ |= ϕ1. Since
v′ ≥ w′, we get from (2.3) above,v′ |= ϕ2. Therefore (v′, v) |= ′ϕ2, by induction
hypothesis once again. We conclude by definition that (v′, v) |=′ϕ1→ ϕ2.

• Caseϕ = ϕ1@p. Sinceϕ1@p ∈ Frm(Pls), we havep , q.

(w′,w) |=′ϕ1@p is equivalent to saying that there is a world (v′,w) ∈ W′ such that:
(v′,w) R′ (w′,w), (v′,w)↓ p, and (v′,w) |=′ϕ1.

By induction hypothesis and definition ofq-extension, this is equivalent to say that
there existsv′ ∈ W such that:v′R w, v′↓ p, andv′ |= ϕ1. This is equivalent to say
thatw |= ϕ1@p by definition.

• Caseϕ = ♦ϕ1.

Suppose (w′,w) |=′♦ϕ1. Then there is a world inW′ such that this world is reachable
from (w′,w), and which satisfiesϕ1. There are two possibilities for this world: it
can be of the form (v,w), or of the form (q,w).

If it is of the form (v,w), then by definition we havev R w. SinceR is an equivalence
andw R w′, we havev R w′. Furthermore, since (v,w) |= ′ϕ, we get by induction
hypothesisv |= ϕ1. Therefore,w′ |= ♦ϕ1 by definition.

If the world is of the form (q,w), then by induction hypothesis,w |= ϕ1. Since
w′R w, we getw′ |= ♦ϕ1.

For the other direction, ifw′ |= ♦ϕ1 then there existsv R w′ such thatv |= ϕ1. Since
R is an equivalence, we havev R w. Hence (v,w) is a world of theq-extension,
and (v,w) |= ′ϕ1 by induction hypothesis. Since (v,w) R′(w′,w), we conclude
(w′,w) |= ′♦ϕ1.
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• Caseϕ = �ϕ1. Suppose that (w′,w) |=′�ϕ1. This means thatϕ1 is forced by every
world reachable from some world larger that (w′,w). In particular, we have that

for every (v′, v) ≥ (w′,w), if (v′′, v) R′(v′, v) then (v′′, v) |=′ϕ1. (2.4)

We need to show thatw′ |= �ϕ1. Pick v′, v′′ such thatv′ ≥ w′, andv′′R v′, and fix
them. It suffices to show thatv′′ |= ϕ1.

Sincev′ ≥ w′ andw′R w, the reachability condition forR says that there exists
v ∈ W such thatv′R v ≥ w. By transitivity, we havev′′R v too. Hence (v′, v) ≥′

(w′,w) and (v′′, v) R′(v′, v). Property (2.4) says that (v′′, v) |=′ ϕ1, and sov′′ |= ϕ1

by induction hypothesis.

For the other direction, assumew′ |= �ϕ1. Then

for everyv′ ≥ w′, if v′′R v′ thenv′′ |= ϕ. (2.5)

We need to show that (w′,w) |=′�ϕ1.

Consider a world (v′, v) ≥′ (w′,w), and fix it. We havev′R v, v′ ≥ w′ andv ≥ w.
Now, consider any world reachable from (v′, v). We need to show that this world
satisfiesϕ1. There are two possible cases.

This world is of the form (v′′, v). In this case, we have thatv′′R v. Sincev′R v,
we getv′′R v′. Sincev′ ≥ w′, we getv′′ |= ϕ1 by (2.5). Hence, (v′′, v) |=′ ϕ1, by
induction hypothesis.

In the other case, the world is of the form (q, v). Sincev R v′ andv′ ≥ w′, we have
v |= ϕ1 by (2.5). Therefore, (q, v) |=′ ϕ1 by induction hypothesis. �

We need one more proposition which says that if a world satisfies a context then any world
reachable from and/or greater than it also satisfies the context.

Proposition 19 (Forcing in Reachable Places).LetWPls = (W,≤, R,V,Eval) be a bire-
lational model on Pls. LetΓ be a finite set of pure formulae,∆ be a finite set of sentences
∆, and w be a world in W such that w|= Γ;∆. Then

1. v |= Γ;∆ for every v R w, and

2. v |= Γ;∆ for every v≥ w.

Proof. The second part of the proposition is an easy consequence of monotonicity of the
logic. For the first part, pickv R wand fix it. We need to show that ifψ is a formula inΓ
thenv |= �ψ, and that ifϕ at p is a sentence in∆ thenv |= ϕ@p.

Now, if ψ ∈ Γ, then we have thatw |= �ψ. Let v′, v′′ be two worlds such thatv′′R v′ ≥
v. We will show thatv′′ |= ψ. As v′′ is arbitrary, we will get thatv |= �ψ.

We havev′ ≥ v andv R w. By the reachability condition, we get that there is aw′ such
that v′R w′ ≥ w. Since,v′′R v′, and R is an equivalence, we getv′′R w′ ≥ w. Finally,
sincew |= �ψ, we getv′′ |= ψ as required.
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If ϕ at p ∈ ∆, then we have thatw |= ϕ@p. Therefore, there is a worldw′ such that
w′↓ p, w R w′ andw′ |= ϕ. SinceR is an equivalence, we getv R w′. Thereforev |= ϕ@p,
and we are done. �

We are ready to prove soundness, which depends on Lemmas 8 and 9.

Theorem 20 (Bi-Soundness).If the judgementΓ;∆ `P µ at p is derivable in the logic,
then it is bi-valid.

Proof. The proof proceeds by induction onn, the number of inference rules applied in the
derivation of the judgementΓ;∆ `P µ at p. The inference rules are given in Fig. 2.1. The
base case, where only one inference rule is used to derive the judgement, follows easily
from the definition. We discuss the induction step.

Induction hypothesis(n > 1). We assume that the theorem holds for any judgement
that is deducible by applying less thann instances of inference rules, and consider a
judgementΓ;∆ `P µ at p derivable in the logic by using exactlyn instances.

We fix a modelWPls = (W,≤, R,V,Eval) on Pls, and let|= be the forcing relation
in this model. Letw ∈ W be such thatP ⊆ Reach(w) andw |= Γ;∆. Fix w for the rest
of the proof. We have to showw |= µ@p. We proceed by cases by considering the last
rule applied to obtainΓ;∆ `P µ at p. For the sake of clarity, we consider only the cases
in which the last rule is introduction of implication(→ I ), introduction of� (� I), and
elimination of♦ (♦ E). The treatment of the other rules is similar.

• Case→ I . If the last inference rule used was→ I thenµ is of the formϕ → ψ,
and PL(Γ;∆) ∪ PL(ϕ) ∪ PL(ψ) ∪ {p} ⊆ P. Furthermore,Γ;∆, ϕ at p `P ψ at p
by using less thann instances of the inference rules. By induction hypothesis,
Γ;∆, ϕ at p `P ψ at p is bi-valid. We have to prove that there existsv R wsuch that
v↓ p, andv |= ϕ→ ψ.

SinceP ⊆ Reach(w), there existsv R wsuch thatv↓ p. We will prove thatv |= ϕ →
ψ. Pickv′ ≥ v and fix it. We need show that ifv′ |= ϕ, thenv′ |= ψ also.

We havev′↓ p by coherence property, andv′ |= Γ;∆ by Proposition 19. Also asR
is reflexive, we havev′R v′. If we assume thatv′ |= ϕ, then we get by definition that
v′ |= ϕ@p. Hence, we getv′ |= Γ;∆, ϕ at p. By induction hypothesisΓ;∆, ϕ at p `P

ψ at p is bi-valid, and thereforev′ |= ψ@p.

Therefore, there is a world reachable fromv′ which evaluates top and which forces
ψ. Sincev′↓ p andv′R v′, uniqueness says that this world must bev′ itself. There-
forev′ |= ψ, as required.

• Case�I. Thenµ is of the form�ϕ. Moreover,PL(Γ;∆) ∪ PL(ϕ) ∪ {p} ⊆ P, and
Γ;∆ `P+q ϕ at q for someq < P by using less thatn instances of the rules. By
induction hypothesis,Γ;∆ `P+q ϕ at q is bi-valid. Without loss of generality, we
can assume thatq < Pls (otherwise, we can renameq in Pls).

We have thatw |= Γ;∆, and we need to show thatw |= �ϕ@p. Note thatp ∈ P, and
P ⊆ Reach(w). Therefore there is aw′ ∈ Reach(w) such thatw′↓ p. Pick such aw′,
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and fix it. By Proposition 19,w′ |= Γ;∆. We shall show thatw′ |= �ϕ, and we will
be done.

In order to show thatw′ |= �ϕ, we have to show thatv′ |= ϕ for everyv, v′ such that
v′R v≥ w. Pick suchv, v′ and fix them. We havev′ |= Γ;∆ by Proposition 19. Since
P ⊆ Reach(w) andv′R v≥ w, we getP ⊆ Reach(v′) by Proposition 18.

Let Pls′ = Pls∪ {q}, and letW〈q〉Pls′ be theq-extension of the birelational model.
Let |= ′ be the forcing relation onW〈u,q〉. From the hypothesisv′ |= Γ;∆ and
Lemma 9, we get (v′, v′) |=′Γ;∆.

From definition ofq-extension, it is clear thatReach((v′, v′)) = Reach(v′) ∪ {q}.
HenceP + q ⊆ Reach((v′, v′)). We can now apply the induction hypothesis on the
world (v′, v′), and obtain (v′, v′) |=′ϕ@q. By the definition of theq-extension, this
is equivalent to (q, v′) |=′ϕ. Lemma 9 then implies thatv′ |= ϕ, as required.

• Case♦E. Then for somep′ ∈ P andϕ ∈ Frm(P) we can deriveΓ;∆ `P ♦ϕ at p′

andΓ;∆, ϕ at q `P+q µ at p by using less thann instances of the rules. By induction
hypothesis,Γ;∆ `P ♦ϕ at p′ andΓ;∆, ϕ at q `P+q µ at p are bi-valid.

As is the case of�I , we can assume thatq < Pls. We need to show thatw |= µ@p.
Sincew |= Γ;∆, the induction hypothesis says thatw |= ♦ϕ@p′. Therefore using
the definition of forcing and equivalence of the relationR, there is a worldw′ such
thatw R w′ andw′ |= ϕ. Sincew R w′, Proposition 19 implies thatw′ |= Γ;∆.

Consider now theq-extensionW〈q〉 of W, with |= ′ as forcing relation on the
q-extension. Sincew′ |= ϕ andw′ |= Γ;∆, Lemma 9 says that (q,w′) |= ′ϕ and
(q,w′) |= ′Γ;∆. As (q,w′)↓q, we get (q,w′) |= ′Γ;∆, ϕ at q. Finally, asP + q ⊆
Reach(w′) ∪ {q} = Reach((q,w′)), induction hypothesis gives us (q,w′) |=′µ@p. By
Lemma 9, we get thatw′ |= µ@p.

Hence, there is aw′′ such thatw′R w′′ such thatw′′ |= µ andw′′↓ p. Sincew R w′

and R is an equivalence, we getw R w′′. Thereforew |= µ@p, as required. �

This theorem provides not only soundness for birelational models, but also for Kripke
models, thanks to the encoding presented in next section.

2.5.2 Relating Kripke and Birelational Models

In this section, we shall present an encoding of Kripke models in birelational models that
preserves the forcing relation. This will allow us to prove the soundness of the logic for
Kripke models.

In particular, given a Kripke model with a set of statesK, we construct a birelational
model whose worlds are pairs (k, p) wherek ∈ K and p is a place in the Kripke statek.
Two worlds will be related if they come from the same Kripke state. The world (l, p) will
be greater that (k,q) only if l ≥ k and p = q. The world (k, p) will evaluate top, and
an atom will be interpreted in the world (k, p) only if it is placed inp in the Kripke state
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k. The construction will guarantee that the Kripke statek forces an assertionψ@p if and
only if the corresponding world (k, p) forces the formulaψ .

Proposition 20 (Encoding). Given a Kripke model,K = (K,≤, {Pk}k∈K , {Ik}k∈K) with
set of places Pls, we define itsK-birelational modelWK

Pls to be the quintuple(W′,≤′

, R′, I ′,Eval′), where

1. W′
def
=
⋃

k∈K{ (k, p) : p ∈ Pk };

2. ≤′⊆W′ ×W′ is defined as:(k, p) ≤′ (l,q) if and only if k≤ l and p= q;

3. R′ :⊆W′ ×W′ is defined as:(k, p) R′(l,q) if and only if k= l;

4. I′ : Atoms→ Pow(W′) is defined as: I(A)
def
= { (k, p) | p ∈ Ik(A) };

5. Eval′ : W′ → Pls′ is defined as: Eval(k, p)
def
= p.

WK

Pls is a birelational model.

Proof. We need to check that the construction satisfies the properties of a birelational
model. The proof is straightforward, and here we just illustrate the proof of the reachabil-
ity condition.

Assume that (k′, p′) ≥′ (k, p) R′(l,q). Then it must be the case thatk′ ≥ k, k = l and
q ∈ Pl. Sincek = l, we getq ∈ Pk. Furthermore, ask′ ≥ k, we havePk ⊆ Pk′. Therefore
q ∈ Pk′ .

Consider the world (k′,q). We get (k′, p′) R′(k′,q) ≥′ (k,q) by definition. �

The encoding preserves the forcing relation:

Proposition 21 (Forcing Preservation).Let K = (K,≤, {Pk}k∈K , {Ik}k∈K) be a Kripke
model with set of places Pls. LetWK

Pls = (W′,≤′, R′, I ′,Eval′) be theK-birelational
model. Let|=K and |=W extend the interpretation of atoms inK andWK

Pls respectively.
For everyϕ ∈ Frm(Pls), k ∈ K, and p∈ Pk, we have:

(k, p) |=K ϕ if and only if(k, p) |=W ϕ.

Proof. We proceed by induction on the formulaϕ ∈ Frm(Pls). The statement of the
proposition is easily verified on>, ⊥ and on atoms.

Induction hypothesis.We consider a formulaϕ ∈ Frm(Pls), and assume that the
proposition holds for each of its sub-formulae. For sake of clarity, we just illustrate the
cases of logical implication, and modalities @p and�.

• Caseϕ = ϕ1→ ϕ2.

Suppose (k, p) |=K ϕ1 → ϕ2. We need to show that (k, p) |=W ϕ1 → ϕ2. Pick
(l,q) ≥′ (k, p) such that (l,q) |=W ϕ1, and fix it. It suffices to show that (l,q) |=W ϕ2

also.
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Since (l,q) ≥′ (k, p), we haveq = p andl ≥ k. Also, as (l,q) |=W ϕ1 andq = p, we
get (l, p) |=K ϕ1 by induction hypothesis. Since (k, p) |=K ϕ1 → ϕ2 and l ≥ k, we
get (l, p) |=K ϕ2. By induction hypothesis once again, we get (l,q) = (l, p) |=W ϕ2,
and we are done.

For the other direction, suppose that (k, p) |=W ϕ1 → ϕ2. We need to show that
(k, p) |=K ϕ1 → ϕ2. Pick l ≥ k such that (l, p) |=K ϕ1, and fix it. It suffices to show
that (l, p) |=K ϕ2.

As (l, p) |=K ϕ1, we have by induction hypothesis that (l, p) |=W ϕ1. Sincel ≥ k,
we getp ∈ Pl and (l, p) ≥′ (k, p). Therefore, as (k, p) |=W ϕ1 → ϕ2, we get that
(l, p) |=W ϕ2. By induction hypothesis, we get (l, p) |=K ϕ2.

• Caseϕ = ϕ1@q.

Then (k, p) |=K ϕ means thatq ∈ Pk and (k,q) |=K ϕ1. By induction hypothesis
and definition, this is equivalent to saying that there exists (k,q) R′(k, p) such that
(k,q)↓q, and (k,q) |=W ϕ1. This is equivalent to saying that (k, p) |=W ϕ1@q.

• Caseϕ = �ϕ1.

Then (k, p) |=K ϕ means that for everyl ≥ k and everyq ∈ Pl, we have (l,q) |=K ϕ1.
By induction hypothesis and definition, this is equivalent to: for every (l, p) ≥′ (k, p)
and (l,q) R′(l, p), it is the case that (l,q) |=W ϕ1. This is equivalent to saying that
(k, p) |=W �ϕ1. �

One thing that is worth pointing out is that in the resulting birelational model, the
evaluation istotal. It is easy to see the converse: every birelational model with a total
evaluation can be encoded as a Kripke model such that the forcing relation is preserved.
In the reverse encoding, the set of Kripke states is the set of equivalence classes under
reachability, and the set of places associated to a class is the set of all the evaluations of
its elements. Therefore, the class of Kripke models corresponds semantically to the class
of birelational models in which the evaluation is total.

The encoding cannot be preserved if we consider birelational worlds with partial eval-
uation. Please note that this is not just a consequence of having undefined worlds in
birelational models. If this was the case, we could have added “undefined” places in each
Kripke state. The real issue is that when the evaluation is partial, two “undefined” worlds
reachable by each other can be ordered: a situation that will be ruled out if the evaluation
was total as a consequence of coherence and uniqueness. In Kripke models, however,
“reachability” and order are essentially orthogonal. Hence, the reverse encoding will fail
to preserve the forcing relation.

This is no accident, and as we have pointed out before, partiality of the evaluation
in birelational models is essential for the proof of the finite model property. This was
illustrated by the “finite model”Wexam in Ex. 4. InWexam, it is the case thatw1 ≤ w2,
w1 R w2, w1↑ andw2↓ p. As discussed there, this model allows us to refute the judgement
;�¬¬A at p `{p} ¬¬�A at p. As we will see later, the judgement will be valid in every
finite Kripke model.
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We shall now use the encoding and soundness of logic with respect to birelational
models to show soundness of Kripke semantics.

Corollary 4 (Soundness).If Γ;∆ `P µ at p is derivable in the logic, then it is valid in
every Kripke model.

Proof. Suppose that the judgementΓ;∆ `P µ at p is derivable. Then it must be the case
thatPL(Γ)∪PL(∆)∪PL(µ)∪ {p} ⊆ P. LetK = (K,≤, {Pk}k∈K , {Ik}k∈K) be a Kripke model
with set of placesPls. Let |=K extend the interpretation of atoms to formulae on this
Kripke model. Letk be a Kripke state of this model such thatP ⊆ Pk andk |=K Γ;∆. We
need to show that (k, p) |=K µ.

Consider the encoding of the Kripke modelK into a birelational model. LetWK
Pls =

(W′,≤′, R′, I ′,Eval′) be theK-birelational model, and consider the world (k, p) ∈ W′. If
|=W is the extension of interpretation of atoms in this model, we claim that (k, p) |=W Γ;∆.

If ψ ∈ ∆ then ask |=K Γ;∆, we get by definition (k, p) |=K �ψ. By Proposition 21, we
get that (k, p) |=W �ψ.

If ψ at q ∈ Γ, then we have by definition (k,q) |=K ψ. By Proposition 21, we get that
(k,q) |=W ψ. Now, by construction (k, p) R′(k,q), and hence we get (k, p) |=W ψ@q.

Therefore, we get that (k, p) |=W Γ;∆. As the logic is sound over birelational models,
we get (k, p) |=W µ@p. This implies that (k, p) |=K µ@p, by Proposition 21 once again.
Finally, this is the same as (k, p) |=K µ, by definition, and we have done. �

2.6 Bounded Contexts and Completeness

In this section, we shall prove completeness of the logic with respect to both Kripke
and birelational semantics. The proof will follow a modification of standard proofs of
completeness of intuitionistic logics[94, 132, 32, 138], and we will construct a particular
Kripke model: thecanonical bounded Kripke model. The reason for the term “bounded”
shall become clear later on. We will prove that a judgementΓ;∆ `P µ at p is valid in the
canonical bounded model if and only if it is derivable in the logic. Then we will use the
encoding of the Kripke models into birelational models (see §2.5.2), which will allow us
to prove completeness of birelational models. The resulting model will be used to prove
the finite model property in §2.7.3. The construction of the model is adapted from [132].

We also point out that we shall prove the completeness results in the case whereP is
finite. This is not a serious restriction for completeness, and the result can be extended to
judgements whereP is infinite. The real advantage of using a finite set of places is that it
will assist in the proof of finite model property as we will see in §2.7.

We begin by defining sub-formulae of a pure formula. Asub-formulaof a pure for-
mulaϕ is inductively generated as:

• ϕ is a sub-formula of itself;

• if any of ϕ1∧ ϕ2, ϕ1∨ ϕ2, andϕ1→ ϕ2 is a sub-formula ofϕ, then so areϕ1 andϕ2;
and
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• if any of �ϕ1, ♦ϕ1, andϕ1@p is a sub-formula ofϕ, then so isϕ1.

Given any set of pure formulaeΘ, thesub-formula closureΘ∗, is the set of sub-formulae

of each of its members. Formally:Θ∗
def
= {ψ : ψ is a subformula ofϕ ∈ Θ}. Bounded

contextsare defined by using sub-formulae closure.

Definition 16 (Bounded Contexts).Given a finite set of placesP and a finite set of pure
formulaeΘ ∈ Frm(P), a pair (Q,∆) is a (P,Θ)−bounded contextif

• Q is a finite set of places that containsP, i.e., P ⊆ Q; and

• ∆ is a finite set of sentences of the formϕ at q, whereϕ ∈ Θ∗ andq ∈ Q.

The bounded contexts will be used as Kripke states in the canonical model. However,
we will need particular kinds of bounded contexts.

Definition 17 (Prime Bounded Contexts).Let P be a finite set of places, andΘ,Γ ⊆
Frm(P) be two finite sets of pure formulae. A (P,Θ)−bounded context (Q,∆) is said to be
Γ−prime if

• Γ;∆ `Q ϕ at q for ϕ ∈ Θ∗ andq ∈ Q, implies thatϕ at q ∈ ∆ (Θ-deductive closure);

• Γ;∆ 0Q ⊥ at q for everyq ∈ Q (Consistency);

• Γ;∆ `Q ϕ ∨ ψ at q for ϕ ∨ ψ ∈ Θ∗ andq ∈ Q, implies that eitherϕ at q ∈ ∆ or
ψ at q ∈ ∆ (Θ-disjunction property); and

• Γ;∆ `Q ♦ϕ at q for ♦ϕ ∈ Θ∗ andq ∈ Q, implies that there existsq′ ∈ Q such that
ϕ at q′ ∈ ∆ (Θ-diamond property).

As an example, letA be an atom. LetP = {p}, Θ = {A@p} andQ = {p,q}. Consider
the following sets of sentences:

• ∆1 = {A at p, A at q, A@p at p};

• ∆2 = {A at p, A at q, A@p at p, A@p at q}; and

• ∆3 = {A at p, A at q, A@p at p, A@p at q, ♦A at q}.

Clearly, we have thatP ⊆ Q. If ψ at r is a sentence in∆1 or∆2, thenψ is a sub-formula of
Θ andr ∈ Q. Therefore, (Q,∆1) and (Q,∆2) are (P,Θ)− bounded contexts. On the other
hand, (Q,∆3) is not a (P,Θ)−bounded context as♦A is not a sub-formula ofA@p.

If we let Γ to be the list{A}, then it follows easily thatΓ;∆1 `
Q A at p. Using the

inference rule of introduction of @, we getΓ;∆1 `
Q A@p at q. However, we have that

A@p at q < ∆1. Therefore, (Q,∆1) is notΓ−prime. On the other hand, (Q,∆2) isΓ−prime.
The canonical model will be built by choosing the Kripke states to be prime bounded

contexts. We will first show that bounded contexts can be extended to prime bounded con-
texts. Before we proceed, we state a proposition that says that the cut-rule is admissible in
the logic. In [91], this has been proved for the logic without the disjunctive connectives.
The proof can be extended for the logic with disjunctive connectives:
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Proposition 22. If Γ;∆ `P µ at p1 and Γ;∆, µ at p1 `
P ψ at p, thenΓ;∆ `P ψ at p.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of inference rules used in derivation of
Γ;∆, µ at p1 `

P ψ at p. �

We now show the existence of prime extensions:

Lemma 10 (Prime Bounded Extension).Let (Q,∆) be a(P,Θ)−bounded context, and
ψ be a pure formula in Frm(P). Given a finite subsetΓ ⊆ Frm(P) and q∈ Q such that
Γ;∆ 0Q ψ at q, there exists a(P,Θ)−bounded context(Q′,∆′) such that

1. (Q′,∆′) is Γ−prime,

2. (Q′,∆′) extends(Q,∆), i.e., Q ⊆ Q′, and∆ ⊆ ∆′, and

3. Γ;∆′ 0Q′ ψ at q.

Proof. Please note that by definitionP,Θ andΘ∗ are finite sets. Pick new placesq♦ϕ, one
for each formula♦ϕ ∈ Θ∗. Let Q♦ be the set of all such places. As the setΘ∗ is finite,
Q♦ is also a finite set. Finally, letΣ be the set of sentencesϕ at q such thatϕ ∈ Θ∗ and
q ∈ Q∪ Q♦. AsΘ∗,Q andQ♦ are finite sets,Σ is also finite.

The set∆′ required in the lemma would be a subset ofΣ, and the setQ′ would be a
subset ofQ ∪ Q♦. These sets would be obtained by a series of extensions∆n,Qn which
will satisfy certain properties:

Property1. For every n≥ 0

1. Qn ⊆ Q∪ Q♦, and∆n ⊆ Σ;

2. Qn ⊆ Qn+1, ∆n ⊆ ∆n+1;

3. (Qn,∆n) is (P,Θ)-bounded context; and

4. Γ;Σn 0
Qn ψ at q.

The series is constructed inductively. In the induction, at an odd step we will create a
witness for a formula of the type♦ϕ. At an even step we deal with disjunction property.
We shall also construct two sets:

• treated♦n, that will be the set of the formulae♦ϕ ∈ Θ∗ for which we have already
created a witness.

• treated∨n , that will be the set of the formulaeψ1 ∨ ψ2 at q ∈ Σ which satisfy the
disjunction property.

We pick an enumeration ofΘ∗, and fix it. We start off by defining treated♦0 = ∅,
treated∨0 = ∅, Q0 = Q, and∆0 = ∆. It is clear from the hypothesis of the lemma thatQ0

andP0 satisfy the four points of Property1.
Then we proceed inductively, and assume thatQn,∆n (n ≥ 0) have been constructed

satisfying Property 1. In stepn+ 1, we consider two cases:
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1. If n+ 1 is odd, then pick the first formulaψ1 ∨ ψ2 ∈ Θ
∗ in the enumeration ofΘ∗ ,

such that

• Γ;∆n `
Qn ψ1 ∨ ψ2 at r, for somer ∈ Qn;

• ψ1 ∨ ψ2 at r < treated∨n .

If no such formula exists, then letQn+1 = Qn and∆n+1 = ∆n. In this caseQn+1 and
∆n+1 satisfy the four points of Property 1 by induction.

Otherwise, if bothΓ;∆n, ψ1 at r `Qn ψ at q andΓ;∆n, ψ2 at r `Qn ψ at q, then we can
deduceΓ;∆n `

Qn ψ at q. However, we have that∆n,Qn satisfy Property 1. Hence,
it must be the case that eitherΓ;∆n, ψ1 at r 0Qn ψ at q or Γ;∆n, ψ2 at r 0Qn ψ at q.

We define∆n+1 = ∆n∪{ψ1 at r} if Γ;∆n, ψ1 at r 0Qn ψ at p, and∆n+1 = ∆n∪{ψ2 at r}
otherwise. We defineQn+1 = Qn. We have by constructionQn ⊆ Qn+1, Qn+1 ⊆

Q∪ Q♦ and∆n ⊆ ∆n+1.

We haver ∈ Qn. By definition, the setΘ∗ is closed under sub-formulae. Therefore
asψ1 ∨ ψ2 ∈ Θ

∗, we have bothψ1 andψ2 are inΘ∗. This implies thatψ1 at r and
ψ1 at r are inΣ, and (Qn+1,∆n) is (P,Θ)−bounded context.

Also by constructionΓ;∆n+1 0
Q
n+1 ψ at q. Therefore,Qn+1,∆n+1 satisfies Property 1.

Finally, we lettreated∨n+1 = treated∨n ∪ {ψ1 ∨ ψ2 at r} andtreated♦n+1 = treated♦n.

2. If n+ 1 is even, pick the first formula♦ϕ in the enumeration ofΘ∗ such that

• Γ;∆n `
Qn ♦ϕ at r, for somer ∈ Qn;

• ♦ϕ < treated♦n.

Let Qn+1 = Qn + q♦ϕ, ∆n+1 = ∆n ∪ {ϕ at q♦ϕ}, treatedn+1 = treatedn ∪ {♦ϕ} and
treated∨n+1 = treated∨n . We have by construction thatQn+1 and∆n+1 satisfy the first
three points of Property1. We claim thatΓ;∆n+1 0

Qn+1 ψ at q also.

Suppose thatΓ;∆n+1 `
Qn+1 ψ at q, i.e., Γ;∆n, ϕ at q♦ϕ `Q+q♦ϕ ψ at q. We also have

thatΓ;∆n `
Qn ♦ϕ at r. In fact, by the inference rule♦E:

Γ;∆n `
Qn ♦ϕ at r Γ;∆n, ϕ at q♦ϕ `Q+q♦ϕ ψ at q

Γ;∆n `
Qn ψ at q

♦E

This contradicts the hypothesis onQn,∆n. HenceΓ;∆n+1 0
Qn+1 ψ at q. Therefore,

Qn+1 and∆n+1 satisfy Property1.

Therefore, we get by construction thatQn,∆n satisfy Property 1. We defineQ′ =⋃
n≥0 Qn, and∆′′ =

⋃
n≥0∆n. Now, using Property 1,Q′ ⊆ Q ∪ Q♦ and∆′′ ⊆ Σ. This

implies thatQ′ and∆′′ are finite sets. (Note that this means that the series (Qn,∆n) is
eventually constant). Using Property 1, we can easily show that (Q′,∆′′) is a (P,Θ)−
bounded context, andΓ;∆′′ 0Q′ ψ at q.
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Finally, we define∆′ to be the set of all sentencesϕ at s ∈ Σ such thatΓ;∆′′ `Q′ ϕ at s.
As a consequence of Proposition 22, we get that

Γ;∆′ `Q′ µ at r if and only if Γ;∆′′ `Q′ µ at r (2.6)

Clearly,∆′ extends∆′′ and hence∆. Furthermore, (Q′,∆′) is (P,Θ)−bounded by con-
struction. Also we getΓ;∆′ 0Q′ ψ at q, thanks to the equivalence (2.6). We only need to
show that (Q′,∆′) is Γ-prime.

1. (Deductive Closure) The set∆′ is deductively closed, by construction.

2. (Disjunction Property) Assume thatΓ;∆′ `Q′ ψ1 ∨ ψ2 at r, for ψ1 ∨ ψ2 ∈ Θ
∗ and

q ∈ Q′. Then letn be the least number such thatΓ;∆n `
Qn ψ1 ∨ ψ2 at r. Clearly,

ψ1 ∨ ψ2 at q < treated∨n , andΓ;∆m `
Qm ψ1 ∨ ψ2 at q for everym ≥ n. Eventually

ψ1 ∨ ψ2 at q has to be treated at some odd stageh ≥ n. Hence, eitherψ1 at r ∈ ∆h+1

or ψ2 at r ∈ ∆h+1. Therefore,ψ1 at q ∈ ∆′ or ψ2 at q ∈ ∆′.

3. (Diamond Property) Assume thatΓ;∆′ `Q′ ♦ϕ at r, for ♦ϕ ∈ Θ∗ andr ∈ Q′. Then
let n be the least number such thatΓ;∆n `

Qn ♦ϕ at r. As in the previous case, we
assert that♦ϕ at q is treated for some even numberh ≥ n. We getϕ at q♦ϕ ∈ ∆′ by
construction.

4. (Consistency) IfΓ;∆′ `Q′ ⊥ at r, thenΓ;∆′ `Q′ ψ@q at r by the inference rule⊥E.
Therefore,Γ;∆′ `Q′ ψ at q by @E, which contradicts our construction. Hence,
Γ;∆′ 0Q′ ⊥ at q.

We conclude that (Q′,∆′) is aΓ-prime and (P,Θ)− bounded context extending (Q,∆)
such thatΓ;∆ 0Q′ ϕ at p. �

We finally construct the bounded canonical model. In the model, the set of Kripke
states is the set of prime bounded contexts (Q,∆) ordered by inclusion. A place belongs
to the state (Q,∆) only if it is in Q, and an atomA is placed in a placer in the state (Q,∆)
only if A at r ∈ ∆. More formally, we have

Definition 18 (Bounded Canonical Model).Given a finite set of placesP and two finite
sets of pure formulaeΘ,Γ ⊆ Frm(P), theΓ-prime and(P,Θ)−bounded canonical model

is the quadrupleKcan
def
= (K,≤, {Pk}k∈K , {Ik}k∈K), where

• the setK is the set of all (P,Θ)−bounded contexts that areΓ-prime;

• (Q1,∆1) ≤ (Q2,∆2) if and only if Q1 ⊆ Q2 and∆1 ⊆ ∆2; and

• P(Q,∆)
def
= Q;

• for k = (Q,∆), the functionIk : Atoms→ Pow(Pk) is defined as

I(Q,∆)(A)
def
= {q ∈ Q : A at q ∈ ∆}.
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Given a finite set of placesP and a finite set of formulaeΓ ∈ Frm(P), we say thatΓ
is consistent ifΓ; 0P ⊥ at p for any p ∈ P. If Γ is consistent, then Lemma 10 guarantees
that the set of states in the canonical model is non-empty. This ensures that the bounded
canonical model is a Kripke model.

Lemma 11 (Canonical Evaluation). Given a finite set places P, and two finite sets of
pure formulaeΘ,Γ ∈ Frm(P) such thatΓ is consistent, letKcan be theΓ−prime and
(P,Θ)−bounded canonical model. Then

1. Kcan is a Kripke model; and

2. if |=K is the forcing relation onKcan, then for everyϕ ∈ Θ∗, every(Q,∆) ∈ K, and
every q∈ Q it holds: (Q,∆) |=K ϕ at q if and only ifϕ at q ∈ ∆.

Proof. Clearly, all the properties required for a Kripke model are verified. All we have to
prove is the part2 of the lemma. The proof is standard, and we proceed by induction on
the structure of the formulaϕ ∈ Θ∗. In the induction hypothesis, we assume that part2 of
the lemma is valid on all sub-formulae ofϕ that are inΘ∗. Please note that ifϕ ∈ Θ∗, then
all of the sub-formulae ofϕ are inΘ∗. Hence, we can apply the induction hypothesis on
all the sub-formulae ofϕ. Here, we just illustrate the inductive case in whichϕ is �ϕ1.
Case�ϕ1. Assume that (Q,∆) |=K �ϕ1 at q, where�ϕ1 ∈ Θ

∗. By definition, this means
that for every (Q′,∆′) ≥ (Q,∆) and everyr ∈ Q′, it is the case that (Q′,∆′) |=K ϕ1 at r
(and thereforeϕ1 at r ∈ ∆′ by induction hypothesis).

Chose a new places < Q and fix it. We claim thatΓ;∆ `Q+s ϕ1 at s. Suppose
Γ;∆ 0Q+s ϕ1 at s. Then by Lemma 10, there is a set of placesQ′ extendingQ+ s and, a
Γ-prime and (P,Θ)−bounded context (Q′,∆′) extending (Q,∆) such thatΓ;∆′ 0Q′ ϕ1 at s.
This meansϕ1 at s < ∆′. Since (Q′,∆′) is greater than (Q,∆), we obtain a contradiction.

Therefore, we conclude thatΓ;∆ `Q+s ϕ1 at s. By using the inference rule of introduc-
tion of � (�I ), we get thatΓ;∆ `Q �ϕ1 at q. Since (Q,∆) is Γ-prime and (P,Θ)-bounded,
�ϕ1 at q ∈ ∆.

For the other direction, let�ϕ1 at q ∈ ∆. Pick a Kripke state (Q′,∆′) ≥ (Q,∆), and fix
it. We need to show that (Q′,∆′) |=K ϕ1 at q. Now ∆ ⊆ ∆′, and therefore�ϕ1 at q ∈ ∆′.
We can apply the inference rule of elimination of� (�E) to prove thatΓ,∆′ `Q′ ϕ1 at s
for everys ∈ Q′.

By definition of the canonical model, (Q′,∆′) is Γ-prime. Therefore,ϕ1 at s ∈ ∆′ for
everys ∈ Q′. Hence by induction hypothesis, (Q′,∆′) |=K ϕ1 at s for everys ∈ Q′. As
(Q′,∆′) is an arbitrary Kripke state larger than (Q,∆), we get that (Q,∆) |=K �ϕ1 at q. �

We are now ready to prove completeness. It will imply the completeness theorem for
birelational models as a corollary. We will later on recall the proof of this theorem when
we deal with the finite model property.

Theorem 21 (Completeness).If P is finite and the judgementΓ;∆ `P ϕ at p is valid in
every Kripke model, then it is provable in the logic.
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Proof. Assume thatΓ;∆ |=P ϕ at p is valid. We have:

1. PL(Γ) ∪ PL(∆) ∪ PL(ϕ) ∪ {p} ⊆ P.

2. If K = (K,≤, {Pk}k∈K , {Ik}k∈K) is a Kripke model, then for everyk ∈ K such that
P ⊆ Pk, k |= ϕ at p wheneverk |= Γ;∆.

We need to show thatΓ;∆ `P ϕ at p.

Assume thatΓ;∆ 0P ϕ at p. We fixΘ
def
= {�ψ : ψ ∈ Γ} ∪ {µ : µ at q ∈ ∆} ∪ {ϕ}. Please

note thatΘ ∈ Frm(P) and (P,∆) is a (P,Θ)-bounded context. By Lemma 10, there is a
Γ-prime and (P,Θ)− bounded context (Q,Σ) extending (P,∆) such thatΓ;Σ 0Q ϕ at p. We
getϕ at p < Σ. Fix (Q,Σ).

Now consider theΓ-prime and (P,Θ)-bounded canonical modelKcan as constructed in
Definition 18, and let|=K be the forcing relation inKcan. Consider the Kripke state (Q,Σ).
We claim that (Q,Σ) |=K Γ;∆.

Pickψ ∈ Γ, r ∈ Q and fix them. We first show thatΓ;Σ `Q �ψ at r. In the proof, we
first choose a new placem < Q, and then use the inference ruleG to conclude thatψ at r
is derivable fromΓ,Σ. We then use the inference rule�I to obtainΓ;Σ `Q �ψ at r. More
formally,

Γ;Σ `Q+m ψ at m
G

Γ;Σ `Q �ψ at r
�I

As ψ ∈ Γ, we have that�ψ ∈ Θ. As r ∈ Q, we have by definition of prime contexts,
�ψ at r ∈ Σ. Using Lemma 11, we get that (Q,Σ) |=K �ψ at r.

Furthermore,∆ is contained inΣ. Therefore, by Lemma 11, (Q,Σ) |=K µ at q when-
everµ at q ∈ ∆.

Hence, we get that the Kripke state (Q,Σ) |= Γ;∆. By our assumption, we get
(Q,Σ) |=K ϕ at p also. By Lemma 11, we getϕ at p ∈ Σ. However our choice ofQ,Σ was
such thatϕ at p < Σ. We have just reached a contradiction, and hence we can conclude
thatΓ;∆ `P ϕ at p. �

Now, by the encoding of Kripke models into birelational models (see Proposition 21),
if a judgement is valid in all birelational models then it is valid in all Kripke models. As
the class of Kripke models is complete, we get that the class of birelational models is also
complete for the logic.

Corollary 5. If P is finite and the judgementΓ;∆ `P ϕ at p is bi-valid in every birelational
model, then it is provable in the logic.

Proof. Suppose that the judgementΓ;∆ `P ϕ at p is not provable in the logic. Then
by Theorem 21, there is a Kripke modelK with a statek such thatk forcesΓ;∆ but
does not forceϕ at p. LetWK

Pls be theK-birelational model obtained by the encoding
of K as defined in Proposition 20, and consider the world (k, p). It can be shown using
Proposition 21 that the world (k, p) forcesΓ;∆ but notϕ at p. Hence, the judgement
Γ;∆ `P ϕ at p is not bi-valid. �
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Now, the proofs in this section can be suitably modified to allowP to be infinite, as
they do not actually require context sets to be finite. Finiteness is actually required for the
proof of the finite model property, and not for completeness.

There is another way in which we can deduce the completeness results whenP is
infinite. For this, we take recourse to the following proposition which states that, to derive
a judgment, it is sufficient just to consider the set of places appearing in the formulae of
the judgement itself. This was proved for the logic without disjunctive connectives in
[91], and the proof can be extended for the whole logic.

Proposition 23. Let P0 = PL(Γ)∪PL(∆)∪PL(ϕ)∪ {p}, and P0 ⊆ P. ThenΓ;∆ `P ϕ at p
if and only if Γ;∆ `P0 ϕ at p.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of derivations. �

In order to use completeness result for judgements in whichP is infinite, we proceed
as follows. Suppose that

Γ;∆ 0P ϕ at p.

Let P0 = PL(Γ) ∪ PL(∆) ∪ PL(ϕ) ∪ {p}. Please observe that by the above proposition, we
get

Γ;∆ 0P0 ϕ at p.

Using Theorem 21, we get a Kripke worldK with a Kripke statek such thatk forcesΓ;∆
but notϕ at p. Furthermore,k has at leastP0 places. Without loss of generality, we can
assume thatK does not contain any place in the setP \ P0 (otherwise we can rename
them). Now pickp0 ∈ P, and fix it. In each Kripke state ofK add new placesP \ P0,
each duplicatingp0. It can be shown that in the resulting model the Kripke statek still
forcesΓ;∆ but notϕ at p. Therefore, we obtain completeness for Kripke semantics when
P is infinite. For the birelational models, we can once again use the encoding of Kripke
models into birelational models.

2.7 Finite Model Property

In this section, we will show that if a judgementΓ;∆ `P ϕ at p is not provable in the logic,
then there is a finite birelational model that invalidates it. The proof will use the counter-
model from the proof of completeness in §2.6. The birelational model constructed in the
proof of completeness consists of worlds of the form (Q,∆,q), where (Q,∆) are prime
bounded contexts andq ∈ Q. The model constructed may be infinite as it may contain
infinite many worlds. However, by using techniques similar to those used in [132], we
will be able to construct a finite model that is equivalent to the counter-model. The key
technique in the construction is the identification of triples (Q,∆,q) that differ only in
renaming of places other than those inP. We start the proof by discussingrenaming
functions.
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2.7.1 Renaming Functions

First, we discuss renaming of places in formulae and judgements. Given any two sets of
placesQ1,Q2, a renaming functionis a function f : Q1 → Q2. Intuitively, f renames a
placeq in Q1 as f (q).

Given a renaming functionf : Q1 → Q2, we can extendf to a function from the
setFrm(Q1) into the setFrm(Q2) by replacing all occurrences of placesq by f (q). More
formally,

• f (A)
def
= A for all atomsA;

• f (ϕ1 ◦ ϕ2)
def
= f (ϕ1) ◦ f (ϕ2) for ◦ ∈ {∨,∧,→};

• f (ϕ@q)
def
= f (ϕ)@f (q);

• f (♦ϕ)
def
= ♦ f (ϕ) and f (�ϕ)

def
= � f (ϕ).

This can be further extended to contextsΓ;∆ by applying f to all formulae inΓ and all

sentences in∆, with f extended to sentences asf (ϕ at q)
def
= f (ϕ) at f (q).

If f is a renaming function, then we can transform a proof of a judgementΓ;∆ `Q1

ϕ at q to a proof of the judgementf (Γ;∆) `Q2 f (ϕ) at f (q):

Lemma 12 (Provability Preservation under Renaming).Let f : Q1→ Q2 be a renam-
ing function. Then for any set of pure formulaeΓ, any set of sentences∆, any formulaϕ
and any place q such thatPL(Γ) ∪ PL(∆) ∪ PL(ϕ) ∪ {q} ⊆ Q1, we have:

Γ;∆ `Q1 ϕ at q implies f(Γ;∆) `Q2 f (ϕ) at f (q).

Proof. Intuitively, in order to obtain a proof off (Γ;∆) `Q2 f (ϕ) at f (q), replace all oc-
currences of placesr in the proof ofΓ;∆ `Q1 ϕ at q by f (r).

More formally, we prove the lemma by induction onn, the number of inference rules
applied to derive the judgementΓ;∆ `Q1 ϕ at q. Please note that the induction is on the
number of inference rules applied, and we will vary the setsQi ,∆, and the formulaϕ in
the proof. Please recall that the inference rules are given in Fig. 2.1.

Base Case (n= 1). Then the rule applied is one amongstL, G, and>I . If the applied
rule isL, thenϕ at q ∈ ∆. Hencef (ϕ) at f (q) ∈ f (∆). An application of the ruleL gives
us f (Γ;∆) `Q2 f (ϕ) at f (q). The cases ofG and>I follow immediately.

Induction hypothesis (n> 1). We proceed by cases, and consider the last rule applied
to obtainΓ;∆ `Q1 ϕ at q. The treatment of the rules involving the logical connectives is
fairly straightforward, and we show the three most interesting cases: @I , �I , and♦E.

@I : Assume that the last rule applied is @I . Thenϕ = ψ@r, for some pure formula
ψ ∈ Frm(Q1) and some placer ∈ Q1. Furthermore,Γ;∆ `Q1 ψ at r is derivable by
using less thann instances of the rules.

The induction hypothesis says thatf (Γ;∆) `Q2 f (ψ) at f (r). Using the rule @I , we
getΓ;∆ `Q2 f (ψ)@f (r) at f (q). We conclude by observing thatf (ψ)@f (r) is f (ϕ)
by definition.
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�I : Assume that the last rule applied is�I . Thenϕ = �ψ for some pure formula
ψ ∈ Frm(Q1). Moreover, there is aq′1 < Q1 such thatΓ;∆ `Q1+q′1 ψ at q′1 is derivable
by using less thann instances of the inference rules. LetQ1

′ = Q1 ∪ {q1
′}. Choose

q′2 < Q2, and letQ2
′ = Q2 ∪ {q2

′}. We definef ′ : Q1
′ → Q2

′ as f ′(r) = f (r) for
r ∈ Q1, and f ′(q′1) = q′2.

The induction hypothesis says thatf ′(Γ;∆) `Q2+q′2 f ′(ψ) at q′2. AsΓ,∆ andψ do not
containq′1, we havef ′(Γ;∆) = f (Γ;∆) and f ′(ψ) = f (ψ). Therefore, by using the
inference rule�I , we getf (Γ;∆) `Q2 � f (ψ) at f (q). We conclude by observing that
f (�ψ) = � f (ψ).

♦E: Assume that the last rule applied is♦E. Then there exists a pure formulaµ ∈
Frm(P), and the placesq′1,q

′′
1 < Q1 such that:

– Γ;∆ `Q1 ♦µ at q′′1 is derivable by using less thann instances of inference rules;
and

– Γ;∆, µ at q′1 `
Q1+q′1 ϕ at q is derivable by using less thann instances of infer-

ence rules.

We get f (Γ;∆) `Q2 ♦ f (µ) at f (q′′1 ), by applying the induction hypothesis on the first
judgement, .

Now, let Q1
′ = Q1 ∪ {q1

′} and∆′ = ∆ ∪ {µ at q′1}. We chooseq′2 < Q2. We define
f ′ : Q′1→ Q′2 as f ′(r) = f (r) for r ∈ Q1, and f ′(q′1) = q′2.

We obtain thatf ′(Γ;∆, µ at q′1) `
Q2+q′2 f ′(ϕ) at f ′(q), by applying the induction hy-

pothesis on the second judgement. Now,f ′ is the same asf on Q1, and therefore
by definition f ′(Γ;∆, µ at q′1) = f (Γ;∆), f (µ) at q′2. Hence, we can declare that
f (Γ;∆), f (µ) at q′2 `

Q2+q′2 f (ϕ) at q.

We concludef (Γ;∆) `Q2 f (ϕ) at f (q), by using the inference rule♦E. �

For example, let us considerQ1 = {p,q} and letQ2 = {r}. Let f : Q1 → Q2 be the
function f (p) = r, f (q) = r. Let A be an atom, and letΓ to be the empty list. We have
Γ; A at p `Q1 A@p at q. Then by the Lemma 12,Γ; A at r `Q2 A@r at r.

2.7.2 Pointed Contexts and Morphisms

Let P,Q be a finite sets of places such thatP ⊆ Q. Let Θ ⊆ Frm(P) be a finite set
of pure formulae with sub-formula closureΘ∗. Please recall that given a finite set of
sentences∆, we say that (Q,∆) is a (P,Θ)−bounded context if for every sentenceϕ at r
it is the case thatϕ ∈ Θ∗ and r ∈ Q. Given a (P,Θ)−bounded context (Q,∆), we will
say that (Q,∆,q) is a pointed(P,Θ)−bounded contextif q ∈ Q. Henceforth, we refer
to such triples as (P,Θ)−pcontexts. The elementq is said to bethe pointof the pcontext
(Q,∆,q). Following [132], we lift the notion of renaming functions to morphisms between
pcontexts:
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Definition 19 (Morphism). Let w1 andw2 be two (P,Θ)−pcontexts, and fori = 1,2 let
wi = (Qi ,∆i ,qi). A morphismfrom w1 to w2 is a renaming functionf : Q1→ Q2 such that

1. f (p) = p for everyp ∈ P;

2. if ϕ at q ∈ ∆1 thenϕ at f (q) ∈ ∆2; and

3. f (q1) = q2.

We writew1 - w2 whenever there is a morphism fromw1 to w2. Furthermore, we write
w1 w w2 if w1 - w2 andw2 - w1.

The first part of the definition says that the renaming function does not change the
places inP. Now for every sentenceϕ at q ∈ ∆1, it is the case thatϕ ∈ Frm(P). There-
fore, the second condition is equivalent to saying thatf (∆1) ⊆ ∆2. Hence, (Q1,∆1,q1) -
(Q2,∆2,q2) intuitively means that∆2 has “more” sentences than∆1 up-to renaming. Fi-
nally, the third part says that a morphism preserves the point of a pcontext.

For example, letP = {p}, Θ = {A}, andQ1 = Q2 = {p,q, r}. Let f : Q1 → Q2 be the
renaming function defined asf (p) = p, f (q) = r and f (r) = q. Consider the three sets of
sentences:

• ∆1 = ∆2 = {A at q,A at p}, and

• ∆′ = {A at p,A at r}.

We havef (A at q) = A at r. Now, we have thatA at r < ∆2 andA at r ∈ ∆′. Therefore,
f is not a morphism from (Q1,∆1) to (Q2,∆2). On the other hand,f is a morphism from
(Q1,∆1) to (Q2,∆

′).
Clearly,- is a preorder. The identity function gives reflexivity, and function com-

position gives transitivity. This makes the relationw an equivalence relation. Ifw is a
pcontext, then we shall use [w] to denote the class of the pcontexts equivalent tow with
respect to the relationw. We shall use these equivalence classes as the worlds of the finite
counter-model, and the order amongst the worlds will be given by the preorder-. We will
now show that the relationw partitions the set of pcontexts into finite number of classes.
Please note that it is in this proof, we use the fact that the setP is finite:

Lemma 13 (Finite Partition). The set of(P,Θ)−pcontexts is partitioned into a finite
number of equivalence classes by the equivalencew.

Proof. We will show that every (P,Θ)−pcontext is equivalent to acanonical pcontext.
The set of canonical pcontexts will be finite. Before we proceed, please note thatP andΘ
are finite sets by definition. Hence, the sub-formula closureΘ∗ and the powersetPow(Θ∗)
must be finite sets.

We will now define the set of canonical pcontexts. For eachΛ ⊆ Θ∗ we choose a new

place r Λ < P such thatr Λ1 , r Λ2 if Λ1 , Λ2. Let R
def
= { r Λ : Λ ⊆ Θ∗}. The cardinality

of R is the same as the cardinality ofPow(Θ∗), and henceR is finite. A canonical pcontext
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will have places amongstP ∪ R. Furthermore, the canonical pcontext will contain the
sentenceϕ at r Λ if and only if r Λ is a place in the pcontext andϕ ∈ Λ. More formally,
we say that the triple (Q,Σ,q) is acanonical(P,Θ)-pcontextif

• Q is a set of places such thatP ⊆ Q ⊆ P∪ R.

• ∆ is the union of two sets∆P and∆R, where

1. ∆P is a set of sentences such thatϕ at s ∈ ∆P means thatϕ ∈ Θ∗ ands ∈ P;
and

2. ∆R is the set ofall sentencesϕ at r Λ, whereϕ ∈ Λ and r Λ ∈ Q∩R. In other

words,∆R
def
= {ϕ at r Λ : ϕ ∈ Λ, r Λ ∈ Q∩ R}.

• q ∈ Q.

Clearly, a triple that satisfies the above points is a (P,Θ)−pcontext. Furthermore, as the
setsP,R,Θ∗ are finite, the set of canonical pcontexts must be finite also.

We will now show that for every pcontextw = (Q,∆,q) there is a canonical pcontext
equivalent to it. This would immediately give us that the number of equivalence classes
induced byw is finite.

Let w = (Q,∆,q) be a (P,Θ)−pcontext, and fix it. Fors ∈ Q, let H(s) ⊆ Θ∗ be the set
of formulaeϕ such thatϕ at s ∈ ∆.

We now definew′ = (Q′,∆′,q′), the canonical pcontext equivalent tow as follows.P
will be contained inQ′. For eachs ∈ Q \ P, we add the placer H(s) to Q′. For p ∈ P, a
sentenceϕ at p will be in ∆′ only if it is in ∆. A sentenceϕ at r H(s) will be in Q′ only if
ϕ ∈ H(s). Finally, the pointq′ will be q if q ∈ P. Otherwise the pointq′ will be r H(q).
More formally, we define:

• Q′
def
= P∪ { r H(s) : s ∈ Q \ P}

• ∆′
def
= ∆P ∪ ∆R, where

– ∆P
def
= {ϕ at p : ϕ at p ∈ ∆ andp ∈ P}

– ∆R
def
= {ϕ at r H(s) : s ∈ Q \ P andϕ ∈ H(s)}

• q′
def
=

{
q if q ∈ P;
r H(q) if q ∈ Q \ P.

Clearly, (Q′,∆′,q′) is a canonical (P,Θ)−pcontext. Moreover, the renaming functions

f : Q −→ Q′ f (s)
def
=

{
s if s ∈ P;
r H(s) otherwise.

g : Q′ −→ Q g(t)
def
=


t if t ∈ P;
q if t = q′;
l otherwise, wherel ∈ Q \ P is chosen s.t.

t = r H(l).
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are morphisms fromw to w′ and fromw′ to w, respectively. We conclude thatw w w′. �

2.7.3 The Finite Counter-Model

Given a finite set of placesP, two finite sets of pure formulaeΓ,Θ ⊆ Frm(P), let Kcan

be theΓ−prime and (P,Θ)−bounded canonical Kripke model as defined in §2.6 (see Def-
inition 18). Now, letWcan = (W,≤, R, I ,Eval) be theKcan− birelational model obtained
by using the encoding ofKcan into a birelational model (see §2.5.2). We callWcan the
Γ−prime and (P,Θ)−bounded canonical birelational model. Please recall from the proof
of completeness (see §2.6) that if a judgementΓ;Σ `P ϕ at p is not provable, thenWcan

provides the birelational counter-model for the judgement for an appropriate choice ofΘ.
The worlds ofWcan are pcontexts (Q,∆,q) where (Q,∆) are contextsΓ−prime and

(P,Θ)−bounded. Two worldsw1 = (Q1,∆1,q1) andw2 = (Q2,∆2,q2) are reachable from
each other ifQ1 = Q2 and∆1 = ∆2. Furthermore, (Q1,∆1,q1) ≤ (Q2,∆2,q2) if Q1 ⊆ Q2,
∆1 ⊆ ∆2 andq1 = q2. A world w = (Q,∆,q) ∈ I (A) for some atomA if A at q ∈ ∆. The
evaluation is a total function, andE((Q,∆,q)) = q. Furthermore, as a consequence of
definition of canonical models, a worldw = (Q,∆,q) forces a formulaϕ ∈ Θ∗ if and only
if ϕ at q ∈ ∆.

Even though the worlds in canonical birelational are composed of bounded pcontexts,
the set of the worlds may itself be infinite. Following [132], we shall construct a model,
called thequotient model, equivalent to the canonical model. For this model, we will use
morphisms between pcontexts. Please recall that given pcontextsw1 andw2, w1 - w2 if
there is a morphism fromw1 into w2, andw1 w w2 if w1 - w2 andw2 - w1. The relation
- is a preorder andw is an equivalence. The set of equivalence classes generated byw is
finite by Lemma 13. We write [w] for the equivalence class ofw.

In the quotient canonical model, the set of worlds will beW/w , the set of equivalence
classes generated byw onW. We have thatW/w is finite. Our construction will ensure that
w in the canonical birelational model forces a formulaϕ ∈ Θ∗ only if [w] forcesϕ.

In the quotient model, [w1] will be less than [w2] only if w1 - w2. As- is a preorder,
it follows easily that this ordering is well-defined. IfR is the reachability relation on
the canonical model, then [w1] is reachable from [w2] in the quotient model only if there
is somew′1 ∈ [w1] and w′2 ∈ [w2] such thatw′1 R w′2. The equivalence ofw ensures that
reachability relation is well-defined. IfI is the interpretation of atoms in the canonical
model andw = (Q,∆,q), then an atomA will be placed in a world [w] only if A at q ∈ ∆.
Since a morphism between pcontexts always preserves points, the interpretation function
is also well-defined.

Finally, the evaluation of a world [w] in the canonical model will bepartial. It is
defined only if the point ofw is in P, and in that case the evaluation of [w] is the point
of w. Please note that morphisms between pcontexts always fixes elements inP, and
therefore the evaluation is also well-defined. Moreover,partiality is essential for the
well-definedness of the evaluation as a morphism of pcontexts may not preserve places
other than those inP.
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We start by defining the quotient model formally, and show that this is indeed a bire-
lational model.

Definition 20 (Quotient Canonical Model). Given a finite set of placesP, two finite
sets of pure formulaeΓ,Θ ⊆ Frm(P), letWcan = (W,≤, R, I ,Eval) be theΓ−prime and
(P,Θ)− bounded canonical birelational model with set of placesPls. Thequotient model
ofWcan has set of placesP, and is defined to be the quintuple (W/w,≤

′, R′, I ′,Eval′),
where

1. The setW/w is the set of the equivalence classes generated by the relationw onW.

2. The binary relation≤′ is defined as: [w1] ≤′ [w2] if and only if w1 - w2.

3. The binary relationR′ is defined as: [w1] R′[w2] if and only if there existsw′1 ∈ [w1]
andw′2 ∈ [w2] such thatw′1 R w′2.

4. The functionI ′ : Atoms→ Pow(W/w) is defined as:

I ′(A)
def
= {[w] : w ∈ I (A)}

5. The partial functionEval′ : W/w → P is defined as:

Eval′([w])
def
=

{
p if w = (Q,∆, p) andp ∈ P;
not defined otherwise.

As we discussed before,≤′, R′, I ′ andEval′ in the quotient model are well-defined.
We show that the relationR′ is an equivalence:

Lemma 14 (Reachability is an Equivalence).Given a finite set of places P, two finite
sets of pure formulaeΓ,Θ ⊆ Frm(P), letWcan = (W,≤, R, I ,Eval) be theΓ−prime and
(P,Θ)−bounded canonical birelational model. LetW/w = (W/w,≤

′, R′, I ′,Eval′) be the
quotient model ofWcan. Then R′ is an equivalence.

Proof. The reflexivity and symmetry ofR′ follow from the reflexivity and symmetry of
R in the modelWcan. We need to show thatR′ is transitive.

Pick [w1], [w2], [w3] ∈ W/w such that [w1] R′[w2] R′[w3], and fix them. By definition,
the assumption [w1] R′[w2] R′[w3] is equivalent to saying that there arew′1,w

′
2,w

′′
2 ,w

′
3 ∈

W such thatw1 w w′1 R w′2 w w2 andw2 w w′′2 R w′3 w w3. Asw is an equivalence, we get

w′1 R w′2 w w′′2 R w′3. (2.7)

In order to prove transitivity, we will first show that there are two worldsv1 andv3 in
W such thatw′1 w v1 R v3 w w′3. This will give us by definition [w′1] R′[w′3], and hence
[w1] R′[w3].

Now, the assumptions in (2.7) and the definition ofR say that
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1. w′1 = (Q1,∆1,q1) andw′2 = (Q1,∆1,q2), where (Q1,∆1) is a contextΓ-prime and
(P,Θ)−bounded, andq1,q2 ∈ Q1.

2. w′′2 = (Q2,∆2,q′2) andw′′3 = (Q2,∆2,q3), where (Q2,∆2) is a contextΓ-prime and
(P,Θ)−bounded, andq′2,q3 ∈ Q2.

3. (Q1,∆1,q2) w (Q2,∆2,q′2), i.e., there exist two morphismsf : Q1 → Q2 andg :
Q2→ Q1 such thatf (q2) = q′2 andg(q′2) = q2.

Without loss of generality, we can assume thatQ1 = P ∪ R1 and Q2 = P ∪ R2 with
R1 ∩ R2 = ∅ (otherwise, we can rename the places in∆2 andR2).

(Q1 ∪ Q2,∆1 ∪ ∆2) is (P,Θ)−bounded as (Q1,∆1) and (Q2,∆2) are bounded contexts.

We letv1
def
= (Q1 ∪ Q2,∆1 ∪ ∆2,q1) andv3

def
= (Q1 ∪ Q2,∆1 ∪ ∆2,q3).

Now, consider the triplev1 = (Q1∪Q2,∆1∪∆2,q1). We have (Q1∪Q2,∆1∪∆2,q1) w
(Q1,∆1,q1), by considering the two renaming functions

G1 : Q1 ∪ Q2 −→ Q1 G2 : Q1 −→ Q1 ∪ Q2

G1(q)
def
=

{
q if q ∈ Q1;
g(q) if q ∈ Q2

G2(q)
def
= q

Please note that asg is a morphism,g(q) = q if q ∈ Q1 ∩ Q2 = P. Therefore,G1 is
well-defined andG1(q1) = q1. Now, suppose thatϕ at q ∈ ∆1 ∪ ∆2. If ϕ at q ∈ ∆1, then
ϕ at G1(q) ∈ ∆1 asG1(q) = q in that case. Ifϕ at q ∈ ∆2, thenϕ at G1(q) ∈ ∆1 because
in this caseG1(q) = g(q) andg is a morphism. Therefore,G1 is a morphism of pcontexts.
G2 is a morphism between pcontexts trivially, and hence we getw′1 w v1.

Similarly, (Q1 ∪ Q2,∆1 ∪ ∆2,q3) w (Q2,∆2,q3) by considering the morphisms

F1 : Q1 ∪ Q2 −→ Q2 F2 : Q2 −→ Q1 ∪ Q2

F1(q)
def
=

{
f (q) if q ∈ Q1;
q if q ∈ Q2

F2(q)
def
= q

We get thatv3 w w′3.
If v1 andv3 are worlds inWcan, thenv1 R v3 by definition. In that casev1 andv3 are

the worlds we are looking for. In order to show thatv1 andv3 are indeed worlds inWcan

we need to show that the (P,Θ)−bounded context (Q1 ∪ Q2,∆1 ∪ ∆2) is Γ-prime.
In order to show that (Q1∪Q2,∆1∪∆2) isΓ−prime we need to show the four properties

required by Definition 17. We will prove here only theΘ-deductive closure property. The
treatment of other properties is similar.

Assume thatΓ;∆1 ∪ ∆2 `
Q1∪Q2 ϕ at q for someϕ ∈ Θ. We consider two cases. If

q ∈ Q1, then consider the renaming functionG1 defined above. NowG1 fixes Q1 and
appliesg to Q2. Therefore,G1(Γ) = Γ, G1(∆1 ∪ ∆2) = ∆1 ∪ g(∆2), G1(ϕ) = ϕ and
G1(q) = q. Now, asg is a morphism we get thatg(∆2) ⊆ ∆1. Therefore, using Lemma 12
and applying the renaming functionG1 to the judgementΓ;∆1 ∪ ∆2 `

Q1∪Q2 ϕ at q, we get
thatΓ;∆1 `

Q1 ϕ at q. As ∆1 is Γ-prime,ϕ at q ∈ ∆1 ⊆ ∆1 ∪ ∆2. Likewise, if q ∈ Q2, we
conclude thatϕ at q ∈ ∆2 ⊆ ∆1 ∪ ∆2. �
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We now show that the quotient model is a birelational model.

Proposition 24 (Birelational Preservation). ConsiderWcan = (W,≤, R, I ,Eval), the
Γ−prime and(P,Θ)−bounded canonical birelational model with set of places Pls. Let
W/w = (W/w,≤

′, R′, I ′,Eval′) be the quotient model ofWcan. ThenW/w is a finite
birelational model with set of places P.

Proof. The finiteness ofW/w follows from Lemma 13. We need to verify all the proper-
ties listed in Definition 12.

1. ClearlyW/w is a non empty set.

2. The relation≤′ is a partial order since- is a preorder, andw is the equivalence
induced by-.

3. R′ is an equivalence by Lemma 14. We prove the reachability condition. Consider
[w1], [w′1], [w2] ∈ W/w such that [w2] ≥′ [w1] R′[w′1]. We need to prove that there
exists [w′2] ∈W/w such that [w2] R′[w′2] ≥

′ [w′1].

Now, the hypothesis [w2] ≥′ [w1] R′[w′1] means:

• w1 = (Q1,∆1,q1) and w′1 = (Q1,∆1,q′1) where (Q1,∆1) is a Γ−prime and
(P,Θ)−bounded context, andq1,q′1 ∈ Q1;

• w2 = (Q2,∆2,q2) where (Q2,∆2) is aΓ−prime and (P,Θ)−bounded context,
andq2 ∈ Q2; and

• there is a morphismf : Q1→ Q2 from w1 to w2.

We definew′2
def
= (Q2,∆2, f (q′1)). Clearlyw2 ∈W, w2 R w′2, and f is also a morphism

from w′1 to w′2. Therefore [w2] R′[w′2] ≥
′ [w′1], as required.

4. In order to check the monotonicity ofI ′, consider [w1], [w2] ∈W/w such that [w1] ≤′

[w2]. Thenw1 = (Q1,∆1,q1), w2 = (Q2,∆2,q2), and there exists a morphismf from
w1 to w2 such thatf (q1) = q2.

We need to prove that if [w1] ∈ I ′(A), then [w2] ∈ I ′(A) also. Now assume that
[w1] ∈ I ′(A). By definition, this means thatA at q1 ∈ ∆1. As f is a morphism, we
getA at f (q1) ∈ ∆2, and henceA at q2 ∈ ∆2. Therefore [w2] ∈ I ′(A) as required.

5. According to the definition,Eval′ is a partial function. We need to verify coherence
and uniqueness.

Coherence. Consider [w1], [w2] ∈ W/w such that [w1] ≤′ [w2], and assume that
[w1]↓q. Thenq ∈ P, andw1 = (Q1,∆1,q) for someQ1,∆1. [w1] ≤′ [w2] means
that is a morphism fromw1 to w2 that fixesq. Therefore,w2 = (Q2,∆2,q) for
someQ2 and∆2. By definition, we conclude that [w2]↓q.
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UniquenessConsider [w1], [w2] ∈ W/w such that [w1] R′[w2]. This means that
there existw′1,w

′
2 ∈ W such thatw1 w w′1 R w′2 w w2. Assume that [w1]↓q and

[w2]↓q. Thenw′1↓q andw′2↓q inWcan. The uniqueness property inWcan says
thatw′1 = w′2. Hencew1 w w′1 w w2. We conclude [w1] = [w2] as required. �

We will show that a worldw forces a formula inΘ∗ in the canonical birelational
model if and only if [w] forces the formula in the quotient model. For this, we will need
the following proposition which states that given worldsw1 - w2 in the canonical model,
if w1 forces a formula inΘ∗ then so doesw2:

Proposition 25 (Forcing Preservation under Morphisms).Given a finite set of places
P, two finite sets of pure formulaeΓ,Θ ⊆ Frm(P), letWcan = (W,≤, R, I ,Eval) be the
Γ−prime and(P,Θ)− bounded canonical birelational model. Let|=W be the extension of
interpretation I to formulae. Then for every w1,w2 ∈W, andϕ ∈ Θ∗:

1. If w1 - w2, then w1 |=W ϕ implies w2 |=W ϕ.

2. If w1 w w2, then w1 |=W ϕ if and only if w2 |=W ϕ.

Proof. We prove the first point as the second one is straightforward consequence of the
first one. Considerw1,w2 ∈ W, such thatw1 - w2. This means thatw1 = (Q1,∆1,q1)
andw2 = (Q2,∆2,q2) where (Qi ,∆i) areΓ-prime and (P,Θ)-bounded contexts fori = 1,2.
Moreover, there is a morphismf : Q1→ Q2 such thatf (q1) = q2.

Assume thatw1 |=W ϕ for someϕ ∈ Θ∗. This means from the definition of canonical
birelational model thatϕ at q1 ∈ ∆1. Since f is a morphism fromw1 to w2, we get that
ϕ at q2 ∈ ∆2. Once again, we get from the definition of canonical birelational model that
w2 |=W ϕ. �

We are now ready to prove that if the worldw in the canonical birelational model
forcesϕ ∈ Θ∗, then the world [w] in the quotient model also forcesϕ, and vice-versa.

Lemma 15 (Quotient Forcing Preservation).Given a finite set of places P, two finite
sets of pure formulaeΓ,Θ ⊆ Frm(P), letWcan = (W,≤, R, I ,Eval) be theΓ−prime and
(P,Θ)− bounded canonical birelational model. LetW/w = (W/w,≤

′, R′, I ′,Eval′) be the
quotient model ofWcan. Let |=W and |=/w extend the interpretations I and I′ to formulae
respectively. Then, for everyϕ ∈ Θ∗ and w∈W:

w |=W ϕ if and only if [w] |=/w ϕ.

Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the structure of the formulaϕ ∈ Θ∗.
Base case.The lemma is verified on>, and on⊥ by definition. Consider now the

case whenϕ = A ∈ Atoms. Thenw |=W A meansw = (Q,∆,q) for someQ,∆,q and
A at q ∈ ∆. Hence, [w] ∈ I ′(A), and therefore [w] |=/w A.

Induction hypothesis.We consider a formulaϕ ∈ Θ∗, and we assume that the lemma
holds for each sub-formula ofϕ that is inΘ∗. We will proceed by cases on the structure of
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ϕ. For the sake of clarity, we will just consider the case of implication and the modalities.
The other cases can be dealt with similarly. Please note that asΘ∗ is closed under sub-
formulae, the induction hypothesis can be applied to all sub-formulae ofϕ.

Before we proceed with the cases, we observe that ifw1 = (Q1,∆1,q1) and w2 =

(Q2,∆2,q2) are two worlds inW suchw1 ≤ w2, thenw1 - w2. This is because by definition
w1 ≤ w2 means thatQ1 ⊆ Q2, ∆1 ⊆ ∆2 andq1 = q2. The morphism betweenw1 andw2 is
given by the injection ofQ1 into Q2.

Caseϕ = ϕ1→ ϕ2. Let w |=W ϕ. We need to show that [w] |=/w ϕ. Consider [w′] ≥′ [w].
Thenw′ % w. By Proposition 25, we havew′ |=W ϕ. As ϕ = ϕ1 → ϕ2, we get that
w′ |=W ϕ2 wheneverw′ |=W ϕ1.

If we assume [w′] |=/w ϕ1 thenw′ |=W ϕ1 by induction hypothesis. Hencew′ |=W
ϕ2. The induction hypothesis says that [w′] |=/w ϕ2. As [w′] is an arbitrary world
larger that [w], we can conclude that [w] |=/w ϕ1→ ϕ2.

For the other direction, let [w] |=/w ϕ. This means that for every [w′] ≥′ [w]: if
[w′] |=/w ϕ1, then [w′] |=/w ϕ2.

Consider noww′ ≥′ w. We have [w′] % [w] also. If we assumew′ |=W ϕ1, then the
induction hypothesis says that [w′] |=/w ϕ1. Then [w′] |=/w ϕ2, and sow′ |=W ϕ2 by
induction hypothesis. We conclude thatw |=W ϕ1→ ϕ2.

Caseϕ = �ϕ1. Let w |=W ϕ. We need to show that [w] |=/w �ϕ1. Consider [w1] ≥′ [w]
and [w2] R′[w1]. It suffices to show that [w2] |=/w ϕ1. The hypothesis [w2] R′[w1] ≥′

[w] means thatw1 % w andw2 w w3 R w4 w w1 for some worldsw3,w4 ∈W. We get
thatw4 % w as- is a preorder .

We havew4 % w, and hencew4 |=W �ϕ1 by Proposition 25. By definition of forcing,
w3 |=W ϕ1. Thereforew2 |=W ϕ1 by Proposition 25. The induction hypothesis says
that [w2] |=/w ϕ1, and so we conclude [w] |=/w �ϕ1.

For the other direction, let [w] |=/w �ϕ1. Considerw1 ≥ w andw2 R w1. We have to
show thatw2 |= ϕ1.

We havew1 % w, and hence [w1] ≥ [w]. We also have by the definition of the
quotient model that [w2] R′[w1]. Therefore, as [w] |=/w �ϕ1, we get that [w2] |=/w
ϕ1. Hencew2 |=W ϕ1 by induction hypothesis. We conclude thatw |=W �ϕ1.

Caseϕ = ♦ϕ1. Let w |=W ϕ. Then there existsw1 R wsuch thatw1 |=W ϕ1. So we have
[w1] R′[w] by the definition of quotient model. Also [w1] |=/w ϕ1 by induction
hypothesis. Hence [w] |=/w ♦ϕ1.

For the other direction, let [w] |=/w ϕ. Then there exists [w1] R′[w] such that
[w1] |=/w ϕ1. This means that there arew′1 andw′ such thatw1 w w′1 R w′ w w,
andw1 |=W ϕ1 by induction hypothesis. By Proposition 21, we get thatw′1 |=W ϕ1.
Therefore, by definition of forcing,w′ |=W ♦ϕ1. By Proposition 21 once again,
w |=W ♦ϕ1.
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Caseϕ = ϕ1@q. As ϕ ∈ Θ∗ andΘ∗ ⊆ Frm(P), we get thatq ∈ P.

Now, if w |=W ϕ then there existsw1 R w such thatw1 |=W ϕ1 and w1↓q. We
have [w1] R′[w] by definition of quotient model. Asq ∈ P, we also have [w1]↓q.
Therefore, [w] |=/w ϕ1@q.

For the other direction, let [w] |=/w ϕ. Then there exists [w1] R′[w] such that
[w1] |=/w ϕ1, and [w1]↓q. This means that there arew′1 and w′ such thatw1 w
w′1 R w′ w w, andw1 |=W ϕ1 by induction hypothesis. Furthermore,w1↓q and
w′1↓q. By Proposition 21, we get thatw′1 |=W ϕ1. Hence, by definition of forcing,
w′ |=W ϕ1@q. By Proposition 21 once again,w |=W ϕ1@q. �

As a result of Lemma 15, we have a way to going from a canonical model to an
equivalent finite model. As shown above, the canonical model forces a formula if and
only if its finite quotient does, and we get finite model property:

Theorem 22 (Finite Model Property). Assume that P is a finite set of places. If the
judgementΓ;∆ `P ϕ at p is not provable, then there exists afinite birelational modelW
with set of places P, such thatΓ;∆ `P ϕ at p is not valid inW.

Proof. We fixΘ
def
= {�ψ;ψ ∈ Γ}∪Γ∪{ψ : ψ at q ∈ ∆}∪PL(ϕ)∪{p}. Consider theΓ-prime

and (P,Θ)−bounded canonical birelational modelWcan. From the proof of completeness
in §2.6 there is a world ofWcan, sayw, such thatw evaluates toP andw forcesΓ;∆ but
notϕ.

Consider the quotientW/w of Wcan. W/w is a finite birelational model and has set
of placesP. The world [w] evaluates top. Furthermore, as a consequence of Lemma 15,
we can easily show that [w] forcesΓ;∆ but notϕ. Therefore,W/w is the required finite
counter-model. �

Decidability is based on Harrop criterion, cf. [80], saying that every finitely axiomati-
sable modal logic with the finite model property is decidable.

Corollary 6 (Decidability). The provability of the judgementΓ;∆ `P ϕ at p is decidable
in the logic.

Proof. Let P′ bePL(Γ) ∪ PL(∆) ∪ PL(ϕ) ∪ {p}. By Proposition 23,Γ;∆ `P ϕ at p if and
only if Γ;∆ `P′ ϕ at p. As the functionPL can be effectively computed, we just need to
consider the judgementΓ;∆ `P′ ϕ at p for the decidability result.

We can enumerate all proofs in the logic in which the set of places considered is fi-
nite. Hence, we obtain an effective enumeration of all provable judgements. We can
also effectively enumerate all finite birelational models, and effectively check whether the
judgementΓ;∆ `P′ ϕ at p is refutable in a given finite birelational model. As a conse-
quence of the finite model property proved above,Γ;∆ `P′ ϕ at p is refutable only if it is
refutable in some finite birelational model. By performing these enumerations and checks
simultaneously, we obtain an effective test for provability ofΓ;∆ `P′ ϕ at p. �
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The procedure detailed in the corollary above would not have worked if we had used
Kripke models instead of birelational models. This is because the finite model prop-
erty fails for Kripke models. For example, consider the judgement ;�¬¬A at p `{p}

¬¬�A at p. We claim that this judgement is valid for everyfiniteKripke model.
Indeed, letk be a Kripke state in some finite Kripke modelK such that (k, p) |= �¬¬A.

Pick l ≥ k in K such thatl is maximal with respect to the ordering of Kripke states. As
(k, p) |= �¬¬A, we get by definition that (l, r) |= ¬¬A for every placer in the statel. From
the semantics of implication and the fact thatl is a maximal state, it must be the case that
(l, r) |= A for every placer in the statel. Again, asl is maximal, we get (l, p) |= �A, and
therefore (l, p) |= ¬¬�A. As the model is finite, there is always a maximall above any
k′ ≥ k, and then (l, p) |= �A. We conclude (k, p) |= ¬¬�A.

On the other hand, we showed that the judgement is not valid in the finite modelWexam

in Ex. 4. The modelWexamhas two worldsw1 andw2 such thatw1 ≤ w2, w1 R w2, I (A) =
{w2}, w1↑ and w2↓ p. As we discussed there,w2 |= �¬¬A and w2 6|= ¬¬�A. As we
mentioned before, this example is adapted from [114, 132].

2.8 Related Work

The logic we studied is an extension of the logic introduced in [91, 92]. In [91, 92], it
was used as the foundation of a type system for a distributedλ-calculus by exploiting
theproofs-as-terms and propositions-as-typesparadigm. The proof terms corresponding
to modalities have computational interpretation in terms of remote procedure calls (@p),
commands to broadcast computations (�), and commands to use portable code (♦). The
authors also introduce a sequent calculus for the logic without disjunctive connectives,
and prove that it enjoys cut elimination. Although the authors demonstrate the usefulness
of logic in reasoning about the distribution of resources, they do not have a corresponding
model.

Theproofs-as-terms and propositions-as-typesparadigm has also been used in [107,
108, 106]. In [107], the logic studied is an intuitionistic modal logic derived fromIS5,
and the modalities have a spatial flavour. Specifically, Kripke states are taken to be nodes
on a network. The connective� refelects the mobility of portable code, and♦ reflects the
address of a fixed resources. The work in [108] extends [107, 91, 92] to a lambda calculus
for classical hybridS5with network-wide continuations, which arise naturally from the
underlying classical logic. These continuations create a new relationship between the two
modalities and give a computational interpretation of theorems of classical hybridS5. In
[106], the relationship modal logics and type systems for Grid computing is investigated.
The objects with type� are interpreted as jobs that may be injected into the Grid and run
anywhere. The main difference from [108, 107, 91, 92] is that the underlying logic is
based onS4rather thanS5. Whereas [108, 107, 91, 92] assume all nodes are connected
to all other nodes, networks may have a more refined accessibility relation.

From a logical point of view, the logic we presented can be viewed as a hybrid modal
logic [8, 9, 21, 22, 23, 120, 121]. A hybrid logic internalises the model in the logic
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by using modalities built from pure names. The original idea of internalising the model
into formulae was proposed in [120, 121], and has been further investigated in [8, 9, 21,
22, 23]. This work has been mostly carried out in the classical setting. More recently,
classical hybrid logic is combined with Linear Temporal Logic in [115], and the logic
accounts for both temporal and spatial aspects. Intuitionistic versions of hybrid logics
were investigated in [32, 91, 92].

There are several intuitionistic modal logics in the literature, and [132] is a good
source on them. The modalities in [132] have a temporal flavour, and the spatial interpre-
tation was not recognised then. In [132], for example, the accessibility relation expresses
the next step of a computation. The work in [32] extends the modal systems in [132],
and creates hybrid versions of the modal systems by introducingnominals, a new kind
of propositional symbols projecting semantics into the logic. A natural deduction system
for these hybrid systems along with a normalisation result is also given in [32]. A Kripke
semantics along with a proof of soundness and completeness is also introduced.

The extension we gave to the logic in [91, 92] is a hybrid version of the intuitionistic
modal systemIS5 [113, 119, 132]. The modality @p internalises the model in the logic.
In the modal systemIS5, first introduced in [119], the accessibility relation among places
is total. The main difference in the logic presented in [32] and the logic in [91, 92] is that
names in [91, 92] only occur in the modality @p.

From the point of view of semantics, Kripke semantics were first introduced in [94]
for intuitionistic first-order logic. Kripke semantics for intuitionistic modal systems were
developed in [63, 113, 117, 67, 132]. Birelational models for intuitionistic modal logic
were introduced independently in [63, 67, 117]. They are in general useful to prove the
finite model property as demonstrated in [114, 132]. The finite model property fails for
Kripke semantics [132, 114], and an example for this was adapted here.

Some other examples of work on logics for resources are separation logics [125] and
BI , the Logic of Bunched Implications [110, 122, 123]. Separation logic is an extension
of Hoare logic that permits reasoning about low-level imperative programs with shared
mutable data structure. Formulae are extended by introducing a ‘separating conjunction’
whose subformulae are meant to hold for disjoint parts of the system, thus enabling a
concise and flexible description of structures with controlled sharing.BI is the theoretical
base to separation logics. While Separation Logic is based on particular storage models,
BI describe resources more generally and its model theory is inspired by a primitive of
resource composition.

As explained in 1.8, the Logic of Bunched Implications is a substructural system
which freely combines propositional Intuitionistic Logic and the Multiplicative fragment
of propositional Linear Logic. In [110, 122, 123], the authors give a Kripke model based
on monoids. The formulae of the logic are the resources, and are interpreted as elements
of the monoid. The monoidal operation is reflected in the logic by the multiplicative
connective. The focus of this work is the sharing of resources, and not their distribution.

BI-Loc , presented in [17], extends the Logic of Bunched Implication by introducing a
modality for locations. Its models areresource trees: node-labelled trees in which nodes
contain resources belonging to a monoid. Every label gives rise to a corresponding logical
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modality which precisely indicates the location where a formula holds. AlthoughBI-Loc
offers a separation operator to express properties holding in different parts of the system,
its propositional fragment cannot state properties verified in an unspecified node or in
every node of the system. To fill this gap, authors introduce quantifications on locations
and paths. Validity is undecidable for the fullBI-Loc with quantifications, but it becomes
decidable by avoiding the multiplicative (linear) implication.

The Logic of Bunched Implications has been recently extended in [124] with modali-
ties, in a Hennessy-Milner style [81]. The new logic,MBI , is suitable to express proper-
ties of concurrent systems specified in a calculus of resources and processes. This gives
a modal logic and a semantics that combines Kripke relational semantics withBI Kripke
monoid semantics. A similar approach is presented in [33], where a Spatial Logic models
the asynchronousπ-calculus [104]. The logic is developed in classical settings and lacks
a notion of resources. The main aim of Spatial Logic is to describe the behaviour and
the spatial structure of concurrent systems. The logic is modal in space and in time, and
a formula describes a property of a particular part of a concurrent system at a particular
time.

Locations can be added to Spatial Logic along the lines of [43] which gives a modal
logic based on Ambient Calculus [44]. Ambients are intended as locations, and there is a
modalitym [ ] for every ambient namem which specifies the location where a property
holds. These spatial modalities have an intensional flavour and ‘hybridise’ spatial logics
as the modality @p ‘hybridises’ IS5 in the current thesis. However, the locations in
Ambient Logic unlike this chapter have an intensional hierarchy which is reflected in the
logic by having nested formulae likem [n [>]].

2.9 Conclusions

We studied the hybrid modal logic presented in [91, 92], and extended the logic with
disjunctive connectives. Formulae in the logic contain names, also called places. The
logic is useful to reason about placement of resources in a distributed system. We gave
two sound and complete semantics for the logic.

In one semantics, we interpreted the judgements of the logic over Kripke-style models
[94]. Typically, Kripke models [94] consist of partially ordered Kripke states. In our case,
each Kripke state has a set of places, and different places satisfy different formulae. Larger
Kripke states have larger sets of places, and the satisfaction of atoms corresponds to the
placement of resources. The modalities of the logic allow formulae to be satisfied in a
named place (@p), some place (♦) and every place (�). The Kripke semantics can be
seen as an instance of hybridIS5[113, 119, 32, 132].

In the second semantics, we interpreted the judgements over birelational models [63,
67, 117, 132]. Typically, birelational models have a set of partially ordered worlds. In ad-
dition to the partial order, there is also a reachability relation amongst worlds. In order to
interpret the modality @p in the system, we also introduced a partial evaluation function
on the set of worlds. The hybrid nature of the logic presented difficulties in the proof of
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soundness. The difficulties are addressed using a mathematical construction that creates
a new model from a given one. The set of worlds in the constructed model is the union
of two sets. One of these sets is the reachability relation, and the worlds in the second set
witness the existential and universal properties.

As in the case of intuitionistic modal systems [63, 67, 113, 117, 132], we demonstrated
that the birelational models introduced here enjoy the finite model property: a judgement
is not provable in the logic if and only if it is refutable in some finite model. The fi-
nite model property allowed us to conclude decidability. The partiality of the evaluation
function was essential in the proof of the finite model property.

As future work, we are considering other extensions of the logic. A major limitation of
the logic presented in [91, 92] is that if a formulaϕ is validated at some named place, say
p, then the formulaϕ@p can be inferred at every other place. Similarly, if♦ϕ or �ϕ can
be inferred at one place, then they can be inferred at any other place. In a large distributed
system, we may want to restrict the rights of accessing information in a place. This can
be done by adding an accessibility relation as is done in the case of other intuitionistic
modal systems [132, 32]. We are currently investigating if the proof of the finite model
property can be adapted to the hybrid versions of other intuitionistic modal systems. We
are also investigating the computational interpretation of these extensions. This would
result in extensions ofλ-calculus presented in [91, 92]. We also plan to investigate adding
temporal modalities to the logic. This will help us to reason about both space and time.

From a purely logical point of view, the meta-logic here to reason about soundness
and completeness is classical. In order to obtain a full intuitionistic account for the logic,
another line of investigation would be to consider categorical and/or topological semantics
for the logic. This would allow us to obtain soundness and completeness results when the
meta-logic is intuitionistic.
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3
BiLog: a Contextual Spatial Logic

Founded on Bigraphs

In this chapter we found the logic on a specific model: bigraphs. Bigraphs are emerging
as an interesting (meta)model for concurrent calculi, like CCS, ambients,π-calculus, and
Petri nets. They are built orthogonally on two structures: a hierarchical place graph for
locations and a link (hyper)graph for connections. Aiming at describing bigraphical struc-
tures, we introduce a general framework, BiLog, whose semantics is given by arrows in
monoidal categories. We then instantiate the framework to bigraphical structures and we
obtain a logic that is a natural composition of a place graph logic and a link graph logic.
We explore the concepts of separation and sharing in these logics and we prove that they
generalise the well known spatial logics for trees, graphs and tree contexts. As an appli-
cation, we show how XML data with links and web services can be modelled by bigraphs
and described by BiLog. The framework can be extended by introducing dynamics in the
model and a temporal modality in the logic in the usual way. However, in some interesting
cases, temporal modalities can be already expressed in the static framework. To testify
this, we show how to encode a minimal spatial logic for CCS in the instance of BiLog
describing bigraphs.

3.1 Introduction

To describe and reason about structured, distributed, and dynamic resources is one of
the main goals of global computing research. Recently, manyspatial logicshave been
studied to fulfill this aim. The term ‘spatial,’ as opposed to ‘temporal,’ refers to the use of
modal operators inspecting the structure of the terms in the model, rather than a temporal
behaviour. Spatial logics are usually equipped with a separation/composition operator
thatsplitsa term into two parts, to ‘talk’ about them separately. The notion ofseparation
is interpreted differently in different logics.

• In ‘separation’ logics [111], it is used to reason about dynamic update of heap-like
structures, and it isstrongas it forces names of resources in separated components
to be disjoint. Consequently, term composition is usually partially defined.
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• In static spatial logics, for instance for trees [36], graphs [39] and trees with hidden
names [40], the separation/composition does not require any constraint on terms,
and names are usually shared between separated parts.

• In dynamic spatial logics, too, the separation is intended only for locations in space
(e.g. for ambients [42] orπ-calculus [33]).

Context tree logic, introduced in [37], integrates the first approach above with a spatial
logic for trees. The result is a logic able to express properties of tree-shaped structures
(and contexts) with pointers, and it is used as an assertion language for Hoare-style pro-
gram specifications in a tree memory model. Essentially, Spatial Logic founds its seman-
tics on model structure.

Bigraphs [90, 99] are an emerging model for structures in global computing, that
can be instantiated to model several well-known examples, includingλ-calculus [102],
CCS [103],π-calculus [90], ambients [88] and Petri nets [100]. Bigraphs consist essen-
tially of two graphs sharing the same nodes. The first graph, theplace graph, is tree
structured and expresses a hierarchical relationship on nodes (viz. locality in space and
nesting of locations). The second graph, thelink graph, is an hyper-graph and expresses a
generic“many-to-many”relationship among nodes (e.g. data link, sharing of a channel).
The two structures are orthogonal, so links between nodes can cross locality boundaries.
Thus, clarify the difference between structural separation (i.e., separation in the place
graph) and name separation (i.e., separation on the link graph).

In this chapter we introduce a spatial logic for bigraphs as a natural composition of
a place graph logic, for tree contexts, and a link graph logic, for name linkings. The
main point is that a resource has a spatial structure as well as a link structure associated
to it. Suppose for instance to be describing a tree-shaped distribution of resources in
locations. We may use an atomic formula likePC(A) to describe a resource of ‘type’
PC (e.g. a personal computer) whose contents satisfyA, and a formula likePCx(A) to
describe the same resource at the locationx. Note that the location type is orthogonal to
the name. We can then writePC(T) ⊗ PC(T) to characterise terms with two unnamed
PC resources whose contents satisfy the tautological formula (i.e., with anything inside).
Named locations, as e.g. inPCa(T) ⊗ PCb(T), can express name separation, i.e., that
namesa andb are different (because separated by⊗). Furthermore, link expressions can

force name-sharing between resources with formulae likePCa(inc ⊗ T)
c
⊗ PCb(outc ⊗ T).

The formula describes twoPC with different names,a andb, ‘uniquely’ sharing a link on
a distinct namec, which models, e.g. a communication channel. Namec is used as input
(in) for the firstPC and as an output (out) for the secondPC. No other name is shared
andc cannot be used elsewhere insidePCs.

A bigraphical structure is, in general, a context with several holes and open links that
can be filled by composition. The logic therefore describes contexts for resources at no
additional cost. We can then express formulae likePCa(T ⊗ HD(id1)), that describes a
modular computerPC, whereid1 represents a ‘plug-able’ hole in the hard discHD. Con-
textual resources have many important applications. In particular, the contextual nature
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of bigraphs is useful to characterise their dynamics, but it can also be used as a general
mechanism to describe contexts of bigraphical data structures (cf. [54, 84]).

As bigraphs are establishing themselves as a truly general (meta)model of global sys-
tems, and appear to encompass several existing calculi and models (see for instance [90,
88, 100, 103]), our bigraph logic,BiLog, aims at achieving the same generality as a de-
scription language: as bigraphs specialise to particular models, we expect BiLog to spe-
cialise to powerful logics on these. In this sense, the contribution of this chapter is to
propose BiLog as a unifying language for the description of global resources. We will
explore this path in future work, fortified by the embedding results for the static spatial
logics presented in §3.5, and the positive preliminary results obtained for semistructured
data (cf.§3.6) and CCS (cf.§3.7).

The chapter is organised as follows: 3.2 provides a crash course on bigraphs; §3.3
introduces the general framework and model theory of BiLog; §3.4 shows how to de-
rive some useful connectives, such as a temporal modality and assertions constraining
the “type” of terms; §3.5 instantiates the framework to obtain logics for place, link and
bi-graphs; §3.6 focus on the applications of BiLog to XML data; §3.7 studies how to
deal with dynamic models. An abridged version of this work appears in the conference
paper [56] and the application to XML was presented in [54]. Here a new embedding
result for a dynamic logic based on CCS [35] is added to our main technical result, that is
the embedding of the static spatial logics of [36], [39] and [37] by BiLog. In particular,
CCS embedding is based on an structural way of expressing the ‘next-step’ modality by
composition adjuncts and bigraphical contexts. Moreover we show proofs, examples and
properties with more details.

3.2 An Informal Introduction to Bigraphs

Bigraphs formalise distributed systems by focusing on two of their main characteristics:
locality and interconnections. A bigraph consists of a set ofnodes, which may be nested
in a hierarchical tree structure, the so-calledplace graph, and have ports that may be
connected to each other bylinks, the so-calledlink graph. Place graphs express locality,
that is the physical arrangement of the nodes. Link graphs are hyper-graphs and formalise
connections among nodes. The orthogonality of the two structures dictates that nestings
impose no constrain upon interconnections.

The bigraphG of Fig. 3.1 represents a system where people and things interact. We
imagine two offices with employees logged onPCs. Every entity is represented by a node,
shown with bold outlines, and every node is associated with acontrol (eitherPC, U, R1,
R2). Controls represent the kinds of nodes, and have fixedarities that determine their
number of ports. ControlPC marks nodes representing personal computers, and its arity
is 3: in clockwise order, the ports represent a keyboard interacting with an employeeU,
a LAN connection interacting with anotherPC and open to the outside network, and the
mains plug of the officeR. The employeeU may communicate with another one via the
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Figure 3.1 A BigraphG : 〈2, {x, y, z, v,w}〉 → 〈1, {x, y}〉.
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upper port in the picture. The nesting of nodes (place graph) is shown by the inclusion of
nodes into each other; the connections (link graph) are drawn as lines.

At the top level of the nesting structure sit theregions. In Fig. 3.1 there is one sole
region (the dotted box). Inside nodes there may be ‘context’holes, drawn as shaded boxes,
which are uniquely identified by ordinals. The hole marked by 1 represents the possibility
for another userU to get into office R1 and sit in front of aPC. The hole marked by 2
represents the possibility to plug a subsystem inside officeR2.

Place graphs can be seen asarrowsover a symmetric monoidal category whose objects
are finite ordinals. We writeP : m→ n to indicate a place graphP with m holes andn
regions. In Fig. 3.1, the place graph ofG has type 2→ 1. Given the place graphsP1, P2,
their compositionP1 ◦ P2 is defined only if the holes ofP1 are as many as the regions of
P2, and amounts tofilling holes with regions, according to the number each carries. The
tensor productP1 ⊗ P2 is not commutative, as it lays the two place graphs one next to the
other (in order), thus obtaining a graph with more regions and holes, and it ‘renumbers’
regions and holes ‘from left to right’.

Link graphs are arrows of a partial monoidal category whose objects are (finite) sets
of names. In particular, we assume a denumerable setΛ of names. A link graph is
an arrowX → Y, with X,Y finite subsets ofΛ. The setX represents theinner names
(drawn at the bottom of the bigraph) andY represents the set ofouter names (drawn on
the top). The link graph connects ports to names or toedges(represented in Fig. 3.1 by
a line between nodes), in any finite number. A link to a name isopen, i.e., it may be
connected to other nodes as an effect of composition. A link to an edge isclosed, as it
cannot be further connected to ports. Thus, edges areprivate, or hidden, connections.
The composition of link graphsW ◦ W′ corresponds tolinking the inner names ofW
with the corresponding outer names ofW′ and forgetting about their identities. As a
consequence, the outer names ofW′ (resp. inner names ofW) are not necessarily inner
(resp. outer) names ofW ◦W′. Thus link graphs can perform substitution and renaming,
so the outer names inW′ can disappear in the outer names of this means that either names
may be renamed or edges may be added to the structure. As in [90], the tensor product
of link graphs is defined in the obvious way only if their inner (resp. outer) names are
disjoint.

By combining ordinals with names we obtaininterfaces, i.e., couples〈m,X〉 where
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Figure 3.2 Bigraphical Composition,H ≡ G ◦ (F1 ⊗ F2).
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m is an ordinal andX is a finite set of names. By combining the notion of place graph
and link graphs on the same set of nodes we obtain the notion of bigraphs. In particular
a bigraph is an arrowG : 〈m,X〉 → 〈n,Y〉, and we say that〈m,X〉 and 〈n,Y〉 are its
innerfaceandouterface, respectively.

Figure 3.2 represents a more complex situation. Its top left-hand side reports the
system of Fig. 3.1, in its bottom left-hand sideF1 represents a userU ready to interact
with a PC or with some other users,F2 represents a user logged on its laptop, ready to
communicate with other users. The system withF1 andF2 represents the tensor product
F = F1 ⊗ F2. The right-hand side of Fig. 3.2 represents the compositionG ◦ F. The idea
is to insertF into the contextG. The operation is partially defined, since it requires the
inner names and the number of holes ofG to match the outer names and the number of
regions ofF, respectively. Shared names create the new links between the two structures.
Intuitively, compositionfirst places every region ofF in the proper hole ofG (place com-
position) andthenjoins equal inner names ofG and outer names ofF (link composition).
In the example, as a consequence of the composition the userU in the first region ofF
is logged onPC, the userU in the second region ofF is in roomR2. Moreover note the
edge connecting the inner namesy andz in G, its presence produces a link between the
two users ofF after the composition, imagine a phone call between the two users.

3.3 BiLog: Syntax and Semantics

The final aim of the chapter is to define a logic able to describe bigraphs and their sub-
structures. Since bigraphs, place graphs, and link graphs are arrows of a (partial) monoidal
category, we first introduce a meta-logical framework having monoidal categories as mod-
els; then we adapt it to model the orthogonal structures of place and link graphs. Finally,
we specialise the logic to model the whole structure of (abstract) bigraphs.

Following the approach of spatial logics, we introduce connectives that reflect the
structure of the model. In this case, models are monoidal categories and the logic de-
scribes spatially the structure of theirarrows.
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Table 3.1 Typing Rules

type(Ω) = I → J
Ω : I → J

G : I ′ → J F : I → I ′

G ◦ F : I → J
G : I1→ J1 F : I2→ J2 I = I1 ⊗ I2 J = J1 ⊗ J2

G ⊗ F : I → J

The meta-logical framework we propose is inspired by the bigraph axiomatisation pre-
sented in [101]. The model of the logic is composed bytermsof a general language with
horizontalandvertical compositions and a set of unary constructors. Terms are related
by astructural congruencethat satisfies the axioms of monoidal categories, and possibly
more. The corresponding model theory is parameterised on basic constructors and struc-
tural congruence. To be as free as possible in choosing the level of intensionality, the logic
is defined on atransparencypredicate. Its role is to identify the terms allowing inspection
of their content,transparentterms, and the ones that do not,opaqueterms. We inspect
the logical equivalence induced by the logic and we observe that it corresponds to the
structural congruence when every term is transparent, and it becomes less discriminating
with the introduction ofopaque terms, cf. §3.3.2.

3.3.1 Terms

To evaluate formulae, we consider the terms freely generated from a set of constructors
Θ, ranged over byΩ, by using the (partial) operators: composition (◦) and tensor (⊗). The
order of binding precedence is◦, ⊗. BiLog terms are defined by the following grammar:

G,G′ ::= Ω constructor (forΩ ∈ Θ)
G ◦ G′ vertical composition
G ⊗ G′ horizontal composition

When defined, the two operations must satisfy thebifunctoriality propertyof monoidal
categories, thus we refer to these terms also asbifunctorial terms.

Terms represent structures built on a (partial) monoid (M,⊗, ε) whose elements are
dubbedinterfacesand denoted byI , J. To model nominal resources, such as heaps or link
graphs, we allow the monoid to be partial.

Intuitively, terms represent typed structures with a source and a target interface (G :
I → J). Structures can be placed one near to the other (horizontal composition) or one
inside the other (vertical composition). EachΩ in Θ has a fixed typetype(Ω) = I → J.
For each interfaceI , we assume a distinguished constructidI : I → I . The types of
constructors, together with the rules in Tab. 3.1, determine the type of each term. Terms
of typeε → J are calledground.

The term obtained by tensor is well typed when both corresponding tensors on source
and target interface are defined, namely they are separated structures. On the other hand,
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Table 3.2 Axioms
Congruence Axioms:
G ≡ G Reflexivity
G ≡ G′ implies G′ ≡ G Symmetry
G ≡ G′ and G′ ≡ G′′ implies G ≡ G′′ Transitivity
G ≡ G′ and F ≡ F′ implies G ◦ F ≡ G′ ◦ F′ Congruence ◦
G ≡ G′ and F ≡ F′ implies G ⊗ F ≡ G′ ⊗ F′ Congruence ⊗

Monoidal Category Axioms:
G ◦ idI ≡ G ≡ idJ ◦ G Identity
(G1 ◦ G2) ◦ G3 ≡ G1 ◦ (G2 ◦ G3) Associativity
G ⊗ idε ≡ G ≡ idε ⊗ G Monoid Identity
(G1 ⊗ G2) ⊗ G3 ≡ G1 ⊗ (G2 ⊗ G3) Monoid Associativity
idI ⊗ idJ ≡ idI⊗J Interface Identity
(G1 ⊗ F1) ◦ (G2 ⊗ F2) ≡ (G1 ◦ G2) ⊗ (F1 ◦ F2) Bifunctoriality

composition is defined only when the two involved termssharea common interface. In
the following, we consider only well typed terms.

Terms are defined up to the structural congruence≡ described in Tab. 3.2. It subsumes
the axioms of the monoidal categories. All axioms are required to hold whenever both
sides are well typed. Throughout the chapter, when using= or≡ we imply that both sides
are defined; and when we need to remark that a bigraphical expressionE is well given,
we write (E)↓ . Later on, the congruence will be refined to model specialised structures,
such as place graphs, link graphs or bigraphs.

The axioms correspond to those for (partial) monoidal categories. In particular we
constrain the structural congruence to satisfy the bifunctoriality property between product
and composition. Thus, we can interpret our terms as arrows of the free monoidal category
on (M,⊗, ε) generated byΘ. In this case the term congruence corresponds to the equality
of the corresponding arrows.

Example 6. An intuitive example of bifunctorial terms is provided by located resources.
Every location is represented by acell; every cell can contain a resource. Horizontal com-
position represents the merging of cells, and vertical composition combines the resources
included in the cells. This model will provide a semantics to the logical operators we are
defining, and will show that BiLog, although inspired by bigraphs, is not only connected
to the bigraphical framework (cf. Ex. 7).

The set of resources is a monoidal structure (M, λ, ·) freely generated by a setΛ of re-
source generators. The resource monoid may possibly be partial. In this case, the monoid
of interfaces is the commutative monoid of ordinals (N,0,+), freely generated by{1}. We
define the constructorλ : 1→ 1 for the neutral elementλ and a constructora : 1→ 1
for each elementa ∈ Λ. Every element represents a cell, the constructora repre-
sents a cell containing the resource generatora. Table 3.3 outlines the two composition
operators. The vertical composition◦ between two cells a1 and a2 corresponds to
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Figure 3.3 Cell Compositions

a1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ an

◦ ◦

a′1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ a′n

 a1 · a′1 . . . an · a′n

combine – when possible – the two generators contained in the cells, thus producing the
cell a1 · a2 containing the resourcea1 · a2. This operation produces a cellm for ev-
ery resourcem ∈ M. The horizontal composition⊗ consists of aligning two cells, thus
producing lists of cells.

The terms generated by these settings areresources vectorsTheir inner and outer faces
correspond to their size. The horizontal composition⊗ is in general the juxtaposition of
vectors. Given the vectorsm1 ... mn : n→ n, of sizen, and m′1 ... m′n′ : n′ →
n′, of sizen′, the composition⊗ is formally defined as

m1 ... mn ⊗ m′1 ... m′n′
def
= m1 ... mn m′1 ... m′n′ .

The resulting vector is typed by (n+ n′)→ (n+ n′), and has sizen+ n′.
The vertical composition◦ is defined only between vectors with equal size, and cor-

responds to combine the resources cell by cell, as follows:

m1 ... mn ◦ m′1 ... m′n
def
= m1 ·m′1 ... mn ·m′n .

The two operations satisfy the bifunctorial property, which represents here the possibility
to chose either to concatenate the vectors first and then to combine the resources, or vice
versa. For cells, the bifunctorial property says(

m1 ⊗ m2

)
◦
(

m3 ⊗ m4

)
=
(

m1 ◦ m3

)
⊗
(

m2 ◦ m4

)
.

The two terms above correspond tom1 ·m3 m2 ·m4 . The bifunctorial provides two

possible normal forms for terms:(i) thehorizontal outermost
(

a1 ◦ . . . ◦ an

)
⊗ . . . ⊗(

am
1 ◦ . . . ◦ am

nm

)
, with aj

i ∈ Λ, that first combines by◦ and then by⊗; and (ii)

the vertical outermost
(

a1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ an

)
◦ . . . ◦

(
am

1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ am
nm

)
, whereaj

i ∈

Λ ∪ {λ} and aj
i = λ implies aj+1

i = λ, that first combines by⊗ and then by◦. The
congruence on resource vectors is represented by the equality on normal forms, and it
satisfies all the axioms of Tab. 3.2. In Particular,id0 represents the empty resource vector,
id1 corresponds toλ , and in generalidn is λ . . . λ : n→ n.

The properties of these particular terms depend strictly on the choice of the under-
lying resource monoid, which can be either non-commutative (whenever considering se-
quences of resources, or ordered trees), or commutative (whenever considering multisets
of resources, or unordered trees), or partial (whenever dealing with heaps). This example
is rather limited, in the sense that inner and outer faces are forced to be equals, an there
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are only two kinds of constructors. The full generality will be reached with bigraphs.
The aim of this model is to hint that BiLog can characterise models not directly based on
bigraphs, as Ex. 7 will show.

3.3.2 Transparency

In general not every structure of the model corresponds to an observable structure in a
spatial logic. A classical example is ambient logic. Some mobile ambient constructors
have their logical equivalent, e.g. ambientsa[− ] , and other ones are not directly mapped
in the logic, e.g. thein andout capabilities. In this case the observability of the structure
is distinguished from the observability of the computational terms: some terms are used to
express behaviour and other to express structure. Moreover there are terms representing
both notions since ambients can be opened.

The structure may be used not only to represent the distribution or the shape of re-
sources but also to encode their behaviour. We may want to avoid a direct representation
of some structures at logical level of BiLog. A natural solution is to define a notion of
transparencyover the structure. In such a way, entities representing the structure are
transparent, while entities encoding behaviour areopaqueand cannot be distinguished
by the logical spatial connectives. Transparent terms allow the logic to see their entire
structure while opaque terms block the inspection at some opacity point. A notion of
transparency can also appear in models without temporal behaviour. In fact, consider a
model with a variable access control policy determined by some structural characteristics.
Thus, some terms may be either transparent or opaque, depending on the current policy,
and the visibility in the logic, or in the query language, will be influenced by this.

When the model is dynamic, the reacting contexts, namely those with a possible tem-
poral evolution, are specified with an activeness predicate. We may be tempted to identify
transparency and activeness. Although these concepts collapse in some case, they are
orthogonal in general. There may be transparent terms that are active, such as a public
‘browse-able’ directory; opaque terms that are active, such as an agent that hides its con-
tents; passive transparent terms, such as a portable code; and passive opaque terms, such
as controls encoding synchronisation.

More generally the transparency predicate prevents logical identification of terms. As
an example, consider an XML document. We may want to restrict our attention to a
particular set of nodes; we could, e.g., ignore data values when interested in the structure.
In other situations, we may want a different logic focused on values, but not on node
attributes.

Transparency is essentially a way to restrict the observational power of the structural
logic. Notice that in general such a restriction of the observational power in the static logic
does not imply a restriction of observational power in the dynamic counterpart. In fact,
a next step modality may induce a ‘new’ intensionalisation of the controls by observing
how the model evolves, as shown in [35] and [131].
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Table 3.3 BiLog(M,⊗, ε,Θ,≡, τ)

Ω ::= id I | . . . a constant formula for every Ω s.t. τ(Ω)

A, B ::= F false A⇒ B implication
id identity Ω constant constructor
A ⊗ B tensor product A ◦ B composition
A ^ B left comp. adjunct A _ B right comp. adjunct
A� B left prod. adjunct A( B right prod. adjunct

G |= F iff never
G |= A⇒ B iff G |= A implies G |= B
G |= Ω iff G ≡ Ω
G |= id iff exists I s.t. G ≡ idI

G |= A ⊗ B iff exists G1,G2 s.t. G ≡ G1 ⊗ G2, with G1 |= A and G2 |= B
G |= A ◦ B iff exists G1,G2. s.t. G ≡ G1 ◦ G2,

with τ(G1) and G1 |= A and G2 |= B
G |= A ^ B iff for all G′, the fact that G′ |= A and τ(G′) and (G′ ◦ G)↓

implies G′ ◦ G |= B
G |= A _ B iff τ(G) implies that for all G′,

if G′ |= A and (G ◦ G′)↓ then G ◦ G′ |= B
G |= A� B iff for all G′, the fact that G′ |= A and (G′ ⊗ G)↓

implies G′ ⊗ G |= B
G |= A( B iff for all G′, the fact that G′ |= A and (G ⊗ G′)↓

implies G ⊗ G′ |= B

3.3.3 Formulae

BiLog internalises the constructors of bifunctorial terms in the style of the ambient log-
ic [42]. Constructors appear in the logic as constant formulae, while tensor product and
composition are expressed by connectives. Thus the logic presents two binary spatial
operators. This contrasts with other spatial logics, with a single one: Spatial and Ambient
Logics [33, 42], with parallel compositionA | B, Separation Logic [111], with separating
conjunctionA∗B, and Context Tree Logic [37], with applicationK(P). Both the operators
inherit the monoidal structure and non-commutativity properties from the model.

The logic is parameterised by the transparency predicateτ( ): as explained in the
previous section, opaque terms do not allow inspection of their contents. We say that a
termG is transparent, or observable, ifτ(G) is verified. We will see that when all terms
are observable the logical equivalence corresponds to≡. We assume thatidI and ground
terms are always transparent, andτ preserves the congruence≡, and the compositions⊗
and◦.

Given the monoid (M,⊗, ε), the set of simple termsΘ, the transparency predicate
τ and the structural congruence relation≡, the logic BiLog(M,⊗, ε,Θ,≡, τ) is formally
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defined in Tab. 3.3. The satisfaction relation|= gives the semantics. The logic features
a constantΩ for each transparent constructΩ. In particular it has the identityid I for
each interfaceI . The satisfaction of logical constants is simply the congruence to the
corresponding constructor. Thehorizontal decompositionformula A ⊗ B is satisfied by
a term that can be decomposed as the tensor product of two terms satisfyingA and B
respectively. The degree of separation enforced by⊗ between terms plays a fundamental
role in the various instances of the logic, notably link graph and place graph. Thevertical
decompositionformula A ◦ B is satisfied by terms that can be the composition of terms
satisfyingA andB. We shall see that in some cases both connectives correspond to well
known spatial ones. We define theleft andright adjunctsfor composition and tensor to
express extensional properties. The left adjunctA ^ B expresses the property of a term to
satisfyB whenever inserted in a context satisfyingA. Similarly, the right adjunctA _ B
expresses the property of a context to satisfyB whenever filled with a term satisfyingA. A
similar description holds for� and(, the adjoints of⊗. Clearly these adjoints collapse
whenever the tensor is commutative in the model.

Example 7. Consider the resource vectors defined in Ex. 6. When a BiLog formula is
interpreted in that context, it represents a class of resource vectors. For sake of simplicity,
we assume that all this terms are transparent. Thus, when instantiated on these terms,
BiLog provides a formula a for each constructora . The semantics of a repre-
sents the class of all the terms whose normal form is the constructora . For instance,
a · λ ⊗ id0 |= a . The formulaA ⊗ B means that a resource vector can be horizontally

divided into two resource vectors satisfyingA andB respectively. For instance the for-
mula a ⊗ T is satisfied by all the resource vectors havinga as first cell. On the other
hand, the formula a ◦ T implicitly says that a resource vector is composed by a single
cell containing a resource whose generators includea. In addition, if the resource monoid
is not commutative, the previous formula says that the first element in the composition
is actuallya. The formulaT ⊗ A ⊗ T characterises resources vectors with a subvector
satisfyingA. In particularT ⊗ (A ◦ id1) ⊗ T means that one of the cells in the vector
satisfiedA. Finally, if we useT ⊗ (T ◦ a ◦ T) ⊗ T says that the resourcea appears
somewhere in the resource vector. More generally the formulaid1 ◦ T means that the
resource vector has size 1, then it is a simple sequence.

The formulaCell
def
= id1 ◦ (¬id1 ∧ (¬(¬id1 ◦ ¬id1)) states that a resource vector

is not empty and it is not composed by two not empty vectors, then it is a single cell.
TheCell formula is useful to define two operators that correspond to the Kleene stars for

the bigraphical combinators. Leta ⊗∗ def
= ¬

(
T ⊗
(
Cell∧ ¬ a

)
⊗ T
)
. This formula

is satisfied by resource vectors that are not composed by cells different from a . Thus
a ⊗∗ characterises resource vectors of the kinda ⊗ . . . ⊗ a , namely elements of

the Kleene star generated bya and the composition⊗. This idea can be extended to a
formulaA:

A⊗∗
def
= ¬ (T ⊗ (Cell∧ ¬A) ⊗ T) ;

A◦∗
def
= ¬ (T ⊗ (Cell∧ ¬A) ⊗ T) .
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A vector of resources satisfiesA⊗∗ if it is composed only by cells satisfyingA.

3.3.4 Properties

Here we show some basic results about BiLog. In particular, we observe that, in pres-
ence of trivial transparency, the induced logical equivalence coincides with the structural
congruence of the terms. Such a property is fundamental to describe, query and reason
about bigraphical data structures, as e.g. XML (cf. §3.6). In other terms, BiLog isinten-
sional in the sense of [131], namely it can observe internal structures, as opposed to the
extensional logics used to observe the behaviour of dynamic system. Inspired by [85], it
would be possible to study a fragment of BiLog without the intensional operators⊗, ◦,
and constants.

The lemma below states that the relation|= respects the congruence.

Lemma 16 (Congruence Preservation).For every couple of terms G and G′, if G |= A
and G≡ G′ then G′ |= A.

Proof. Induction on the structure of the formula, by recalling that the congruence is re-
quired to preserve the typing and the transparency. In detail

Case F. Nothing to prove.

CaseΩ. By hypothesisG |= Ω andG ≡ G′. By definitionG ≡ Ω and by transitivity
G′ ≡ Ω, thusG′ |= Ω.

Case id. By hypothesisG |= id andG ≡ G′. Hence there exists anI such thatG′ ≡ G ≡
idI and soG′ |= id.

CaseA⇒ B. By hypothesisG |= A ⇒ B andG ≡ G′. This means that ifG |= A then
G |= B. By induction ifG′ |= A thenG |= A. Thus ifG′ |= A thenG |= B and again
by inductionG′ |= B.

CaseA ⊗ B. By hypothesisG |= A ⊗ B andG ≡ G′. Thus there existG1, G2 such that
G′ ≡ G ≡ G1 ⊗ G2 andG1 |= A andG2 |= B. HenceG′ |= A ⊗ B.

CaseA ◦ B. By hypothesisG |= A ◦ B andG ≡ G′. Thus there existG1, G2 such that
G′ ≡ G ≡ G1 ◦ G2 andτ(G1) andG1 |= A andG2 |= B. HenceG′ |= A ◦ B.

CaseA ^ B. By hypothesisG |= A ^ B andG ≡ G′. Thus for everyG′′ such that
G′′ |= A andτ(G′′) and (G′′ ◦ G)↓ it holdsG′′ ◦ G |= B. Now G ≡ G′ implies
G′′ ◦ G ≡ G′′ ◦ G′; moreover the congruence preserves typing, so (G′′ ◦ G′)↓ . By
inductionG′′ ◦ G′ |= B, then concludeG′ |= A ^ B.

CaseA _ B. If τ(G′) is not verified, thenG′ |= A _ B trivially holds. Supposeτ(G′)
to be verified. AsG ≡ G′ and transparency preserves congruence,τ(G) is verified
as well. By hypothesis for eachG′′ satisfyingA such that (G ◦ G′′) ↓ it holds
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G ◦ G′′ |= B, and by inductionG′ ◦ G′′ |= B, asG ≡ G′ and (G ◦ G′′)↓ implies
(G′ ◦ G′′)↓ andG ◦ G′′ ≡ G′ ◦ G′′. This provesG′ |= A _ B.

CaseA� B (and symmetricallyA( B). By hypothesisG |= A� B andG ≡ G′. Thus
for eachG′′ such thatG′′ |= A and (G′′ ⊗ G)↓ thenG′′ ⊗ G |= B. Now G ≡
G′ implies G′′ ⊗ G ≡ G′′ ⊗ G′, again the congruence must preserve typing so
(G′′ ⊗ G′) ↓ . Thus by inductionG′′ ⊗ G′ |= B. The generality ofG′′ implies
G′ |= A� B. �

BiLog induces a logical equivalence=L on terms in the usual sense. We say that
G1 =L G2 if for every formulaA, G1 |= A implies G2 |= A and vice versa. It is easy
to prove that the logical equivalence corresponds to the congruence in the model if the
transparency predicate is true for every term.

Theorem 23 (Logical Equivalence and Congruence).When the transparency predicate
is always true, then G=L G′ if and only if G≡ G′ for every term G, G′.

Proof. The forward direction is proved by defining the characteristic formula for terms,
as every term can be expressed as a formula. In fact, the transparency predicate is total,
hence every constant term corresponds to a constant formula. The converse is a direct
consequence of Lemma 16. �

The logical equivalence is less discriminating in presence of opaque constructors. For
instance, the logic cannot distinguish two opaque constructors of equal type.

The particular characterisation of the logical equivalence as the congruence in the
case of trivial transparency can be generalised to a congruence ‘up-to-transparency.’ That
means we can find an equivalence relation between trees that is ‘tuned’ byτ: the more
τ covers, the less the equivalence distinguishes. This relation will be better understood
when we instantiate the logic to particular terms. A possible definition of transparency
will be provided in 3.5.6.

3.4 BiLog: Derived Operators

Table 3.4 outlines several operators that can be derived in BiLog. The classical operators
and those constraining the interfaces are self-explanatory. The ‘dual’ operators are worth
explaining. The formulaA	B is satisfied by termsG such that for every possible decom-
positionG ≡ G1 ⊗ G2 eitherG1 |= A orG2 |= B. For instance,A	A describes terms where
A is true in, at least, one part of each⊗-decomposition. The formulaF 	 (T→I ⇒ A) 	 F
describes those terms where every component with outerfaceI satisfiesA. Similarly,
the compositionA • B expresses structural properties universally quantified on every◦-
decomposition. Both these connectives are useful to specify security properties or types.

The adjunct dualA J− B describes terms that can be inserted into a particular con-
text satisfyingA to obtain a term satisfyingB, it is a sort of existential quantification on
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Table 3.4 Derived Operators

T, ∧, ∨, ⇔, ⇐, ¬ Classical operators

AI
def
= A ◦ id I Constraining the source to be I

A→J
def
= idJ ◦ A Constraining the target to be J

AI→J
def
= (AI )→J Constraining the type to be I → J

A ◦I B
def
= A ◦ id I ◦ B Composition with interface I

A ^J B
def
= A→J ^ B Contexts with J as target guarantee

A _I B
def
= AI _ B Composing with terms having I as source

A	 B
def
= ¬(¬A ⊗ ¬B) Dual of tensor product

A • B
def
= ¬(¬A ◦ ¬B) Dual of composition

A J− B
def
= ¬(A ^ ¬B) Dual of composition left adjunct

A −I B
def
= ¬(A _ ¬B) Dual of composition right adjunct

A∃⊗
def
= T ⊗ A ⊗ T Some horizontal term satisfies A

A∀⊗
def
= F 	 A	 F Every horizontal term satisfies A

A∃◦
def
= T ◦ A ◦ T Some vertical term satisfies A

A∀◦
def
= F • A • F Every vertical term satisfies A

◊ A
def
= (T ◦ A)ε Somewhere modality (on ground terms)

◊ A
def
= ¬ ◊¬A Anywhere modality (on ground terms)

contexts. For instance (Ω1 ∨ Ω2) J− A describes the union between the class of two-
region bigraphs (with no names in the outerface) whose merging satisfiesA, and terms
that can be inserted either inΩ1 orΩ2 resulting in a term satisfyingA. Similarly the dual
adjunctA −I B describes contextual termsG such that there exists a term satisfyingA
that inserted inG gives a term satisfyingB.

The formulaeA∃⊗, A∀⊗, A∃◦, and A∀◦ correspond to quantifications on the horizon-
tal/vertical structure of terms. For instanceΩ∀◦ describes terms that are a finite (possibly
empty) composition of simple termsΩ. Next section discusses spatial modalities◊ and
◊.

Following lemma states a first property involving the derived connectives, by proving
that the interfaces for transparent terms can be observed.

Lemma 17 (Type Observation).For every term G, it holds: G|= AI→J if and only if
G : I → J and G|= A andτ(G).

Proof. For the forward direction, assume thatG |= AI→J, thenG ≡ idJ ◦ G′ ◦ idI with
G′ |= A andτ(G′). Now, idJ ◦ G′ ◦ idI : I → J. By Lemma 16:G : I → J andG |= A
andτ(G). The converse is a direct consequence of the semantics definition. �

Thanks to the derived operators involving interfaces, the equality between interfaces,
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I = J, is derivable by⊗ and�, as

T ⊗ (idε ∧ (idI � idJ)). (3.1)

Whenever a bigraph satisfies such a formula, the interfacesI andJ are equal. To gather
the basic idea, assume the bigraphG satisfies (3.1). This means thatG ≡ G1 ⊗ G2 with
G1 |= T andG2 |= idε ∧ (idI � idJ). By definition, the latter is equivalent toG2 ≡ ε and
G2 |= idI � idJ. ThenG ≡ G1 andε |= idI � idJ, by Lemma 16. Henceε ⊗ idI |= idJ,
that entailsidI ≡ idJ. Clearly, the last equality holds only ifI = J. By reversing the
reasoning, it is easy to see that wheneverI = J, every bigraph satisfies (3.1).

3.4.1 Somewhere Modality

The idea ofsublocation, v defined in [43], can be extended to the bigraphical terms.
A sublocation corresponds to a subterm and it is formally defined on ground terms as
follows. The definition of sublocation makes sense only for ground terms, as the structure
of ‘open’ terms (i.e., with holes) is not known a priori. Formally it is defined as follows.

Definition 21 (Sublocation). Given two terms G: ε → J and G′ : ε → J′, term G′ is
defined to be a sublocation for G, and write G′ v G, inductively by:

• G′ v G, if G′ ≡ G;

• G′ v G, if G ≡ G1 ⊗ G2, with G′ v G1 or G′ v G2;

• G′ v G, if G ≡ G1 ◦ G2, with τ(G1) and G′ v G2.

This relation, introduce a“somewhere” modality in the logic. Intuitively, a term
satisfies“somewhere”Awhenever one of its sublocations satisfiesA. Rephrasing the
semantics given in [43], a term ground termG satisfies the formula “somewhere”A if and
only if there existsG′ v G such thatG′ |= A. Quite surprisingly, such a modality is
expressible in the logic. In fact, in case of ground terms, the previous requirement is the
semantics of the derived connective◊, defined in Tab. 3.4.

Proposition 26. For every ground term G:

G |= ◊A if and only if there exists G′ v G such that G′ |= A.

Proof. First prove a supporting property characterising the relation between a term and
its sublocations.

Property2. For every ground term G and G′, it holds: G′ v G if and only if there exists a
term C such thatτ(C) and G≡ C ◦ G′.
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The direction from right to left is a simple application of Definition 21. The direc-
tion from left to right is proved by induction on Definition 21. For thebasic step, the
implication clearly holds ifG′ v G in caseG′ ≡ G. The inductive stepdistinguishes two
cases.

If G′ v G is due to the fact thatG ≡ G1 ⊗ G2, with G′ v G1 or G′ v G2. Without
loss of generality, assumeG′ v G1. The induction says that there existsC such thatτ(C)
andG1 ≡ C ◦ G′. Hence,G ≡ (C ◦ G′) ⊗ G2. Now the typing is:C : IC → JC;
G′ : ε → IC; G2 : ε → J2; andG : ε ⊗ ε → JC ⊗ J2. SoG ≡ (C ◦ G′) ⊗ (G2 ◦ idε). As
the interfaceε is the neutral element for the tensor product between interfaces, compose
C ⊗ G2 : IC ⊗ ε → JC ⊗ J2, andG′ ⊗ idε : ε ⊗ ε → IC ⊗ ε. Hence the term
(C ⊗ G2) ◦ (G′ ⊗ idε) is defined. Note thatτ(C ⊗ G2) is true,asτ(G2) is verified since
G2 : ε → J2 andτ(C) is true by induction. Hence, by bifunctoriality property, conclude
G ≡ (C ⊗ G2) ◦ G′, with τ(C ⊗ G2), as aimed.

On the other hand, ifG′ v G is due to the fact thatG ≡ G1 ◦ G2, with τ(G1) and
G′ v G2. The induction says that there existsC such thatτ(C) andG2 ≡ C ◦ G′. Hence,
G ≡ G1 ◦ (C ◦ G′). ConcludeG ≡ (G1 ◦ C) ◦ G′, with τ(G1 ◦ C).

Suppose now thatG |= ◊A, this means thatG |= (T ◦ A)ε. According to Tab. 3.3, this
means that there existC andG′ such thatG′ |= A andτ(C), andG ≡ C ◦ G′. Finally, by
Property 2, this meansG′ v G andG′ |= A. �

Theeverywheremodality (◊) is dual to ◊. A term satisfies the formula◊ A if each
of its sublocations satisfiesA.

3.4.2 Logical Properties Deriving from Categorical Axioms

For every axiom of the model, the logic proves a corresponding property. In particular,
the bifunctoriality property is expressed by formulae

(AI ◦ B→I ) ⊗ (A′J ◦ B′→J)⇔ (AI ⊗ A′J) ◦ (B→I ⊗ B′→J)

valid when (I ⊗ J)↓ .
In general, given two formulaeA, B we say thatA yields B, and we writeA ` B, if for

every termG it is the case thatG |= A impliesG |= B. Moreover, we writeA a` B to say
bothA ` B andB ` A.

Assume thatI andJ are two interfaces such that their tensor productI ⊗ J is defined.
Then, the bifunctoriality property in the logic is expressed by

(AI ◦ B→I ) ⊗ (A′J ◦ B′→J) a` (AI ⊗ A′J) ◦ (B→I ⊗ B′→J). (3.2)

Proposition 27. Whenever(I ⊗ J)↓ , the equation (3.2) holds in the logic.

Proof. Prove separately the two way of the satisfaction. First prove (AI ◦ B→I ) ⊗ (A′J ◦
B′
→J) ` (AI ⊗ A′J) ◦ (B→I ⊗ B′

→J). Assume thatG |= (AI ◦ B→I ) ⊗ (A′J ◦ B′
→J). This

means that there existG′ : I ′ → I ′′, G′′ : J′ → J′′ such thatI ′ ⊗ J′ and I ′′ ⊗ J′′ are
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defined, andG ≡ G′ ⊗ G′′, with G′ |= AI ◦ B→I andG′′ |= A′J ◦ B′
→J. Now,G′ |= AI ◦ B→I

means that there existG1 andG2 such that(i) G′ ≡ G1 ◦ G2, (ii) G1 : I → J′, with τ(G1)
andG1 |= A, and(iii) G 2 : I ′ → I , with G2 |= B. Similarly, G′′ |= A′J ◦ B′

→J means(i)
G′′ ≡ G′1 ◦ G′2 and(ii) G ′1 : J → J′′, with τ(G′1) andG′1 |= A′, and(iii) G ′

2 : I ′′ → J,
with G2 |= B′. In particular, concludeG ≡ (G1 ◦ G2) ⊗ (G′1 ◦ G′2). As I ⊗ J is defined,
(G1 ⊗ G′1) ◦ (G2 ⊗ G′2) is an admissible composition. The bifunctoriality property implies
G ≡ (G1 ⊗ G′1) ◦ (G2 ⊗ G′2). Moreoverτ(G1 ⊗ G′1), asτ(G1) andτ(G′1). Hence conclude
thatG |= (AI ⊗ A′J) ◦ (B→I ⊗ B′

→J), as required.
For the converse, prove (AI ⊗ A′J) ◦ (B→I ⊗ B′

→J) ` (AI ◦ B→I ) ⊗ (A′J ◦ B′
→J). Assume

thatG |= (AI ⊗ A′J) ◦ (B→I ⊗ B′
→J). By following the same lines as before, deduce that

G ≡ (G1 ⊗ G′1) ◦ (G2 ⊗ G′2), where(i) τ(G1 ⊗ G′1), (ii) G1 : I → J′ such thatG1 |= A, (iii)
G′1 : J → J′′ such thatG′1 |= A′, (iv) G2 : I ′ → I such thatG2 |= B, and(v) G′2 : I ′′ → J
such thatG2 |= B′. Also in this case, the tensor product of the required interfaces can be
performed. Hence compose (G1 ◦ G2) ⊗ (G′1 ◦ G′2). Again, the bifunctoriality property
impliesG ≡ (G1 ◦ G2) ⊗ (G′1 ◦ G′2). Finally, by observing thatτ(G1 ⊗ G′1) impliesτ(G1)
andτ(G′1), deduceG1 ◦ G2 |= (AI ◦ B→I ) and (G′1 ◦ G′2) |= (A′J ◦ B′

→J). Then conclude
G |= (AI ◦ B→I ) ⊗ (A′J ◦ B′

→J). �

3.5 BiLog: Instances and Encodings

In this section BiLog is instantiated to describe place graphs, link graphs and bigraphs. A
spatial logic for bigraphs is a natural composition of a place graph logic, for tree contexts,
and a link graph logic, for name linkings. Each instance admits an embedding of a well
known spatial logic.

3.5.1 Place Graph Logic

Place graphs are essentially ordered lists of regions hosting unordered labelled trees with
holes, namely contexts for trees. Tree labels correspond to controlsK : 1→ 1 belonging
to a fixed signatureK . The monoid of interfaces is the monoid (ω,+,0) of finite ordinals
m,n. Ordinals represent the number of holes and regions of place graphs. Place graph
terms are generated from the set

Θ = {1 : 0→ 1, idn : n→ n, join : 2→ 1, γm,n : m+ n→ n+m} ∪ K

The only structured terms are the controlsK, representing regions containing a single node
with a hole inside. All the other constructors areplacingsand represent treesm→ n with
no nodes: the place identityidn is neutral for composition; the constructor 1 represents
a barren region;join is a mapping of two regions into one;γm,n is a permutation that
interchanges the firstm regions with the followingn. The structural congruence≡ for
place graph terms is refined, in Tab. 3.5, by the usual axioms for symmetry ofγm,n and
by the place axioms that essentially turn the operationjoin ◦ ( ⊗ ) in a commutative
monoid with 1 as neutral element. In particular, the places generated by composition and
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Table 3.5 Additional Axioms for Place Graphs Structural Congruence

Symmetric Category Axioms:
γm,0 ≡ idm Symmetry Id

γm,n ◦ γn,m ≡ idm⊗n Symmetry Composition
γm′,n′ ◦ (G ⊗ F) ≡ (F ⊗ G) ◦ γm,n Symmetry Monoid

Place Axioms:
join ◦ (1 ⊗ id1) ≡ id1 Unit

join ◦ (join ⊗ id1) ≡ join ◦ (id1 ⊗ join) Associativity
join ◦ γ1,1 ≡ join Commutativity

tensor product fromγm,n arepermutations. A place graph isprime if it has typeI → 1,
namely it has a single region.

Example 8. The term

G
def
= (service◦ (join ◦ (name⊗ description))) ⊗ (push◦ 1)

is a place graph of type 2→ 2, on a signature containingservice, name, description,
andpush. It represents an ordered pair of trees. The first tree is labelledserviceand has
nameanddescriptionas (unordered) children, both children are actually contexts with
a single hole. The second tree is ground as it has a single node without children. The
termG is congruent to (service⊗ push) ◦ (join ⊗ 1) ◦ (description⊗ name). Such a
contextual pair of trees can be interpreted as semi-structured partial data (e.g. an XML
message, a web service descriptor) that can be filled by composition. The order among
holes is a major issue in the composition, for instance, (K1 ⊗ K2) ◦ (K3 ⊗ 1) is different
from (K1 ⊗ K2) ◦ (1 ⊗ K3), as nodeK3 plugs intoK1 in the first case, and insideK2 in the
second one.

Fixed the transparency predicateτ on each control inK , the Place Graph Logic
PGL(K , τ) is BiLog(ω,+,0,≡,K ∪ {1, join, γm,n}, τ). We assume the transparency pred-
icateτ to hold for join andγm,n. The statement of Theorem 23 can be extended to PGL
by using a similar proof, thus such a logic can describe place graphs precisely. The logic
resembles a propositional spatial tree logic, in the style of [36]. The main differences are
that PGL models contexts of trees and that the tensor product is not commutative, unlike
the parallel composition in [36], and it enables the modelling of the order among regions.
The logic can express a commutative separation by usingjoin and the tensor product,

namely theparallel compositionoperatorA | B
def
= join ◦ (A→1 ⊗ B→1). At the term level,

this separation, which is purely structural, corresponds tojoin ◦ (P1 ⊗ P2), that is a total
operation on all prime place graphs. More precisely, the semantics says thatP |= A | B
means that there existP1 : I1 → 1 andP2 : I2 → 1 such that:P ≡ join ◦ (P1 ⊗ P2) and
P1 |= A andP2 |= B.
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Table 3.6 Information Tree Terms (overΛ) and Congruence

T,T′ ::= 0 empty tree consisting of a single root node
a[T] single edge tree labelled a∈ Λ leading to the subtree T
T | T′ tree obtained by merging the roots of the trees T and T′

T | 0 ≡ T neutral element
T | T′ ≡ T′ | T commutativity

(T | T′) | T′′ ≡ T | (T′ | T′′) associativity

Table 3.7 Propositional Spatial Tree Logic

A, B ::= F anything a[A] location
0 empty tree A@a location adjunct
A⇒ B implication A | B composition
A . B composition adjunct

T |= F iff never
T |= 0 iff F ≡ 0
T |= A⇒ B iff T |= A implies T |= B
T |= a[A] iff there exists T′ s.t. T ≡ a[T′] and T′ |= A
T |= A@a iff a[T] |= A
T |= A | B iff there exists T1,T2 s.t.

T ≡ T1 | T2 and T1 |= A and T2 |= B
T |= A . B iff for every T′: if T′ |= A implies T | T′ |= B

3.5.2 Encoding STL

Not surprisingly, prime ground place graphs are isomorphic to the unordered trees mod-
elling the static fragment of ambient logic. Here we show that, when the transparency
predicate is always verified, BiLog restricted to prime ground place graphs is equivalent
to the propositional Spatial Tree Logic of [36] (STL in the following). The logic STL
expresses properties of unordered labelled treesT constructed from the empty tree 0, the
labelled node containing a treea[T], and the parallel composition of treesT1 | T2, as
detailed in Tab. 3.6. Labelsa are elements of a denumerable setΛ. STL is a static frag-
ment of the ambient logic [42] and it is characterised by the usual classical propositional
connectives, the spatial connectives 0,a[A], A | B, and their adjunctsA@a, A . B. The
language of the logic and its semantics is outlined in Tab. 3.7.

Table 3.8 encodes the tree model of STL into prime ground place graphs, and STL op-
erators into PGL operators. We assume a bijective encoding between labels and controls,
and we associate every labela with a distinct controlK(a) of arity 0. As already said, we
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Table 3.8 Encoding STL in PGL over Prime Ground Place Graphs

Trees into Prime Ground Place Graphs

[[ 0 ]]
def
= 1 [[ a[T] ]]

def
= K(a) ◦ [[ T ]]

[[ T1 | T2 ]]
def
= join ◦ ([[ T1 ]] ⊗ [[ T2 ]])

STL formulae into PGL formulae

[[ 0 ]]
def
= 1 [[ a[A] ]]

def
= K(a) ◦1 [[ A ]]

[[ F ]]
def
= F [[ A@a ]]

def
= K(a) ^1 [[ A ]]

[[ A⇒ B ]]
def
= [[ A ]] ⇒ [[ B ]] [[ A | B ]]

def
= [[ A ]] | [[ B ]]

[[ A . B ]]
def
= ([[ A ]] | id1) ^1 [[ B ]]

assume the transparency predicate to be verified on every control. The monoidal proper-
ties of parallel composition are guaranteed by the symmetry and unit axioms ofjoin. The
equations are self-explanatory once we remark that:(i) the parallel composition of STL
is the structural commutative separation of PGL;(ii) tree labels can be represented by the
corresponding controls of the place graph;(iii) location and composition adjuncts of STL
are encoded by the left composition adjunct, as they add logically expressible contexts to
the tree. This encoding is actually a bijection tree to prime ground place graphs. In fact,
there is aninverse encoding([ ]) for prime ground place graphs in trees defined on the
normal forms of [101].

The theorem of discrete normal form in [101] implies that every ground place graph
g : 0→ 1 can be expressed as

g = joinn ◦ (M0 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Mn−1) (3.3)

where everyM j is a molecular prime ground place graph of the formM = K(a) ◦ g, with

ar(K(a)) = 0. As an auxiliary notation,joinn is inductively defined asjoin0
def
= 1, and

joinn+1
def
= join ◦ (id1 ⊗ joinn). The bifunctoriality property implies

joinn ◦ (M0 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Mn−1) ≡

≡ join ◦ (M0 ⊗ (join ◦ (M1 ⊗ (join ◦ (. . . ⊗ (join ◦ (Mn−2 ⊗ Mn−1))))))).

The work in [101] says that the normal form in (3.3) is unique, up to permutations.
For every prime ground place graph, the inverse encoding ([ ]) considers its discrete

normal form and it is inductively defined as follows

([ join0 ])
def
= 0

([ K(a) ◦ q ])
def
= a[ ([ q ]) ]

([ joins ◦ (M0 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Ms−1) ])
def
= ([ M0 ]) | . . . | ([ Ms−1 ])
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The encodings [[ ]] and ([ ]) are one the inverse of the other, hence they give a bijection
from trees to prime ground place graphs, which is fundamental in the proof of the follow-
ing theorem.

Theorem 24 (Encoding STL).For each tree T and formula A of STL:

T |= A if and only if [[ T ]] |= [[ A ]] .

Proof. The theorem is proved by structural induction on STL formulae. The transparency
predicate is not considered here, as it holds on every control. The basic step deals with
the constantsF and0. CaseF follows by definition. For the case0, [[ T ]] |= [[ 0 ]] means

[[ T ]] |= 1, that by definition is [[T ]] ≡ 1 and soT ≡ ([ [[ T ]] ]) ≡ ([ 1 ])
def
= 0, namely

T |= 0.
The inductive steps deal with connectives and modalities.

CaseA⇒ B. Assuming [[T ]] |= [[ A⇒ B ]] means [[T ]] |= [[ A ]] ⇒ [[ B ]]; by definition
this says that [[T ]] |= [[ A ]] implies [[ T ]] |= [[ B ]]. By induction hypothesis, this is
equivalent to say thatT |= A impliesT |= B, namelyT |= A⇒ B.

Casea[A]. Assuming [[T ]] |= [[ a[A] ]] means [[T ]] |= K(a) ◦1 ([[ A ]]). This amount to
say that there existG : 1→ 1 andg : 0→ 1 such that [[T ]] ≡ G ◦ g andG |= K(a)
andg |= [[ A ]], that is [[T ]] ≡ K(a) ◦ g with g |= [[ A ]]. Since the encoding is

bijective, this is equivalent toT ≡ ([ K(a) ◦ g ])
def
= a[([ g ])] with g |= [[ A ]]. Since

g : 0 → 1, the induction hypothesis says that ([g ]) |= A. Hence it is the case that
T |= a[A].

CaseA@a. Assuming [[T ]] |= [[ A@a ]] means [[T ]] |= K(a) ^1 A. This is equivalent to
say that for everyG such thatG |= K(a), if (G ◦ [[ T ]]) ↓ thenG ◦ [[ T ]] |= [[ A ]].
According to the definitions, this isK(a) ◦ [[ T ]] |= [[ A ]], and so [[a[T] ]] |= [[ A ]].
By induction hypothesis, this isa[T] |= A. HenceT |= A@a by definition.

CaseA | B. Assuming that [[T ]] |= [[ A | B ]] means [[T ]] |= [[ A ]] | [[ B ]]. This is equiva-
lent to say that [[T ]] |= join ◦ ([[ A ]]→1 ⊗ [[ B ]]→1), namely there existg1,g2 : 0→ 1
such that [[T ]] ≡ join ◦ (g1 ⊗ g2) andg1 |= [[ A ]] andg2 |= [[ B ]]. As the encoding is
bijective this means thatT ≡ ([ g1 ]) | ([ g2 ]), and the induction hypothesis says that
([ g1 ]) |= A and ([g2 ]) |= B. By definition this isT |= A | B.

CaseA . B. Assuming that [[T ]] |= [[ A . B ]] means [[T ]] |= join ([[ A ]] ⊗ id1)) ^1 [[ B ]] ,
namely for everyG : 1 → 1 such thatG |= join ([[ A ]] ⊗ id1) it holdsG ◦ [[ T ]] |=
[[ B ]]. Now, G : 1→ 1 andG |= join ([[ A ]] ⊗ id1) means that there existsg : 0→ 1
such thatg |= [[ A ]] andG ≡ join(g ⊗ id1). Hence it is the case that for everyg : 0→
1 such thatg |= [[ A ]] it holds join(g ⊗ id1) ◦ [[ T ]] |= [[ B ]], that is join(g ⊗ [[ T ]]) |=
[[ B ]] by bifunctoriality property. Since the encoding is a bijection, this is equivalent
to say that for every treeT′ such that [[T′ ]] |= [[ A ]] it holds join([[ T′ ]] ⊗ [[ T ]]) |=
[[ B ]], that is [[T′ | T ]] |= [[ B ]]. By induction hypothesis, for everyT′ such that
T′ |= A it holdsT′ | T |= B, that is the semantics ofT |= A . B. �
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Differently from STL, PGL can also describe structures with several holes and regions.
In §3.6 we show how PGL describes contexts of tree-shaped semistructured data. Con-
sider, for instance, a function taking two trees and returning the tree obtained by merging
their roots. Such a function is represented by the termjoin, which solely satisfies the
formula join . Similarly, the function that takes a tree and encapsulates it inside a node
labelledby K, is represented by the termK and captured by the formulaK. Moreover, the
formula join ◦ (K ⊗ (T ◦ id1)) expresses all contexts of form 2→ 1 that place their first
argument inside aK node and their second one as a sibling of such node.

3.5.3 Link Graph Logic (LGL).

Fixed a denumerable set of namesΛ, we consider the monoid (Pfin(Λ),], ∅), wherePfin( )
is the finite powerset operator and] is the subset disjoint union. Link graphs are the
structures arising from such a monoid. They can describe nominal resources, common
in many areas: object identifiers, location names in memory structures, channel names,
and ID attributes in XML documents. The fact that names cannot be implicitly shared
does not mean that we can refer to them or link them explicitly (e.g. object references,
location pointers, fusion in fusion calculi, and IDREF in XML files). Link graphs describe
connections between resources performed by means of names, that arereferences.

Wiring terms are a structured way to map a set of inner namesX into a set of outer
namesY. They are generated by the constructors:/a : {a} → ∅ anda/X : X → a. The
closure/a hides the inner namea in the outer face. The substitutiona/X associates all
the names in the setX to the namea. We denote wirings byω, substitutions byσ, τ,
and bijective substitutions, dubbedrenamings, by α, β. Substitution can be specialised

in: a
def
= a/∅ anda ← b

def
= a/{b} anda ⇔ b

def
= a/{a,b}. The constructora represents the

introduction of namea, the terma← b corresponds to renameb to a, anda⇔ b links, or
fuses,a andb to namea.

Given a signatureK of controlsK with arity functionar(K) we generate link graphs
from wirings and the constructorK~a : ∅ → ~a with ~a = a1, . . . ,ak, K ∈ K , andk = ar(K).
The controlK~a represents a resource of kindK with named ports~a. Any ports may be
connected to other node ports via wiring compositions.

In this case, the structural congruence≡ is refined as outlined in Tab. 3.9 with obvious
axioms for links, modellingα-conversion and extrusion of closed names. We assume the
transparency predicateτ true on wiring constructors.

Fixed the transparency predicateτ for each control inK , the Link Graph Logic
LGL(K , τ) is BiLog(Pfin(Λ),], ∅,≡,K ∪ {/a, a/X}, τ). Theorem 23 can be extended to
LGL by using a similar proof, thus such a logic describes the link graphs precisely. The
logic expresses structural spatiality for resources and strong spatiality (separation) for
names, and it can therefore be viewed as a generalisation of Separation Logic for contexts
and multi-ports locations. On the other side, the logic can describe resources with local
(hidden or private) names between resources, and in this sense the logic is a generalisation
of Spatial Graph Logic [39]: it is sufficient to consider the edges as resources.
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Table 3.9 Additional Axioms for Link Graph Structural Congruence

Link Axioms: a/a ≡ ida Link Identity
/a ◦ a/b ≡ /b Closing renaming
/a ◦ a ≡ idε Idle edge

b/(Y]a) ◦ (idY ⊗
a/X) ≡ b/Y]X Composing substitutions

Link Node Axiom: α ◦ K~a ≡ Kα(~a) Renaming

Moreover, if we consider identity as a constructor, it is possible to define

a← b
def
= (a⇔ b) ◦ (a ⊗ idb).

In LGL the formulaA ⊗ B describes a decomposition into twoseparatelink graphs,
sharing neither resources, nor names, nor connections, that satisfyA andB respectively.
Since it is defined only on link graphs with disjoint inner/outer sets of names, the tensor
product is a kind aspatial/separationoperator, in the sense that it separates the model into
two distinct parts that cannot share names.

In this case, horizontal decomposition inherits the commutativity property from the
monoidal tensor product. If we want a namea to be shared between separated resources,
we need to make the sharing explicit, and the sole way to do that is through the link
operation. We therefore need a way to first separate the names occurring in two wirings
as to apply the tensor, and then link them back together.

As a shorthand, ifG : X → Y andG′ : X′ → Y′ with Y ⊂ X′, we write [G′]G
for (G′ ⊗ idX′\Y) ◦ G and if ~a = a1, . . . ,an and~b = b1, . . . ,bn, we write~a ← ~b for
a1 ← b1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ an ← bn, similarly for ~a ⇔ ~b. From the tensor product it is possible
to derive a product with sharing on~a. Moreover, givenG : X → Y andG′ : X′ → Y′

with X ∩ X′ = ∅, we choose a list~b (with the same length as~a) of fresh names. The
composition with sharing~a is

G
~a
⊗ G′

def
= [~a⇔ ~b]([~b← ~a]G ⊗ G′).

In this case, the tensor product is well defined since all the common names~a in G are
renamed to fresh names, while the sharing is re-established afterwards by linking the~a
names with the~b names.

By extending this sharing to all names we define the parallel compositionG | G′ as
a total operation. However, such an operator does not behave ‘well’ with respect to the
composition, as shown in [101]. In addition a direct inclusion of a corresponding connec-
tive in the logic would impact the satisfaction relation by expanding the finite horizontal
decompositions to the boundless possible name-sharing decompositions. (This may be
the main reason why logics describing models with name closure and parallel composi-
tion are undecidable [53].) This is due to the fact that the set of names shared by a parallel
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composition is not known in advance, and therefore parallel composition can only be
defined by using an existential quantification over the entire set of shared names.

Names can be internalised and effectively made private to a bigraph by the closure
operator/a. The effect of composition with/a is to add a new edge with no public
name, and therefore to makea disappear from the outerface, and be completely hidden
to the outside. Separation is still expressed by the tensor connective, which not only
separates places, but also makes sure that no edge – whether visible or hidden – crosses
the separating line.

As a matter of fact, without name quantification it is not possible to build formulae
that explore a link, since the latter has the effect of hiding names. For this task, we employ
the name variablesx1, ..., xn and the fresh name quantificationN. in the style of Nominal
Logic [116]. The semantics is defined as

G |= Nx1 . . . xn.A iff there exist a1 . . . an < fn(G) ∪ fn(A)

such that G|= A{a1/x1 . . . an/xn},

whereA{a1/x1 . . . an/xn} is the usual variable substitution.
By fresh name quantification we define a notion of~a-linked name quantification for

fresh names, whose purpose is to identify names linked to~a, as

~aL ~x.A
def
= N~x. ((~a⇔ ~x) ⊗ id) ◦ A.

The formula above expresses that the variables in~x denote inA names that are linked
in the term to~a, and the role of (~a ⇔ ~x) is to link the fresh names~x with ~a, while id
deals with names not in~a. We also define aseparation-up-toas the decomposition in two
terms that are separated apart from the link on the specific names in~a, which crosses the
separation line:

A
~a
⊗ B

def
= ~aL ~x. (((~x← ~a) ⊗ id) ◦ A) ⊗ B. (3.4)

The idea of the formula above is that the shared names~a are renamed in fresh names~x, so
that the product can be performed and finally~x is linked to~a to actually have the sharing.

The following lemma states that the two definition are consistent.

Lemma 18 (Separation-up-to).If g |= A
~x
⊗ B with g : ε → X, and~x is the vector of the

elements in X, then there exist g1 : ε → X and g2 : ε → X such that g≡ g1
~x
⊗ g2 and

g1 |= A and g2 |= B.

Proof. Simply apply the definitions and observe that the identities must be necessarily
idε, as the outer face ofg is restricted to beX. �

The corresponding parallel composition operator is not directly definable by using
the separation-up-to. In fact, in arbitrary decompositions the name shared are not all
known a priori, hence we would not know the vector~x in the operator sharing/separation

operator
~x
⊗. However, next section shows that a careful encoding is possible for the parallel

composition of spatial logics with nominal resources.
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Table 3.10 Spatial Graph Terms (with Local Names) and Congruence

G,G′ ::= nil empty graph
a(x, y) single edge graph labelled a∈ Λ connecting the nodes x, y
G | G′ =composing the graphs G,G′, with sharing of nodes
(νx)G the node x is local in G

G | nil ≡ G neutral element
G | G′ ≡ G′ | G commutativity

(G | G′) | G′′ ≡ G | (G′ | G′′) associativity
(νx)G ≡ (νy)G{x← y} renaming, when y < f n(G)

(νx)nil ≡ nil extrusion Zero
G | (νx)G′ ≡ (νx)(G | G′) extrusion composition, when x < f n(G)
(νx)a(y, z) ≡ a(y, z) extrusion edge, when x , y, z
(νx)(νy)G ≡ (νy)(νx)G extrusion restriction

3.5.4 Encoding SGL

We show that LGL can be seen as a contextual (multi-edge) version of Spatial Graph
Logic (SGL) [39]. The logic SGL expresses properties of directed graphsG with labelled
edges. The notationa(x, y) represents an edge from the nodex to y and labelled bya.
The graphsG are built from the empty graphnil and the edgea(x, y) by using the parallel
compositionG1 | G2 and the binding for local names of nodes (νx)G. The syntax and the
structural congruence for spatial graphs are outlined in Tab. 3.10.

The graph logic combines standard propositional logic with the structural connectives:
composition and basic edge. Although we focus on its propositional fragment, the logics
of [39] also includes edge label quantifier and recursion. In [39] SGL is used as a pattern
matching mechanism of a query language for graphs. In addition, the logic is integrated
with transducersto allow graph transformations. The applications of SGL include de-
scription and manipulation of semistructured data. Table 3.11 depicts the syntax and the
semantics of the fragment we consider.

We consider a signatureK with controls of arity 2, we assume a bijective function
associating every labela to a distinct controlK(a). The ports of the controls represent the
starting and arrival node of the associated edge. The transparency predicate is defined to
be verified on every control. The resulting link graphs are interpreted as contextual graphs
with labelled edges, whereas the resulting class of ground link graphs is isomorphic to the
graph model of SGL.

Table 3.12 encodes the graphs modelling SGL into ground link graphs and SGL for-
mulae into LGL formulae. The encoding is parametric on a finite setX of names con-
taining the free names of the graph under consideration. Observe that when we force the
outer face of the graphs to be a fixed finite setX, the encoding of parallel composition
is simply the separation-up-to~x, where~x is a list of all the elements inX. Notice also
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Table 3.11 Propositional Spatial Graph Logic (SGL)

ϕ, ψ ::= F false a(x, y) an edge from x to y
nil empty graph ϕ | ψ composition
ϕ⇒ ψ implication

G |= F iff never
G |= nil iff G ≡ nil
G |= ϕ⇒ ψ iff G |= ϕ implies G |= ψ
G |= a(x, y) iff G ≡ a(x, y)
G |= ϕ | ψ iff there exists G1,G2 s.t.

G ≡ G1 | G2 and G1 |= ϕ and G2 |= ψ

Table 3.12 Encoding Propositional SGL in LGL over Two Ported Ground Link Graphs

Spatial Graphs into Two-ported Ground Link Graphs

[[ nil ]] X
def
= X

[[ a(x, y) ]] X
def
= K(a)x,y ⊗ X \ {x, y}

[[ (νx)G ]] X
def
= ((/x ⊗ idX\{x}) ◦ [[ G ]] {x}∪X)) ⊗ ({x} ∩ X)

[[ G | G′ ]] X
def
= [[ G ]] X

~x
⊗ [[ G′ ]] X

SGL formulae into LGL formulae

[[ nil ]] X
def
= X [[ a(x, y) ]] X

def
= K(a)x,y ⊗ (X \ {x, y})

[[ F ]] X
def
= F [[ ϕ⇒ ψ ]] X

def
= [[ ϕ ]] X ⇒ [[ ψ ]] X

[[ ϕ | ψ ]] X
def
= [[ ϕ ]] X

~x
⊗ [[ ψ ]] X

how local names are encoded into name closures. Thanks to the Connected Normal Form
of [101], it is easy to prove that ground link graphs featuring controls with exactly two
ports are isomorphic to spatial graph models. As we impose a bijection between arrows
labels and controls, the signature and the label set must have the same cardinality.

Lemma 19 (Isomorphism for Spatial Graphs).There is a mapping([ ]) from two-ported
ground bigraphs to spatial graphs, such that for every set X of names:

1. The mapping([ ]) is inverse to[[ ]] X.

2. For every ground link graph g with outer face X in the signature featuring a count-
able set of controlsK, all with arity 2, it holds f n(([ g ])) = X and[[ ([ g ]) ]] X ≡ g.

3. For every spatial graph G with f n(G) = X it holds[[ G ]] X : ε → X and([ [[ G ]] X ]) ≡
G.
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Proof. The idea is to interpret link graphs as bigraphs of typeε → 〈1,X〉 without nested
nodes. As proved in [101], bigraphs without nested nodes and〈1,X〉 as outerface have
the following normal form (whereZ ⊆ X):

G ::= (/Z | id〈1,X〉) ◦ (X | M0 | . . . | Mk−1)

M ::= Kx,y(a) ◦ 1

The inverse encoding is based on such a normal form:

([ (/Z | id〈1,X〉) ◦ (X | M0 | . . . | Mk−1) ])
def
= (νZ) (nil | ([ M0 ]) | . . . | ([ Mk−1 ]))

([ Kx,y(a) ◦ 1 ])
def
= a(x, y)

Notice that the extrusion properties of local names correspond to node and link axioms.
The encodings [[ ]] and ([ ]) provide a bijection, up to congruence, between graphs of SGL
with free namesX and ground link graphs with outer faceX and built by controls of arity
two. �

The previous lemma is fundamental in proving the soundness of the encoding for SGL
in BiLog, stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 25 (Encoding SGL).For every graph G, every finite set X that contains fn(G),
and every formulaϕ of the propositional fragment of SGL:

G |= ϕ if and only if [[ G ]] X |= [[ ϕ ]] X.

Proof. By induction on formulae of SGL. The transparency predicate is not considered
here, as it is verified on every control. The basic step deals with the constantsF, nil and
a(x, y). CaseF follows by definition. For the casenil , [[ G ]] X |= [[ nil ]] X means [[G ]] X |=

X, that by definition is [[G ]] X ≡ X and soG ≡ ([ [[ G ]] X ]) ≡ ([ X ])
def
= nil, namelyG |= nil .

For the casea(x, y), to assume [[G ]] X |= [[ a(x, y) ]] X means [[G ]] X |= K(a)x,y ⊗ X \ {x, y}.
SoG ≡ ([ [[ G ]] X ]) ≡ ([ K(a)x,y ⊗ X \ {x, y} ]) ≡ a(x, y), that isG |= a(x, y). The inductive
steps deal with connectives.

Caseϕ⇒ ψ. To assume [[G ]] X |= [[ ϕ ⇒ ψ ]] X means [[G ]] X |= [[ ϕ ]] X ⇒ [[ ψ ]] X; by
definition this says that [[G ]] X |= [[ ϕ ]] X implies [[G ]] X |= [[ ψ ]] X. By induction
hypothesis, this is equivalent to say thatG |= ϕ impliesG |= ψ, namelyG |=
ϕ⇒ ψ.

Caseϕ | ψ. To assume [[G ]] X |= [[ ϕ | ψ ]] X means [[G ]] X |= [[ ϕ ]] X
~x
⊗ [[ ψ ]] X. By

Lemma 18 there existsg1, g2 such that [[G ]] X ≡ g1
~x
⊗ g2 and g1 |= [[ ϕ ]] X and

g2 |= [[ ψ ]] X. Let G1 = ([ g1 ]) andG2 = ([ g2 ]), Lemma 19 says that [[G1 ]] X ≡ g1 and
[[ G2 ]] X ≡ g2, and by conservation of congruence, [[G1 ]] X |= [[ ϕ ]] X and [[G2 ]] X |=

[[ ψ ]] X. Hence the induction hypothesis says thatG1 |= ϕ andG2 |= ψ. In addi-

tion [[ G1 | G2 ]] X ≡ [[ G1 ]] X
~x
⊗ [[ G2 ]] X ≡ g1

~x
⊗ g2 ≡ [[ G ]] X. Conclude thatG admits

a parallel decomposition with parts satisfyingA andB, thusG |= ϕ | ψ. �
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Also, LGL enables the encoding of Separation Logics on heaps: names used as iden-
tifiers of location are forcibly separated by tensor product, while names used for pointers
are shared/linked. However we do not encode it explicitly since in §3.5.7 we will encode
a more general logic: the Context Tree Logic [37].

3.5.5 Pure Bigraph Logic

By combining link graphs and place graphs we generate all the(abstract pure) bigraphs
of [90]. In this case the underlying monoid is the product of link and place interfaces,

namely (ω × Pfin(Λ),⊗, ε) where〈m,X〉 ⊗ 〈n,X〉
def
= 〈m+ n,X ] Y〉 andε

def
= 〈0, ∅〉. As a

short notation, we useX for 〈0,X〉 andn for 〈n, ∅〉.
A set of constructors for bigraphical terms is obtained as the union of place and link

graph constructors, except the controls which are subsumed by the newdiscrete ioncon-
structors, denoted byK~a : 1 →

〈
1, ~a
〉
. It represents a prime bigraph containing a single

node with ports named~a and an hole inside. Bigraphical terms are thus defined in relation
to a control signatureK and a set of namesΛ, as detailed in [101].

The structural congruence for bigraphs corresponds to the sound and complete bi-
graph axiomatisation of [101]. The additional axioms are reported in Tab. 3.13: they are
essentially a combination of the axioms for link and place graphs, with slight differences

due to the interfaces monoid. In detail, we define the symmetry asγI ,J
def
= γm,n ⊗ idX]Y

whereI = 〈m,X〉 and J = 〈n,Y〉, and we restate the node axiom by taking care of the
places.

PGL excels at expressing properties ofunnamedresources, that are resources acces-
sible only by following the structure of the term. On the other hand, LGL characterises
names and their links to resources, but it has no notion of locality. A combination of them
ought to be useful to model nominal spatial structures, either private or public.

BiLog promises to be a good (contextual) spatial logic for (semi-structured) resources
with nominal links, thanks to bigraphs’ orthogonal treatment of locality and connectivity.
To testify this, 3.5.7 shows how recently proposed Context Logic for Trees (CTL) [37]
can be encoded into bigraphs. The idea of the encoding is to extend the encoding of STL
with (single-hole) contexts and identified nodes. First, 3.5.6 gives some details on the
transparency predicate.

3.5.6 Transparency on Bigraphs

In the logical framework we gave the minimal restrictions on the transparency predicate
to prove our results. Here we show a way to define a transparency predicate. The most
natural way is to make the transparent terms a sub-category of the more general cate-
gory of terms. This essentially means to impose the product and the composition of two
transparent terms to be transparent. Thus transparency on all terms can be derived from a
transparency policy, i.e., a predicateτΘ( ) defined only on the constructors as follows.
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Table 3.13 Additional Axioms for Bigraph Structural Congruence

Symmetric Category Axioms:
γI ,ε ≡ idI Symmetry Id

γI ,J ◦ γJ,I ≡ idI⊗J Symmetry Composition
γI ′,J′ ◦ (G ⊗ F) ≡ (F ⊗ G) ◦ γI ,J Symmetry Monoid

Place Axioms:
join ◦ (1 ⊗ id1) ≡ id1 Unit

join ◦ (join ⊗ id1) ≡ join ◦ (id1 ⊗ join) Associativity
join ◦ γ1,1 ≡ join Commutativity

Link Axioms:
a/a ≡ ida Link Identity

/a ◦ a/b ≡ /b Closing renaming
/a ◦ a ≡ idε Idle edge

b/(Y]a) ◦ (idY ⊗
a/X) ≡ b/Y]X Composing substitutions

Node Axiom:
(id1 ⊗ α) ◦ K~a ≡ Kα(~a) Renaming

Definition 22 (Transparency). Given the monoid of interfaces(M,⊗, ε), the set of con-
structorsΘ, the congruence≡ and a transparency policy predicateτΘ defined on the
constructors inΘ we define the transparency on terms as follows:

G ≡ idI

τ(G)
∃I .G : ε → I

τ(G)
G ≡ Ω τΘ(Ω)

τ(G)

G ≡ G1 ⊗ G2 τ(G1) τ(G2)
τ(G)

G ≡ G1 ◦ G2 τ(G1) τ(G2)
τ(G)

Next lemma proves that the conditions we required on the transparency predicate
holds for this particular definition.

Lemma 20 (Transparency Properties).If G is ground or G is an identity thenτ(G) is
verified. Moreover, if G≡ G′ thenτ(G) is equivalent toτ(G′).

Proof. The former statement is verified by definition. The latter is proved by induction
on the derivations. �

We assume every bigraphical constructor, which is not a control, to be transparent and
the transparency policy to be defined only on the controls. The transparency the policy
can be defined, for instance, by security requirements.
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Table 3.14 Trees with Pointers and Tree Contexts

T,T′ ::= 0 empty tree
ax[T] a tree labelled a with identifier x and subtree T
T | T′ partial parallel composition

C ::= − an hole (the identity context)
ax[C] a tree context labelled a with identifier x and subtree C
T | C context right parallel composition
C | T context left parallel composition

3.5.7 Encoding CTL

Paper [37] presents a spatial context logic to describe programs manipulating a tree struc-
tured memory. The model of the logic is the set of unordered labelled treesT andlinear
contexts C, which are trees with a unique hole. Every node has a name, so to identify
memory locations. From the model, the logic is dubbed Context Tree Logic, CTL in the
following. Given a denumerable set of labels and a denumerable set of identifiers, trees
and contexts are defined in Tab. 3.14:a represents a label andx an identifier. The in-
sertion of a treeT in a contextC, denoted byC(T), is defined in the standard way, and
corresponds to fill the unique hole ofC with the treeT. A well formed treeor context
is one where the node identifiers are unique. The model of the logic is composed by
trees and contexts that are well formed. In particular, composition, node formation and
tree insertion arepartial as they are restricted to well-formed trees. The structural con-
gruence between trees is the smallest congruence that makes the parallel operator to be
commutative, associative and with the empty tree as neutral element. Such a congruence
is naturally extended to contexts.

The logic exhibits two kinds of formulae:P, describing trees, andK, describing tree
contexts. It has two spatial constants, the empty tree forP and the hole forK, and four
spatial operators: the node formationax[K], the applicationK(P), and its two adjuncts
K . P andP1 / P2. The formulaax[K] describes a context with a single root labelled by
a and identified byx, whose content satisfiesK. The formulaK . P represents a tree that
satisfiesP whenever inserted in a context satisfyingK. Dually, P1/P2 represents contexts
that composed with a tree satisfyingP1 produce a tree satisfyingP2. The complete syntax
of the logic is outlined in Tab. 3.15, the semantics in 3.16.

CTL can be naturally embedded in an instance of BiLog. The complete structure of
the Context Tree Logic has also link values. For sake of simplicity, we restrict our at-
tention to the fragment without links. As already said, the terms giving a semantics to
CTL do not to share identifiers: two nodes cannot have the same identifier, as it repre-
sents a precise location in the memory. This is easily obtained with bigraph terms by
encoding the identifiers as names and the composition as tensor product, that separates
them. We encode such a structure in BiLog by lifting the application to a particular kind
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Table 3.15 Context Tree Logic (CTL)

P,P′ ::= false
0 empty tree formula
K(P) context application
K / P context application adjunct
P⇒ P′ implication

K,K′ ::= false
− identity context formula
ax[K] node context formula
P . P′ context application adjunct
P | K parallel context formula
K ⇒ K′ implication

of composition, and similarly for the two adjuncts.
The tensor product on bigraphs is both a spatial separation, like in the models for

STL, and a partially-defined separation on names, like pointer composition for separation
logic. Since we deal with both names and places, we define a formulaid〈m, 〉 to represent
identities on places by constraining the place part of the interface to be fixed and leaving

the name part to be free:id〈m, 〉
def
= idm ⊗ (id ∧ ¬(id∃⊗1 )). The semantics says thatG |=

id〈m,−〉 means that there exits a set of namesX such thatG ≡ idm ⊗ idX. By using such
an identity formula we define the corresponding typed composition◦〈m, 〉 and the typed
adjunctŝ 〈m, 〉, _〈m, 〉:

A ◦〈m, 〉 B
def
= A ◦ id〈m, 〉 ◦ B

A ^〈m, 〉 B
def
= (id〈m, 〉 ◦ A) ^ B

A _〈m, 〉 B
def
= (A ◦ id〈m, 〉) ^ B

We then define the operator∗ for the parallel composition with separation operator∗ as
both a term constructor and a logical connective:

D ∗ E
def
= [join](D ⊗ E) for D andE prime bigraphs

A ∗ B
def
= (join ⊗ id〈0, 〉) ◦ (A→〈1, 〉 ⊗ B→〈1, 〉) for A andB formulae

The operator∗ enables the encoding of trees and contexts to bigraphs. In particular, we
consider a signature with controls of arity 1 and we define the transparency predicate to be
verified on every control. Moreover we assume a bijective function from tags to controls:
ax 7−→ K(a)x. The details are outlined in Tab. 3.17. The encodings of trees turn out to
beground prime discrete bigraphs: bigraphs with open links and type 0→ 〈1,X〉. The
result in [101] says that the normal form, up to permutations, for ground prime discrete
bigraphs is:

g = (joink ⊗ idX) ◦ (M1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Mk),
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Table 3.16 Semantics for CTL

T |=T false iff never
T |=T 0 iff T ≡ 0
T |=T K(P) iff there exist C,T′ s.t. C(T′) well-formed, and T ≡ C(T′)

and C |=K K and T′ |=T P
T |=T K / P iff for every C: C |=K K and C(T) well-formed

implies C(T) |=T P
T |=T P⇒ P′ iff T |=T P implies T |=T P′

C |=K false iff never
C |=K − iff C ≡ −
C |=K ax[K] iff there exists C′ s.t. ax[C′] well-formed, and

C ≡ ax[C′] and C′ |=K K
C |=K P . P′ iff for every T: T |=T P and C(T) well-formed

implies C(T) |=T P′

C |=K P | K iff there exist C′,T s.t. T | C′ well-formed, and
C ≡ T | C′ and T |=T P and C′ |=K K

C |=K K ⇒ K′ iff C |=K K implies T |=T K′

whereMi are calleddiscrete ground moleculesand are of the formM = (K(a)x ⊗ idY)g.
We can now define the reverse encoding ([ ]) of [[ ]], from ground prime discrete bigraphs
to trees, involving such a normal form:

([ join0 ])
def
= 0

([ (K(a)x ⊗ idY) ◦ g ])
def
= ax[ ([ g ]) ]

([ (joink ⊗ idY) ◦ (M1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Mk) ])
def
= ([ M1 ]) ∗ . . . ∗ ([ Mk ])

Moreover, the encodings of linear contexts turn out to beunary discrete bigraphs G:
bigraphs with open links and type〈1,X〉 → 〈1,Y〉. Again, the result in [101] implies that
the normal form, up to permutations, for unary discrete bigraphs is:

G = (joink ⊗ idY) ◦ (R⊗ M1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Mk−1)

whereMi are discrete ground molecules andRcan be eitherid1 or (K~a ⊗ idY) ◦ Q. Again,
we can define the reverse encoding ([ ]) of [[ ]], from unary discrete bigraphs to linear
contexts, involving such a normal form:

([ id1 ])
def
= −

([ (K(a)x ⊗ idY) ◦ Q ])
def
= ax[([ Q ])]

([ (joink ⊗ idY) ◦ (R⊗ M1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Mk−1) ])
def
= ([ R]) | ([ M1 ]) | . . . | ([ Mk−1 ])
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Table 3.17 Encoding CTL in BiLog over Prime Discrete Ground Bigraphs

Trees into prime ground discrete bigraphs Contexts into unary discrete bigraphs

[[ 0 ]]
def
= 1 [[ − ]]C

def
= id1

[[ ax[T] ]]
def
= (K(a)x ⊗ id f n(T)) ◦ [[ T ]] [[ ax[C] ]] C

def
= (K(a)x ⊗ id f n(C)) ◦ [[ C ]]C

[[ T1 | T2 ]]
def
= [[ T1 ]] ∗ [[ T2 ]] [[ T | C ]]C

def
= [[ T ]] ∗ [[ C ]]C

[[ C | T ]]C
def
= [[ C ]]C ∗ [[ T ]]

TLformulae into PGL formulae CTL formulae into PGL formulae

[[ false]] P
def
= F [[ false]] K

def
= F

[[ 0 ]] P
def
= 1 [[ − ]] K

def
= id1

[[ K(P) ]] P
def
= [[ K ]] K ◦〈1, 〉 [[ P ]] P [[ P . P′ ]] K

def
= [[ P ]] P _〈1, 〉 [[ P′ ]] P

[[ K / P ]] P
def
= [[ K ]] K ^〈1, 〉 [[ P ]] P [[ ax[K] ]] K

def
= ((K(a)x) ⊗ id〈0, 〉) ◦ [[ K ]] K

[[ P⇒ P′ ]] P
def
= [[ P ]] P⇒ [[ P′ ]] P [[ P | K ]] K

def
= [[ P ]] P ∗ [[ K ]] K

[[ K ⇒ K′ ]] K
def
= [[ K ]] K ⇒ [[ K′ ]] K

As the bigraphical model is specialised to context trees, so BiLog logic is specialised
to the Context Tree Logic. The encodings of the connectives and the constants are in
Tab. 3.17, and their soundness is shown in the next lemma.

Theorem 26 (Encoding Context Tree Logic).For each tree T and formula P of CTL,
T |=T P if and only if [[ T ]] |= [[ P ]] P. Also, for each context C and formula K of CTL,
C |=K K if and only if[[ C ]]C |= [[ K ]] K.

Proof. Follow the lines of Theorem 24 and 25, by structural induction on CTL formulae
and by exploiting the fact that the encoding of contexts trees into unary discrete bigraphs
is bijective. �

The encoding shows that the models introduced in [37] are a particular kind of dis-
crete bigraphs with one port for each node and a number of holes and roots limited to
one. Hence, this shows how BiLog for discrete bigraphs is a generalisation of Context
Tree Logic to contexts with several holes and regions. On the other hand, since STL is
more general than separation logic, cf. [37], and it is used to characterise programs that
manipulate tree structured memory model, BiLog can express separation logic as well.

3.6 BiLog for XML Data and Contexts

XML data are essentially tree-shaped resources. Starting from [38], where XML data
were modelled by unordered labelled trees, much work on spatial logic for semistructured
data and XML has been proposed [39, 40, 57]. A query language on semistructured data
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based on Ambient Logic was studied in [41]. Here we add links on resource names to
that tree-shaped model, so as to obtain a more general framework for semistructured data
and XML. A similar step was undertaken in [46]. As bigraphs naturally model XML
contexts, here we improve on [46] by showing that BiLog is suitable to describe XML
contexts, which can be interpreted as web services or XML transformations.

Here we focus on the applications of BiLog to XML data. In particular, we first show
how XML data, contexts, and a class of web services can be interpreted as a bigraph.
Then, equipped with a ‘bigraphical’ representation of XML data and contexts, we show
how BiLog can describe and reason about XML.

3.6.1 Modelling XML Contexts as Bigraphs

The importance of the underlying hierarchical structure in XML, as well as the fact that
links are used only to model relations between nodes, suggests bigraphs as good models
for XML documents. Ground bigraphs represent XML documents, while those with holes
represent XML contexts. The interpretation is trivial when nominal constraints (such as
ID andIDREF attributes and namespaces) are not considered. Without nominal attributes
there is in fact no link between nodes, and XML tree structures can be mapped to place
graphs by associating tags and values to bigraphical controls with arity zero. This yields
an ambient-like formalism [38].

To model nominal resources and links, controls must be enriched by identification and
pointer ports, connected to each other by the link graph. The model so obtained is similar
to the one in [46], wheretrees with dangling pointersare considered. In addition, link
graphs model local names, and so also unnamed connections.

As seen in §3.5.5, the main constituents of a bigraph are the discrete ionsK~a, whose
ports are linked to the names in~a. In XML settings, a ion represents atag with some
attributes. Since ports are unambiguously identified, they can be associated to attributes.
The first port of a ion is associated to a (unique) name, which identifies, as anID attribute,
the element represented by the ion. Other ports are linked either to other nodes’IDs, so
acting effectively asIDREFs, or to internal edges connected to internal nodes, so repre-
senting general attributes. Example 9 will clarify the idea. Embedding a ion into the hole
of another ion, represents the inclusion of the corresponding elements.

XML data are encoded as ground bigraphs as outlined in Tab. 3.18. Without attributes,
XML data are completely modelled by the place graph, since the arity is zero for every
bigraphical control. When dealing with attributes, names and edges represent XML at-
tributes and XML links between elements, respectively. We consider theIDs used in
XML data as names and we assume two functions for values:

Kval(v) maps the valuev to a single node with no outer names, no nodes and no holes
inside, and it is actually used to encode the valuev by bigraphs.

Kval(v)a maps the valuev a single node with outer namea, no nodes and no holes inside,
and it is auxiliary to encode values linked to attributes.
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Table 3.18 XML Documents as Ground Bigraphs

(|v|)
def
= Kval(v) value

(|v|)a
def
= Kval(v)a value linked to an attribute name a

(|~v|)~b
def
= (|v1 |)b1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ (|vn |)bn with ~v = v1 . . . vn and ~b = b1 . . . bn

(| ∅ |)
def
= 1 empty tree

(|T |)
def
= /~a ◦ σ ◦ Ktag(t)u,~u,~b ◦ joinn+k((|~v|)~b ⊗ α1 ◦ (|T1 |) ⊗ . . . ⊗ αn ◦ (|Tn |))

where T = 〈t, ID = u, ~a = ~u, ~b = ~v 〉T1, ...,Tn 〈/t〉 is an XML tree

with ~a = a1 . . . ak link attributes
~u = u1 . . . uk names
~b = b1 . . . bp value attributes
~v = v1 . . . vk values
αi renaming the names of Ti into fresh names

σ
def
= α−1

1 ∪ . . . ∪ α
−1
n inverse renaming

/~a
def
= /a1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ /ap closure of the names in ~a

joinn+k merging among n+ k bigraphs
(definable from join)

We assume a classKtag of controls. Lett be an XML tag, andAtt the list of attributes
for t. Being finite and ordered, the listAtt can be associated to an ordinal #Att. In particu-
lar, every attribute can be identified by the position. So the tagt is associated toKtag(t, )~u,
which represents the ion with controlKtag(t) ∈ Ktag and arity #Att. The vector~u indicates
the names connected to the control. These names correspond to theIDs associated to the
attributes inAtt. A value attribute is encoded as a value inside the node and connected
to the port whose position marks the corresponding attribute. Identifiers (ID) and links
(IDREF) attributes becomenamesof the tag and can be connected with other names to
model references. The connection is performed by link graph constructors:a ⇔ b, to
create a reference, and/a, to create a closed connection for attributes.

In Tab. 3.18 the term 1 corresponds to the empty tree. The core of the translation is the
encoding of (non empty) trees. Here, the role ofjoin is to group together the (encodings
of the) set of children ofT and the (encodings of the) values linked to attributes. The
renamingsαi guarantee that the product is defined and they are obtained by choosing
fresh names, not appearing in the encoded tree, and by combining operatorsa← b. The
bigraph obtained byjoin is single-rooted, thus it fits in the ion associated to the tagt. After
the composition with the ion, names are renamed in order to actualise all the references,
finally the links between the root and the values linked to attributes are closed. The
renaming is obtained by considering the inverse ofαi (definable by using the operators
a ← b anda ⇔ b), and the closure is obtained by combining the closures of the names
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Figure 3.4 XML Encoding
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Example 9. Consider a database that stores scientific papers and information about their
authors, and focus on the fragment quoted in the document below.

<authors>

<author n="ID1" name="Conf" coauth="ID4">

<add n="ID2">"..."</add> <phon n="ID3">"..."</phon>

</author>

<author n="ID4" name="Mace" coauth="ID7">

<add n="ID5">"..."</add> <phon n="ID6">"..."</phon>

</author>

<author n="ID7" name="Sass" coauth="ID10">

<add n="ID8">"..."</add> <phon n="ID9">"..."</phon>

</author>

</authors>

Tagauthor has the following attributes: an identifierIDn, a link to another author
coauth, that is anIDREF, and a general attributename. In the corresponding bigraph-
ical encoding (see Fig. 3.4) every tagauthor is associated to a control of arity three.
Exploiting the order of the ports, we identify a port with the corresponding XML attribute
unambiguously. In the picture we assume the ports ordered clockwise. The first port
corresponds to the identifier,ID, and is connected to an outer name. The second one cor-
responds to the general attributename, and is connected by a closed link to a value. The
final attribute corresponds to the reference,coauth, and it is connected to a name that
corresponds to anotherauthor tag.

This encoding does not capture the order among children of a node, so they represent
lists of unordered trees connected through links. This model can be used for XML data
whose document order is not relevant, as, for instance, for XML encodings of relational
databases [2], or for distributed XML documents in a P2P computing, orsemantics web
where attaching meaning to denote order is undesirable. Sorting disciplines may provide
an encoding that respects the order.
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More generally, a bigraph represents a context for unordered XML data, just because
there can be holes in it. So in Ex. 9 we can imagine holes in place of some nodes. This
yields a contextual XML document, representing a function, orweb service, that takes a
list of XML files and returns their composition in the context, by fitting every file in the
relative position. In this way, besides plain XML documents, we can model web services.

3.6.2 BiLog for XML Contexts

This section informally discusses how BiLog can be used for describing, querying and
reasoning about XML. We analyse three possible cases:(i) PGL to model XML data
trees and tree contexts, without nominal resources;(ii) logics for discrete bigraphsto
model XML data trees with identified nodes;(iii) BiLog to model XML data trees with
soft-link connections, that are implemented with nominal resources.

XML without IDs As said in §3.6.1, without nominal resources XML amounts to un-
ordered labelled tree. In [38] the author outlines the similarities between such a model
and ambient calculus. Then Ambient Logic is used in [41] to introduce a query language
for semistructured. In §3.5.2 and § 3.5.7 we show that PGL extends the static fragment of
ambient logic and models general contexts of tree-shaped resources. Hence it can describe
XML contexts, without attributes.

The models of PGL arepositivefunctionsm → n, which produce a list ofn XML
contexts from a list ofmXML contexts. The adjective ‘positive’ means that the functions
can onlyaddstructure to the parameters, without removing or replace any part of XML
data. In this sense, XML contexts are viewed as positive XML web services that take
XML documents and return XML documents. This is similar to Positive Active XML [1],
but presents a remarkable difference, as the bigraphical model does not handle ordered
trees. We use alist of parameters and alist of resulting contexts. For instance, consider
a web servicewb that satisfies the formulaK1(id1) | K2(id2). This web service takes two
trees and puts the first inside a node labelled byK1, then it puts the second inside a node
labelled byK2, and finally it performs a parallel composition between the two resulting
trees. The ordered parameters are required to fix the exact correspondence between holes
and roots. The web servicewb is characterised by the formula above, but it satisfies also
the formulaK1(id1) | T. The formula characterises web services which have at least one
hole and are the composition of a node with arity one labelled byK1 in parallel with
something else. In this sense a notion oftypefor web services arises: we can use PGL to
formalise web service types and constraints.

Since XML active documents are contexts, PGL actually describes active XML doc-
uments and web service in an unique framework. In addition, an approach similar to
TQL [41] can be used to query Active XML documents and web service. PGL may be
eventually used to type web service in order to avoid useless invocations.
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XML Contexts with identified nodes A simple tree structure does not allow logic and
model to directly identify the resources, which are accessed only through navigation.
When XML documents have nominal resources in addition to the tree structure, names
can refer to locations, hence the resulting model can be seen as an extension of a heap
memory model. In particular, names are intrinsically separated by the tensor product.
Trees with names correspond to discrete bigraphs, namely place graphs with named re-
sources but no name sharing between different resources. PGL extended by named con-
trols Kx and renamingsx ← y is suitable to describe these models. In detail,Kx denotes
a node labelled byK, with name identifierx, and an hole inside. The renamex ← y
is suitable to map names of different sources to different identifiers. The tensor product
constraints two models to be separated both in locality and in names. In fact, a models
satisfiesA ⊗ B if it has two sub-models satisfyingA andB respectively and with disjoint
sets of identifiers, i.e., disjoint outer faces. Such a PGL extension characterises (contexts
of) resources which can be accessed either by navigation through the tree structure or by
using name controls as pointers.

XML Contexts with Connections For XML data models, nodes which are not related
by a parent-child relationship can be connected either explicitly byID and IDREF at-
tributes or implicitly by namespaces. BiLog’s notion of sharing can model connections
between resources to treat structures with pointers. Sharing is obtained through links be-
tween names of resources. In Tab. 3.18, identifiers are encoded as tag names andIDREFs
as pointers to names in the same document. The connection betweenID andIDREF is
expressed in BiLog by closed names. Moreover the ‘separation-up-to’ operator, defined
in (3.4), can express properties like “The author of paperX has a relationship with the
author of paperY,” which express separation on resources, since there are different au-
thors for different papers, but sharing on linked names. BiLog can also express XML
contexts with links. For instance a alteration to a namespace can be represented by a link
composed to an identity, and unnamed resources can be represented by closed names.

3.7 Towards Dynamics

A main feature of a distributed system is mobility, or dynamics in general. In dealing with
communicating and nomadic processes, the interest is to describe not only their internal
structure, but also their behaviour. So far, it has been shown how BiLog can describe
structures, this section is intended to study how to express evolving systems. BiLog is
able to deal with the dynamic behaviour of models. Essentially, this is due to its the
contextual nature, suitable to characterise structural parametric reaction rules that model
dynamics.

The usual way to express dynamics with a logic is to introduce anext stepmodality
(♦), that hints how the system develops in the future. In general, a process satisfies the
formula♦A if it may evolve into a process satisfyingA.
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In process algebras, dynamics is often presented byreaction (or rewriting) rules of
the formr −→ r ′, meaning that the termr (the redex) is replaced byr ′ (the reactum) in
suitablecontexts, namedactive. The ‘activeness’ is defined on the structure of contexts
by a predicateδ.

In general, abigraphical reactive systemis a bigraphical system provided with a set
of parametric reaction rules, namely a setS of pairs1 (R,R′ : I → J), whereR andR′ are
the redex and the reactum of a parametric reaction. We consider only ground bigraphs,
as they identifies processes, contrary to non-ground bigraphs that are open and identifies
contexts. The active bigraphs are identified by the predicateδ, closed for compositions
andids. A ground bigraphg reacts tog′ (writteng −→ g′) if there is a couple (R,R′) ∈ S,
a set of namesY, a bigraphD (usually not ground) withδ(D) true, and a ground bigraph
d, such that:

g ≡ D ◦ (R⊗ idY) ◦ d and g′ ≡ D ◦ (R′ ⊗ idY) ◦ d.

When the model is enriched with a dynamical framework, the usual way to introduce
the modality♦ is to extend the relation|= by defining‘g |= ♦A iff g −→ g′ and g′ |= A.’
According to the formulation of the reduction given above, we obtain

g |= ♦A iff there exist(R,R′) ∈ S, idY, D active, and d ground

such that g≡ D ◦ (R⊗ idY) ◦ d and D◦ (R′ ⊗ idY) ◦ d |= A. (3.5)

One may wonder whether the modality♦ is the only way to express a temporal evolu-
tion in BiLog. It turns out that BiLog has a built in notion of dynamics. There are several
cases in which BiLog itself is sufficient to express the computation. One of them is the
encoding of CCS, shown in the following.

We focus on the fairly small fragment of CCS considered in [35], consisting of prefix
and parallel composition only;P,Q will range over CCSprocesses; a,b, c overactions,
chosen in the enumerable setActs; anda,b, c overcoactions. Process syntax is defined
by the following grammar:

P ::= 0 | λ.P | P | P
λ ::= a | a

As operatorν is not included, all the actions appearing in a process are not bound; this fact
yields the encoding to produce bigraphs with open links. Moreover, asActswill actually
be the set of names for the bigraphs used to encode CCS processes, we will refer to its
elements as names. In particular, the ‘names’ of a CCS process are all the elements of
Actsappearing in its syntax, both as actions and as coactions. For instance, the names in
the processa.c.b.a.0 area,b, c.

1This is a simplification to capture the case of CCS presented in this section. In general, bigraphical
theory does not requireRandR′ to have the same inner face.
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Thestructural congruence≡ is defined as the least congruence on processes such that
P | 0 ≡ P, P | Q ≡ Q | P andP | (Q | R) ≡ (P | Q) | R. Finally, the usualreduction
operational semanticsgives dynamics:

a.P | a.Q→ P | Q
P→ Q

P | R→ Q | R
P ≡ P′ P′ → Q′ Q′ ≡ Q

P→ Q
(3.6)

The work [103] presents a bigraphical encoding for this CCS. The bigraphs suitable
to encode CCS are built by two controls with arity 1:act for actions andcoact for coac-
tions. As mentioned above, every actiona ∈ Actsis treated as a name in the bigraphical
model. The corresponding constructors assume the formacta andcoacta. Reactions are
intuitively expressed as

acta�1 | coacta�2 −→ a | �1 | �2. (3.7)

Rules are parametric, in the sense that the two holes,�1 and�2, can be filled up by any
process, and the linka is introduced to maintain the same interface between redex and
reactum. By definition, redex can be replaced by the reactum in any bigraphical active
context. As the active contexts are identified by the predicateδ, in this particular case
such a predicate has to project CCS’s active contexts into bigraphs. It is easy to see that
rules in (3.6) imply that active CCS contexts have the form ‘P | �,’ whose corresponding
bigraphical context is ‘[[P ]] | �,’ where [[P ]] is the bigraphical encoding forP. Since
Lemma 22 will prove that the encoding introduced in this section is bijective on bigraphs
that are ground,prime (i.e., with a single root, as for the definition on place graphs) and
with open links, the formal definition for an active bigraphical context is

g | �, (3.8)

for g : ε → 〈1,Z〉 ground, prime and with open links. Moreover, controlsact andcoact
are declared to bepassive, i.e., no reaction can occur inside them. It is straightforward to
conclude that the most general context ready to react has the form ‘�0 | acta�1 | coacta�2’
and the most general reaction is

�0 | acta�1 | coacta�2 −→ �0 | a | �1 | �2, (3.9)

where holes�0, �1 and�2 has to be filled in by prime ground bigraphs with open links.
Such a reduction turns out to be compositional with parallel operator.

The encoding maps CCS processes into ground, prime open linked bigraphs, and it is
denoted by [[ ]]X. Such an encoding is parameterised by afinite subsetX ⊆ Acts; it yields
ground bigraphs with outer face〈1,X〉 and open links. The value [[P ]] X is defined only if
the names inP belong toX:

[[ 0 ]] X
def
= 1 ⊗ X

[[ a.P ]] X
def
= (acta

a
⊗ idX) ◦ [[ P ]] X

[[ ā.P ]] X
def
= (coacta

a
⊗ idX) ◦ [[ P ]] X

[[ P | Q ]] X
def
= (join ⊗ idX) ◦ ([[ P ]] X

X
⊗ [[ Q ]] X)
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wherea ∈ X, and the sharing/separation operator
X
⊗ stands for

~a
⊗ where~a is any array

of all the elements inX.
Note, in particular, that the sharing tensor ‘

a
⊗ idX’ enables the definition to be com-

positional, as the outer face is〈1,X〉 for every encoding. Moreover, such a sharing tensor
allows the process filling the hole inacta (and coacta) to perform othera actions. In

fact, consider the simple CCS processa.ā.0, then [[a.ā.0 ]] {a} is (acta
a
⊗ id{a}) ◦ (coacta

a
⊗

id{a}) ◦ (1 ⊗ a). Clearly, the composition is granted by the sharing operator.
In the encoding for parallel, operatorjoin makes tensor commutative. There is a

straight correspondence between parallel operators in the two calculi, as [[P | Q ]] X corre-
sponds to [[P ]] X | [[ Q ]] X, that is the parallel operator on bigraphs, defined in [101]. The
result stated in Lemma 22 says that the encoding is bijective on prime ground bigraphs
with open links. First, Lemma 21 provides a general result on bigraphs and parallel com-
position. It says that to add names that already appear in a bigraph dos not alter the
bigraph itself.

Lemma 21 (Adding Names).If x is in the outer names of G, then G| x ≡ G.

Proof. Express the parallel in terms of renamings, linkings and tensor product as in [101],
and use axioms of [101]. AssumeG : 〈m,X〉 → 〈n, {x} ∪ Y〉, with y < {x} ∪ Y. ThenG | x
corresponds to (id〈n,Y〉 ⊗ (x ⇔ y)) ◦ (G ⊗ ((y ← x) ◦ x)), that is (id〈n,Y〉 ⊗ (x ⇔
y)) ◦ (G ⊗ y) by the third link axiom. By bifunctoriality property, this is congruent to
(id〈n,Y〉 ⊗ (x ⇔ y)) ◦ (id〈n,Y〉 ⊗ idx ⊗ y) ◦ (G ⊗ idε), and again to ((id〈n,Y〉 ◦ id〈n,Y〉) ⊗
((x ⇔ y) ◦ (idx ⊗ y))) ◦ G. The latter is congruent to (id〈n,Y〉 ⊗ idx) ◦ G, by the second
link axiom. Since (id〈n,Y〉 ⊗ idx) ◦ G ≡ G, conclude the thesis. �

Lemma 21 is useful to prove that the encoding is bijective on ground prime bigraphs
with open links.

Lemma 22 (Bijective Translation). For every finite subset X⊆ Acts:

1. The translation[[ · ]] X is surjective on prime ground bigraphs with outerface〈1,X〉
and open links.

2. For every couple of processes P,Q and for every finite subset X⊆ Acts containing
all the names in P and Q, it holds: P≡ Q iff [[ P ]] X ≡ [[ Q ]] X.

Proof. Prove point (1) by showing that every prime ground bigraph with outerface〈1,X〉
has at least one pre-image for the translation [[· ]] X. Proceed by induction on the number
of nodes in bigraphs. The Connected Normal Form (CNF) for bigraphs presented in [101]
simplifies the proof. According to [101], every prime ground bigraphG with outerface
〈1,X〉 and open links has the following connected normal form:G ::= X | F, where
F ::= M1 | . . . | Mk, with M ::= (Ka | idY) ◦ F for a ∈ ActsandKa ∈ {acta, coacta}. In
particular, a termM is aground molecule.

The base of induction isX, intended as a bigraph, and clearly [[0 ]] X = X. For the
inductive step, consider a bigraphG with at least one node. This meansG = X | ((Ka |
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idY) ◦ F) | G′. Without losing generality, assumeKa = acta, soG = ((acta | idX) ◦ (X |
F)) | (X | G′) by Lemma 21. Now, the induction says that there exist P and Q such that
[[ P ]] X = X | F and [[Q ]] X = X | G′, hence conclude [[a.P | Q ]] X = G.

The forward implication of point (2) is proved by showing that the translation is sound
with respect to the rules of congruence in CCS. This has been already proved in [101],
where the parallel operator between bigraphs is shown to be commutative and associative,
and to have 1 as a unit. Moreover, by Lemma 21, the bigraph 1⊗ X is the unit for the
parallel operator on prime ground bigraphs with outerface〈1,X〉.

The following claim, stated in [103], is the crucial step in proving the reverse impli-
cation of point (2). Its proof considers the connected normal form for bigraphs.

Claim. If Gi (i = 1 . . .m) andF j ( j = 1 . . . n) are ground molecules andG1 | . . . | Gm ≡

F1 | . . . | Fn, thenm= n andGi ≡ Fπ(i) for some permutationπ onm.

The proof of the reverse implication of point (2) proceeds by induction on the structure
of the CCS processP. The base of induction isP = 0, in this case the statement is
verified since [[Q ]] X ≡ [[ 0 ]] X = X implies Q ≡ 0 | . . . | 0. For the inductive step, let
P ≡ a1.P1 | . . . | am.Pm for anym ≥ 1, and assume [[Q ]] ≡ [[ P ]]. Furthermore we have
Q ≡ b1.Q1 | . . . | bn.Qn, then

[[ P ]] X = (acta1

a1
⊗ idX) ◦ [[ P1 ]] X | . . . | (actam

am
⊗ idX) ◦ [[ Pm ]] X

[[ Q ]] X = (actb1

b1
⊗ idX) ◦ [[ Q1 ]] X | . . . | (actbm

bm
⊗ idX) ◦ [[ Qm ]] X

Since the two translations are both a parallel compositions of ground molecules, the pre-
vious claim says thatm= n, and there exists a permutationπ onmsuch thatai ≡ aπ(i) and
[[ Qi ]] ≡ [[ Pπ(i) ]]. By inductionQi ≡ Pπ(i), henceQ ≡ P. �

Paper [103] proves that the translation preserves and reflects the reactions, namely:
P −→ P′ if and only if [[ P ]] X −→ [[ P′ ]] X. A similar result is obtained in this case.

In the current bigraphical system, reaction rules are defined as (acta | idY1) | (coacta |
idY2) −→ a | id〈1,Y1〉 | id〈1,Y2〉. It is easy to see that this can be mildly sugared to obtain
the rule introduced in (3.7). Moreover, the active contexts introduced in (3.8) can be
specialised asg | (id1 ⊗ idY), for g : ε → 〈1,Z〉 ground, prime and with open links.
Moreover,Y,Y1 andY2 must be finite sets of names, viz., the outer names of the term that
can fill the contexts. Finally, the general reaction (3.9) is specialised as

(id1 ⊗ idY) | (acta | idY1) | (coacta | idY2) −→ (id1 ⊗ idY) | a | idY1 | idY2. (3.10)

When a reacting (ground) bigraph is a CCS encoding, such as [[P ]] X, it can actually be
decomposed into a redex, essentially the one in the left-hand side of (3.10), and a ground
bigraph with a well defined structure, essentially with three regions. The composition of
such a bigraph with the corresponding reactum, essentially the one in the right-hand side
of (3.10), gives the result of the reaction. Lemma23 expresses such a characterisation.
Redex and Reactum are formally outlined in Tab. 3.19. They complex structure is due
to the fact that tensor product is defined only disjoint names, and this is guaranteed by
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Table 3.19 Reacting Contexts for CCS Encodings

Bigraphs:

Redexy1,y2,Y1,Y2
a

def
= W ◦ (idY ⊗ join) ◦ (idY ⊗ join ⊗ id1) ◦ {((y1← a) ⊗ id1) ◦
◦ acta ⊗ idY1 ⊗ ((y2← a) ⊗ id1) ◦ coacta ⊗ idY2 ⊗ id〈1,X〉}

ReactY1,Y2
a

def
= W′ ◦ (idY′ ⊗ join) ◦ (idY′ ⊗ join ⊗ id1)

Wirings:

W
def
= ((X⇔ Y1) ⊗ id1) ◦ (idY1 ⊗ (X⇔ Y2) ⊗ id1) ◦
◦ (idY1 ⊗ idY2 ⊗ idX\{a} ⊗ (a⇔ y1) ⊗⊗ id1) ◦
◦ (idY1 ⊗ idY2 ⊗ idX\{a} ⊗ id{y1} ⊗ (a⇔ y2) ⊗ id1)

W′ def
= ((X⇔ Y1) ⊗ id1) ◦ (idY1 ⊗ (X⇔ Y2) ⊗ id1)

Supporting Sets:

Y
def
= {y1, y2} ∪ Y1 ∪ Y2 ∪ X

Y′
def
= Y1 ∪ Y2 ∪ X

renamings. To better understand the table, it is worth to reintroduce some syntactic sugar,
as in (3.9). According to such a notation,Redexy1,y2,Y1,Y2

a andReactY1,Y2
a are simply�0 |

acta�1 | coacta�2 and�0 | �1 | �2, where the sets of namesX,Y1,Y2 are respectively
associated to the holes�0,�1,�2 and they must be disjoint to allow the tensor product.
Namesy1 andy2 are useful to join the action with the corresponding coaction, they must
be disjoint withX, Y1 andY2. WiringsW,W′ andjoin operators assure that the outerfaces
are〈1,X〉.

Lemma 23 (Reducibility). For every CCS process P, the following are equivalent.

1. The translation[[ P ]] X can perform the reduction[[ P ]] X −→ G.

2. There exist bigraphs G1,G2,G3 : ε → 〈1,X〉 and name a∈ X, such that[[ P ]] X ≡

((acta | idX) ◦ G1) | ((coacta | idX) ◦ G2) | G3 and G≡ G1 | G2 | G3.

3. There exist actions a∈ X and y1, y2 < X, and two mutually disjoint subsets Y1,Y2 ⊆

Acts with the same cardinality as X, but disjoint with X, y1, y2, and there exist the
bigraphs H1 : ε → 〈1,Y1〉, H2 : ε → 〈1,Y2〉, and H3 : ε → 〈1,X〉 with open links,
such that[[ P ]] X ≡ Redexy1,y2,Y1,Y2

a ◦ (H1 ⊗ H2 ⊗ H3) and G≡ ReactY1,Y2
a ◦ (H1 ⊗

H2 ⊗ H3), where Redexy1,y2,Y1,Y2
a , ReactY1,Y2

a are defined in Tab. 3.19.

Proof. First prove that points (1) and (2) are equivalent. Assume that the bigraph [[P ]] X

can perform a reaction. This means that [[P ]] X ≡ ((acta | idY1) ◦ G′1) | ((coacta | idY2) ◦
G′2) | G

′
3 and thatG ≡ a | G′1 | G

′
2 | G

′
3 for some suitable ground bigraphsG′1, G′2 andG′3

and actiona ∈ X. Since the type of both [[P ]] X andG is ε → 〈1,X〉, Lemma 21 says that
G ≡ (X | G′1) | (X | G′2) | (X | G′3) and [[P ]] X ≡ ((acta | idX) ◦ (X | G′1)) | ((coacta |
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idX) ◦ (X | G′2)) | (X | G
′
3). Then defineGi to beX | G′i for i = 1,2,3, and conclude that

G ≡ G1 | G2 | G3 and [[P ]] X ≡ ((acta | idX) ◦ G1) | ((coacta | idX) ◦ G2) | G3.

Then prove that point (2) implies point (3). Assume that [[P ]] X ≡ ((acta | idX) ◦ G1) |
((coacta | idX) ◦ G2) | G3 andG ≡ G1 | G2 | G3, with G1,G2,G3 : ε → 〈1,X〉. Chose
two actionsy1, y2 < X and two mutually disjoint subsetsY1,Y2 ⊆ Actswith the same
cardinality asX, but disjoint withX, y1, y2, and follow the definition of parallel operator
in [101] to obtain

[[ P ]] X ≡W ◦ (idY ⊗ join) ◦ (idY ⊗ join ⊗ id1) ◦ {((y1← a) ⊗

⊗ id〈1,Y1〉) ◦ (acta ⊗ idY1) ◦ ((Y1← X) ⊗ id〈1,Y2〉) ◦ G1 ⊗ ((y2← a) ⊗

⊗ id1) ◦ (coacta ⊗ idY2) ◦ ((Y2← X) ⊗ id1) ◦ G2 ⊗ G3}

and

G ≡W′ ◦ (idY′ ⊗ join) ◦ (idY′ ⊗ join ⊗ id1) ◦

◦ {((Y1← X) ⊗ id〈1,Y2〉) ◦ G1 ⊗ ((Y2← X) ⊗ id1) ◦ G2 ⊗ G3}

whereY = {y1} ∪ Y1 ∪ {y2} ∪ Y2 ∪ X andY′ = Y1 ∪ Y2 ∪ X. The bigraphsW andW′ are
defined in Tab. 3.19, they both link the subsetsY1 andY2 with X, and moreoverW links
y1 andy2 with a. By bifunctoriality property, [[P ]] X is rewritten as

W ◦ (idY ⊗ join) ◦ (idY ⊗ join ⊗ id1) ◦ {((y1← a) ⊗ id1) ◦

◦ acta ⊗ idY1 ⊗ ((y2← a) ⊗ id1) ◦ coacta ⊗ idY2 ⊗ G3 } ◦

◦ { ((Y1← X) ⊗ id1) ◦ G1 ⊗ ((Y2← X) ⊗ id1) ◦ G2 },

and, again by bifunctoriality property, as

W ◦ (idY ⊗ join) ◦ (idY ⊗ join ⊗ id1) ◦ {((y1← a) ⊗ id1) ◦

◦ acta ⊗ idY1 ⊗ ((y2← a) ⊗ id1) ◦ coacta ⊗ idY2 ⊗ id〈1,X〉 } ◦

◦ { ((Y1← X) ⊗ id1) ◦ G1 ⊗ ((Y2← X) ⊗ id1) ◦ G2 ⊗ G3 }.

Point (3) follows by definingH′i = ((Yi ← X) ⊗ id1) ◦ Gi for i = 1,2, andH3 = G3 .
Note that the three bigraphsGi andHi have open links as so does [[P ]] X. Finally, point
(3) implies point (2), by inverting previous reasoning. �

By following the ideas of [103] it is easy to demonstrate that there is an exact match
between the reactions generated in CCS and in the bigraphical system. This a conse-
quence of the fact that CCS reacting contexts are clearly identified and easily transferred
in bigraphical settings.

Proposition 28 (Matching Reactions).For every finite set X, that contains all the names
appearing in P and Q, it holds: P→ Q if and only if[[ P ]] X −→ [[ Q ]] X.
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Proof. For the forward direction, proceed by induction on the number of the rules applied
in the derivation forP → Q in CCS. The base of the induction is the only rule without
premisses, meaning thatP is a.P1 | a.P2 andQ is P1 | P2. The translation is sound as
regards this rule, since the reactive system says

((acta | idX) ◦ [[ P1 ]] X) | ((coacta | idX) ◦ [[ P2 ]] X) −→ X | [[ P1 ]] X | [[ P2 ]] X.

The induction step considers two cases. First, assume thatP→ Q is derived fromP′ →
Q′, whereP is P′ | RandQ is Q′ | R. Then the induction hypothesis says that [[P′ ]] X −→

[[ Q′ ]] X, hence [[P′ ]] X | [[ R]] X −→ [[ Q′ ]] X | [[ R]] X. Conclude that [[P ]] X −→ [[ Q ]] X,
as [[P ]] X is [[ P′ ]] X | [[ R]] X and [[Q ]] X is [[ Q′ ]] X | [[ R]] X. Second, assume thatP → Q
is derived from the congruencesP ≡ P′ andQ′ ≡ Q, and from the transitionP′ → Q′.
By Lemma 22, [[P ]] X ≡ [[ P′ ]] X and [[Q′ ]] X ≡ [[ Q ]] X , and, by induction hypothesis,
[[ P′ ]] X −→ [[ Q′ ]] X. Conclude [[P ]] X −→ [[ Q ]] X, since the reduction is defined up to
congruence.

For the reverse implication, assume [[P ]] X −→ [[ Q ]] X. Lemma 23 says that there exist
the bigraphsG1,G2,G3 : ε → 〈1,X〉 and the namea ∈ X such that [[P ]] X ≡ ((acta | idX) ◦
G1) | ((coacta | idX) ◦ G1) | G3 andG ≡ G1 ⊗ G2 ⊗ G3. Now, Lemma 22 says that for
every i = 1,2,3 there exists a CCS processPi such that [[Pi ]] corresponds toGi, hence
[[ P ]] ≡ [[ a.P1 | a.P2 | P3 ]] and [[ Q ]] ≡ [[ P1 | P2 | P3 ]]. Again, Lemma 22 says that
P ≡ a.P1 | a.P2 | P3 andQ ≡ P1 | P2 | P3, thenP→ Q. �

Tanks to Lemma 22, the previous result can be further specialised: whenever a bi-
graphical encoding reacts, so does the corresponding CCS process.

Proposition 29 (Conservative Reaction).If [[ P ]] X −→ G for a CCS process P, then
there exists a CCS process Q such that[[ Q ]] X = G and P→ Q.

Proof. Assume [[P ]] X −→ G, then point (2) of Lemma 23 says thatG has typeε → 〈1,X〉
and open links, as so does [[P ]] X. Lemma 22 says that there exists a process Q such that
[[ Q ]] X ≡ G. ConcludeP→ Q by Lemma 28. �

Paper [35] introducesLspat, a spatial logic suitable to describe structure and behaviour
of CCS processes. The formulae of such a logic are generated byA, B ::= 0 | A∧ B | A|B |
¬A | A.B | ♦A. It includes the void constant 0 and the basic spatial operators: composition
|, and its adjunct.. It presents also a temporal operator, next step modality♦, to capture
process dynamics. Table. 3.20 outlines the semantics ofLspat in term of CCS processes, as
defines in [35]. In particular, parallel connective describes processes that are the parallel
composition between two processes that satisfies the corresponding formulae. A process
satisfiesA / B if it satisfies the formulaB whenever put in parallel with any process
satisfyingA. Finally, next step♦A is satisfied by a process that can evolve into a process
satisfyingA.

The logicLspat can be encoded in a suitable instantiation of BiLog, without using
the modality defined in (3.5), but exploiting BiLog expressivity, suitable to characterise
reacting contexts. It is sufficient to instantiate the logic BiLog(M,⊗, ε,Θ,≡, τ) to obtain
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Table 3.20 Semantics of FormulaeLspat in CCS

P |=spat 0 if P ≡ 0
P |=spat ¬A if not P |=spat A
P |=spat A∧ B if P |=spat A and P |=spat B
P |=spat A | B if there exist R,Q, s.t. P ≡ R | Q, R |=spat A and Q |= Bspat

P |=spat A . B if for every Q, Q |=spat A implies P | Q |=spat B
P |=spat ♦A if there exist P′ s.t. P −→ P′ and P′ |=spat A

the bigraphical encoding of CCS. We defineΘ to be composed by the standard constructor
for a bigraphical system withK = {act, coact}. Moreover, transparency predicateτ must
be always true. This fact is determinant for the soundness of the logical encoding, as it
enables BiLog to fully describe any bigraphical term, and, therefore, to detect all reacting
contexts by simply analysing their ‘spatial’ structure.

Lemma 23 is informally rephrased by saying that reactions for encoded CCS processes
are determined by couples of the form (Redexa,Reactuma), cf. Tab. 3.19, and every react-
ing process is characterised by

[[ P ]] X −→ [[ Q ]] X iff there exists a bigraph g and a∈ X such that

[[ P ]] X ≡ Redexa ◦ g and[[ Q ]] X ≡ Reactuma ◦ g.

Sinceτ is always true, it is possible to define a characteristic formula for every redex
and reactum, simply by rewriting every bigraphical constructor and operator with the
correspondent logical constant in their bigraphical encodings. For the new namesy1, y2,
and the new subsetsY1,Y2, denote withRedexy1,y2,Y1,Y2

a andReactY1,Y2
a the characteristic

formulae forRedexy1,y2,Y1,Y2
a andReactY1,Y2

a , respectively. Clearly,G |= Redexy1,y2,Y1,Y2
a if

and only ifG ≡ Redexy1,y2,Y1,Y2
a , and the same for reactum. This has a prominent role in

defining the encoding of the temporal modality in BiLog.
Table 3.21 formally defines logical encoding, that is parameterised on the setX of

names, as so does the process encoding. The encodings for logical connectives and spatial
composition are self-explanatory. In particular, spatial composition requires the sharing of
all the names inX: it corresponds to the logical parallel operator when the set of bigraph
names is fixed and finite, as happens for processes encoded by [[ ]]X. The encoding for.
introduces an auxiliary notation. Intuitively, formulaAX is defined to constrain a bigraph
to be the encoding of a CCS process and to satisfy [[A ]] X. In fact,G |= AX means thatG
satisfies [[A ]] X, it has typeε → 〈1,X〉 and its links are open, as a bigraph satisfiesOpen
only if no closure appears in any of its decompositions. Proposition 30 will show that a
bigraph satisfies [[P ]] X |= [[ A . B ]] X if it satisfies [[B ]] X whenever connected in parallel
with any encoding of a CCS process satisfying [[A ]] X.

In the encoding for the temporal modality♦, the supporting formulaTriple is satis-
fied by processes that are the composition of three single-rooted ground bigraphs whose
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Table 3.21 Encoding ofLspat into BiLog

Encodings:

[[ 0 ]] X
def
= X ⊗ 1

[[ ¬A ]] X
def
= ¬ [[ A ]] X

[[ A∧ B ]] X
def
= [[ A ]] X ∧ [[ B ]] X

[[ A | B ]] X
def
= join ◦ ([[ A ]] X

X
⊗ [[ B ]] X)

[[ A . B ]] X
def
= NY. (((Y← X) ⊗ id1) ◦ AX)( (join ◦ ((X⇔ Y) ⊗ id1) ^ [[ B ]] X)

[[ ♦A ]] X
def
=
∨

a∈X Ny1.y2.Y1.Y2. Redexy1,y2,Y1,Y2
a ◦ [(ReactY1,Y2

a ^ [[ A ]] X) ∧ Triple ]

Supporting Formulae:

Open
def
= ¬ Nx. ◊(/x ◦ T)

AX
def
= [[ A ]] X ∧ Tε→〈1,Y2〉 ∧Open

Triple
def
= Tε→〈1,Y1〉 ⊗ Tε→〈1,Y2〉 ⊗ Tε→〈1,X〉

outerfaces have the same number of names asX. Proposition 30 will show that a process
satisfies [[♦A ]] X if and only if it is the combination between a particular redex and a bi-
graph that satisfies the requirement of Lemma 23, and moreover that the corresponding
reactum satisfies [[A ]] X.

Proposition 30 formalises the main result of the section. It expresses the semantical
equivalence betweenLspat and its encoding in BiLog, note, in particular, the requirement
for a finite set of actions performable by the CCS processes. Such a limitation is not
due to the presence of the next step operator. Indeed, inspecting the proof, one can see
that the induction step for the temporal operator still holds in the case of a infinite set
of actions. The limitation, in fact, is due to the adjoint operator.: the number of names
shared between the processes must be bound. This happens because of the different choice
for the logical product operator in BiLog. On one hand, spatial logic has parallel operator
built in. This means that the logic does not care about the names that are actually shared
between the processes. On the other hand, BiLog has a strong control on the names shared
between two processes, and they must be known with accuracy.

Proposition 30. If the set of names in every CCS process is bounded to be a finite set X,
then P|=spat A if and only if[[ P ]] X |= [[ A ]] X.

Proof. Proceed by induction on formula structure. Base of induction is formula 0. To
assume [[P ]] X |= [[ 0 ]] X means [[P ]] X ≡ X ⊗ 1, that correspond toP ≡ 0, henceP |=spat 0
by definition.

Inductive step deals with connectives. Treatments of¬, ∧ and | are similar; hence
focus on parallel operator.

Case A | B. To say [[P ]] X |= [[ A | B ]] X means that there are two bigraphsg1,g2,
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with g1 |= [[ A ]] X andg1 |= [[ B ]] X, such that [[P ]] X ≡ join ◦ (g1
X
⊗ g2). The bigraphs

g1,g2 must have typeε → 〈1,X〉 and open links, as so does [[P ]] X. By Lemma 22, there
are two processesQ1 andQ2 such that [[Q1 ]] X and [[Q2 ]] X areg1 andg2, respectively.

Then conclude [[P ]] X ≡ join ◦ ([[ Q1 ]] X
X
⊗ [[ Q2 ]] X), that meansP ≡ Q1 | Q2, again

by Lemma 22. Moreover, induction hypothesis says thatQ1 |= A and Q2 |= B, hence
P |=spat A | B.

Case A. B. Assume [[P ]] X |= [[ A . B ]] X, then by definition there exists a fresh setY
of actions such that for everyG satisfying (((Y← X) ⊗ id1) ◦ AX) it holds [[P ]] X ⊗ G |=
join ◦ ((X⇔ Y) ⊗ id1) ^ [[ B ]] X, that is

join ◦ ((X⇔ Y) ⊗ id1) ◦ ([[ P ]] X ⊗ G) |= [[ B ]] X (3.11)

Now G |= (((Y ← X) ⊗ id1) ◦ AX) means that there isg |= AX such thatG ≡ ((Y ←
X) ⊗ id1) ◦ g. As previously discussed (cf. the introduction to the current proposition)
g |= AX says thatg |= [[ A ]] X and thatg is a bigraph with open link and typeε → 〈1,X〉.
By Lemma 22,g is [[ Q ]] X for some CCS processQ whose actions are inX.

Hence, as the set of actionsActscorresponds toX, (3.11) is rephrased by saying that
for everyCCS processQ such that [[Q ]] X |= [[ A ]] X it holds

join ◦ ((X⇔ Y) ⊗ id1) ◦ ([[ P ]] X ⊗ ((Y← X) ⊗ id1) ◦ [[ Q ]] X) |= [[ B ]] X

that is [[P | Q ]] X |= [[ B ]] X. Then, the induction hypothesis says that for everyQ, if
Q |=spat A thenP | Q |=spat B, namelyP |=spat A . B.

Case♦A. to assume [[P ]] X |= [[ ♦A ]] X signifies that there exists an actiona ∈ X such
that

[[ P ]] X ≡ Redexy1,y2,Y1,Y2
a ◦ H (3.12)

wherey1, y2 are fresh names,Y1,Y2 are fresh subsets with the same cardinality asX, and
H is a bigraph satisfying

H |= (ReactY1,Y2
a ^ [[ A ]] X) ∧ Triple . (3.13)

In particular, Property (3.13) amounts to assert the two following points.

1. H |= ReactY1,Y2
a ^ [[ A ]] X, that means

ReactY1,Y2
a ◦ H |= [[ A ]] X. (3.14)

2. H |= Tε→〈1,Y1〉 ⊗ Tε→〈1,Y2〉 ⊗ Tε→〈1,X〉, that means

H ≡ H1 ⊗ H2 ⊗ H3 (3.15)

with Hi : ε → 〈1,Yi〉, for i = 1,2, andH3 : ε → 〈1,X〉.
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Now [[ P ]] X ≡ Redexy1,y2,Y1,Y2 ◦ (H1 ⊗ H2 ⊗ H3), by (3.12) and (3.15). This means
[[ P ]] X −→ ReactY1,Y2

a ◦ (H1 ⊗ H2 ⊗ H3), by Lemma 23. Furthermore, the bigraphs
H1,H2,H3 have open links, as so does [[P ]] X. Hence Lemma 22 says that there exists
the CCS processQ such that [[Q ]] X corresponds toReactY1,Y2

a ◦ (H1 ⊗ H2 ⊗ H3), hence
P → Q by Proposition 28. Finally, (3.14) says that [[Q ]] X |= [[ A ]] X, and this means
Q |=spat A by induction hypothesis. Conclude that [[P ]] X |= [[ ♦A ]] X is equivalent to
P→ Q with Q |=spat A, namelyP |=spat ♦A. �

The main steps in encoding CCS spatial logic into BiLog have been to encode the
underlying calculus into bigraphical settings, to find the right reaction rules and, and then
to characterise the corresponding reactive contexts by BiLog formulae. This hints how
it may be possible to extend such a result to other calculi, such asπ and ambients by
employing their encodings, already provided in [90, 88].

3.8 Conclusions and Realted Work

This chapter moves a first step towards describing global resources by focusing on bi-
graphs. Our final objective is to design a general dynamic logic able to cope uniformly
with all the models bigraphs have been proved useful for, as of today these includeλ-
calculus [102], Petri-nets [100], CCS [103],π-calculus [90], ambient calculus [88], and
context-aware systems [18]. We introduced BiLog, a logic founded on bigraphs, whose
formulae describe arrows in monoidal categories.

We have seen how the ‘separation’ plays in various fragments of the logic. For in-
stance, in the case ofPlace Graph Logic, where models are bigraphs without names, the
separation is purely structural and coincides with the notion of parallel composition in
Spatial Tree Logic. Dually, as the models forLink Graph Logicare bigraphs with no
location, the separation in such a logic is disjointness of nominal resources. Finally, for
Bigraph Logic, where nodes of the model are associated with names, the separation is not
only structural, but also nominal, since the constraints on composition force port identi-
fiers to be disjoint. In this sense, it can be seen as the separation in memory structures with
pointers, like Separation Logic’s heap structures [111], and trees with either pointers [37]
or hidden names [40].

In §3.6 we sketched the application of BiLog to describe XML data, and we plan
to extend the logic to more sophisticated semistructured data models. The similarities
between XML and bigraphs have been pointed out independently also in [84] where XML
is proposed as a language to codify bigraphs. In §3.6 we have focused on the other way
around, by considering ‘bigraphs as models for XML’.

In §3.7 we showed how BiLog can deal with dynamics. A natural solution is adding
a temporal modality basically describing bigraphs that can compute according to a Bi-
graphical Reactive System [90]. When the transparency predicate enables the inspection
of ‘dynamic’ controls, BiLog is ‘intensional’ in the sense of [131], as it can observe in-
ternal structures. In the case of the bigraphical system describing CCS [103], BiLog can
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be so intensional that its static fragment directly expresses a temporal modality. A trans-
parency predicate specifies which structures can be directly observed by the logic, while
a temporal modality, along with the spatial connectives, allows to deduce the structure by
observing the behaviour. It would be interesting to isolate some fragments of the logic and
investigate how the transparency predicate influences their expressivity and intensionality,
as done in [85].

We have not addressed a logic for tree with hidden names. As a matter of fact, we
have such a logic. More precisely we can encode abstract trees into bigraphs by controls
ambs with arity one. The name assigned to this control will actually be the name of the
ambient. Extrusion and renaming of abstract trees have their correspondence with closure
and substitution of bigraphical terms. At the logical level we may encode operators of
tree logic with hidden names as follows:

©a
def
= ((a← a) ⊗ id) ◦ T

Cx.A
def
= Nx. (/x ⊗ id) ◦ A

a® A
def
= (¬©a∧ A) ∨ (/a ⊗ id) ◦ A

Hx.A
def
= Nx. x® A

The operator©a says that the namea appears in the outer face of the bigraphs. The new
quantifierCx.A expresses the fact that in a process satisfyingA a name has been closed.
The revelation® says thatA can be asserted by revealing the restricted namea, which
may be hidden in the model as it must either to be closed by an edge or not to appear in
the model. The hiding quantificationH is derived as in [45].



4
Concluding Remarks

Over the last years, the contribution of theoretical computer science to the design and
implementation of programming languages has been widespread and highly effective.
Exemplars are the operational and denotational, or logical, foundations of languages such
as ML [79, 105], Prolog [51] and Scheme [133]. Even Java has been benefitted [49] and,
very recently, theoretical research in resource semantics and substructural logic has led
to significant advances in understanding of delicate concepts such as mutable data, as
exemplified by separation logic’s handling of constructs such as pointers [87, 111].

The contribution of theoretical work to design, understanding, and delivery of sys-
tems, however, has been much less widespread and much less effective. We propose this
Thesis as a contribution to the programme of addressing this weakness in systems the-
ory, and we provide a logical analysis of some of the key structural aspects of distributed
systems, or network, architectures. In particular:

• We introduce‘Logic’ from a foundational point of view, with Basic Logic and its
principles, which are essential to provide a resource model (relational monoids)
proved to be sound and refined complete. In particular, the completeness result
allows a semantical proof of cut-elimination.

• We extend Basic Logic in two directions: one direction is the addition of structural
rules, the other is the move to intuitionistic logic, thus obtaining Intuitionistic Linear
Logic and Intuitionistic Logic. By combining the two extensions we obtain the
Logic of Bunched Implications. In turn, we extend to these logics the notion of
model, along with the soundness and refined completeness results.

• To express resource placement, we introduce an intuitionistic, hybrid modal logic in
which formulae and sentences are explicitly about particular ‘places’ of the consid-
ered system. Several modalities allow validation of properties at a named place, at
some unknown place and at every place. We provide a sound and complete Kripke
semantics and a more general one, termed Birelational Models, which, in addition
to soundness and completeness, enjoys the finite model property, thus allowing the
decidability of the logic to be demonstrate.

• We found a logic, BiLog, with a specific model in mind: the bigraphs model of dis-
tributed computation. We define BiLog as a “spatial logic for monoidal categories,”
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in the style of Tree and Ambient Logics. By varying the underlying monoidal cate-
gory we obtain various different logics: Place Graph Logic (PGL) has as its model
the place-graph part of the bigraphs model; Link Graph Logic (LGL) has the link-
graphs as its model; and Bigraph Logic combines these two to give a logic for
discussing bigraphs themselves.

• We propose BiLog as a general description language and, to support this idea, we
provide several results: Tree Logic is encoded in PGL; Graph Logic is encoded
in LGL; and Bigraph Logic is powerful enough to encode Context Tree Logic and
a Spatial Logic for CCS. In particular, in this last encoding, BiLog is sufficiently
expressive to identify pairs of terms which are redex and reactum in the usual re-
duction semantics of CCS, thus allowing the encoding of ‘temporal’ modalities on
CCS terms without having temporal operators in the logic.

• We discuss how BiLog can be used for describing, querying and reasoning about
XML. We analyse three possible cases: PGL to model XML data trees and tree con-
texts, without nominal resources; PGL extended by named controls and renamings
to model XML data trees with identified nodes; and Bigraph Logic to model XML
data trees with soft-link connections, that are implemented with nominal resources.

Resources have been often modelled with monoids. The monoidal operation expresses
the resource combination and a binary relation may be intended as resource production,
accessibility, sharing or interdependency. Prime example are Bunched Implications’ re-
source monoids [71, 110, 122], the spatial semantics forPointer Logic [87] based on
partial monoids, and the semantics for Linear Logic based on resource consumption [74].

Relational monoids have been proposed in §1.3 as a generalisation of resource se-
mantics. In fact, we related our semantics to more traditional models for the various
extensions of Basic Logic: phase spaces [74], linear frames [137], pretopologies [127],
Kripke semantics [14, 94, 136], and formal topologies [126].

In particular, the two semantics presented in §1.8.1 provide complementary new re-
sults about Bunched Implications Logic and they leave open the possibility of further
investigations on decidability and proof search results in the spirit of [71]. In particular,
the semantics presented in [70], and refined in [71], is deeply related to the semantics
of LBI partially ordered monoids, as the specific treatment of inconsistency,⊥, involves
a topological closure operator. This similarity may enable the study of decidability and
proof search results onLBI and then to go backward and project those results on Basic
Logic and its extensions.

Chapter 2 shows how to extend an intuitionistic logic with the notion of location. As
a next step in the research, we may think to introduce the idea of a structure among the
located resources. Doing this, we might achieve either the descriptive power of the logic
proposed in [17], which enriches the Logic of Bunched Implications with locations; or the
generality of the logic defined in [4], which is a sort of separation logic with places that
describes hierarchical storage; or the expressivity of the logic presented in [16], which is
a multi-modal intuitionistic linear logic with locations. Indeed, the works [4, 16, 17] hint
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that the results presented in Chapter 2 may be positively applied toLBI or IL . This is
what we are currently investigating.

A major limitation of the logic presented in Chapter 2 is that if a formulaϕ is validated
at some named place, sayp, then the formulaϕ@p can be inferred at every other place.
Similarly, if ♦ϕ or �ϕ can be inferred at one place, then they can be inferred at any
other place. In a large distributed system, we may want to restrict the rights of accessing
information in a place. This can be done by adding an accessibility relation as is done in
the case of other intuitionistic modal systems [132, 32].

We are currently investigating if the proof of the finite model property can be adapted
to the hybrid versions of other intuitionistic modal systems. We are also investigating the
computational interpretation of these extensions. This would result in extensions ofλ-
calculus presented in §2.3, which provides a link between the modal logic with places and
the world of computation via the Curry-Howard isomorphism. We also plan to investigate
adding temporal modalities to the logic. This will help us to reason about space and time.

From a purely logical point of view, in Chapter 2, the meta-logic that reasons about
soundness and completeness is classical. In order to obtain a full intuitionistic and con-
structive account, we plan to extend the results of Chapter 1 to modal logics.

Chapter 3 presents another way of describing global resources, with BiLog. Our final
objective is to design a general dynamic logic able to cope uniformly with all the models
bigraphs have been proved useful for.

BiLog may at first appear complex and over-provided of connectives. On the con-
trary, the backbone of the logic is relatively simple, consisting of two operators regulated
by elementary monoidal and interchange laws. Such a structure gives then rise to many –
occasionally complex – derived connectives. This is a fundamental expressiveness prop-
erty that does not put us off: BiLog is in fact meant to be a comprehensive meta-level
framework in which several different logics can be isolated, understood and compared.

In particular, we have seen how the ‘separation’ plays in various fragments of the
logic. For instance, in the case of PGL, where models are bigraphs without names, the
separation is purely structural and coincides with the notion of parallel composition in
Spatial Tree Logic. Dually, as the models for LGL are bigraphs with no location, the
separation in such a logic is disjointness of nominal resources.

For Bigraph Logic, where nodes of the model are associated with names, the separa-
tion is not only structural, but also nominal, since the constraints on composition force
port identifiers to be disjoint. In this sense, it can be seen as the separation in mem-
ory structures with pointers, like Separation Logic’s heap structures [111], and trees with
either pointers [37] or hidden names [40].

Section 3.3.2 introduces the transparency predicateτ to hint how to restrict BiLog’s
descriptive power. The idea is to limit the structures that the logic can observe and express
with its formal language. Although the definition ofτ is justified by several examples di-
rectly related to computer science, all the results we present are proved on the assumption
that the transparency predicate is always true. This happens because our aim here is to
introduce BiLog and show its generality as a descriptive language.

Indeed,τ predicate deserves further investigations. Fist we plan to consider the par-
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ticular characterisation of logical equivalence provided by Theorem 23 and generalise the
result to a congruence ‘up-to’ transparency. That means we may find an equivalence rela-
tion between terms that is tuned byτ: moreτ covers, less the equivalence distinguishes.

The study of the transparency predicate is orthogonal to the dynamics in BiLog. In
fact, restriction of the observational power in the static logic does not hinder in general
a restriction of the observational power in the dynamic counterpart, that is because the
next step modality could allow a re-intensionalisation of the controls by observing the
evolution of the model (c.f. [35, 131]).

A transparency predicate specifies which structures can be directly observed by the
logic, while a temporal modality, along with the spatial connectives, allows to deduce the
structure by observing the behaviour. It would be interesting to isolate some fragments of
the logic and investigate how the transparency predicate influences their expressivity and
intensionality, as done in [85].

Section 3.6 sketches the application of BiLog to describe XML data. We intend to
extend the logic to semistructured data in general. The work in [52] provides further
investigations in this sense.

The existential/universal quantifiers are omitted in BiLog as they imply an undecid-
able satisfaction relation (cf. [50]), while we aim at a decidable logic. The decidability
of BiLog is an open question. We plan to extend the result of [36] to isolate decidable
fragments of BiLog.

To obtain a robust logical setting, we are developing a proof theory, and, in particular,
a sequent calculus that will be useful to compare BiLog with other spatial logics, not only
with respect to the model theory, but also from a proof theoretical point of view.

Several important questions remain: as bigraphs have an interesting dynamics, speci-
fied by reactions rules, we plan to extend BiLog to such a framework. Building on the en-
codings of ambient andπ-calculi into bigraphical reactive systems, we expect a dynamic
BiLog to be able to express both ambient logic [42] and spatial logics forπ-calculus [33].

Finally, the work in [60] suggests to instantiate BiLog by considering theBinding
Bigraphs, to which it provides an axiomatisation in the spirit of [101]. Moreover, the
work [109] hints how to explore the role of the newly definedKind Bigraphswithin
BiLog.
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